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1918. Evans, J. S., University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

1922. Geyelin, H. K., 33 E. 68th St., New York.

1922. Guthrie, C. G., Lawrenceville, N. J.

1921. Herrick, W. W., 49 E. 53rd St., New York.

1921. Kilgore, E. S., Univ. of California Hospital, San Francisco.

1921. Kolmer, J. A., Med. Dept, Univ. of Penna., Philadelphia.

1920. Macht, D. I., Johns Hopkins Medical School, Baltimore.

1922. Marine, D., Montefiore Hospital, New York.

1922. Marriott, W. M., 500 S. Kingshighway, St. Louis.

1920. Moss, W. L., Harvard Medical School, Boston.

1919. Murphy, J. B., Rockefeller Institute, 66th St. and Ave. A,

New York.

1921. O'Hare, J. P., 536 Commonwealth Ave., Boston.

1918. Rehfuss, M. E., 16th and Spruce Sts., Philadelphia.

1922. Scott, R. W., City Hospital, Cleveland.

1920. Strouse, S., 104 South Michigan Ave., Chicago.

1920. Vanderhoof, D., Professional Building, Richmond, Va.

1921. White, P. D., Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston.

1921. Williamson, C. S., 25 E. Washington St., Chicago.
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DECEASED MEMBERS

* Original Members
DATE OF
ELECTION

1896. Adler, Isaac, New York.

*1886. Atkinson, I. E., Baltimore.

*1886. Ball, A. Brayton, New York.

1890. Barker, Fordyce,.Ncw York.

*1886. Baumgartex, G., St. Louis.

*1886. Billings, John S., New York.

*1886. Bowditch, Henry I., Boston.

*1886. Bruen, Edward T., Philadelphia.

*1886. Busey, Samuel C, Washington, D. C.

1907. Carroll, James, Washington, D. C.

*1886. Chew, Samuel C, Baltimore.

*1886. Clark, Alonzo, New York.

*1886. Clymer, Meredith, New York.

*1886. Da Costa, J. M., Philadelphia.

1889. Dabney, William C, University of Virginia.

*1886. Dalton, John C, New York.

*1886. Dana, Israel T., Portland, Maine.

1888. Danforth, I. N., Chicago.

*1886. Delafield, Francis A., New York.
*1886. Donaldson, Frank, Baltimore.

*1886. Draper, William H., New York.

1899. Ely, John Slade, New Haven, Conn.

1895. Fischel, William E., St. Louis.

*1886. Fitz, Reginald H., Boston.

*1886. Folsom, Chas. F., Boston.

*1886. Forchheimer, F., Cincinnati.

*1886. Formad, Henry F., Philadelphia.

1894. Fussell, M. H., Philadelphia.

1889. Geddings, W. H., Atken, S. C.

1916. Gorgas, W. C, Washington.
*1886. Graham, J. E., Toronto, Canada.
*1886. Henry, F. P., Philadelphia.

1898. Herter, C. A., New York.
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DATE OF
ELECTION

*1886. Howard, R. Palmer, Montreal, Canada.

*1886. Hudson, Jr., E. Darwin, New York.

*1886. Hutchinson, James H., Philadelphia.

*1886. Jacobi, A., New York.

*1886. Janeway, E. G., New York.

1908. Janeway, T. C, Baltimore.

*1886. Johnson, Hosmer A., Chicago.

1899. Johnston, W. G., Montreal, Canada.

*1886. Johnston, W. W., Washington, D. C.

1902. Kelly, A. 0. J., Philadelphia.

*1886. Kinnicutt, Francis P., New York.

1901. Kinyoun, J. J., Washington.

1890. Latimer, Thomas S., Baltimore.

*1886. Leidy, Joseph, Philadelphia.

*1886. Longstreth, Morris, Cambridge, Mass.

*1886. Loomis, Alfred L., New York.

1889. Loving, Starling, Columbus, O.

*1886. Lyman, Henry M., Chicago.

*1886. McBride, Thomas A., New York.

1914. McCrae, John, Montreal, Canada.

1890. MacDonnell, R. P., Montreal, Canada.

1887. Meigs, Arthur V., Philadelphia.

1892. Meltzer, S. J., New York.

*1886. Metcalfe, John T., Cold Springs, N. Y.

*1886. Miles, F. T., Baltimore.

*1886. Minot, Francis, Boston.

1898. Mitchell, John K., Philadelphia.

*1886. Mitchell, S. Weir, Philadelphia.

1887. Musser, John H., Philadelphia.

*1886. Osler, Sir William, Oxford.

1898. Packard, Frederick A., Philadelphia.

*1886. Peabody, George L., Newport, R. I.

*1886. Pepper, William, Philadelphia.

1888. Prentiss, D. W., Washington, D. C.

*1886. Putnam, James J., Boston.

1896. Reed, Walter, Washington, D. C.

1887. Reeves, James E., Chattanooga, Tenn.

*1886. Rochester, Thomas F., Buffalo, N. Y.

1889. Roosevelt, J. West, New York.

*1886. Ross, George, Montreal, Canada.

1893. Rotch, Thomas M., Boston.

*1886. Schmidt, H. D., New Orleans.
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DATE OF
ELECTION"

1886. Sinkler, Wharton, Philadelphia.

*1886. Smith, A. A., New York.

1891. Smith, Andrew H., New York.

1915. Southard, E. E., Boston.

1905. Steele, J. Dutton, Philadelphia.

*1886. Sternberg, Geo. M., Washington.

1896. Stewart, D. D., Philadelphia.

*1886. Stewart, James, Montreal, Canada.
*1886. Stille, Alfred, Philadelphia.

*1886. Thacher, James K., New Haven, Conn.
1889. Thomson, W. H., New York.

*18S6. Trudeau, Edward L., Saranac Lake.

*1886. Tyson, James, Philadelphia.

*1886. Ward, Samuel B., Albany.

1898. Wesbrook, F. F., Vancouver.

*1886. Whittaker, James T., Cincinnati.

*1886. Wilkins, George, Montreal.

1898. Withington, Charles F., Boston.

*1886. Wood, H. C, Philadelphia.





ASSOCIATION
OF

AMERICAN PHYSICIANS

CONSTITUTION

As Amended May 3, 1922

ARTICLE I

OBJECT AND NAME

This Association has for its object the advancement of scientific

and practical medicine, and shall be known as The Association of
American Physicians.

ARTICLE II

MEMBERS

The number of active members shall be limited to two hundred.

Physicians of sufficient eminence to merit the distinction may, to a

number not exceeding twenty-five, be elected honorary members, and
as such shall be entitled to attend all meetings and to take part in

the proceedings, but not to vote.

An active member whose membership has extended throughout ten

years or more may, at his request, be transferred by the Council to

emeritus membership.

There shall be also a class of associate members, limited in number
to twenty-five, from which class active members may be elected. These
associate members shall each be elected for a term of five years and
shall enjoy all the privileges of emeritus, members, and each of them
shall pay annual dues amounting to one-half the annual dues of an
active member.
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Membership shall lapse by reason of absence from three successive

annual meetings without reason given acceptable to the Council. An
excused absence shall not be regarded as an attendance. Membership

may be forfeited for reasons deemed sufficient by the Association.

Provided, That in case of removal of an active member to a locality

so distant that his attendance at the annual meetings may reasonably

be regarded as impossible, the Council may be empowered, should it

so desire, to transfer the name of such a member during his absence to

the list of emeritus members, without regard to the length of his previous

active membership.

There shall be a class of Corresponding Members, not to exceed

twenty-five in number, to which distinguished physicians in countries

other than the United States and Canada may be elected. The
names of those proposed for this -membership shall be put in nomina-

tion at an annual meeting by two active members, and the Council

shall report those nominations which are approved by it to the next

annual meeting for election. An affirmative vote of three-quarters of

the members present shall be necessary for election. Corresponding

Members shall be entitled to take part in the proceedings but not to

vote.

ARTICLE III

OFFICERS

The Officers of the Association shall be a President, a Vice-Presi-

dent, a Secretary, a Recorder, a Treasurer—all to be elected annually;

five Councillors—one to be elected each year for a term of five years;

and a Representative to serve on the Executive Committee of the Con-

gress of American Physicians and Surgeons, to be elected at the annual

meeting immediately following the Congress.

ARTICLE IV

DUTY OF OFFICERS

The duties of the President, Vice-President, Secretary, and Treasurer

shall be those usually assigned to these officers.

The Recorder shall secure the papers read and also proper notes .

of the discussions thereon, and shall publish the annual volume of

Transactions.

The five Councillors shall constitute a Committee of Nomination of

Officers, and as such shall present a report at the commencement of the

morning session of the last day of the annual meeting, at the conclusion

of which session the election shall be held by ballot.
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The Representative on the Executive Committee of the Congress

shall have full power to represent the Association on all ordinary

questions, but must be authorized by the Council of this Association

before assenting to the admission of any Society to the Congress.

ARTICLE V

COUNCIL

The officers of the Association shall constitute the Council, of which

four members shall constitute a quorum. It shall be the duty of the

Council to supervise the affairs of the Association, to make all the

arrangements for the annual meeting, to suggest the subject for debate,

and to consider the nominations for membership and report on them at

the meeting at which they shall be balloted on.

ARTICLE VI

MEETINGS

1. The Association shall hold an annual meeting either in the City of

Washington, D. C, or at Atlantic City at a time designated by the

Council.

2. The President shall call the meeting to order and open the session

by an address not exceeding half an hour in length. In his absence the

Vice-President shall preside, and in the absence of both these officers,

the senior Councillor.

3. Then shall follow original communications, discussions on sub-

jects of general interest in the department of medicine and pathology,

demonstrations in pathology, and miscellaneous business.

4. The President shall have complete charge of, and responsibility

for, the program. He shall have power to accept or reject any paper

offered. He shall have power to limit the number of papers, and to

assign a time limit for each one. Papers shall be presented to the

Association only in abstract, and preferably shall not be read from

manuscript. They may be published in full in the Transaction-* as

also in any other medical publication.

5. Each member or guest having a paper on the program is under

obligation to furnish a copy of his paper or a sufficient abstract thereof

to the Recorder for publication in the Transactions. The time limit

for the receipt of manuscript and for the closure of the Transae-

to further additions shall be fixed by the Council.

6. The referee, co-referee, and authors of papers shall send abstracts

of their papers to the Council for distribution to members previous to

the meeting.
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ARTICLE VII

QUORUM

Any number of members present at the appointed time of the annual

meeting shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of ordinary busi-

ness, but for the election of members, twenty-five shall be necessary for

a quorum, and for altering the Constitution fifty members shall be

necessary.

ARTICLE VIII

ELECTION OF MEMBERS

Nominations to membership, signed by two members who are not

officers of the Association, must be made in writing at an annual meeting

of the Association ; and within six months of the time of nomination the

nominators shall transmit to the Council letters stating the qualifications

of the nominee and also a list of his professional positions and publica-

tions. The Council shall report the name of each nominee to the mem-
bers of the Association by letter prior to acting upon the same. The
Council shall report those nominations which are approved by it to the

next annual meeting for action. The election of new members shall

take place on the second day of the meeting. An affirmative vote of

three-fourths of the members present shall be necessary for the election

of active members, but for the election of honorary members a unani-

mous vote of those present shall be required.

ARTICLE IX

ANNUAL DUES

The annual dues of the Association shall be such as the Council

from time to time may fix, from the payment of which honorary and

emeritus members shall be exempt.

ARTICLE X

AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION

Amendments to the Constitution must be proposed in writing by five

members at an annual meeting, and must be acted upon at the succeed-

ing annual meeting, the notices for which shall contain an announcement

of the proposed amendment; and such amendments shall require for

their adoption an affirmative vote of three-fourths of those present.



MINUTES

OF THE

THIRTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL MEETING

Held at the Hotel Raleigh, Washington, D. C, May 2, 3, and 4, 1922

The following members were present at the meeting:

Adam-, S. S.

Allen, F. M.
Amoss, H. L.

Anders, J. M.
Austin, J. H.

Baetjer, W. A.

Baldwin, E. R.

Barker, L. F.

Bass, C. C.

Billings, F.

Blumer, G.

Boggs, T. R.

Bond, C. S.

Brill, N. E.

Brooks, H.

Brown, L.

Brown, T. R.

Brown, W. H.

Bunting, C. H.

Capps, J. A.

Carter, E. P.

Cecil, R.

Chesney, A. M.
Christian, H. A
Cohen, S. S.

Cohn, A. E.

Cole, R. I.

Coleman, W.
Collins, J.

Conner, L. A.

Dick, G.

Doehez, A. R.

Dock, G.

DuBois, E. F.

Edmunds, C. W.
Edsall, David L.

Elliott, C. A.

Erlanger, J.

Finley, F. G.

Fitz, R.

Friedenwald, J.

Fulton, F. T.

Funk, E. H.

Futcher, T. B.

Gay, F. P.

Giffin, H. Z.

Gordinier, H. C.

Griffith, J. P. C.

Hamilton, W. F.

Hamman, L. V.

Hare, H. A.

Hart, T. S.

Heard, J. D.

Herrick, J. B.

Herrick, W. W.
Hess, A. F.

Holt, L. E.

Hoover, C. F.

Howard, C. P.

Howard, W. T.

Howland, J.

Hunt, J. R.

Hunt, R.

Irons, E. E.

Jackson, H.

Joslin, E. P.

Karsner, H. T.

Kober, G. M.
Koplik, H.

Krause, A. K.

Krumbhaar, E. B.

Landis, H. R. M.
Lee, R. I.

Libman, E.

Litchfield, L.

Locke, E. A.

Loeb, Leo
Longcope, W. T.

McCrae, T.

Maeallum, A. B.

MacCallum, W. G.

MacLeod, J. J. R.

MacNider, E. deB.

Macht, I). I.

Mallory. F. B.

Martin, C. F.

Means, J. H.
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Miller, J. A.

Miller, J. L.

Minot, G. R.

Moffitt, H. C.

Mosenthal, H. 0.

Moss, W. L.

Murphy, J. B.

Musser, J. H., Jr.

Newburgh, L. N.

Norris, G. W.
O'Hare, J. P.

Opie, E. L.

Ordway, T.

Park, W. H.

Peabody, F. W.
Pepper, O. H. P.

Piersol, G. M.
Plummer, H. S.

Pratt, J. H.

Prince, M.

Rachford, B. K.

Rehfuss, M. E.

Riesman, D.

Robinson, G. C.

Rosenau, M. J.

Rudolf, R. D.

Russell, F. F.

Sachs, B.

Sailer, J.

Sewall, H.

Sippy, B. W.
Steiner, W. R.

Stengel, A.

Stockton, C. G.

Strouse, S.

Thayer, W. S.

Tileston, W.
Vanderhoof, D.

Wadsworth, A. B.

Walker, I. C.

Warfield, L. M.
Warthin, A. S.

Webb, G. B.

Welch, W. H.

Wells, H. G.

Whipple, G. H.

White, F. W.
White, P. D.

White, S. M.
White, W. C.

Williams, F. H.

Williams, H. U.

Williamson, C. S.

Wilson, L. B.

Wolbach, S. B.

Wood, E. J.

Wood, F. G.

Woodyatt, R. T.

Tuesday Morning, May 2

The Association was called to order by President Moffitt, who
delivered the President's address.

The Treasurer presented his report, showing a balance of $581.06,

and the President appointed Drs. Blumer and Hoover to act as auditors.

The Secretary presented the report of the Council with the following

recommendations

:

1. That the dues for the coming year be $15 for Active Members in

practice; $7.50 for Associate Members in practice, and $5 for Active

and Associate Members in full-time positions who have no professional

income apart from their salaries.

2. That Drs. J. G. Adami, J. C. Meakins and H. U. Williams be

transferred to the Emeritus list.

3. That the absence of Drs. T. Addis, W. M. L. Coplin, O. Klotz,

and S. Lambert be excused.

4. That the meeting in 1923 be held in Atlantic City on May 1, 2,

and 3.

5. That the proposed amendment to the Constitution relative to

the furnishing of papers to the Recorder be adopted.

6. The list of nominations as given elsewhere, for officers and new

members.
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The program was then proceeded with:

Dr. David Riesman presented a paper on " Some Points in Physical

Diagnosis," and Dr. C. F. Hoover presented a paper on "Clinical Signs

of Paralysis of the Intercostal Muscles," which were discussed by Drs.

E. Libman, George W. Xorris, W. S. Thayer, and Thomas R. Boggs,

and the discussion closed by Dr. Hoover.

Dr. Reginald Fitz presented a paper " On Behalf of the Stomach Tube,"

and Dr. Franklin W. White presented a paper on "The Simultaneous

Variation in Acidity of Gastric Contents in Different Parts of the

Stomach," which were discussed by Drs. J. Friedenwald, H. A. Christian,

W. S. Thayer, Joseph Sailer, and E. Libman, and the discussion closed

by Dr. White.

Dr. Louis B. Wilson presented a paper on "The Pathology of Toxic

and Xon-toxic Adenomatous Goiters," and Dr. Joseph L. Miller pre-

sented a paper on "The Recognition and Treatment of Mild Hyper-

thyroidism," which were discussed by Drs. J. H. Means, H. Brooks,

L. F. Barker and H. S. Plummer, and the discussion closed by Dr.

Miller.

Dr. Lewellys F. Barker presented a paper on " Xon-puerperal Pre-

senile Osteomalacia, with Peculiar Selective Involvement of Certain

Vertebra?," and Dr. Wilder Tileston and Dr. F. P. Underhill presented

a paper on "Observations on Tetany in the Adult," which were dis-

cussed by Drs. J. Howland, W. H. Welch, L. A. Conner, R. Fitz, and

W. G. MacCallum, and the discussion closed by Drs. Barker and

Tileston.

Dr. J. Ramsay Hunt presented a paper on " The Tremor Type of the

Hepato-cerebral Degenerations," which was discussed by Dr. L. F.

Barker and the discussion closed by Dr. Hunt.

Dr. Charles S. Bond presented a paper on "A Clinical Study of

Migraine," which was discussed by Dr. L..F. Barker.

Tuesday Afternoon, May 2

Dr. M. J. Rosenau presented a paper on "Experimental Botulism,

with Special Reference to Serum Therapy."

Dr. I. Chandler Walker presented a paper on the "Sensitization

Tests with Digestion Products of Proteins," which was discussed by

Drs. G. M. Kober and M. J. Rosenau.

Dr. L. H. Xewburgh presented a paper on "Further Observations

on the Use of a High Fat Diet in the Treatment of Diabetes Mellitus,"

which was discussed by Drs. E. P. Joslin, R. T. Woodyatt and F. M.
Allen, and the discussion closed by Dr. Xewburgh.

Dr. R. D. Rudolf and Dr. F. M. R. Buhner presented a paper on

"The Fate of Arsenic after Intravenous or Intrathecal Injection."
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Dr. Solomon Strouse and Dr. S. R. Kelman presented a paper on
"Protein Feeding in Hypertension," which was discussed by Dr. H. 0.

Mosenthal.

Dr. Joseph H. Pratt presented a paper on "The Value of Vital Capac-

ity Determinations in the Diagnosis and Treatment of Heart Disease,"

which was discussed by Drs. L. A. Conner and R. D. Rudolf and the

discussion closed by Dr. Pratt.

Dr. J. H. Means and Dr. G. W. Holmes presented a paper on " Further

Observations on the A^-ray Treatment of Toxic Goiter," Dr. F. C. Wood
presented a paper on "The Radiation Treatment of Leukemia," and
Dr. Francis H. Williams presented a paper on "The Treatment of

Tonsils by Radiation from Radium Salts in One Hundred Cases,"

which were discussed by Drs. Thomas McCrae, H. S. Plummer and F.

Billings, and the discussion closed by Drs. Means, Wood, and Williams.

Wednesday Morning, May 3

The following Officers and New Members were elected

:

President—J. B. Herrick.

Vice-President—C. F. Martin.

Secretary—T. McCrae.

Recorder—T. R. Boggs.

Treasurer—J. A. Capps.

Councillor—A. W. Hewlett.

Active Members—G. Dick, Chicago; E. H. Funk, Philadelphia; H. Z.

Giffin, Rochester; N. B. Gwyn, Toronto; L. J. Henderson, Cambridge;

J. H. Musser, Jr., Philadelphia; O. H. P. Pepper, Philadelphia; D. D.

Van Slyke, New York; I. C. Walker, Boston.

Associate Members—

W

T

. C. Alvarez, San Francisco; F. G. Blake, New
Haven; M. A. Blankenhorn, Cleveland; C. K. Drinker, Boston; H. R.

Geyelin, New York; C. G. Guthrie, Baltimore; D. Marine, New York;

W. M. Marriott, St. Louis; R. W. Scott, Cleveland.

The amendment to the Constitution, Section 4, Article VI, was
adopted as follows

:

Each member or guest having a paper on the program is under obliga-

tion to furnish a copy of his paper or a sufficient abstract thereof to the

Recorder for publication in the Transactions. The time limit for the

receipt of manuscript and for the closure of the Transactions to further

additions shall be fixed by the Council.

The Auditors reported that the Treasurer's accounts had been audited

and found correct.

Dr. Julius Friedenwald and Dr. Karl H. Tannenbaum presented a

paper on "Aneurysm of the Hepatic Artery;" Dr. E. Libman presented
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a paper on "Characterizations of Various Forms of Endocarditis;"

Dr. VY. S. Thayer presented a paper on "Gonorrheal Endocarditis;"

Dr. Paul D. White presented a paper on "Clinical Observations on

Heart Block;" Dr. Henry A. Christian presented a paper on "Digitalis

Effects in Cardiac Disease with Regular Rhythm;" Dr. T. Stuart Hart

presented a paper on "Quinidin in Auricular Fibrillation," and Dr.

Joseph A. Capps presented a paper on "The Arsenical Treatment of

Chronic Infectious Endocarditis," which were discussed by Drs. J. L.

Miller, H. A. Hare, Mark White, F. Billings, E. P. Carter, A. B. Wads-

worth, S. S. Cohen, L. A. Conner and A. Stengel, and the discussion

closed by Drs. Libman, Thayer, White, Christian, Hart and Capps.

Dr. Elliot P. Joslin presented a paper on "The Clinical Aspect of

Studies upon the Metabolism of Diabetes," and Drs. J. J. R. MacLeod

and F. G. Banting presented a paper on "The Effect on Diabetes Pro-

duced by Extracts of Pancreas," which were discussed by Drs. S. S.

Cohen, R. T. Woodyatt and F. M. Allen, and the discussion closed by

Dr. MacLeod.

Wednesday Evening, May 3

Dr. A. S. Warthin presented a paper on "The Pathology of Human
Botulism," which was discussed by Drs. W. H. Welch and W. H. Park,

and the discussion closed by Dr. Warthin.

Dr. Lawrason Brown, Dr. Homer L. Sampson and Dr. John X.

Hayes presented a paper on "The Diagnosis and Treatment of Intes-

tinal Tuberculosis," which was discussed by Dr. S. S. Cohen and the

discussion closed by Dr. Brown.

Dr. Leroy H. Briggs presented a paper on "Relapsing Fever in Cali-

fornia."

Dr. Lewis A. Conner presented a paper on the "Experiences in the

New York Hospital with the Treatment of Lobar Pneumonia by a

Serum-free Solution of Pneumococcus Antibodies," and Drs. R. L.

Cecil and N. P. Larsen presented a paper on "A Comparative Study

of the Treatment of Lobar Pneumonia in Bellevue Hospital with and

without Antibody Solution," which were discussed by Drs. F. M.
Huntoon and X. P. Larsen, and the discussion closed by Dr. Conner.

Dr. Elmer H. Funk and Dr. B. L. Crawford presented a paper on

"Brief Notes of a Case of Miliarv Carcinosis."

Thursday Morning, May 4

Dr. F. P. Gay presented a paper on "Experimental Erysipelas.''

Dr. William H. Park presented a paper on "Comparative Incidence
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of Diphtheria in 100,000 Children with Negative Schick Test and

100,000 Controls."

Dr. D. I. Macht and Dr. E. M. Finesilver presented a paper on
" Influence of Saline Purgatives on Absorption and Excretion of Drugs."

Dr. George Morris Piersol and Dr. H. L. Bockus presented a paper on
" Observations on the Value of Phenoltetrachlorphthalein in Estimating

Liver Function," which was discussed by Dr. W. S. Thayer and the

discussion closed by Dr. Piersol.

Dr. H. Z. Giffin presented a paper on "Hemoglobinuria in Hemolytic

Jaundice," which was discussed by Dr. Nathan E. Brill.

Dr. C. P. Howard and R. B. Gibson, Ph.D., presented a paper on

"The Blood Chemistry of Pernicious Anemia."

Dr. Allen K. Krause presented a paper on "A Few Observations on

Immunity to Tuberculosis," which was discussed by Dr. S. S. Cohen
and the discussion closed by Dr. Krause.

The following papers were read by title :
" Experiments in Epidemi-

ology, Continuation Report," by Dr. Simon Flexner, Dr. H. L. Amoss
and Dr. P. H. DeKruif; "Insusceptibility to Sensitization and Anaphy-
lactic Shock," by Dr. W. T. Longcope; "Studies in Nephritis," by Dr.

John Howland and Dr. Benjamin Kremar; "Contributions to the Epi-

demiology of Poliomyelitis," by Dr. Simon Flexner and Dr. H. L.

Amoss; " Antipneumococcus Serum in Lobar Pneumonia, a Clinical

Report," by Dr. C. N. B. Camac; "Some Effects of Epinephrin upon
the Blood Picture," by Drs. Charles W. Edmunds and Ruth P. Stone;
" Congenital Absence of the Left Pectoralis Major with Dextrocardia,"

by Dr. Joseph Sailer; "A Study of the Renal Complication of Dissemi-

nated Lupus Erythematosus (Four Cases)," by Dr. L. G. Rowntree,

Dr. N. M. Keith and Dr. W. H. Goeckerman; "Clinical Studies on
Venous Pressure," by Dr. J. A. E. Eyster and Dr. W. S. Middleton;

"A New Classification of Mycetismus or Mushroom Poisoning," by
Dr. William W. Ford; "The Relation of Sodium Chlorid to Blood-

pressure," by Dr. Herman O. Mosenthal and Dr. James J. Short; "The
Relation Between Arteriosclerosis and Blood-pressure," by Dr. James
P. O'Hare; "A Method for the Investigation of Endocrine Function,"

by Dr. Frederick M. Allen and Dr. J. W. Sherrill; "A Clinical Study
on the Colon," by Dr. Martin E. Rehfuss, and "The Quantitative

Estimation of the Uric Acid of Endogenous and of Exogenous Origin

in the Differentiation of Arthritis of Metabolic from Arthritis of Infec-

tious Origin," by Dr. Thomas R. Brown and Dr. John H. King.

A unanimous vote of thanks was extended to Dr. Moffitt for the

interesting program.

Thomas McCrae,
Secretary.



ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT

By HERBERT C. MOFFITT, M.D.
SAX FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Ix the past year the Association has lost one of its oldest and

most active members, Dr. Milton Howard Fussell, of Philadelphia.

Born in Chester County, Pennsylvania, in 1855, Dr. Fussell was

graduated from the medical school of the University of Pennsylvania

in 18S4, and, literally, until the day of his death, October 15, 1921,

labored ceaselessly for the good of his university and his state.

At the time of his death he was professor of applied therapeutics

in the University of Pennsylvania and physician to the University

and Episcopal Hospitals. Although a deadly menace, unsuspected

by his friends, had long admonished cutting his work and slowing

his activity, he chose to have none but the heaviest loads, and

dropped in harness, as so many of our profession have done. We
shall miss his kindly presence, but the memory of his friendliness,

his sturdy common-sense, his untiring efforts in behalf of students,

friends and fellows will last unchanged.

In expressing appreciation of the great honor conferred upon

me by the Association, I am well aware that reasons geographical

rather than personal have helped sway the choice. The customary

address— a few remarks on the simplification of medical teaching

and practice—will be made brief as befits the requirements of our

three days' program.

In the life of our Association both teaching and practice of

medicine have been profoundly influenced by discoveries in the

fundamental sciences and by the phenomenal development of

surgery and the surgical specialties. Schools, hospitals, teachers

and the profession have been remolded under pressure of new
Am Phys 1
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discoveries, new methods, new appliances, new specialties. They

have been unduly influenced, moreover, by the craze of recent

years for universal standardization, organization and regulation.

Premature enthusiasm has at times been reflected in premature

legislation until a very intricate, specialized system of education

has been elaborated not only in medical schools but in universities

and hospitals as well. At the same time intricate and far-reaching

problems have been forced upon the practisner.

There is a growing feeling that the system is too complicated

—that regulation is extreme. My experience would indicate that

it can be made simpler without sacrifice of new or old parts that

are essential. The student of medicine should reach the university

at least a year earlier, with better knowledge of history, literature

and language (including his own) than now obtains. In the univer-

sity, by all means, let him study science, but let him browse in the

field of humanities as well. If possible bring him to a medical

school with close intercommunication of scientific and clinical

departments and do away with the idea that he must laboriously

toil through all that is to be known of the fundamental sciences

before entering the clinical field. Put him in a hospital with few

divisions, preferably only medicine, surgery and obstetrics, and

with an out-patient an integral part of each clinic. Try to offset

forces in hospital organization and in legislation tending to scatter

material of general medical and surgical clinics. It would be a

great advantage if the student could study medicine in a depart-

ment with pediatric, infectious, dermatological, tuberculous, neuro-

logical and medical wards side by side, and with laboratories as

an integral part.

The curriculum could be greatly simplified by avoidance of

repetition and duplication and by elimination of specialties. The

student should, of course, acquire proper medical, surgical and

laboratory technic, and specialists should, of course, be utilized

in teaching, but should emphasize more plainly the foundations

of their specialties on general medicine. Wider range through

all departments of the school and hospital might safely be per-

mitted in the fifth year and opportunities freely granted in later

years for development in any field. In a few years men should
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be sent out, perhaps, with less technical knowledge, but with wider

clinical vision, better judgment, wiser, more tolerant, better able

to observe, to think and to decide.

The practice as well as the teaching of medicine might well be

simplified. Results of surgical and other special treatment inv

many instances have been overestimated by profession and public-

alike. The need of technical appliances and highly trained

specialists in private and hospital practice has been unduly empha-

sized. At times discoveries in preventive medicine have been

prematurely announced and embodied in legislation that later

proved unwise. We have often promised too much too quickly,

and now zealous specialists in medical education, state boards of

health, federal authority and well-meaning but often misguided

public opinion are forcing medicine to deliver goods not yet pro-

duced. In future, if teaching and practice can be simplified, a

wiser estimation of results will be possible, but until such time

comes the profession should be distrustful of too much regulation

from within or without. Universities should be free to develop

the type of medical school best suited to their resources and

situation; the solution of community problems should be left

largely to the local profession. The dignity of medicine, as a

great unified profession rich in heritage and ideals as well as in

recent acquisition, should be appreciated by every worker within

it and impressed upon the public at large. Well-meaning efforts

to exploit it as a business or a socialistic machine should be

frustrated.



SOME POINTS IN PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS

By DAVID RIESMAN, M.D.
PHILADELPHIA

In obedience to the suggestion of the President of the Association

that at this meeting more attention be given to clinical subjects

than has been the case within recent years, I have chosen a few

topics that, although not of fundamental importance, may prove of

value to the clinician. I shall present them with utmost brevity.

1. Movable Dulness not Always a Sign of Fluid. It is

almost universally believed that movable dulness in the chest is

a sign of the presence of fluid. So firmly is this belief held that

when the other signs of effusion are equivocal, this one is commonly

permitted to determine the diagnosis. I should like to point out,

however, that in some instances movable dulness is produced by

another cause.

In the cases that I have in mind, what seems to be fluid is in

reality the liver changing its position. When the patient is sitting

or standing the liver is found to be one or two interspaces higher

than it is when he is lying down, a striking change in resonance

being in consequence produced. I take it that when this

phenomenon occurs it is due to a softness of the liver, causing it

to rise when the patient stands up and to fall when he lies down.

It is not impossible, also, that the state of tonus of the diaphragm

is an additional factor in its production.

In order not to be misled it is necessary to locate carefully the

apex-beat and to determine whether it is displaced to the left

or not. One must also look for movable dulness in the axilla as

well as in front, and in very obscure cases recourse must be had

to the roentgen ray or to tapping.
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Ulnar Percussion. In a number of obscure cases of suspected

gall-bladder disease the ordinary method of eliciting tenderness

proves fruitless. The discovery of a tender area would greatly

aid in the diagnosis, yet one may press as firmly as is justifiable

and the patient may not complain. In such cases the late John

B. Murphy recommended fist percussion. That, however, appears

brutal and may not be without risk. As a substitute for it I have

found ulnar percussion very satisfactory; others, I am quite sure,

have had the same experience.

The method of employing it is simple: The patient is asked

to take as deep a breath as possible and hold it. Then, suddenly,

one strikes a quick but not hard blow over the upper part of the

right rectus muscle with the ulnar side of the hand. If there is

any disease of the gall-bladder the blow will cause a sharp pain.

If one is in doubt as to whether this pain is superficial and due to

the blow upon the integument, all that is necessary is to perform

the same test on the left side.

This same method of ulnar percussion is applicable to the deter-

mination of sensitiveness over the kidneys. By striking the loin

at right angles to the long axis it is possible to localize pain due

to stone or to inflammation in and about the kidney. I am quite

sure that it permits of a sharper localization than does fist percus-

sion. Here, also, however, it is necessary to compare the two sides.

Clavicular Auscultation. It is often of interest to deter-

mine whether an aortic murmur is transmitted into the neck. By
the customary method of placing the stethoscope over the cervical

vessels a murmur is at times created by pressure. Even a very

gentle application of the stethoscope may produce a murmur.

To avoid this source of error the stethoscope, which must be either

a Bowles or some other form of diaphragm stethoscope, should be

placed over the clavicle. If the murmur is a transmissible one

it will be well heard all along the bone, where no artery can possibly

be pressed upon.

This method is also of value in another respect: Frequently

one meets with cases of marked hypertension in which by every

rule the aortic second sound should be accentuated, but in which

it is found not to be loud. In a number of such cases in which the
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second sound at the aortic area was not at all in keeping with the

height of the pressure I have heard a loud second sound over the

clavicles. I would explain this anomaly upon the theory that

some extrinsic mechanical factor interferes with the transmission

of the intensified second sound to the usual place of auscultating,

in the second right interspace. The same factors do not interfere

with the audibility of the sound over the clavicles. This is really

a very striking phenomenon, although not a common one.

Diastolic aortic murmurs are also often well heard over the

collar bone.

Transdigital Auscultation. Timing heart murmurs is not

always easy. This is particularly true of mitral murmurs. The

question arises as to whether one is dealing with stenosis or with

regurgitation at the valve orifice. Timing by means of the radial

pulse is unreliable, and by means of the carotid is also not very

satisfactory. Several years ago I described a method that has

proved of considerable help in this matter. I have called it " trans-

digital auscultation." To practice it, it is necessary to employ a

diaphragm stethoscope and not one of the bell type. The index or

middle finger is flexed at a right angle and its tip is placed directly

over the apex-beat; the stethoscope is then laid on the horizontal

phalanx of the flexed finger. It will be found that murmurs may
be heard nearly as well through the finger as when the stethoscope

is placed directly on the chest, and inasmuch as auscultation and

palpation are performed at the same place it is obvious that one

can tell readily whether a murmur occurs before the finger is lifted,

synchronously with its lifting or afterward. The method serves

especially well for eliciting the Duroziez murmur in cases of

aortic insufficiency. This murmur is a double murmur heard in

the femoral artery when pressure is made upon it with the stetho-

scope just below Poupart's ligament. Sometimes the pressure

is distinctly painful; at others the stethoscope disk is too large

for making satisfactory compression. If the artery is not properly

compressed only one sound is heard. By transdigital auscultation

the drawbacks just cited are obviated. The to-and-fro murmur

can readily be brought out by regulated pressure with the tip of

the finger.

( This paper is discussed on page J$.—Ed.)



THE FUNCTIONS AND INTEGRATION OF THE
INTERCOSTAL MUSCLES

By C. F. HOOVER, M.D.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

The study of intercostal muscle function began with Galen, who

believed the external intercostals to be expiratory and the internal

intercostals inspiratory. This teaching was unquestioned until

Vesalius, thirteen hundred years later, interpreted both external

and internal muscles as having the same function. Thomas ArVillis,

of Oxford, in 1673 for the first time interpreted the external muscles

as inspiratory and the internal as purely expiratory. In 1748,

Hamberger devised his famous model and the theory which has

been quoted in all subsequent physiologic literature on respiration.

Luciani says Hamberger 's model "'is an incomplete reproduction

of costal excursion, but it served to elucidate the mechanism"'

—

faint praise but quite sufficient for a scheme which misrepresents

both costal excursion and intercostal function.

The only experimental confirmation of Hamberger 's theory that

is at all worthy of the problem is Martin and Hartwell 's, an account

of which was published in 1879. These experiments isolated a

pair of ribs by cutting all the intercostal structures which bound

them above and below and with the sternum, but left intact the

blood and nerve supply to the space between the two experimental

ribs. The external intercostal muscle uniting the two ribs was

then severed through its entire extent, and finally both ribs were

cut so as to leave two segments of the ribs connected only by the

internal intercostal muscles, the blood and nerve supply of which

were left intact. Artificial respiration was employed and then,

when automatic respiratory movements were set up after artificial
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respiration was suspended, the internal intercostal muscle was

observed to contract during expiration only.

So far as this observation goes it is satisfactory, but it does not

prove that the external intercostals are never expiratory, nor does

it prove that the internal intercostals are never inspiratory. In

this experiment also no account is taken of the varying respiratory

responses consequent on resistance to entrance and exit of air or

varying amounts of the minute volume of air. Martin and Hart-

well also failed to consider the varying effects on respiratory move-

ments produced by different degrees and kinds of anesthesia and

varying degrees of exhaustion of the respiratory innervation. Xor

did these experimenters consider the integration of all the respi-

ratory muscles in a normal animal.

With these considerations in mind, my experimental work has

led me to formulate the following theses:

1. With tranquil respiration, only the external intercostals are

activated during inspiration, and in expiration neither external

nor internal intercostal muscle is employed.

2. With great hyperpnea, the external intercostals are activated

during inspiration, and in expiration the internal intercostals

only may be activated; but when the abdominal muscles are brought

into use, either because of resistance to the exit of air or by intense

hyperpnea, then the external muscles are synergically employed

with the abdominal muscles. The external muscles are employed

in expiration only when the abdominal muscles are requisitioned.

3. The internal intercostal muscles are employed in inspiration

only when in the presence of hyperpnea there is added a resistance

to the entrance of air.

4. The normal inspiratory and expiratory excursions of the ribs

are determined not by the alternating actions of the two sets of

intercostal muscles but by their integration with muscles that

convert the results of their action into either an inspiratory or an

expiratory effect. These auxiliary muscles are the scaleni and

serratus posticus superior for inspiration, and the triangularis

sterni and serratus posticus inferior for expiration.

Briefly stated, the external intercostal muscles are employed

in inspiration in all respiratory conditions. There is a high

threshold for their use in expiration, and this is passed only when
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they are activated synergically with the abdominal muscles. The

internal are employed in expiration in hyperpnea, and have a

threshold for expiratory use that is lower than that for the external

intercostals. The internal intercostals are required in inspiration

only in the combined presence of hyperpnea with resistance to the

entrance of air. The highest threshold is for the inspiratory

employment of the internal intercostal muscles, and then in

descending order come the external intercostals in expiration, the

internal intercostals in expiration, and finally the external muscles

in inspiration.

Paralysis of the Intercostal Muscles* The best example

of the functional loss of the intercostal muscles that it has been

my fortune to see was in a man about fifty years of age, who had

had a severe attack of poliomyelitis when twenty-five years old.

This man was in good health and suffered only the disability which

resulted from poliomyelitis. He had a widely distributed and

severe paresis and atrophy of the thoracoscapular and upper

extremity muscles of both sides, and there was involvement of

the muscles of the pelvic girth and both thighs and both legs.

There was nowhere any evidence of sensory paresis. He had

sufficient use of his arms and legs so that he was able to go about,

though with considerable difficulty, and was able to take care of

himself. Of the muscles employed in respiration, only the inter-

costals, triangularis sterni and serrati postiei, superior and inferior,

were involved, the scaleni, diaphragm and abdominal muscle-

being intact. ' All of the intercostal muscles were completely

paralyzed with the exception of those going to the ninth, tenth.

eleventh, and twelfth ribs of the right side. These four bottom

ribs of the right side were the only ones that moved in response to

intercostal muscles. That part of the right costal border formed

by the ninth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth ribs moved lateral in

inspiration, and those ribs had also a normal bucket-handle move-

ment. In inspiration the remaining portion of the right costal

margin and the entire left costal margin moved toward the median

line.

Estimated by his height and weight, his lungs should have had

a vital capacity of 3800 cc, and without the aid of his intercostal

muscles he did have a vital capacity of 3200 cc. This capacity
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was quite sufficient for respiratory purposes, but he could not expel

air explosively from his lungs as required by a cough or sneeze.

He had all the incentive to sneeze and completed the reflex pro-

cedure, but his sneeze was ineffective on account of the want of

explosive expulsion of air. He had also observed that it was

difficult for him to expel hard fecal matter. He said that a few

years after his recovery from poliomyelitis he had an attack of

bronchitis which gave him much distress on account of his inability

to expel mucus from his trachea, but he instinctively discovered

that he could cough with considerable success if he placed his arms

about his thorax and then threw himself on his side against the

mattress of the bed. The man seemed to cough into instead of

out of the lung. He could approximate his vocal cords with normal

vigor, and the abdominal muscles were vigorous ; from the strength

of his laryngeal and abdominal muscles the observer would expect

a vigorous cough, but he was unable to produce it. When the

sides of his thorax were firmly supported by the hands of an

attendant, he was able to cough like a normal person.

The ability to compress his lungs was tested by having him blow

into a mercury manometer. In carrying out this test, in order

to make sure that the patient did not employ his buccal muscles

to raise the pressure in the manometer, he was required to blow

through a tube in one nostril. He could raise the pressure just

50 mm., but with normal expiratory muscles he could have raised

it 100 mm. It was quite apparent that the deficient compression

of his lungs was due to paralysis of his intercostal muscles, which

deprived him of circumferential constriction of the thorax.

The part played by the intercostal muscles in inspiring against

resistance was shown when the patient was instructed at the end

of a forced expiration to inspire with all his might through a tube

(connected with a mercury manometer), which was inserted in a

nostril while the mouth and other nostril were held shut. The

highest column of mercury he could raise in this manner was 46

mm. In view of the fact that a normal person can inspire against

a resistance that is 90 per cent as great as the positive pressure he

can raise within the lung, it is apparent that the loss in forceful

inspiratory action was proportionately the same as the loss in

power of compressing the lungs.
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If we consider the pneumatics of the experiment, the basic reasons

for his disability stand out with great clearness. There were at

least 1000 cc of residual air in his lung at the end of a forced expi-

ration, and then he added 3200 cc by the use of his diaphragm and

scaleni. While this volume of air was contained in the lung, be

blew into the manometer by contracting his abdominal muscles,

which served to drive the diaphragm upward. By this effort the

mercury manometer registered a pressure of 50 mm.; therefore,

his lungs were compressed to -g-f-g- X 4200, which equals 3937 cc.

The diminution in volume of the 4200 cc under a pressure of 50

mm. of mercury equaled 263 cc.

In this formula

750 = the barometric pressure which prevailed at the time;

800 = pressure to which the contained air in the lung was subjected by the

muscular effort.

If, as a normal man should, he had been able to attain an intra-

pulmonic pressure of 100 mm. mercury, the 4200 cc of air would

have been compressed to a volume of 3705. There would, there-

fore, have been a further diminution in volume of 222 cc for the

rise in pressure from 50 to 100 mm. mercury. From the original

estimate of this man 's vital capacity, we assume that he was deprived

of only 600 cc by paralysis of his intercostal muscles. Now, suppose

in the act of blowing into the manometer he had been able to

accomplish a completely normal expiratory excursion of his ribs,

he would have further reduced the volume of air in his lungs by

600 cc. Had his intercostal muscles been sufficiently strong to

accomplish this compression, he would have raised the pressure

in the manometer to 193 mm. mercury— that is, 143 mm. higher

than the 50 mm. he was able to attain. This is estimated according

to the following formula:

750

800 - x

In this formula,

X 4200 = 3337

750 = barometric pressure.

800 = mm. of mercury pressure which was actually produced by the patient's

muscular effort,

x = the unknown added pressure (143 mm. mercury which would have been
necessary to compress the air 600 cc less than the volume which was
attained by the effort he actually employed. As shown above, this

volume was 3937).

4200 = the original volume of air in the lung at prevailing barometric pressure.
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This computation shows in an interesting way the physical basis

for the man's disability to constrict his thorax for want of his

intercostal muscles. He was able to raise his intrapulmonic pres-

sure just half as high as if he possessed normally functioning inter-

costal muscles, but the vital capacity of his lungs was impaired

only 15 per cent of the normally expected amount.

The power of lowering air pressure in the lungs by inspiratory

effort was also diminished in the same proportion as was the power

of compression. The losses in power of circumferential constriction

and of expansion were the same, which indicates that exactly the

same musculature is employed in both, or at least that an equal

loss for both processes is incurred by motor paralysis of all the

intercostal muscles. Therefore, if it can be shown that both

external and internal intercostals are employed in forced com-

pression, the corollary follows that both sets of muscles are

employed in forced expansion.

Loss of all intercostal function, as shown by the preceding dis-

cussion, leaves the patient in respiratory comfort with the loss of

only between 15 and 20 per cent of vital capacity. The major

disability incurred by paralysis of all the intercostal muscles lies

wholly within any effort that demands compression or distension

of the lung against resistance.

The opportunity to examine the thoracic excursion of a man
with normal cardiorespiratory function, with the exception of

motor paralysis of the intercostal muscles, was a rare opportunity.

I can find no other similar case in medical literature. The sur-

prising features of his disability were the slight loss of vital capacity

and the great loss in the ability forcibly to compress and to distend

the lungs. It is obvious that the slightness of the diminution in

vital capacity was not due so much to the normally small share of

the lost costal excursion in lung distension as to the abdominal

muscles—which by their attachments to the entire costal borders

and lower end of the sternum were able to pull the lower six pairs

of ribs downward and toward the median line and to pull the

sternum with its attached ribs in a downward direction—and also

to the inspiratory aid of the scaleni, which will be considered later

in the discussion.
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Contribution of Each Group to Vital Capacity. In this

relation it seemed desirable to learn about how much of the vital

capacity may be lost when both the intercostal and abdominal

share of phrenic excursion in procuring vital capacity can be esti-

mated, because in expiration the ribs cannot be drawn into a forced

expiratory position by the abdominal muscles.

Experiment 1.—A vigorous dog, weighing 11 kilos, was used. Before

the administration of ether there was given only j grain morphin, so that

the respiratory center would be depressed as little as the operative condi-

tions would allow. A tracheal cannula was inserted and connected with

the reservoir of a Benedict apparatus that contained 75 per cent oxygen

and 25 per cent carbon dioxide. This was done with the idea that if the

animal were under light anesthesia he would exhibit nearly his whole vital

capacity in the ensuing hyperpnea that would be demanded by rebreathing

such a high percentage of carbon dioxid. As will be later shown it was

closely approximated.

In Fig. 1, line A, is seen the tracing made on a drum revolving at the

rate of 5 mm. per second. The time marker is one-fifth second. The dog

rebreathed into a Benedict apparatus with a clamp on the tubes leading to

the canister. The largest excursion of the reservoir recorded a tidal air

of 704 cc. The spinal cord was then sectioned at the level of the top of the

body of the first dorsal vertebra. The scaleni and diaphragm were the only

respiratory muscles left intact; the intercostals, triangularis sterni, serrati

postici and abdominal muscles being paralyzed. During inspiration the

diaphragm had a large excursion, as shown by the inspiratory protrusions of

the upper abdomen; both costal margins were drawn toward the median line

and the lateral aspects of the thorax were slightly retracted. The tracheal

cannula was reconnected with the Benedict reservoir within a few minutes

after the spinal cord was sectioned. The tracing in line B, Fig. 1, was then

made on a drum slowly revolving at a rate of 1 mm. per second. The
transitions from inspiration to expiration, and vice versa, are seen to be at

fir^t very prompt, and then gradually there developed a change in the

automatic steering. The transition from expiration to inspiration remained

the same, but there was a prolongation of the time between the end of

inspiration and the end of expiration.

As seen in Fig. 1, line A at .r, before the cord was sectioned the duration

of an inspiration was four-fifths second and of an expiration seven-fifths

second. Lines C, D, E and F (Fig. 1) are tracings of the respiration after

the cord was sectioned. The speed of the drum was 5 mm. per second, and
the time marker registered in one-fifths of a second. At Y, line E, the

duration of an inspiration was four-fifths second, but from the height of

inspiration to the end of expiration was thirteen-fifths second. The
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diaphragm was held near the maximum point of excursion for nine-fifths
second, and then it was relaxed as the retractile lung expelled its contents
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in the remaining four-fifths second. After section of the cord the largest

tidal air record was 308 cc, which is only 43 per cent of the tidal air pro-

cured before the intercostal system and abdominal muscles were paralyzed.

Under these conditions 67 per cent of the vital capacity was lost, whereas

in the patient with paralyzed intercostals and intact abdominal muscles

there was a loss of only 15 per cent of the vital capacity.

An attempt was made to simulate the forced expiratory phase of the

patient with paralyzed intercostals and active abdominal muscles by com-

pressing the dog's abdomen with the palms of both hands and at the same

time pulling in both costal margins by the finger tips (Fig. 1, line F at x, y,

z). This procedure increased the tidal air from 308 to 440 cc, which is 62

per cent of the vital capacity under normal conditions. Of course this

procedure did not adequately represent the function of normal abdominal

muscles, but it indicates how the mechanism could be approximated. Cut-

ting the cord slowed the respiratory rate from 24 to 16 per minute, but the

slowing of the rate was due to the change in the automatic steering, which

consisted in a delay of the transition from inspiration to expiration.

To determine (before the dog's cord was severed) how nearly

the tidal air equaled the vital capacity, the pluck was removed and

measurement was made of the volume of air that could be expressed

from the lungs after they were given their maximum distension.

This was found to be 1012 cc. If from this we subtract 200 cc for

residual air there remain 812 cc, which is only 94 cc in excess of

the tidal air (708 cc) obtained when the animal was breathing the

high percentage of carbon dioxid. When we consider the possible

excess of distension obtained by blowing up the excised lungs

above the maximum inspiratory distension during life, it is apparent

that the 704 cc of tidal air closely approximated the dog's vital

capacity wThen all the respiratory muscles were intact, and 30S cc

the vital capacity after the intercostal system and abdominal

muscles were paralyzed.

During the time the dog was breathing his maximum minute

volume of air when the cord was intact, the abdominal muscles

were vigorously contracted during expiration, and although the

intrapleural pressure was not measured during that time, the fact

that the abdominal muscles were vigorously contracted is good

evidence that the pressure in the pleural cavity was raised above

barometric pressure. The active vigor with which expiration is

performed in such experiments depends on the depth of anesthesia
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and the state of exhaustion of the animal. When the intercostals

alone are paralyzed, the abdominal muscles contribute to the

vital capacity by their expiratory aid, as shown in the patient

whose intercostals were paralyzed while the abdominal muscles

were intact.

Experiment 2 was done to show how much of the vital capacity

of an animal is sacrificed when the diaphragm is paralyzed and the

scaleni, intercostals and abdominal muscles are intact.

Experiment 2.—A dog weighing 17 kilos was given j grain morphin

prior to ether anesthesia. After insertion of a tracheal cannula the animal

rebreathed into the Benedict reservoir containing 75 per cent oxygen and

25 per cent carbon dioxid. During this period of intense hyperpnea, the

clog very vigorously contracted the abdominal muscles during expiration,

so that we have good reason for saying he was employing his maximum
expiratory and inspiratory efforts. The largest tidal air was 836 cc. The

phrenic nerves were then sectioned in the lower portion of the . cervical

region and rebreathing of a high percentage of carbon dioxid was resumed.

During this period the outward movement of the costal margins was very

greatly exaggerated, and in expiration the abdominal muscles were

strongly contracted. The largest tidal air procured was 418 cc.

An incision was then made in the abdomen and the leaves of the dia-

phragm were inspected. They were found to be paralyzed on both sides,

but there was a vigorous contraction of the crura of the diaphragm, which

evidently received some nerve supply from the cord below the origin of

the phrenics. The active contraction of the crura drew the mid-portions

of the diaphragm slightly downward and backward, and no doubt con-

tributed somewhat to stabilizing the whole diaphragm, so that it did not

ascend during inspiration when the intercostals were strongly activated.

The inability to get absolute paralysis of the entire diaphragm

by sectioning the phrenic nerves makes the estimation of the

diaphragm's contribution to vital capacity somewhat doubtful.

The manner in which this dog 's diaphragm behaved will not allow

the assumption that all the share of the diaphragm in inspiration

was eliminated. However, so far as our observations go, they

indicate that paralysis of the intercostal muscles with preservation

of the abdominal muscles reduces the vital capacity only about

15 per cent, whereas paralysis of the diaphragm which follows

sectioning of the phrenic trunks reduces the vital capacity about

56 per cent.
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To see how nearly the maximum tidal air of the animal

represented his vital capacity, the intercostal spaces %n both sides

were freely opened and after the animal died the lungs were blown

up to their maximum capacity in situ within the thorax, and then

the escaping air was measured as the lungs passively contracted.

The amount of air thus expelled from maximum distension to

maximum contraction was 1276 cc. So it seems that S36 cc closely

approximates the animal's vital capacity when we consider the

residual air to have been about 300 cc.

This experiment was done on three different animals. In one

experiment there was very slight action of the pillars of the

diaphragm after the phrenics were cut. In two animals that part

of the diaphragm inserted on the vertebra? contracted with great

vigor, but in all the animals that part of the diaphragm inserted

laterally to the vertebra? and on the costal borders was completely

paralyzed. This observation was confirmed by making an incision

through the diaphragm, so that the entire extent of the phrenic

structure could be palpated between the thumb and fingers.

Experiment 3 was employed to give some conception of the

ventilatory capacity of the intercostals when the diaphragm was

paralyzed and the abdominal muscles eliminated by cutting away

their attachments to the costal borders.

Experiment 3.— After a preliminary dose of \ grain morphin a trache-

otomy tube was introduced into the trachea of a dog under ether anesthesia

and connected with a Benedict reservoir containing 20 per cent carbon

dioxid and 80 per cent oxygen. The time recorded is in one-fifths of a

second. The lower line A, Fig. 2, records the respiratory excursion while

the dog was rebreathing this high percentage of carbon dioxid. The largest

tidal air recorded was 484 cc. Both phrenic nerves were then sectioned in

the lower cervical region and the respiration recorded on line B. The
largest tidal air recorded was 330 cc.

The linea alba was then incised up to the diaphragm and all the attach-

ments of the abdominal muscles to the costal borders and last rib were

severed. Tracing C was then made and the largest tidal air was 220 cc.

After these animal experiments had been finished, their inter-

pretation was confirmed by the following clinical experience:

A patient was brought to Lakeside Hosptal who had received

Am Phys 2
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a bullet wound through the body of the seventh cervical vertebra.

As a result of the wound the patient had complete paralysis of all

the intercostal and abdominal muscles and the scaleni. The only

respiratory muscle that was left him was the diaphragm. From

his size and weight he should have had a vital capacity of 3500 cc,

but the largest amount he was able to exhibit was 1600 cc, which,

however, left him in respiratory comfort. Unlike the patient

'AS***
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Fig. 2

with paralyzed intercostal muscles and normal scaleni and ab-

dominal muscles, this patient's entire sternum moved caudad and

vertebrad with each inspiratory excursion of the diaphragm, and

instead of having his vital capacity reduced by only between 15

per cent and 20 per cent, he had a reduction of 55 per cent. This

reduction of 55 per cent was due to paralysis not only of the inter-

costal muscles but also of the scaleni and the abdominal muscles.

Conformation of the Thorax and Manner of Costal

Excursion. Before entering on a discussion of muscular function,
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the next problem to consider is the conformation and excursion of

the thoracic cage. The bony cage of the thorax consists of two

parts, whose mechanisms of respiratory excursion differ in several

details. The upper portion, or cuirass, consists of the sternum

and upper five ribs, which unite transverely with the sternum at

nearly right angles. In inspiration the anterior transverse portions

of the second to the fifth ribs (inclusive) are rotated in a vertical

plane which intersects the rib at its midclavicular line and the

articulation between the head of the rib and the transverse pro-

Fig. 3.—In the above diagram let A-G be the vertical column and A-D, B-E and
C-F the radii of rotation of the anterior parts of three ribs. As the radii move upward
or in a cephalad direction, retaining the parallel relation so that they are brought into

the positions of A-D 1
, B-E l and C-F 1

, the distances between the parallel radii increase

but the distances between the ends of the radii diminish; and it is the distance between
the ends of the radii which should represent the breadth of an intercostal space. An
apparatus was designed to illustrate this point (Fig. 4).

cess of the vertebrae. The lateral parts of these ribs rotate in a

vertical plane which intersects the rib in its midaxillary line and

the middle of the median plane of the thorax. Both of these radii

of rotation for these four ribs increase in length from above down-

ward as their arches increase in size.

In the Hamberger model, which supposedly represents the eleva-

tion of the ribs, the radii of rotation for rib segments are wrongly

employed to represent the ribs, and, therefore, show a widening

of the distance between these supposed structures as they move
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upward in parallel relation. The widening is true for the radii

of rotation of rib segments but not for the intercostal spaces, which

should be measured by the distance between the ends of the radii.

This will be seen in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 4, A, the large perpendicular piece represents the side of

the vertebra3 . The three parallel structures at bent angles with

the vertebra? represent the radii on which segments of the arches

of the upper ribs rotate. The three transverse pieces attached

to the ends of the radii represent segments of the arches of the

ribs, and the three rubber bands which connect the segments of

the ribs represent the intercostal muscles.

In B, as the* three radii are released they rise to a right angle

position on the vertebra?. The distances between the radii are

enlarged, but the elastic bands which represent the intercostal

muscles are shortened.

If the apparatus is turned upside down, we then have an illus-

tration of the ribs at the base of the thorax where the arches of

the ribs diminish in size as we descend.

In C, the three arms forming acute angles with the perpendicular

median plane of the thorax represent the radii of rotation of the

ninth, tenth and eleventh ribs. When the radii form an acute

angle with the perpendicular, the bands representing the inter-

costal muscles are relaxed, and then if the radii are lifted into the

horizontal position, as in D, the intercostal bands become taut.

This is just the opposite of the conditions which obtain in the

upper thorax, where elevation of pairs of ribs in parallel relation

narrows the intercostal spaces throughout their entire extent.

In the middle of the thorax, where the succeeding lower rib has

the same sized arch, or in the lower thorax, where the succeeding

lower rib has a lesser arch, elevation of ribs in pairs would widen

the intercostal spaces but for provisions in the structures of the

anterior extremities of the last seven ribs. From the sixth to

the tenth rib, inclusive, the angulation of the cartilaginous parts

of the ribs with their bony parts permits an enlargement of the

costochondral angle as the rib is elevated, and thus the entire

arch of the rib is enlarged as it is drawn upward and outward by

the intercostal muscles. The straightening of the costochondral
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angle thus permits all that part of the rib which is lateral to the

chondral portion to be rotated outward in a horizontal plane on

a vertebral axis. The capacity for outward rotation on a vertebral

axis increases from the sixth to the twelfth ribs, inclusive, and is

Fig. 4

particularly ample in the floating ribs. If these last seven rib-

move upward in response to activation of the intercostal muscles

attached to their upper borders they must swing laterad, and thus.

by increasing the length of the radii of cephalad rotation of their

arches, the intercostal spaces retain a constant breadth. This
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introduction of an additional axis of rotation for the lower seven

ribs compensates for the widening of their intercostal spaces that

of necessity would result if the radii of rotation of their arches were

not enlarged as they are elevated during inspiration.

It is an absurdity to suppose that direct action of the intercostal

muscles in any phase of quiet respiration could possibly widen

the spaces between ribs. The mechanism just described shows

how elevation of the ribs increases the circumference of the thorax

at every level without stretching the parietal pleura, and maintains

a constant breadth of the intercostal spaces. In fact, the function

of the intercostal muscles during inspiration is to elevate the ribs

without widening the intercostal spaces. The visceral pleura glides

over the parietal pleura only in pulmonary excursion between the

position of apnea (i. e., the end of passive expiration) and that of

maximum inspiration, and within this range of thoracic excursion

the parietal pleura is maintained as a smooth, taut membrane—
a condition that is very essential for the smooth functioning of

lung extension. From the position of apnea to that of forced expi-

ration the ribs are all pulled downward and the lower seven are

rotated mediad on their vertebral axes by the action of all the

intercostals and the abdominal muscles, so that the surface of the

parietal pleura may present a slightly corrugated surface; but

within this range of thoracic excursion there is no gliding between

the visceral and parietal pleura3 .

This exposition of costal excursion clearly shows how the inter-

costal spaces, from the second to the fifth, inclusive, may either

retain their breadth or be slightly narrowed in the process of increas-

ing the circumference of that part of the thorax which has the

rigidity of a cuirass; and it also shows how, if the ribs be per-

mitted to move cephalad during inspiration, the lower intercostal

spaces, from the sixth to the eleventh, inclusive, must retain their

width unchanged by an outward rotation of the ribs on a vertebral

axis. If this outward movement of the lower ribs is not allowed,

then the lower part of the thorax is rib-bound and loses its con-

tribution to pulmonary excursion in inspiration.

It thus becomes apparent how flattening of the subcardial and

lateral portions of the diaphragm wUl lessen the vital capacity of
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the lungs not only because some phrenic excursion is lost but also

because flattening of any part of the diaphragm lessens the out-

ward rotation of the costal ends to which it is attached. Depres-

sion of the diaphragm renders a patient, so to speak, both phrenic

bound and costal bound in the lower thorax. In cardiac disease,

where the enlarged heart flattens the subcardial diaphragm and

causes inspiratory narrowing of the subcostal angle, we can see

how the loss of outward rotation of the involved ribs will con-

tribute to a loss in vital capacity of the lungs. So that cardiac

decompensation contributes to lessening of lung capacity not only

by lung rigidity from stasis in the pulmonary circulation, but also

by costal rigidity due to a loss of outward rotation in the sixth to

the ninth ribs, inclusive.

To show the absurdity of the supposed widening of the inter-

costal spaces on inspiration, one needs only to stretch a tape from

the top of the second rib in the midclavicular line to the eleventh

rib in the midaxillary line, and it is then seen that from the end of

a normal expiration, or the position of apnea, to a maximum inspi-

ration, the distance between these two points remains unchanged.

If the tape is stretched from the middle of the clavicle to any point

on the lower ribs, the distance between the two points is found to

be lessened during quiet inspiration. In other words, all excepting

the first rib move cephalad during a moderate inspiration. In a

forced inspiration the scaleni elevate the first rib and with it the

clavicle.

Excepting the first interspace, every part of all the intercostal

spaces retains an unchanged breadth during tranquil inspiration,

excepting those parts which lie between the costal cartilages as

they form an angle with the course of their respective rib and turn

in a cephalad direction to join the sternum. These interchondral

spaces are decidedly widened during inspiration, as can be clearly

seen in the dog when the intercostal spaces are uncovered. How-

ever, in this area of interchondral spaces, a considerable volume

of muscle intervenes between the spaces and the parietal pleura,

viz., the triangularis sterni and the transverse abdominal muscles;

so the alternate widening and narrowing of these spaces with
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respiratory movements do not modify the contour of that part of

the parietal pleura that lies underneath.

This exposition of costal excursion is confirmed by dog experi-

ment 4, which was designed to produce an exaggeration of the

normal excursion of the ribs.

Experiment 4.—Under morphin, j grain, and ether anesthesia, both

phrenic nerves were severed in the lower cervical region, and all the attach-

ments of the abdominal muscles were cut away from the costal margins

and the ribs exposed by skinning one side of the thorax. By this means all

restraint to costal excursion by the diaphragm and abdominal muscles was

abolished. The clog was then made to rebreathe through a tracheal cannula

connected with a Benedict reservoir that contained 25 per cent carbon dioxid

and 75 per cent oxygen. The tube connecting the trachea with the reser-

voir was narrowed by means of a screw clamp so that inspiration and expi-

ration were both much prolonged. It was thus possible to make a satis-

factory inspection of the costal movements.

The second rib touched the first rib at the height of inspiration, and the

second interspace was narrowed but not so much as the first. The narrow-

ing of the interspaces during inspiration grew progressively less to the

seventh, which retained an unchanged breadth during the entire respiratory

cycle; but from the seventh space down to the twelfth, inclusive, there

was a perceptible widening of the interspaces during inspiration and nar-

rowing at the end of the forced expiratory effort. These observations were

made on the intercostal spaces in a line drawn from the midclavicular line

on the second rib to the midaxillary line on the thirteenth rib. It was

clearly perceived that the interspaces in the upper half of the thorax, or

cuirass, were narrowed in inspiration and widened in expiration, but in

the lower half the interspaces were widened during inspiration and narrowed

with expiration.

This strongly indicates that the intercostal muscles are con-

cerned wholly with rotation of the ribs in laterad, cephalad and

caudad directions, and have nothing to do with the breadth of the

intercostal spaces. The varying breadth of the intercostal spaces

is a mere incident in the process of enlarging the circumference

of the thorax in all its levels during inspiration, and constricting

the thorax circumferentially during expiratory efforts.

Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the rotations of the intercostal spaces

in forced expiration.
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Fig. 5.

—

A-B represents a line drawn through the costovertebral articulation of
three upper ribs. C, D, and E are points on the first, second and third ribs in the
midclavicular line. A—C, F-D and G-E are the radii of rotation of the points on
the ribs. The distances between the arcs of rotation of these radii are seen to broaden
as the arcs are drawn downward, which of course means that the intercostal spaces

are slightly broadened in this part of the thorax as the ribs are pulled downward from
the position of apnea to that of forced expiration. As we descend to the lower posi-

tion of the thorax, there is a distinct narrowing of the intercostal spaces with forced
expiration. This mechanism is described in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6.—Let the line A-B represent a line on the middle of the vertical plane of the
thorax, and C, D and E points on the ninth, tenth and eleventh ribs in the mid-
axillary line. A-C, F-D and G-E are the radii of rotation of the points on the
arches of these ribs, which diminish in size from above downward. As these ribs are
drawn mediad and caudad, the ends of the radii of rotation of neighboring costal

segments, as shown by the arcs of excursion of the points C, D and E, will be approxi-
mated.
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Thus in thoracic excursion from the position of apnea to that of

maximum expiratory compression, the upper part, or cuirass, and

the lower or bellows part are both diminished in circumference,

but in this process the upper intercostal spaces are slightly broadened

and the lower intercostal spaces are norrowed.

Compression of the Lungs by Intercostal Muscles. As

shown thus far by this study, the active part that the intercostal

muscles may perform in compressing the lungs indicated the need

of proving that the intercostals without the aid of the abdominal

muscles can raise the pressure in the pleural cavity. The loss of

one-half the power of lung compression in our patient with paralyzed

intercostals and intact abdominal muscles demanded proof that

the intercostals without the aid of the abdominal muscles can

compress the lungs.

Five animals were employed for this purpose. In four of them

the abdominal muscles were eliminated by cutting all their attach-

ments to the thoracic cage, and in one dog the dorsal cord was

sectioned at the level of the fifth dorsal vertebra. The Meltzer

pleural cannula and a tambour were used in each experiment to

record the intrapleural pressure. The pleural cavity was injected

with 100 cc of air to ensure against occlusion of the intrapleural

opening of the cannula, and after each tracing the contained air

was aspirated by a graduated syringe to make sure there had been

no leakage of air into the pleural cavity. The dog was made to

rebreathe an atmosphere of 80 per cent oxygen and 20 per cent

carbon dioxid against stenosis equal in inspiration and expiration

and as great as the animal would tolerate— i. e., the maximum
resistance against which the dog would continue to breathe.

The rise in pleural pressure in expiration was always very mod-

erate, only about one-quarter as great as the minus pressure obtained

during inspiration. There was some doubt as to whether the

moderate positive pressure attained in expiration was due to action

of the intercostals or merely to pressure of the expanded thoracic

cage passively resting on the lungs after they had been distended

by torsion of the thorax and descent of the diaphragm during

inspiration.

In several experiments only \ grain morphin was given before
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ether anesthesia was employed, and the animal was permitted to

come sufficiently out of the ether anesthesia so that the conjunctival

reflex returned. The .idea was then conceived that the preliminary

dose of morphin or the ether was responsible for the high threshold

for active expiration, and therefore nitrous oxid anesthesia was

employed whitout any preliminary dose of morphin. The results

obtained by this method were very satisfactory.

Experiment 5.— The dog with which the following tracings were made
was a vigorous two-year old terrier, weighing 12 kilos. The nitrous oxid

anesthesia was begun by giving the anesthetic with a muzzle over the

dog's nose while a tracheotomy was done, a tracheal cannula placed in

position and a Meltzer cannula inserted in the fourth intercostal space of

the right side. An apparatus like that used in the surgical department

of Lakeside Hospital was employed, and the anesthesia was administered

by one of the anesthetists of the surgical service.

The original plan was to cut away all attachments of the abdominal

muscles to the thoracic cage while the animal was under the anesthetic,

and then with suspension of the nitrous oxid it was planned to give the

dog a dose of apomorphin with the idea that during the vomiting effort that

would follow, the action of the intercostals might produce a strong positive

pressure in the pleural cavity. Quite beyond all expectation, while the

dog's abdomen was still intact and without the introduction of any further

resistance to expiration than was provided by the apparatus as usually

employed in surgical work, the intrapleural tracing revealed a very strong

positive pressure during expiration. After the tracing was finished the

pleural cavity was exhausted of air and only 100 cc could be withdrawn, the

exact amount that was injected before the tracing was begun. It is. there-

fore, quite certain that pneumothorax was not a factor in the intrapleural

pressure obtained.

In Fig. 7 tracing A was made of the intrapleural pressure when the

abdominal muscles were intact and there was no resistance offered to the

entrance and exit of air beyond what the apparatus supplied. The time

tracing is in seconds and the horizontal line traces barometric pressure.

The inspiratory or downward stroke is straight and the upward or expira-

tory stroke is equally so. As the tracing shows, each expiration was active

and was attended by vigorous contraction of the abdominal walls. There

was a free exchange of air between the lungs and the elastic bag that con-

tained the mixture of nitrous oxid and oxygen. The intrapleural pressure,

as determined by calibration of the tambour directly after the experiment,

ranged between SO and 130 nun. of water above barometric pressure and

between 60 and 80 mm. of water below. The extent of intrapleural pressure
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does not indicate the volume of tidal air, because the intrapulmonie pressure

was above the barometric. However, the excursions of the walls of the

rubber bag showed the animal was freely exchanging air, and at the con-

clusion of the tracing, when the trachea was disconnected from the nitrous

oxid apparatus, there was no hyperpnea.

This was a far better exhibition of active expiration under anes-

thesia than I had ever succeeded in procuring. It was therefore

decided to cut away the attachments of the abdominal muscles

from the thoracic cage and then see how the intrapulmonie pressure

would behave with expiration under the influence of nitrous oxid.

Apomorphin was not given when the abdominal muscle had been cut,

and the anesthetic was continued as before. Both inspiration and expira-

tion were apparently conducted with much vigor. The whole surface of

the diaphragm was plainly in view and could be seen to contract vigorously

with inspiration. During expiration the under surface of the diaphragm

pouched slightly caudad, and could be felt by the palpating hand to be

under rather high pressure during the entire expiratory phase.

Tracing B, Fig. 7, was then made of the intrapleural pressure. When
this tracing was made the only muscles that could possibly contribute to

overcoming the intrapulmonie pressure were the intercostal muscles, the

triangularis sterni and some of the serratus posticus inferior. It seems

certain that the intercostals must have been the dominant agent in com-

pressing the lungs. The excursion of the thoracic cage was vigorous, and

the costal borders were strongly moved laterad during inspiration.

At the right of the middle of the tracing the intrapulmonie pressure was

nearly sufficient to distend the lungs, as shown by the fact that the intra-

pleural pressure during inspiration descended very little below the baro-

metric line. That the dog was freely exchanging air was indicated by the

thoracic excursion and the movements of the bag containing the anesthetic.

At A the valve in the lateral opening of the tube connecting the tracheal

cannula with the rubber bag was opened more freely to reduce the intra-

pulmonie pressure. Immediately the inspiratory excursions of intrapleural

pressure below the barometric line increased and the expiratory excursions

above diminished.

The time markings in this tracing are in fifths of a second. The hori-

zontal line traces barometric pressure. The pressure above the barometric

line ranged between 120 and 60 mm. of water, and that below between 60

and 10 mm. of water, the pressure above the line being greatest when the

pressure below was least.

In Fig. 7, tracing C is from the last part of the tracing shown in B. The

ten respiratory cycles with the two that preceded H were all alike, bavins
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a duration of eight-fifths second for inspiration and twelve-fifths second for

expiration. The intrapleural pressure in inspiration descended only 15 mm.
of water below barometric pressure, but during expiration it ascended

40 mm. of water above. Then as the tracheal cannula was disconnected

from the nitrous oxid apparatus at H, the character of the respiration

changed. The intrapleural pressure remained below the barometric line

and during inspiration descended to 50 mm. of water.

The air was then aspirated from the pleural cavity and 100 cc were

obtained; the exact amount injected before the tracing in B and C was

begun. That the dog was freely exchanging air during this period is shown

by the want of hyperpnea as the tracheal cannula was disconnected from

the apparatus.

In Fig. 7, line D is the intrapleural tracing while the dog was freely

breathing room air through the tracheal cannula. In the six respiratory

cycles in which the expiratory pressure goes above the barometric line the

dog's thorax was strongly compressed laterally during expiration between

my two hands. During this compression the under surface of the dia-

phragm was depressed. The moderate rise of intrapleural pressure during

this procedure gives some idea of the vigor with which expiration was

accomplished in the periods when the preceding tracings were made.

The dog was then given ether, and a large amount of air admitted to the

pleural cavity through the Meltzer cannula. The pneumothorax was of

such degree that during expiration the entire under surface of the diaphragm

projected as a convex dome below the costal borders. During this period

tracing E, Fig. 7, was made. The time was in one-fifths of a second, expi-

ration occupying eight-fifths second and inspiration three-fifths second.

During expiration the intrapleural pressure rose only as high as 40 mm. of

water above the barometric line, but during the brief inspiration the

pressure descended to 180 mm. of water below. I have in former experi-

ments frequently traced the intrapleural pressure of dogs with severe

pneumothorax when morphin and ehloretone or morphin and ether were

used for anesthesia, and many of the tracings were like this one.

The mechanisms involved in breathing against a positive intra-

pulmonic pressure seemed to require further consideration. For

this purpose another experiment was made with nitrous oxid

anesthesia, in which the same apparatus was used as in the pre-

ceding one.

Experiment 6.—A T-tube was put in the tube connecting with the

tracheal cannula, and by means of its lateral branch the intrapulmonic

pressure could be traced by a tambour at the same time the intrapleural

pressure was recorded by a tambour connected with a Meltzer cannula in
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the fourth right intercostal space in the midclavicular line. The writing

styles of the two tambours were perfectly aligned, so that the intrapulmonic

and intrapleural pressures could be compared at any phase of a respiratory

cycle.

The dog was a terrier weighing 9.5 kilos. Nitrous oxid and a little ether

were used while the preliminary tracheotomy was performed and the

tracheal cannula fixed in position. Only nitrous oxid and oxygen were

subsequently used. The tracing was made while all the muscles involved

in respiration were intact.
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In Fig. 8 the upper line is the tracheal and the lower fine the intrapleural

tracing. The horizontal line in each traces the line of barometric pressure.

In both the upstroke traces expiration and the down stroke inspiration.

The time marker is in seconds in the slow drum, and in one-fifths second

in the fast drum. During the time the tracing was made the abdominal

muscles were firmly contracted during expiration, and the respiratory

exchange was free between the lungs and the rubber bag containing the

anesthetic.

The tambours were calibrated against a water manometer directly after

the experiment. At the end of expiration pressure in the pleural cavity

equaled 180 mm. of water and in the trachea 160 mm. During inspiration

the intrapleural pressure attained between 100 and 55 nun. of water below

the barometric fine, and in the trachea at the end of inspiration the pressure

was never less than 40 mm. of water above the barometric line.
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The question might be raised as to how much the expiratory

recoil of the distorted thorax can be responsible for the rise in

pressure in the pleural cavity, for it may be thought that the

recoil of the thorax against the lung distended by intrapulmonic

pressure may be responsible for the rise. If we consider the physical

conditions at the end of expiration, it is apparent they were as

follows: In the pleural cavity there was a pressure of 180 mm.
produced by the expiratory muscles with the supposed aid from

thoracic recoil, and in addition to these factors there was the elastic

contraction of the lung, which at the end of expiration balanced

a column of water 40 mm. high— in all representing an expulsion

pressure of 220 mm. These forces were pitted against an intra-

pulmonic pressure at the end of expiration equal to 160 mm. of

water. But if we consider for a moment, we shall see that at the

end of an expiratory phase there can be no available force from

recoil of the thorax. Instead of recoil in an expiratory direction,

there is some potential recoil in an inspiratory direction, as can be

shown when air is admitted to the pleural cavity so that barometric

pressure is produced. Under such conditions the thorax increases

in volume. It is thus apparent that the 180 mm. of pressure

registered in the pleural cavity at the end of expiration was due

wholly to action of the expiratory muscles. This experiment

confirms the interpretation of the intercostal source for the intra-

pleural pressure shown in the preceding tracings of Fig. 7. It

also furnishes another bit of evidence to show that inspiratory and

expiratory forces are equally provided for all the boundaries of

the lungs— a conception that is very important for the interpre-

tation of clinical signs pertaining to respiratory excursions of the

thorax.

All of the foregoing observations are in direct conflict with two

points of view which seem to be generally accepted by physiologists.

The prevailing physiologic belief is that widening and narrowing of

the intercostal spaces are purposes for employment of the inter-

costal muscles. It is very obvious from the foregoing observations

that if all of the external intercostal muscles are synchronously

activated during inspiration, their purpose cannot be to widen all

the intercostal spaces, for if the breadth of the intercostal spaces
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is modified at all during inspiratory excursion, the upper inter-

spaces are narrowed and the lower widened, and during expiration

the reverse of this is true. So that obviously, if all the internal

intercostal muscles are synchronously activated during expiration,

they cannot serve the same purpose in all the intercostal spaces

if the modification of the breadth of the spaces is the purpose of

their contraction. The chief function assigned to the intercostal

muscles by physiologists is the fixation of the sides of the thorax

to furnish rigidity to the intercostal spaces. But it was observed

in our patient who had paralysis of all the intercostal muscles that

he did not in any degree suffer from a want of resistance to atmos-

pheric pressure in the intercostal spaces. The parietal pleura

amply serves such a purpose. He did suffer Histinctly from an

impairment of his vital capacity, but the greatest disability he

suffered was the great loss of the intercostal muscles for forcibly

constricting and expanding the thorax. If this man were to suffer

an attack of bronchiolar hypertonus sufficiently severe to demand

an active expiratory effort as well as a vigorous inspiratory effort,

he would probably succumb to suffocation. It does not seem pos-

sible that he would be able to employ sufficient effort in inspiration

and expiration to escape such a fate in view of the violent effort at

expansion and constriction of the thorax which is employed by

persons with normal musculature in attacks of bronchiolar hyper-

tonus.

Movements of the First Rib and Sternum. This patient

with paralysis of the intercostal muscles had an excursion of the

sternum and first pair of ribs that is of interest in relation to the

normal function of the scaleni and first pair of intercostal muscles.

By the use of the scaleni alone, he could increase the circumference

of the thorax three-fourths of an inch at the third and sixth inter-

costal spaces. The increase in circumference below the subcostal

angle was due wholly to protrusion of the upper abdomen from

descent of the diaphragm. Because of the anchorage of the manu-

brium and first pair of ribs by the scaleni, these structures are

stationary in a normal person with quiet breathing. They move

cephalad only in forced inspiration, but in the patient with paralyzed

intercostal muscles the manubrium and first rib moved cephalad

Am Phys 3
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during quiet breathing, because the normal opposition of the first

intercostal muscles to the scaleni was wanting. The balance

between the pull of the scaleni and the first intercostal muscles

indicates an isometric contraction of the scaleni. The scaleni

are activated during quiet inspiration, as indicated by the cephalad

movement of the manubrium and first rib in the case of our patient

with paralysis of the intercostal muscles, but in a normal person

the origin and insertion of the scaleni are not approximated during

activation in tranquil breathing, but without their activation the

manubrium and ribs to which they are attached are moved in an

expiratory direction during the inspiratory phase. When the

scaleni are paralyzed, the manubrium and first, second and third

ribs move caudad on inspiration. The fourth rib is stationary,

but below that there is an exaggerated movement in a normal

direction. A discussion of this subject will be found in a previous

publication. 1

Studies of the movements of the first rib and all those below show

that in quiet breathing the first rib is not elevated; below the

second rib there is no demonstrable variation in the breadth of the

intercostal spaces; and isometric contraction prevails in the scaleni

and all the external intercostals. Shortening of any of these

muscles is not an essential to their employment. They may all

be vigorously employed without being shortened, and whether

they are shortened or not will depend upon the fixation of the

muscle at one point of insertion. As above mentioned, in the

patient who had paralysis of his intercostal muscles the first rib

and manubrium moved cephalad during tranquil respiration

because of want of fixation of the first rib by normally acting inter-

costal muscles, and in the child who had paralysis of the scaleni

there was distinct narrowing of the upper three intercostal spaces,

attended with caudad movement of the upper three ribs when

their intercostal muscles were activated during inspiration. This

caudad or expiratory movement during the inspiratory phase was

due to want of fixation of the upper three ribs by normally

acting scaleni.

1 Hoover, C. F. : Diagnostic Signs from the Scaleni, Intercostal Muscles and the

Diaphragm in Lung Ventilation, Arch. Int. Med., November, 1917, xx, 701.
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Because of the normal anchorage of the manubrium and first

pair of ribs by the scaleni during inspiration, the distance between

two points—namely, on the second rib in the midclavicular and

on the tenth in the midaxillary line— is unchanged in thoracic

excursion within the range from apnea to maximum inspiration,

but normally in tranquil breathing the distance between points

on the middle of the clavicle and on the tenth rib in the axillary

line is diminished. In our patient, on the left side where all the

intercostals were paralyzed, the distance between the clavicle

and the tenth rib and between the second and tenth ribs remained

the same during quiet and forced breathing.

Under normal conditions the sternum in inspiration is rotated

anteriorly on a transverse axis located at the upper border of the

manubrium. The ventral elevation of the anterior parts of the

second to the fifth ribs, inclusive, carries forward those parts of

the sternum to which these ribs are attached, but in our patient

the lower end of the sternum was retracted vertebrad with inspi-

ration, because, as the costal borders were drawn toward the median

line by inspiratory traction of the diaphragm, the normally acting

subcardial diaphragm drew the sternum vertebrad. In inspiration

the lower end of the sternum is also retracted when the subcardial

diaphragm is flattened sufficiently to give it the mastery over the

intercostals. This occurs in enlargements of the heart or the peri-

cardial sac.

Functions of the Intercostal Muscles. In the beginning

of this discussion, a few brief references were made to the history

of the study of costal movements and the functions of the inter-

costal muscles, and the statement was then made that Martin

and Hartwell, in 1879, published the only piece of work that has

thus far given any experimental support to the theory that the

external intercostals had purely inspiratory and the internal purely

expiratory functions. The sources of the difficulty lie in the facts

that physiologists cramped their minds into believing that all the

intercostal spaces were widened during inspiration as an essential

part of lung enlargement; but when the intercostal spaces are

studied on an animal with an intact thorax, it is found that the

spaces remain unchanged in a normal respiratory cycle, and in
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exaggerated inspiration the upper spaces narrow and the lower

widen. If the muscles connecting any two ribs are activated by

an electric current, the ribs are approximated when both external

and internal muscles or only one of them is intact.

Under the discussion of costal movements it was shown how under

normal conditions the intercostal spaces must all, with the exception

of the first, retain a constant breadth in a respiratory excursion

ranging between the position of apnea and that of maximum
inspiration. But it will also be remembered that when the scaleni

are paralyzed the first three intercostal spaces are much narrowed

during inspiration, the first three ribs move in a caudad direction

and the fourth rib remains stationary, while the remaining eight

ribs move in a normal direction.

In this relation there is another observation of importance that

was made on the patient who had all but the lower four right inter-

costal muscles paralyzed. When the patient was seated and the

examiner, standing behind him, placed a palpating finger of each

hand in the tenth intercostal space of either side in the posterior

axillary lines, there was a very perceptible difference between the

intercostal spaces of the two sides if the patient made a maximum
inspiratory effort. On the right side the tenth and eleventh ribs

moved in a normal manner and the breadth of the intercostal

space was unchanged; but on the left side, where all the inter-

costals were paralyzed, there was a perceptible widening of the

intercostal space and the intercostal structures were retracted

and drawn taut as the strong inspiratory effort was made. The

patient 's scaleni were normal ; so when by their maximal activation

the upper thorax was drawn upward, the traction applied to the

upper two ribs by the scaleni served to elongate the thoracic wall

of the entire left side by a very slight but perceptible widening of

the intercostal spaces.

When in a seated position this patient made a strong inspiratory

effort, the circumference of his thorax at the third and sixth inter-

spaces increased three-fourths of an inch, although all the inter-

costal muscles of both sides in these parts were paralyzed. This

increase in circumference was due entirely to the scaleni, which

by their attachments to the first and second ribs not only drew
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these ribs upward but exerted a cephalad traction on all the ribs

below by means of the connections through the parietal pleura,

which is capable of very slight extensibility. The increase in

circumference of the upper three-quarters of the thorax was accom-

plished by the action of the scaleni only, and as already shown it

would be impossible to elevate the ribs in their parallel relation with-

out narrowing the intercostal spaces or retaining a constant breadth

between them. The very limited extensibility of the parietal

pleura allows only a slightly perceptible broadening of the spaces.

It will be remembered that in this patient all the intercostal muscles

of the left side and all but the lower four on the right were paralyzed.

When a tape, fixed on the third rib in the left midclavicular line,

was drawn taut to the tenth rib in the left midaxillary line, the

distance between these two points was very slightly increased by

a maximum inspiration. When during a forced inspiration the

upper end of the tape was fixed on the middle of the clavicle, the

distance between the clavicle and the point on the tenth rib showed

about the same increase. On the right side, where the lower four

intercostals only were active, when symmetrical measurements were

made in the same manner, the distance from the third to the tenth

rib in inspiration was found to be shortened by a distance equal

to the breadth of one interspace, and the distance from the clavicle

to the tenth rib was diminished as in normal persons.

When the lower intercostal spaces of the right side were examined,

the eighth intercostal space was found to be narrower than that

immediately above and below. This was due to paralysis of the

seventh intercostal muscle and the downward traction of the

eighth rib by the intact muscles of the eighth interspace. During

inspiration the ninth rib moved with vigor in a normal direction,

but its excursion was perceptibly less than that of the tenth, eleventh

and twelfth. After a little practice in palpating ribs, the examiner

will readily distinguish between the movement of a rib that passively

yields to the traction of its intercostal attachments and a move-

ment that is conferred on it by action of its attached intercostal

muscle.

The effect of paralysis of an external intercostal muscle on the

breadth of its interspace is shown by a very simple experiment:
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The ribs and intercostal muscles are exposed in the middle part

of one side of a dog's thorax and the external intercostal muscle

of the eighth interspace severed in its middle for its entire extent.

During tranquil respiration the eighth space is then seen to widen

during inspiration by an upward movement of the eighth and a

lesser downward movement of the ninth rib.

It is quite clear, then, that action of the intercostal muscles

either narrows or preserves the upper intercostal spaces unchanged,

and the only interspaces that are widened by inspiration are those

spaces between the lower chondral cartilages as they form angles

with their respective ribs to pass cephalad toward their junction

with the sternum. It now remains to be shown how the external

and internal intercostal muscles are brought into requisition by

different kinds of respiratory movements.

A normal person can aspirate a column of mercury 90 mm., and

blow a column 100 mm. high. Aspiration is done by the diaphragm,

intercostals and scaleni ; compression of the lungs, by the abdominal

muscles and the intercostals. When the intercostals were paralyzed,

a man who normally should be able to blow a column of mercury

100 mm. was able with powerful abdominal muscles to blow a

column only 50 mm. high, and aspirate by his diaphragm and scaleni

a column only 46 mm. These results proved that in a normal

person the share of the intercostal muscles in forced inspiration

is equal to that in forced expiration; and, therefore, in the act of

compression, all the intercostal muscles are employed both in

depressing and in elevating the ribs if the maximum inspiratory

and maximum expiratory efforts are made. So if approximation

of the ribs by intercostal action is to be observed, it is advisable

to study the movements of an adjoining pair of ribs when they are

cut away from their costal attachments above and below and

freely respond to activation of the muscles connecting them. By

severing the connecting external muscle in one instance and the

internal in another, we are able to see under what respiratory

conditions both the external and internal muscles are brought

into action. However, if the threshold of employment for the

internal intercostals only is to be studied, the thorax can be left

intact and the external intercostals severed for their entire extent
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in two neighboring intercostal spaces. The dog is then made to

rebreathe an atmosphere with a high carbon dioxid content to

induce hyperpnea, and by applying compression to the tube con-

necting the bag with the tracheal cannula, the behavior of these

muscles can be brought out when great effort in expansion and

compression of the lungs is employed.

The results obtained by animal experiment in the study of inter-

costal muscle employment vary with the anesthetic and the depth

of anesthesia, and also the stage of exhaustion of the respiratory

innervation. The intercostal muscular response also varies with

the amount of tidal air demanded by the respiratory need and

with the resistance to inspiration and to expiration. To get the

best results the respiratory threshold should be raised as little as

possible by the use of anesthesia. The less the respiratory thresh-

old is raised the greater is the alertness and vigor in the respiratory

efforts that follow when the animal breathes a high concentration

of carbon dioxid or is made to work against resistance to the

entrance and exit of air.

Thresholds for Employment of the Enternal and Internal

Intercostals. Experiments were made to gain information

about the thresholds of employment for the two sets of intercostal

muscles in inspiration and expiration.

Experiment 7.— After the ribs and intercostal muscle? have been exposed

over one side of a dog's thorax the external intercostal muscle in the eighth

interspace is severed in the middle intercostal line from its anterior border

to the vertebra. Then, while the animal is tranquilly breathing room air

the space between the two ribs, united only by the internal intercostal

muscle, widens with inspiration, while the spaces above and below remain

constant. However, there is thus far no evidence of activation of the

exposed internal intercostal muscles. The tracheal cannula is then con-

nected with a bag containing 75 per cent oxygen and 25 per cent carbon

dioxid. With the ensuing hyperpnea the dog is compelled to speed up his

respiratory and expiratory phases, and the tidal air is greatly increased, so

that the expiratory excursion of the thorax exceeds that of the position of

apnea. The exposed internal intercostal muscle is then seen to contract

vigorously during expiration as the thorax is circumferentially constricted.

But thus far there is no evidence of activation of the internal intercostal

muscle during inspiration. Apparently the external intercostal muscles

are still adequate to move the ribs into their position of maximum inspira-
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tion so long as there is no resistance to the entrance of air, but when the

tube connecting the bag and the dog's tracheal cannula is narrowed so

that a great inspiratory effort is demanded in the presence of hyperpnea,

the exposed internal intercostal muscle is brought into action to aid the

inspiratory effort. With the intact thorax this action cannot be shown

by any other sign than that the two ribs which are connected by only their

internal intercostal muscle are no longer separated during the inspiratory

effort as they were in tranquil inspiration.

This indicates that the threshold for expiratory employment

of the internal intercostal muscle is lower than that for its inspi-

ratory employment. We must consider too that, although the

internal muscle was brought into service with expiration before

the tube connecting the trachea and bag was narrowed, the

abdominal muscles had not yet been actively contracted during

expiration, and thus far it has not been proved that the external

intercostal muscles are ever employed in expiration.

To investigate the question of the expiratory use of external

intercostals, another dog experiment was conducted in the follow-

ing manner:

Experiment 8.— After a preliminary dose of \ grain morphin, under

ether anesthesia the ribs and intercostals of the lower right thorax were

exposed. The sixth and eighth intercostal spaces were cut through for

their entire extent and artificial respiration employed. The seventh and

eighth ribs were then cut at their costochondral junctions and the internal

intercostal muscle was severed through its midline for its entire extent so

that the two ribs were united by the external intercostal only. The two

remaining parts of the ribs were held in their normal position with the con-

necting external intercostal muscle slightly taut. Artificial respiration

was then suspended, and, as active respiratory movements by the dog were

begun in response to suffocation, there was at first no evidence of expiratory

activation of the isolated external intercostal muscle, but as the vigor of

the respiratory efforts was increased and the abdominal muscles were

strongly activated in expiration, as shown by the forceful upward dis-

placement of the vault of the diaphragm and firm expiratory contractions

of the abdominal muscles, the external intercostal muscle which alone united

the two isolated ribs, contracted very actively and approximated the ribs.

When the abdominal muscles were not activated in expiration the isolated

external intercostal did not contract.
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This experiment was repeated several times and indicates a

synergic employment of the abdominal muscles and external inter-

costals in a forced expiratory effort.

Experiment 9, when taken alone, would confirm the observations

of Martin and Hartwell, and without further observations would

confirm the Hamberger theory that the external intercostals have

a purely inspiratory and the internals a purely expiratory function.

Experiment 9.— After the usual preparatory procedures, the sixth and

ninth intercostal spaces were cut through their entire extent, and the

seventh, eighth and ninth ribs were cut at their costochondral junctions.

In the seventh interspace the internal intercostal muscle was severed mid-

way between the ribs for its entire extent, and the same was done for the

external intercostal muscle in the eighth interspace. We then had the

seventh and eighth ribs united only by the external intercostal, and the

eighth and ninth by the internal intercostal. Artificial respiration was

suspended and the arches of the seventh and ninth ribs were held by the

hands in their normal anatomical position on the vertebra?. Slight traction

was employed to keep the remaining intercostal muscles slightly taut.

Then in inspiration, as suffocation induced active respiratory movements,

the eighth rib was drawn upward by the external intercostal muscle, which

alone united it to the rib above, and during expiration the eighth rib was

actively drawn toward the ninth rib, to which it was united by the internal

intercostal only.

This procedure was repeated many times, until the respiratory

function was greatly exhausted, and then the expiratory contraction

of the internal intercostal ceased when the inspiratory action of

the external intercostal was still quite active. During the experi-

ment, however, at no time in expiration were the abdominal muscles

contracted, and, therefore, there was no expiratory action of the

external intercostals; and furthermore, we could not excite the

internal intercostals to an inspiratory effort by offering any resist-

ance to inspiration, as was done in the first experiment when the

animal was breathing 75 per cent oxygen and 25 per cent carbon

dioxid with a closed thorax and against a strong re-Htance to the

entrance of air into the lungs.

These experiments show that the external intercostals under

all respiratory conditions are activated during inspiration, and
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that in tranquil respiration none of the intercostal muscles are

employed in passive expiration. During active expiration the

internal intercostals are brought into action when the abdominal

muscles are not yet needed, but when active expiration enlists the

aid of the abdominal muscles, the external intercostals are syner-

gically activated with them.

With an open thorax the conditions forbid the employment of

measures that will exceed the threshold for the inspiratory use of

the internal intercostals, but so far as could be determined with a

closed thorax, the internal intercostals were brought into service

when the animal was made to inspire against a high resistance in

the presence of great hyperpnea induced by rebreathing an atmos-

phere consisting of 75 per cent oxygen and 25 per cent carbon

dioxid. When we consider, however, that a normal person can

by the use of his scaleni, intercostals and diaphragm aspirate a

column of mercury 90 mm. high, and that by use of his abdominal

muscles and intercostals the air in the lungs can be compressed

to balance a column of mercury only 10 mm. higher, there is good

inferential evidence to prove that in a forced inspiratory effort

both sets of intercostals are employed, for we know that both

external and internal intercostal muscles are employed in efforts

at pulmonary compression when the abdominal muscles are for

this purpose brought into use. It must also be remembered that

the man who had all but the lower right four intercostals paralyzed

was able to raise the pressure in his lungs to a height of 50 mm. of

mercury by use of his abdominal muscles, and should have raised

it to 100 mm. had his intercostal muscles been normal. By use

of his scaleni and his diaphragm, he was able to aspirate a column

of mercury 46 mm. high. As we know that the loss in power for

constricting the thorax was due to paralysis of both external and

internal intercostal muscles, there is good reason to believe that

the loss of aspirating power was not due to paralysis of his external

intercostals alone, as we should have to believe if the internal inter-

costals are regarded as having a purely expiratory function.

The foregoing clinical and experimental observations show that

the muscular boundaries of the lung— viz., the intercostal muscles

and diaphragm—with the aid of the scaleni and abdominal muscles
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supply a uniformly distributed power and capacity for expansion

and compression over the entire lung surface, and also that the

power available for expansion is about equal to that for compression.

The synergic use of all these muscles provides the lung with a motor

organism that is like what the heart would have if it were endowed

with equal diastolic and systolic powers.

The power for circumferential compression and expansion of the

lung is equal to the available power for longitudinal compression

and elongation. It is clearly proved that both external and internal

intercostals are employed to obtain the maximum circumferential

compression, and the corollary from this demonstration is that

both external and internal intercostals are employed to obtain the

maximum circumferential expansile force. The maximum expansile

capacity can be obtained without the use of the internal inter-

costals if there is no resistance to the entrance of air, but when the

maximum expansile force is required, the internal intercostals

are brought into use. Furthermore, these clinical and experi-

mental observations show that the motor agencies for the ribs are

directed wholly toward modifying the circumference of the thorax,

and that any changes in the breadth of intercostal spaces are merely

incidental to intercostal muscular action and not the purpose of it.

Integration of Thoracic Muscles. The foregoing discussion

shows the external and internal muscles to be employed during

both inspiration and expiration, but how they can equally serve

both is not yet apparent. The intercostals alone cannot be respon-

sible for the smooth and orderly manner in which the purposeful

excursions of the ribs are displayed during the entire cycle of forced

breathing. Thus far the only demonstrated intrinsic effect of

intercostal action is to narrow all the intercostal spaces. If this

action during both inspiration and expiration were not modified

by the actions of other muscles, the results during both phases of

respiration would be a disorderly and fruitless procedure that

would contribute nothing to either expansion or compression of

the lungs. Which muscles serve to integrate the intercostal muscles

for an inspiratory effort and which convert their action into an

integrated expiratory effort are questions that demand an answer.

The inspiratory excursion of the upper thorax of our patient
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with intercostal paralysis was a lifeless, passive movement, like

the expansion of the thorax of a cadaver when the sternum is

pulled cephalad. The expansion below the level of the subcostal

angle was due largely to the inspiratory descent of the diaphragm.

On the left side, where all the intercostals were paralyzed, all the

ribs moved slightly cephalad in response to action of the scaleni

which drew the first and second ribs in a cephalad direction,

and all the ribs below passively followed as a result from traction

on the broad sheet of parietal pleura, which is firmly united to the

ribs at all the costal spaces. On the right side, the same kind of

movement was apparent as far down as to the ninth rib, but the

last four ribs moved in a normal manner because of the anchorage

from above that was transmitted along the parietal pleura by the

normally acting scaleni.

The want of integration of the upper three intercostal muscles

with the inspiratory act is clearly demonstrated when the scaleni

are paralyzed. These intercostal muscles are activated with all

the others during inspiration, but instead of inspiratory inflation

there is deflation of the underlying lungs. This is so pronounced

that the consequent rebreathing between the upper and lower

lungs demands an exaggerated excursion of the lower to compensate

for the defective excursion of the upper thorax. This phenomenon

was so pronounced in the child referred to above that it led to calling

medical counsel. In this child the manubrium and upper three

ribs moved strongly caudad during expiration. The fourth rib

was stationary during the whole respiratory cycle, while from the

fifth rib downward there was an exaggeration of the normal

excursion.

When in the dog the attachments of the scaleni to the upper

three ribs were cut, the same costal movement as seen in the child

was reproduced, but with the ribs exposed a more satisfactory

inspection could be made. The upper three ribs not only moved

in an expiratory direction during inspiration, but there was a

want of integration in their excursions. They moved in a dis-

orderly manner. The first rib moved caudad and so did the second,

but the first intercostal space was narrowed. The second inter-

costal space was obliterated by the upper border of the third rib,
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which overrode the lower border of the second. The third inter-

space was also narrowed. In this relation one must recall the

fact that in orderly forced expiration all these intercostal spaces

are widened as the ribs move caudad, and in the inspiration of

quiet breathing these upper three spaces are unchanged in width.

When the upper end of the manubrium was anchored by grasping

it with forceps and holding it in the position it took at the end of

expiration, then the upper four ribs moved in their normally inte-

grated manner. It has been shown in Experiments 5 and 6 that

when the diaphragm is paralyzed and all the attachments of the

abdominal muscles to the thorax are severed, it is still capable of

great inspiratory and expiratory excursions; the tidal air is com-

paratively large, and the intrinsic muscles of the thorax cause

marked compression of the lungs.

In these experiments the iliocostal muscles were cut between

the ilium and last rib. The only integrators that under such

experimental conditions could order the inspiratory and expiratory

effect of the intercostals were the scaleni, the superior and inferior

serrati postici and the triangularis sterni. As already shown,

the function of the scaleni during quiet respiration is essential for

the orderly action of the upper three intercostal muscles, although

in such breathing the upper border of the manubrium and first

rib are stationary. Without the anchorage of the scaleni, by their

isometric activation the upper three ribs move in an expiratory

direction during the inspiratory phase and the upper parts of the

lungs are deflated. To determine if the serratus posticus inferior

may not serve the same purpose for the lower thorax during forced

expiration that the scaleni serve for the upper, Experiment 10

was performed.

Experiment 10.—A dog was anesthetized with nitrous oxid and a cannula

put in the trachea, through which the anesthetic was afterward continued.

The same apparatus was used as described in the preceding experiment.

The dog was turned on his right side and the muscles over the lower right

side of the thorax exposed. The latissimus dorsi was cut and the erector

spinae exposed. Along the course of each of the last four ribs an incision

was made down to the surface of the rib, from beneath the lateral border of

the erector spinae, well beyond the lateral extensions of the serratus posticus

inferior. By this means the function of the latter muscle was eliminated,
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but the intercostal muscles were preserved. The linea alba was then cut

from the diaphragm to the pubis, and a transverse incision on both sides

eliminated all the abdominal muscles and the iliocostals in expiration. The
triangularis sterni was still intact, but it could not play any part in the

expiratory excursion of the last four ribs. The conditions of the two sides

of the thorax were the same, with the exception that on the right the serratus

posticus inferior was eliminated and on the left it was intact. The last

four ribs could be palpated on both sides through the intervening dia-

phragm, which was relaxed during expiration. By placing alternately the

four finger tips of either hand on the inner surfaces of the last four ribs of

the right and left sides, a decided difference could be detected in the manner

of their expiratory excursions. On the right side, where the serratus posti-.

cus inferior was wanting, the last four ribs were approximated during expi-

ration much in the same manner as the four fingers are drawn together by

1he interossei. On the left side the last rib and the three above it were

drawn forcibly in an expiratonr direction, and the approximation of the

ribs during expiration was much less than on the right side. The dis-

ordered movement of the lower right ribs in active expiration was analo-

gous to the disorderly movement of the upper ribs during inspiration when

the scaleni were eliminated. In the middle and upper parts of the thorax

it is not possible with the thorax intact to produce an isolated function of

the intercostal muscles during expiration on account of the triangularis

sterni, which in the dog is a strong muscle that is a continuation of the

transverse abdominis.

To conclude the experiment, the diaphragm was freely opened and

artificial respiration was continued a short time by compressing the oxygen

bag that was put in communication with the tracheal cannula. By insert-

ing the hand in the thorax the triangularis sterni could be felt to contract

strongly during expiration. The sternal ends of the ribs and the costal

cartilages were by its action vigorously drawn in an expiratory direction,

but during inspiration the muscle was relaxed. While the thorax was

intact the last four ribs on both sides moved cephalad in inspiration and the

intercostal spaces were widened.

With these experiments it seems clear how the integrative actions

of the intercostals during inspiration are made to serve alternately

for inflation and deflation of the lungs. During inspiration the

scaleni and superior serrati postici supply the necessary cephalad

anchorage for the entire length of the thorax; and in active expi-

ration when the abdominal muscles are eliminated, the caudad

anchorage for the bottom ribs is supplied by the serratus posticus

inferior, and the caudad traction for the entire cuirass is supplied
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by the triangularis sterni. Until the triangularis sterni and those

parts of the ribs to which it is attached were palpated during active

expiratory efforts, the important function played by this sheet

of muscle was greatly underestimated.

By these studies the conviction is gained that in the orderly

integrated function of the scaleni and the intrinsic muscles of the

thorax we have a well ordered action that suggests the progress

of a peristaltic wave, such as prevails along the gullet,. where the

action remains the same but the result is deglutition or vomiting

as the gradient is caudad or cephalad. In the case of the inter-

costal muscles, their action is the same in inspiration and expira-

tion, just as Vesalius said nearly four hundred years ago, but

they aid expansion or constriction of the thorax according to the

gradient, which is determined for inspiration by synchronous

activation of the scaleni and serratus posticus superior and for

expiration by the serratus posticus inferior, triangularis sterni,

and abdominal muscles.

By this statement it is not intended to convey the idea that

succession in the action of the intercostal muscles has been proved.

In fact, my own experiments directed toward investigation of

this question have thus far indicated that in inspiration all the

intercostals are svnchronouslv activated.

DISCUSSION OX THE PAPERS OF DRS. RIESMAN AND
HOOVER

Dr. E. Libmax, Xew York City: The method which Dr. Riesman has

described for ascertaining the presence of an inflamed gall-bladder will be

of particular value when the tenderness is located in the usual position.

There are cases, however, in which the only tenderness to be found is in

the epigastrium, being then due to a reflex disturbance in the muscles.

The tenderness found in the hypochondriac region in cases of cholecystiti<

is, of course, also muscular in origin. To determine whether there is really

a tender mass present or whether the tenderness is simply a diffuse tender-

ness in the muscles I am accustomed to use the following method: I palpate

the mass and try to locate a definite lower border. If one can prove a

definite lower border, and especially if such lower border is movable, one
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can feel that one is dealing with a tender mass, not simply with tender

muscles. If a mass is present and the tenderness is not due to a reflex

disturbance in the muscles, palpation at the lower border, thrusting the

fingers downward from the border, will not cause pain, a direct backward

thrust at the border will be slightly, if at all, tender, whereas a thrust

upward will be definitely painful. This simple method can, of course,

be used in the diagnosis of tender masses elsewhere in the body.

As regards the finding of an accentuation of the second aortic sound

in other places than the second right intercostal space, it is of interest to

note that in a paper contributed by Curschmann, in 1803, to the volume

which was issued when the new medical institute was opened in Leipsic,

he pointed out that the finding of a second sound accentuated in other

places than over the aortic orifice was of value in establishing a' diagnosis

of atherosclerosis of the thoracic aorta.

Dr. George W. Norris, Philadelphia, Pa.: It is still not generally

appreciated that in cases of pleural effusion movable dulness due to change

in the fluid level does not occur immediately, but often takes from twenty

to forty minutes before complete gravitation occurs.- Sudden change of

dulness with change of posture should always make one suspect the presence

of air as well as fluid in the pleural cavity. This has long been recognized

clinically and has received definite corroboration from roentgen-ray studies.

There are still a number of inadequately explained phenomena associated

with the second sounds of the aorta. Not only may the aortic second

sound lack accentuation in cases of hypertension, but the reverse is also

true. Definite accentuation may occur without increase of arterial pres-

sure. This is, in my experience, especially common in cases of syphilitic

aortitis.

In regard to Dr. Riesman 's method of transdigital auscultation, I would

say that I have found it most useful in determining the exact time of the

cardiac sounds.

Dr. W. S. Thayer, Baltimore: I wish to say one word in connection

with an observation made by Dr. Norris: We met last year with an instance

of pleural trausudate in a case of Hodgkin's disease, with a remarkable

and immediate displacement of fluid on change of position. No air was

demonstrable in the pleural cavity, either clinically or by fluoroscopic

examination. In but one instance, where the study was not so careful,

have I seen a similar phenomenon. As to its explanation I am not clear.

For years I have taught that a reasonable dulness which was immediate

and of a high degree was diagnostic of pneumothorax. In the great

majority of cases this is true. But there are rare exceptions.
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Dr. T. R. Boggs, Baltimore, Md.: As to Dr. Thayer's remark with

regard to the rapid movement of fluid in the absence of air in the thoracic

cavity, I have had one opportunity to observe this condition. In this

case there was extraordinary marked proliferative pleuritis with great

thickening and rigidity of the visceral pleura over the contracted lung.

The fluid moved quite rapidly on changing from recumbent to erect

position.

Dr. W. S. Thayer, Baltimore, Md.: The observations of Dr. Fitz

suggest that with regard to the study of abdominal as well as to the study

of thoracic procedures we should remember that the roentgen ray furnishes

us information which is complementary at best and does not wholly replace

certain time-honored methods of clinical investigation. The other day

the demand for sodium bicarbonate and tartaric acid for the inflation of

a stomach in a hospital ward caused confusion and dismay. The nurse

had never heard of the procedure, but the visual and percutatory deter-

mination of gastric and intestinal outlines is an exceedingly valuable pro-

cedure, which is not and cannot be taken over by any other method of

examination. It is easily carried out in the consulting room and at the

bedside, but the use of the roentgen ray has led to its abandonment by

many a thoughtless practitioner.

Am Phys



IN BEHALF OF THE STOMACH TUBE

By REGINALD FITZ, M.D.
ROCHESTER, MINN.

(Abstract)

Sir James Mackenzie has predicted that the future of medicine

depends on the general practitioner. If this proves to be true it

vsill become a matter of importance for those interested in medical

research to simplify rather than to elaborate laboratory procedures

and to advocate for the practitioner only those methods for clinical

investigation which are easily performed, but at the same time

accurate enough to yield valuable results. On this account it is

timely to recall that the use of the stomach tube is a simple pro-

cedure, that it offers material assistance in the proper clinical

interpretation of roentgenologic findings, and that it is of invaluable

diagnostic aid to anyone who does not have access to an expert

roentgenologist or to a well-equipped laboratory.

The examination of the gastric contents after a test meal has

for its specific objects the estimation of gastric motor activity and

gastric secretory activity, and the recognition of such pathologic

products as may offer a clue to the type of gastric disease present.

A great many types of test meal have been devised to obtain such

information, that of Ewald and Boas being the one most often

used.

The stomach can easily be emptied with sufficient completeness

for clinical study by the Rehfuss tube. The gastric contents thus

obtained after an Ewald meal are ordinarily analyzed for their

percentage concentration of free and total acidity—hyperacidity,

normal acidity or subacidity are emphasized. Such an inter-
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pretation of gastric acidity is inconclusive, as the question of

dilution or concentration of acid in the stomach is overlooked.

An attempt has been made to express mathematically the possible

relationship between the volume of the gastric contents aspirated

after a test meal and its concentration in free acid, and to deter-

mine whether information thus obtained is of practical value.

For this purpose Ambard 's formula of ureamea excretion in urine

has been applied to the free acid value of the gastric contents in a

series of 1039 cases in which the Ewald meal was given. The

results are recorded as follows:
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had associated demonstrable lesions in the stomach, duodenum,

gall-bladder or appendix. Thus the determination of hyperacidity

by this method is of very distinct significance.

Eighty-six per cent of the patients with hyperacidity and stasis

had organic lesions in the abdominal cavity. This finding is of

great importance. Moreover, pyloric obstruction in this group

was as accurately revealed by the tube as by the roentgen ray.

These facts are sufficient to recall the importance of simple

gastric analysis in the routine study of patients with gastric and

intestinal symptoms, and to suggest that the relation between

gastric acidity and gastric volume after a test meal can be expressed

mathematically in a way to afford practical information.



THE SIMULTANEOUS VARIATION IN ACIDITY OF DIF-

FERENT PORTIONS OF GASTRIC CONTENTS AND
ITS RELATION TO FRACTIONAL ANALYSIS

By FRANKLIN W. WHITE, M.D.
BOSTON, MASS.

Several papers have been published during the past year by

Gorham, "Wheelon and Kopeloff showing the simultaneous vari-

ation in acidity in different portions of gastric contents. These

observations are important from a clinical standpoimt if they can

be verified. We have carried out a series of similar observations

in about 50 cases, making about 500 analyses of gastric contents.

First, to see what variation exists; second, to determine the cause

of the variation; third, to try to overcome it; and fourth, to study

its relation to fractional gastric analysis as ordinarily carried out.

Fractional analysis is based either consciously or unconsciously

on the assumption that small fractions of gastric contents are

representative of the whole contents of the stomach at the time

and that fractional curves as ordinarily obtained represent changes

in gastric secretion.

Methods. Forty of these 50 cases were routine gastrointestinal

patients and 10 were healthy persons. An Ewald test breakfast

was given, the Rehfuss tube was passed, and at the end of an hour

10 cc fractions of the gastric contents were aspirated rapidly,

one after another, by the method suggested by Gorham, so that

the stomach was completely emptied in this way in three to five

minutes. These fractions were titrated for free and total acid,

using Toepfer's reagent and phenolphthalein, the most commonly

used indicators. The position of the tip of the Rehfuss tube was

located exactly by means of the fluoroscope before, during and

after aspiration of the gastric contents. The presence or absence
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of duodenal regurgitation was decided by tests for trypsin and

bile in the gastric contents. In about one-third of these cases an

ordinary fractional analysis by the Rehfuss method , taking fractions

at fifteen to twenty-minute intervals, was carried out for com-

parison on another day. In some of the cases the fasting contents

were taken out in rapid fractions, and in some cases the rapid

fractions after a test breakfast were taken on another day at a

period somewhat earlier or later than one hour.

Precautions. We have taken every precaution we could think

of to reduce accidental variation in acidity and to get uniform

results. We have passed a dry stomach tube with a clip on the

outer end to avoid dilution of the first fraction with possible liquid

in the tube. We have excluded cases in which there was con-

siderable retching on account of the possibility of duodenal regur-

gitation. The patients were carefully instructed not to swallow

saliva but to spit it out, so that it would not be mixed with the

stomach contents. We have excluded from our series stomach

contents containing mucus, bile or blood, as these tend to make

the exact estimation of acidity difficult. The stomach contents

were filtered through cheese-cloth to make it more uniform. Great

technical care was taken in the end-points of the analysis. The

controls showed that the variation from this cause did not exceed

two or three points in careful routine work. The tip of the tube

was found almost invariably (95 per cent of the cases) in the antrum,

where the contents of the stomach are best mixed. The tip of

the tube lay like a sinker almost invariably on the lowest point of

the greater curvature of the stomach in the median line or just

to the right or left of it, and did not move a half-inch in position

during the taking out of the rapid fractions of the gastric contents.

The tip was not moved much by peristaltic waves and did not

shift about to different portions of the stomach. It should be

borne in mind that this rapid extraction method, using the same

syringe and the same tube for consecutive aspirations, tends, if

anything, to reduce acid variation in the portions of gastric con-

tents. It certainly does not tend to increase them.

The Simultaneous Variation in Acidity. In Table I is

shown the amount of simultaneous acid variation of fractions
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taken from the same stomach by the rapid method described in

terms of free HC1 and total acidity. The maximum, minimum
and average variation is shown, also the number of cases in which

the variation was from 1 to 10 points (decinormal XaOH x 10),

also the cases in which the variation was 10 to 20 points and 20 to

30 points and over 30 points.

TABLE I.—SIMULTANEOUS ACID VARIATION OF GASTRIC CONTENTS

ONE HOUR AFTER TEST BREAKFAST
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curves taken at fifteen-minute intervals beginning an hour after

the test breakfast and ending when the stomach was empty. The

cases charted are not the most striking cases, but are fairly typical

of the group.

Chart 1.—Comparison of variation in acidity of A. Rapid successive fractions

taken at half minute intervals one hour after test breakfast; with B. Ordinary

fractional analysis on another day at twenty minute intervals beginning one hour

after test breakfast and ending when stomach was empty.

Titles of Charts. Chart I. Comparison of variation in

acidity of (A) rapid successive fractions one hour after test break-

fast with (B) ordinary fractional analysis on another day begin-

ning one hour after test breakfast and ending when the stomach

is empty. Chart II ditto Chart III ditto.

In short, the gastric contents at the end of an hour is not a uniform

mixture. Single fractions do not represent the whole. This may
explain, in part, the marked variation in fractional analysis which

may be obtained in the same patient on different days.
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The simultaneous variation in acidity was lowest in the fasting

stomach. In 10 cases the average variation was 9 points for

free acid and 8 points for total acidity, the acidity being quite

constant in the absence of mucus or retained food. The acid

variation increased with the pouring out of the acid secretion of

the stomach, usually reaching its highest at the height of digestion,

which was usually (but not invariably) three-quarters to one and

one-quarter hours after the test breakfast. The variation in

acidity was often less in the later stages of digestion on account

of the smaller amount of gastric contents and the well-mixed

secretion. Incidentally fewer 10 cc fractions could be obtained,

which would naturally show less variation. Occasionally the acid

variation in the later stages of digestion was considerable, as a

result of regurgitation of alkaline contents of the duodenum.

Cause of the Variation. We have then a variation in acidity

of fractions from 20 to 50 points in about 40 per cent of our cases,

which is definitely not due to variation in secretory output. We
cannot for a moment consider this variation of 10, 20, 30 or more

points repeatedly back and forth at half-minute intervals to be due

to changes in secretion. What then is this variation due to? Not

to the method of analysis, for our controls show only a variation

of 2 or 3 points. The variation is not due to the position of the

tip of the tube and the taking of contents from different portions

of the stomach. Fluoroscopic examination shows that the tip

of the tube remains in the same place, namely, in the antrum,

during the process of taking out the rapid fractions of gastric con-

tents. The variation is not due to regurgitation of duodenal con-

tents, as a rule, at the end of an hour after a test breakfast. This

is shown by our tests for trypsin and bile, which showed little or

no duodenal contents present in the stomach, as a rule, at that

time. What then is this simultaneous variation in acidity of

different portions of the gastric contents due to? Poor mixing

of the contents seems the best explanation. We can lessen the

variation greatly by artificial mixing of the contents of the stomach

before withdrawal of the fractions. The variation is almost absent

in fasting contents, which is well mixed. The variation is decidedly

less after the use of a diffusible water-test meal in which the mixing

of the acid secretion and the meal is easy.
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It has long been known that food in the fundus of the stomach

is not very well mixed with the acid gastric secretion—from the

work of Pawlow, Cannon, Prym, Sick, Taussig and Rush, and

others—and we know that salivary digestion may go on in the

interior of the food mass for hours after it is swallowed. It is not

so well known that the gastric contents, an hour after an Ewald test

breakfast, in the antrum—from which portions are commonly taken

for routine fractional analysis— is also not very well mixed and the

different portions vary much in acidity.

Efforts to Overcome this Variation. We tried to mix up

the gastric contents as well as possible before taking out the fractions

in a series of cases by aspirating portions of the gastric contents

and squirting them back forcibly through the tube and by repeatedly

blowing in air-bubbles through the tube. The effect of this was

to reduce the variation in the acidity of the fractions from one-

half to two-thirds. In a series of cases treated in this way the

maximum variation was 16 points free HC1, 15 points total acidity.

The minimum variation was 5 points free HC1, 4 points total acidity,

and the average variation 10 points free HO, 8| points total acidity.

Compare this average variation where the stomach contents

was partly mixed before withdrawal with the average variation

found in the unmixed series, namely, 17 points free HC1, 22 points

total acidity. Objections may be made to this method of mixing

the contents before withdrawal of fractions that it takes time,

is rather clumsy and unphysiological, that this is not the way the

ordinary process of digestion goes on. We admit these objections,

but we also emphasize that after this mixing process the fractions

taken out for analysis are more representative of the stomach

contents, as a whole, than when no artificial mixing is done.

The use of water test meals, which are naturally very diffusible,

gave us a better mixing of the acid secretion with the stomach

contents and decidedly less acid variation in the fractions than

with the Ewald test meal. We have found, however, various

objections to the use of a water test meal and on that account

have not thought it worth while to tabulate our results.

The objections are: Rapid emptying of the stomach in fifteen to

twenty minutes, which occurs quite often; there was occasionally

poor stimulation of gastric secretion after the use of a water meal
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in a patient who would show a full normal secretion after an Ewald

meal; the frequent presence of bile in the stomach contents was

confusing and the water meal also lacks the standard quality of

the Ewald test breakfast.

Relation to Fractional Analysis. It is common and fair

to criticize the single one-hour test (1) because it gives only a single

phase of the digestive curve; (2) because it gives no information

as to what has preceded or will follow, and (3) because it may not

record the high point of gastric secretion.

It is common in fractional work to speak of " the withdrawal of

representative samples of gastric contents," to speak of fractional

curves as "curves indicating digestive work," "showing the amount

of secretion," and to speak of fractional analysis as "an exact

determination of secretory and motor functions."

We must remember (1) that there is an important source of error

in fractional work; (2) that small samples of gastric contents are

frequently not representative of the gastric contents as a whole;

(3) that fractional analysis is not an exact determination of secretory

function; (4) that the variation in fractional curves is due to

other factors besides gastric secretion; (5) that unless some way is

found to overcome mixing variation, fractional curves will represent

partly accidental variation in acidity due to poor mixing of the

gastric contents and partly changes in gastric secretion.

In comparing the one hour and the fractional examination of

gastric contents each has some disadvantage in estimating gastric

secretion. The single examination (one-hour test) does not

represent the whole course of digestion; the single fraction

(fractional test) does not represent the whole contents of the

stomach at the time. An accurate quantitative analysis of gastric

contents will usually require emptying the stomach at the time.

Our only suggestions in routine fractional analysis for over-

coming the simultaneous variation in acidity of different portions

of the gastric contents are: (1) To take out larger fractions than

10 cc and (2) to artificially mix the gastric contents in the stomach

before aspiration, as already described, Neither of these suggestions

is entirely free from objections. Another important clinical point

arises: Is fractional analysis of the stomach contents worth the

time and trouble which it takes, or shall we give it up because of
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the large accidental variation in the acidity of the fractions, amount-

ing at times to 50 or 100 per cent of the actual figures obtained?

It is true that tests of secretion are probably the least important

of the tests of gastric contents, the other more important factors

being the time of emptying of the stomach and the detection of

abnormal material and cells such as mucus, pus, blood and epithe-

lium; but we must surely remember that the testing of gastric

secretion by fractional analysis is a rough method, that there is

much accidental variation, amounting at times to 50 or 100 per

cent of the figures obtained, and that only gross changes in acidity

are important. It is useful to know whether the analysis shows

much free acid or little acid or no free acid, but exact mathematical

details of gastric acidity have little clinical value.

The recognition of these limitations seems likely to lessen its

clinical use in the future. This does not mean that we shall give

up the analysis of gastric contents, far from it, but that we shall

examine fasting contents and use the single one-hour test of secretion

more freely and use the fractional method largely in the study of

low secretion cases, for achylias and for testing the emptying time

of the stomach.

Furthermore it does not seem that the fractional method with

its large accidental variation in acidity is entirely suitable for

physiological experiment in detecting slight or moderate variations

in the gastric secretory response to different kinds of foods.

Summary. About 500 analyses of gastric contents in 50 cases

after an Ewald test breakfast were made by rapid (one-half minute)

and slow (fifteen to twenty minutes) fractional methods. The

position of the tube tip was located by the fluoroscope.

The Variation. The contents of the stomach at the end of an

hour is not usually a uniform mixture. The acidity of different

fractions taken in rapid succession varies 20 to 30 points or more

(y^o NaOH x 10) in 40 per cent of our observations. The acidity

of single fractions taken at that time does not usually represent

the acidity of the contents as a whole. The maximum simultaneous

variation in acidity at the end of an hour was 36 points free HC1,

50 points total acidity. The minimum variation was 4 free HC1, 2

total acidity. The average variation was 17 free IK '1.21 total acidity.
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A simultaneous variation of 1 to 10 points was found for free HC1

in 13 cases and for total acidity in 15 cases. A variation of 10 to

20 points was found for free HO in 25 cases and for total acidity

in 11 cases. A variation of 20 to 30 points was found for free HC1
in 8 cases and for total acidity in 15 cases. A simultaneous variation

of over 30 points was found for free HC1 in 4 cases and for total

acidity in 9 cases.

Cause of the Variation. This simultaneous variation is not due

to the variable position of the tube tip in the stomach (fluoroscopic

observation), or, as a rule, at the end of an hour to variable duodenal

regurgitation (tests for trypsin), but to very incomplete mixing

of acid secretion with the contents of the stomach.

Efforts to Overcome this Variation by artificial mixing of the

contents in the stomach and by the use of water test meals were

partially successful.

Relation to Fractional Analysis. The simultaneous variation

of fractions at the end of an hour is very often greater than the

variation in the usual " fractional curve," beginning one hour after

the test breakfast and ending when the stomach is empty. Unless

a suitable way of overcoming this mixing variation is found,
u
fractional curves" will represent partly accidental variation in

acidity due to poor mixture of contents and partly changes in

gastric secretion.

Fractional analysis is only a rough method of testing gastric

secretion; accidental variation may amount to 50 or 100 per cent

of the figures obtained. Only gross changes in acidity have clinical

importance. The recognition of these limitations seems likely

to lessen its clinical use in the future.
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DISCUSSION OX THE PAPERS OF DRS. FITZ AND WHITE

Dr. Julius Friedenwald, Baltimore, Md.: Since the papers of Graham
and later of Bennett, Wheeler and Kopeloff, considerable attention has

been attracted to the value of fractional analyses of the gastric contents,

inasmuch as there appears to be a definite variation in acidity of the con-

tents in different parts of the stomach when extracted at the same time.

In quite a number of observations made with Dr. Gantt we have observed

that this variation may be overcome by repeatedly extracting a large

quantity of contents by means of a syringe and returning the same into

the stomach, thereby producing a homogeneous mixture. Under such

conditions portions of the gastric contents will have a uniform acidity.

Dr. Reginald Fitz has spoken on behalf of the stomach tube. I should

like to make a plea again for the recognition of this instrument as

an American invention. It is generally believed that two English surgeons,

Jukes and Bush, are the inventors of the stomach tube, which is based on

a paper published by Jukes in the London Repository of 1822. That the

credit of this discovery is due to Dr. Physick, professor of surgery of the

University of Pennsylvania, there can be no doubt. Physick published

his original paper October, 1812, in the Electric Repertory, iii, 111, under

the title of "Account of a Xew Mode of Extracting Poisonous Substances

from the Stomach," which is ten years prior to the appearance of Jukes 's

article. In this connection I should like to present a caricature of the

stomach tube at the time of its introduction into England by Jukes,

showing the popular impression of this apparatus at that time.

Dr. Henry A. Christian, Boston, Mass. : I would ask Dr. Fitz to amend
his statement to read "On behalf of a careful histor}r and the stomach

tube." It seems to me that failure to consider carefully the information

obtained in these two ways leads to an unnecessary number of gastro-

intestinal roentgen-ray studies. This causes needless expense. Often

with poor roentgen-ray studies the conclusions are faulty. My clinic

has been guilty of much needless roentgen-ray study of gastrointestinal

cases. However, perhaps my house officers have gained something of

value, namely, a knowledge of the limitations of roentgen-ray methods.

If routine roentgen-ray study of patients with gastric symptoms was to

be of the greatest possible utility it would reveal early, unsuspected gastric

cancers, but this it has failed to do in a single case in my clinic. The
roentgen ray often has been useful in helping to differentiate pernicious

anemia from cancer of the stomach, but even here the roentgen-ray result

usually has been anticipated from the patient's history. Of course, the

roentgen ray is very accurate and of great value in determining the presence

of ulcer. However, I feel that it should be emphasized to the general

Am Phys 5
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practitioner that by taking a careful history, making a rough general

examination and using the stomach tube intelligently he can obtain most

of the needed data for a diagnosis without recourse to the roentgen ray,

and that it is better to have no roentgen-ray examination than a poor one.

Dr. Joseph Sailer, Philadelphia, Pa.: Some years ago, when attempt-

ing to determine the value of Mathieu's method for estimating the total

gastric contents, I withdrew as much of the stomach contents as possible

into a beaker and then plunged a 10 cc pipette into the beaker, withdrawing

10 cc at a time from different parts and estimating the total acidity and

the free acid. I found that the contents from different parts of the beaker

showed considerable variation. This variation was greater if there was

mucus and if the chyme was thick, and least if it was thin and clear. It

was not entirely eliminated in thick chymes by vigorous stirring. This

convinced me at that time that the method of Mathieu was entirely use-

less for the purpose of estimating gastric contents. One could not even

estimate the amount of chyme in a beaker the contents of which could

be tested easily and the results checked.

Other methods of estimating the gastric contents were equally futile,

and when the method of fractional examination of the gastric contents

was introduced I realized that it could have no real scientific value excepting

in cases of achylia gastrica, where it is still useful.

It is just as important to show the fallacies in laboratory tests as it is

to invent the tests, and I congratulate Dr. White in having demonstrated

the comparative uselessness of one of these time-consuming methods.

Dr. E. Libman, New York City: As often occurs when one group of

men is in favor of one method for diagnosis and a second group in favor

of another, both methods can be found of great value if one understands

the restrictions attached to each of them. I have encountered a number

of cases in which I could not, without the help of the roentgenologist,

definitely diagnose the presence of a penetrating ulcer, of an ulcer of the

lesser curvature, or of a carcinoma of the stomach. The reason why the

roentgenological examinations are often not of as great value as they

might be lies in the fact that the work may be done by individuals not

having the proper training. If one obtains the cooperation of a roentgen-

ologist who has studied the physiology of the digestive tract, and who has

followed cases to the operating room and to the postmortem table, one

can often be very much helped.

Dr. Franklin W. White, Boston, Mass.: The only suggestion we

make for overcoming the simultaneous variation in acidity of different

portions of gastric contents in routine fractional gastric analysis is to

take out larger fractions than 10 cc and to artificially mix the gastric
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contents in the stomach before aspiration, as already described. Neither

of these suggestions is entirely free from objections. An other important

clinical point: Shall we give up fractional gastric analysis because of the

large accidental variation in the acidity of the fractions, amounting at

times to 50 to 100 per cent of the actual figures obtained? I am inclined

to say no, but we must surely remember that only gross changes in acidity

are important. Whether we have much free acid or little free acid or no
free acid, mathematical details of the gastric acidity have little clinical

value.



PATHOLOGY OF NODULAR (ADENOMATOUS?) GOITERS
IN PATIENTS WITH AND IN THOSE WITHOUT

SYMPTOMS OF HYPERTHYROIDISM

By LOUIS B. WILSON, M.D.
ROCHESTER, MINN.

The pathologic changes met with in the thyroid in true exoph-

thalmic goiter are now well agreed on. Briefly the disease as

indicated in the changes in the thyroid may be divided into three

general stages:

1. Early exophthalmic goiter with moderate increase in basal

metabolism and usually moderate exophthalmos. In this con-

dition there is moderate thyroid enlargement. The parenchymal

cells show marked hypertrophy and moderate hyperplasia. There

is diffuse hyperemia throughout the gland.

2. Advanced exophthalmic goiter with high metabolic rate,

usually marked exophthalmos and a well-marked nervous syndrome.

There is usually marked thyroid enlargement. There is advanced

parenchymal cell hypertrophy and hyperplasia. There is little

if any stored colloid. There is diffuse hyperemia throughout the

gland.

3. Late exophthalmic goiter with high but sometimes declining

metabolic rate, exophthalmos and a well-marked nervous syndrome.

Pathologically the changes in the gland are similar to those in the

earlier stages of exophthalmic goiter but with beginning or well-

marked storage of colloid. Many follicles containing colloid are

lined with flattened parenchymal cells. In some instances newly

developed follicles are numerous. Hyperemia is usually materially

less than in glands in the previous groups.

The parenchymal changes in the thyroid in true exophthalmic
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goiter are almost always diffuse, and therefore the gland is rarely

nodular in its gross appearance.

As pointed out by H. S. Plummer, related to but clinically dis-

tinct from exophthalmic goiter is a large group of patients with

symptoms usually of slow development, or if rapidly developing

only after a long period of nonsymptomatic thyroid enlargement,

with basal metabolism increased as much as in exophthalmic goiter,

but usually with no ocular symptoms and without the nervous

syndrome peculiar to exophthalmic goiter. This type of hyper-

thyroidism is so often associated with nodular thyroids that Plummer

tentatively designated the disease first "toxic nonhyperplastic

goiter," then "toxic adenoma," and now "hyperfunctioning

adenoma."

Before the routine determination of basal metabolic rates was

established in the Mayo Clinic it was difficult to select groups of

patients representing, on the one hand, wTell-marked stages of this

syndrome, and, on the other, patients entirely free from the symp-

toms. Since 1908 I have made several attempts at a comparison

of specimens from groups of such cases selected on a clinical basis

only, but previously I have never been able to determine any

marked general difference between the groups of thyroids from

the two types of cases. This was due in part to the necessary

shifting of the group as it was being clinically differentiated, and

in part to the failure first to compare thyroids from patients with

extreme symptoms with those from patients without symptoms.

During the last year, however, I have been able to study two

groups at the extremes of the metabolic series selected in chrono-

logic order of occurrence by Dr. Boothby.

Group A. Patients with enlarged nodular thyroids, with symp-

toms of hyperthyroidism but without exophthalmos, without the

nervous syndrome peculiar to exophthalmic goiter and with basal

metabolic rates of 20 or more points above normal.

Group B. Patients of approximately the same age with enlarged

nodular thyroids, without symptoms of hyperthyroidism and

with basal metabolic rates within ten points of normal.

I have studied the thyroids from about 250 patients in each

series, or a total of over 500 thyroids.
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The specimens were all placed in 10 per cent formalin within a

few minutes after their removal, and, after complete fixation,

sectioned by freezing and stained with hematoxylin and eosin.

Some of them were also imbedded in paraffin and the sections

stained by other methods. Every effort was made to adhere to

parallel processes throughout the technic of preparing the sections.

The cases were numbered chronologically and the two series placed

in separate trays beside each other for convenience in comparison.

This work was done for me by Dr. C. W. Barrier, of the Mayo
Foundation, in the course of a piece of research on the thyroid he

was carrying on for himself.

The examination of the first twenty specimens, that is, ten from

each series, showed such a marked difference between the two

series that I immediately took the specimens numbered 51 to 60,

101 to 110, 151 to 160, 201 to 210, and so forth, from each series

and carefully compared them. The results in these widely separated

decimal groups were so parallel with those in the first ten that I was

satisfied no error of technic could explain the findings. I there-

fore went back and studied more leisurely all the specimens in each

series, comparing each number not only with the corresponding

number in the other series but also with many others. The results

of this examination are as follows:

1. About 90 per cent of all thyroids in Group A show in one or

more of the areas from which sections were examined distinct

evidence of increased activity of the parenchymal cells. This is

indicated by moderate degrees of cell hypertrophy and hyper-

plasia associated usually with some colloid storage. In many

there are areas in which the follicles are closely packed with dense

colloid, but there are also many areas showing follicles containing

little or no colloid and lined with hypertrophic parenchymal cells.

Where colloid is present it has a distinctly lighter staining reaction

than that in thyroids in Group B. In many instances there is

considerable parenchymal cell hyperplasia.

Grossly, many of the glands are (a) diffuse colloid goiters without

any evidence of new follicle formation, but whose nodular character

is the result of increased and contracting interlobular connective

tissue usually associated with round-cell infiltration indicating
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chronic inflammation; or (6) colloid goiters with definite new

follicle formation but without definite capsule formation (adeno-

matosis), with many of the new follicles lined with parenchymal

cells of functioning type which are hypertrophic, or (c) definitely

encapsulated areas of new follicle formation (adenomas), with

hypertrophic and often hyperplastic parenchymal cells lining

follicles which contain little or no stored colloid. All of these

hypertrophic and hyperplastic changes are so moderate in degree

and in amount as readily to escape notice except by careful com-

parison of a large number of thyroids from patients with high

metabolic rates, slide by slide, with a like number of thyroids from

patients exhibiting no increase in basal metabolic rate.

In comparing the changes in the thyroids in Group A with the

changes in the thyroids in a series of typical exophthalmic goiter

cases it is found that in general the difference is not only one of

degree but in most instances also of kind. The most advanced

parenchymal cell hypertrophy and hyperplasia found in any case

in Group A is about the equal of the more moderate degrees of

parenchymal cell hypertrophy and hyperplasia in thyroids from

the true exophthalmic goiter series ; but in most of the thyroids in

Group A the histologic picture shows that there has been marked

colloid storage in most of the follicles and that now the stored

colloid is apparently being taken up by the parenchymal cells and

passed into the circulation. The parenchymal cells are apparently

not, under high functional pressure, discharging their secretion

directly into the vessels, as is the case in exophthalmic goiter, but

are first storing it in the follicles. A very common picture in these

specimens is the presence in one portion of a large follicle, most

of which is filled with dense stored colloid, of small areas of very

lightly staining colloid in immediate apposition to hypertrophic

or hyperplastic parenchymal cells, while the parenchymal cells

lining other portions of the follicle are flattened and atrophic.

The chief departure from this picture in thyroids in Group A i>

in those instances in which there is very marked formation of

new follicles. These, in definitely encapsulated "adenomas," may
contain dense stored colloid. Where there is diffuse new follicle

formation without definite encapsulation the follicles are not
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likely to contain colloid, or if any it is feebly staining. The number

of the former type of glands is, however, much greater than of

the latter. From the pathologic evidence alone we are not war-

ranted in concluding that the formation of new follicles is the

essential factor in the production of hyperthyroid symptoms,

since in almost all glands, even in which this is the predominating

picture, there are to be found as well many areas which indicate

absorption of colloid by reactivated parenchymal cells.

About 95 per cent of the thyroids in Group B, that is from patients

with nodular goiters with the clinical diagnosis of adenoma with-

out increased basal metabolic rates or other symptoms of hyper-

thyroidism, showed in none of the sections from any of the areas

examined evidence of even moderate degrees of cell hypertrophy

and hyperplasia. The parenchymal cells in follicles of adult

type were uniformly flattened or atrophic. In most follicles in

adenomas they were of very undeveloped embryonic type. The

intrafollicular colloid stained much more densely than that in

thyroids in Group A. Grossly the thyroids from these patients

could readily be divided for the most part into three groups closely

paralleling those of glands from the hyperthyroid series. A few

of the specimens consisted of proliferating adenomas, Langhans 's

wuncherende Struma. It should be noted that the patients from

whom these thyroids were removed had been grouped clinically

on the basis of nodular goiters. Had the marked nodular character

of the thyroids not been recognized clinically no doubt some thyroids

would have been found in which the colloid was evenly distributed

throughout all the follicles which were lined with flattened or

atrophic parenchymal cells, and their interlobular bands of con-

nective tissue would not have been found to be abnormally increased

or contracted.

Owing to the work of Boothby and others we may now safely

assume that in thyroid disturbances the basal metabolic rate is a

true index of the degree of hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism.

It follows then that the high incidence of moderate parenchymatous

cell hypertrophy and hyperplasia in thyroids from the patients in

Group A and its absence from almost all thyroids of patients in

Group B can be rationally explained on the basis of a causative
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relationship. That is, the hypertrophic and hyperplastic paren-

chymal cells in Group A are apparently secreting a substance

which is probably responsible for the symptoms and the increased

metabolic rate, and, on the other hand, no substance in sufficiently

large amounts to excite symptoms or increase the metabolic rate

apparently is being secreted by the parenchymal cells in the follicles

of the thyroids of Group B. Xo doubt some of the instances of

nonconformity in Group A and also those in Group B may be

explained by technical errors, for example: Failure thoroughly to

search sufficiently numerous areas in the glands for evidence of

increased cell activity. It would seem reasonable to assume,

however, that the finding of moderate degrees of cell hypertrophy

and hyperplasia in about 5 per cent of the thyroids in Group B
may be explained by the supposition that not enough increase in

cell activity had occurred to induce symptoms of hyperthyroidism

or to increase the metabolic rate.

It is a very inviting hypothesis that the symptoms of nonexoph-

thalmic hyperthyroidism are caused by the adsorption of complete

thyroxin in previously stored colloid which is being manufactured

more rapidly than in the normal gland but much more slowly than

in the thyroid of exophthalmic goiter. This hypothesis receives

support from the facts that the symptoms produced by the adminis-

tration of thyroxin in large doses to human beings are essentially

those of nonexophthalmic hyperthyroidism, that stored colloid does

contain thyroxin and that the histologic picture indicates that

colloid is being transferred from the follicles to the circulation.

On the other hand, we might go a step further and speculate on

the probability that true exophthalmic goiter is caused by an

incompletely elaborated thyroid secretion, an antecedent of thyroxin

but not with its normal quota of atoms of iodin in the molecule, for

example. Such an hypothesis would harmonize many of the clinical

and pathologic findings. However, an equally alluring hypothesis

is that in true exophthalmic goiter the primary onset of the disease

is in the nervous system and that the more significant thyroid

hyperfunction is nevertheless a secondary development.
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By JO&EPH L. MILLER, M.D.

AND
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In a clinical entity due to increased glandular activity we might

anticipate that there would be all gradations of intoxication

depending upon the degree of hyperactivity. Furthermore the

intensity of the symptoms in the same individual might fluctuate

considerably.

Until a comparatively recent period a triad of signs and symptoms

—tachycardia, goiter and exophthalmos—was essential for a

diagnosis. Very gradually we have deviated from this triad until

at present tachycardia alone remains, exophthalmos was present

in only 45 per cent of 1400 cases recently reported from the Mayo
Clinic, and in only 3 per cent of toxic adenomas. Large goiter

is far from constant, although visible or palpable enlargement

of the thyroid is rarely lacking. The question should be asked,

however: Are we, with our present group of signs and symptoms

considered essential for making a diagnosis, still overlooking some

of the milder forms? In other words, What is the minimum

clinical symptomatology needed to make a diagnosis? It is

generally conceded that the symptoms must be continuous and

that transitory tachycardia and tremor when combined with

increased nervousness should not be interpreted as hyperthyroidism.

It is this particular phase of the subject that forms the basis of

our discussion.

Not infrequently we see patients in whom the diagnosis of neuras-

thenia has been made who present under certain circumstances
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(especially excitement or moderate exertion) peculiar manifesta-

tions (especially tachycardia and tremor) similar to those observed

in hyperthyroidism. The question arises as to the significance

of this symptomatology.

If we accept Cannon's views, based on very careful experimental

observations, we might conclude that in this type of case there

may be continuously present in the blood an increased thyroid

secretion, below, however, the amount required to excite recog-

nizable clinical symptoms. On excitement or moderate exertion

this secretion is increased to a point where definite symptoms might

be observed. If we accept this view it offers a ready explanation

of the peculiar symptomatology of this group of cases.

With this in mind we have collected during the past three years,

almost exclusively from office patients, a group of 61 cases whom
we have considered as probable hyperthyroidisms. Only during

the past year have there been suitable facilities for determining the

basal metabolism in all cases, so the total number in which this

test has been made is only 26.

The signs and symptoms of special import in this group are

tachycardia, tremor and increased nervousness. In their character

and intensity they differ in no wise from these same signs and symp-

toms observed in classical cases of hyperthyroidism. The ease

with which these symptoms develop varies greatly, as does also

their duration. In the interval a careful physical examination

may not elicit any suspicious findings, therefore, for their detection,

careful questioning is most important.

For the purpose of this study every patient whose chief com-

plaint is nervousness should be considered as a possible hyperthy-

roidism. The statement that they have tachycardia on excite-

ment or moderate exertion is the first clue as to the possible nature

of their trouble. In some instances this is definitely more marked

at the menstrual period. Whether the tachycardia is detected

at the first examination is dependent upon the degree of excitement

attendant upon the visit. In 9 of our 61 cases the pulse-rate at

the first visit was 90 or less, and in one patient it was lis, although

he gave a definite history of tachycardia on excitement and showed

a decided increased basal metabolism. Several patients with a
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pulse-rate of 100 were not aware of rapid heart action. All of

these, however, gave a definite history of tachycardia on excite-

ment. Mention has already been made of the importance of a

careful history in detecting this very suggestive symptom.

That continuous tachycardia is not essential in making a diag-

nosis has been emphasized by some of the older writers. Sattler

refers to the importance of tachycardia, but also mentions the not

infrequent temporary presence of a normal rate. In 10 of his 105

cases the pulse-rate did not exceed 90 at the time of examination.

Romberg in a recent discussion of cardiac neuroses makes the

statement that F. Miiller told him that the majority of so-called

cardiac neuroses he saw were in reality mild hyperthyroidisms.

Such a step may be too radical; however, symptoms of this char-

acter should excite our curiosity and lead to a very careful con-

sideration of such a possibility.

Increased nervousness was present in all of our series, usually

manifested by increased irritability, disturbed by minor annoyances,

and often moderate insomnia. Lack of endurance was frequently

emphasized. There is nothing in this symptomatology different

from that observed in so-called neurasthenia. As very suggestive

that we were dealing with something unusual was the frequent

statement that these symptoms had developed in recent months

or years, and without apparent cause. At times the patient will

volunteer the information that their nervousness was peculiar,

inasmuch as they were unable to control it.

All of the patients in this series either were conscious of a definite

tremor when excited or it could easily be detected in the outstretched

hand. In some instances they complained of a general tremulous-

ness throughout the body but were not aware of a tremor in the

hands. It can scarcely be said that the tremor in hyperthyroidism

is characteristic, however the tremor in this type of case resembled

that seen in recognized hyperthyroidism.

Loss of weight was only present in 30 per cent of this group

compared with 75 per cent in Kocher's series of classical cases.

There was no definite relation between the loss in weight and the

basal metabolic rate. In 9 of the 20 cases where the metabolic

rate was taken there was no loss in weight, although their basal
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metabolism ranged from +10 to +56 with an average of +27.

One patient with a normal basal metabolism had lost forty pounds

in weight, although there was no definite history of impaired

appetite. Perhaps this discrepancy between metabolic rate and

Loss in weight might be explained by the sum total of time during

which marked toxic symptoms were present rather than intensity

at the time the metabolic rate was taken.

Visible or palpable enlargement of the thyroid was present in

oS of the 61 cases. In a considerable number of instances the

patient was not aware of the presence of a goiter. A very definite

goiter was rarely present. In one case the patient was first aware

of a goiter one year after the onset of symptoms. One patient

without palpable goiter had a basal metabolism of +50.

Exophthalmos, even of a moderate degree, was present in only

10 of the 01 cases; it was only pronounced in 4; in 1 it was

unilateral; 1 patient with exophthalmos had a normal metabolic

rate. This group of 10 cases would generally be considered as

definite hyperthyroidisms, yet in all of these the tachycardia and

tremor were transitory in character, developing on varying degrees

of excitement or exertion.

It was impossible in this series of cases to definitely differentiate

between the primary exophthalmic type and the toxic adenomas.

In this classification much stress is placed on the duration of the

goiter preceding toxic symptoms. Inasmuch as the thyroid enlarge-

ment was very moderate in the majority of our cases, its duration

or even its presence was not known. A bruit was never noted

over these small goiters. Our deductions were that approximately

75 per cent of this series would be classified as toxic adenomas.

One patient in this series had been discharged from the army

with the diagnosis of "irritable heart." He had a basal metab-

olism of +30. Under roentgen-ray treatment his symptoms have

largely disappeared. To distinguish between mild hyperthyroid-

ism and irritable heart is most difficult— in fact, it is, we believe,

impossible to outline a differential diagnosis.

In all cases observed during the past year the basal metabolic

rate has been taken. It has been of great value in determining

the degree of intoxication and in estimating the results of treat-
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ment, and in a few cases it was of assistance in making the diag-

nosis. It should be emphasized, however, that the diagnosis of

hyperthyroidism, based on purely clinical observation, should

not be immediately abandoned because the results of basal metab-

olism fails to confirm it. More and more cases are being reported

with normal metabolic rate.

Mention has frequently been made of the intermittent character

of the symptoms in this series. When the patient is placed at

physical and mental rest the symptoms largely or entirely sub-

side. One patient in this series had a basal metabolism of +94
with a pulse-rate of 140. When at rest in the ward a pulse-rate

of 80 was repeatedly recorded; attempts to secure a determination

resulted always in marked exacerbation of the symptoms. It

was possible, however, on different days to secure variation of

twenty points in the reading. Are we right in insisting that the

rate he determined at a time when the clinical manifestations have

largely disappeared? These individuals behave quite different

from the normal under moderate excitement. A further argu-

ment that in mild hyperthyroidism there may be a normal rate

is evidenced by the normal basal metabolism in "cured" cases

treated either by surgery or roentgen "ray. Many of these patients

for months, or even years, will show tachycardia and tremor on

excitement, due probably to the persistence of a mild degree of

intoxication.

The basal metabolism was determined in 26 consecutive cases

in this series. In 17, or 65.4 per cent, it was +20 or above, with

a maximum of +94. Three had a rate between +15 and +20
and three between +10 and +15. One had a rate of +7 and the

remaining 2 a normal rate. The average rate of- the 23 cases

definitely above normal was +35.7.

In this series of 61 cases only 4 or 5 had been previously diag-

nosticated as definite or probable hyperthyroidisms, although all

of them had been examined by one or more physicians. The

more frequent diagnosis was nervousness. A few had been con-

sidered as organic heart disease. The diagnosis of tuberculosis

had been made in a few instances, based on the rapid pulse and

loss in weight. They represent, therefore, quite a different type
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of case from that seen at surgical clinics. The question naturally

arises, Are we correct in our diagnosis or are these patients actually

psychoneurotics? An honest difference of opinion is justifiable.

It should be admitted, however, that the patients in this series

either presented or gave a history of transitory symptoms which,

if continuous, would have been accepted, as adequate evidence

that they were suffering from hyperthyroidism. If we are to

accept increased metabolic rate when combined with certain clinical

findings as evidence of hyperthyroidism, then this group should

be considered as mild types of this disease.

The results of treatment might be brought forward as further

evidence of the correctness of the diagnosis. True, the psycho-

neurotic might be much benefited by the suggested effect of

roentgen-ray treatment. However when improvement is associated

with a fall in the metabolic rate to normal it destroys much of our

skepticism.

In addition to the 61 cases in the series we have under obser-

vation a number of patients in whom the basal metabolism is

normal and the symptoms occur at such infrequent intervals and

are so very transitory in character that the diagnosis of hyper-

thyroidism is merely in the realm of possibility. This shading

off to scarcely recognizable cases might be expected in a condition

in which we are dealing with increased glandular activity of vary-

ing degrees.

Roentgen-ray treatment is especially applicable to this type of

case. There is no special urgency in getting rapid results. Few

of these patients had a disfiguring goiter. Many of them would

have objected to surgical interference on account of the mildness

of their symptoms. During the treatment all but five cases in this

series pursued their usual manner of living. Many were working-

women who could ill afford to stop work or pay the expenses asso-

ciated with hospitalization.

Seventy-four per cent of this series now consider themselves

cured. They are able to pursue their ordinary vocation with at

most only slight inconvenience. The remainder showed varying

degrees of improvement, but all received more or less benefit:

One, moderately improved, wished to expedite his recovery and
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surgical measures were resorted to. In those patients in whom
the basal metabolism had been taken 66 per cent had returned

to normal.

Summary. In hyperthyroidism where we are dealing with

increased glandular activity it is not improbable that we have

varying degrees of intoxication.

The possibility of hyperthyroidism should be borne in mind

in all cases of suspected neurasthenia in which there is a history

of tachycardia on excitement.

Recognizable clinical symptoms may be lacking at the time of

examination. A careful history is therefore of the greatest value.

The salient diagnostic points in such a history are: (1) Transi-

tory tachycardia on excitement and moderate exertion, (2) nervous-

ness without cause and beyond the patient's control, and (3)

tremor on excitement or exertion.

DISCUSSION OX THE PAPERS OF DRS. WILSON AND MILLER

Dr. J. H. Means, Boston, Mass.: I should like to take this opportunity

to agree with Dr. Miller regarding the limitations of the metabolism deter-

mination in the matter of diagnosis. One factor which is often not given

its due importance is the effect of emotional disturbance. Sometimes an

elevation in metabolic rate is found at a first observation which is inter-

preted as due to hyperthyroidism when actually it is not. Dr. Lennox,

at the Massachusetts General Hospital, has found that there is a consider-

able rise when a patient is told that an operation is to be done. These

transient elevations, which may be confused with true hyperthyroidism,

are actually, I believe, adrenal effects. Repeated tests should be made

to exclude this possibility in doubtful cases.

Dr. Harlow Brooks, New York City: Many, if not most, of the type

of cases described by Dr. Miller come to the office for consultation rather

than to the hospital. I feel that it is a great mistake to submit them too

early to roentgen-ray or to operative treatment, for a great many of these

cases make a complete recovery without medical treatment, unless one

considers as such change of environment and a better adaptation to obli-

gations, social, business and domestic.

In my observation a great many of these instances are not really disease

manifestations but really a physiological response to any increased thyroid

demand— young men under the stress of business requirements or young
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women or men laboring under the mating instinct, which is BO likely to

be a dominant factor at this period of life. We all saw many such cases

among our young soldiers.

We do not know what the after-result of roentgen-ray treatment, of

tying of the arteries or of more radical measurers may be in these instances

in which the evidences of thyroid hyperactivity are apparently the result

of natural demand for hyperactivity on the part of this gland. We are

perhaps, as physicians, too apt to conclude that many natural reactions,

especially in youth, are disease evidences.

I am confident that social readjustment, proper rest, diversion and the

occasional use of sedatives will return many of these cases to the normal

without the need of radical measures. We must be quite certain that no

permanent harm is likely to follow in after-life before we urge treatment

procedures which involve destruction of thyroid tissue. I am quite certain

that Dr. Miller will entirely coincide with me in this statement; but the

casual physician may, through desire to correct present symptoms, com-

mit injuries to the thyroid gland which may be followed in after-life by

disaster or by limitation of thyroid reserve.

Dr. L. F. Barker, Baltimore, Md.: I think that a part of the confusion

of diagnosis is due to insufficient attention to the meaning of the terms

used. We speak of hypothyroidism and of hyperthyroidism: by these

we should understand, in the one instance, diminution of thyroid-gland

activity, and, in the other, excessive thyroid-gland activity. The metab-

olism test should be determined accurately. It has been assumed that

an increased metabolic rate means hyperthyroidism. Certain it is that

the clinical symptoms of Graves's syndrome are usually associated with

increase of the basal metabolic rate
;
but there are instances in which these

symptoms exist though the metabolism is not accelerated. The question

arises. How shall we define our terms? The term "thyreopathy" may
be used as a general term meaning simply " disease of the thyroid." Terms

like "Graves's disease" and '"Gull's disease" are designations that have

been applied to characteristic clinical syndromes. Terms like "hyper-

thyroidism" and "hypothyroidism,'' meaning "overactivity" and "under-

activity." respectively, of the thyroid, are not necessarily synonymous with

names designating clinical syndromes. They are pathological-physiological

conceptions drawn upon as "interpretation.-."

Dr. H. S. Plummer, Rochester, Minn.: I should like to ask Dr. Miller if

the cases were kept under observation for any considerable length of time?

Dr. Joseph L. Miller, Chicago, 111.: With reference to Dr. Plummer

s

remarks. I wish to say that we have kept these cases under observation

for two or three months and then have decided as to whether or not they

were cases of hyperthyroidism.

Am Phys fi



PRESENILE NONPUERPERAL OSTEOMALACIA, WITH
DIMINUTION IN THE SIZE OF SEVERAL VERTEBRAE;

ASSOCIATION WITH UNDERNUTRITION, MULTIGLANDULAR ENDOCRI-

NOPATHY, MIGRAINE AND CONVULSIVE SEIZURES

By LEWELLYS F. BARKER, M.D.
BALTIMORE, MD.

The newer conceptions of the puerperal and nonpuerperal osteo-

malacias and their relation to endocrine disorders on the one hand,

and the experiences during the war with the starvation osteo-

pathies on the other, make it desirable to study every osteomalacic

case as completely as possible. During the present year there

has come under my observation a case of osteomalacia that presents

several unusual features worthy, it seems to me, of being placed

on record:

Case Report.—The patient, a woman, aged fifty-one years, a house-

wife, living in Maryland, was referred to me for study by Dr. S. Wagaman,
of Hagerstown, Md., January 12, 1922.

Her complaints included: (1) Pains in the back, the left chest, the left

flank, the hips, the knees and around the waist ; these pains had been felt

for several months and were exaggerated b}^ bodily movement; (2) con-

vulsive seizures for one year preceding the examination, there having been

some five attacks, each beginning with pain, followed by loss of conscious-

ness, jerking, biting of the tongue, frothing at the mouth and heavy sleep;

(3) shortening of the stature by about two inches during the preceding six

months.

The family history was negative.

In the past history the patient reported having had many childhood

infections, several falls while horseback riding as a girl, but without serious

injury, and one fall on a waxed floor (about fourteen months before exami-

nation), in which she had hurt her back; since then she has had recurring
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pain in the back and about the waist. In addition the patient stated that

she had suffered from migraine attacks throughout life; that she had a

refraction error which had been well corrected ; that her pulse had always

been labile; and that she suffered from palpitation and increased pulse-

rate on excitement. There had also been a history of chronic constipation

and of recurrent gaseous eructations.

Her menstrual history was unusually interesting. Puberty was delayed,

the first menstrual period occurring at the age of sixteen. Menstruation

had always been irregular, the patient having had frequent short periods of

amenorrhea. There was one longer period of amenorrhea, lasting for five

years, between the ages of twenty-nine and thirty-four. The climax

occurred at forty-six, five years before examination.

The patient has always been a high-strung, nervous type of person, prone

to work and to play to excess. The skin has been dry for a long time;

recently, ''liver spots" have been appearing on the hands, face and neck.

Physical Examination. On plwsical examination the patient was found

to be undernourished (seventeen pounds below her calculated ideal weight).

There was slight tachycardia. The blood-pressure was 134 systolic; 82

diastolic. Heart and lungs were negative. Impaired mastication, many
teeth having been lost, owing to abscesses. Abdomen negative except

for slightly tender right lower quadrant. There was a slight increase of

the thoracic kyphosis, especially from the ninth thoracic spine to the first

lumbar spine. The lumbar lordosis was diminished. The patient looked

as though she were "telescoped," the floating ribs impinging directly upon

the pelvis. There was some "swayback" on walking. Extremities were

negative. Objective neurologic tests were negative. Gynecologic exami-

nation was negative.

Laboratory examinations of the blood, stomach contents, stools, urine

and cerebrospinal fluid were all negative. The basal metabolism test

showed that the patient's metabolic rate was 16.1 per cent below that of

the average for her age and sex.

Roentgen-ray examinations of the chest, of the gastrointestinal tract, of

the skull, and of the paranasal sinuses were negative, except that there

was a moderate visceroptosis and cecal stasis.

Roentgen-ray plates of the spine, however, revealed remarkable abnor-

malities. The amount of lime in all of the bones of the spine, in the ribs, in

the bones of the pelvis, and in those of the extremities was, in general,

somewhat diminished, but the bodies of the sixth, seventh and tenth thoracic

vertebra? as well as of the body of the first lumbar vertebra were reduced

markedly in size. These vertebrae were not eroded. The intervertebral

spaces were normal.

After a consideration of the various possibilities the following diagnosis

was arrived at

:

1. Osteopathia calcipriva (presenile, nonpuerperal osteomalacia), with
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reduction in the size of four vertebrae, shortening of the stature and root

pains.

2. Multiglandular endocrinopathy : (a) Hypogenitalism (amenorrheal

periods through adulthood ; climax five years ago) ;
(b) slight hypothyroid-

ism (dry skin; rate of basal metabolism 16.1 per cent below the average);

(c) Itypoparathyroidism (disturbance of calcium metabolism; history of

epileptiform seizures and of rigidity of the muscles suggestive of tetany).

3. Undernutrition (seventeen pounds).

4. Visceroptosis and chronic constipation.

At the request of her home physician the patient was admitted to the

Johns Hopkins Hospital, private ward, for treatment. Here, at first, she

was kept at rest and general upbuilding measures were applied. She soon

gained weight to normal and quickly overcame the constipation. In addi-

tion to the general upbuilding measures she was given (1) phosphorus

and cod-liver oil (2) small doses of thyroid extract, and on account of

the convulsive seizu:e (3) a little sodium bromide each morning and a

luminal tablet each night. After several weeks she declared that she felt

very much better, and she was gradually permitted to resume her activities.

Before leaving the hospital she could walk about one hour in the forenoon

and about one hour in the afternoon without fatigue. She then went to

Atlantic City for a fortnight, where she continued to improve. Then she

returned to her home in the country, whence she reports that she is doing

well, the pains having almost entirely ceased and her general condition

remaining satisfactory. There have been no convulsive seizures since the

treatment was begun.

There has been much discussion as to the etiology of these cases

of presenile nonpuerperal osteomalacia, and much attention has

been paid recently to the endocrine relationships of these oste-

opathies with lime deficiency (including infantile rickets, late rickets,

and osteomalacia).

Since the work of Fehling many have believed that puerperal

osteomalacia is due to overactivity of the ovarian interstitial

tissue, especially because of the strikingly favorable therapeutic

results obtained in several instances by Fehling and others through

removal of the ovaries. But not all cases of puerperal osteomalacia

are thus improved by ovariotomy. Moreover, overactivity of the

ovaries could not account for osteomalacia in man nor for the

many cases now on record of osteomalacia in women in which

there was evidence of hypogenitalism rather than of hypergenitalism.

In the patient reported today we evidently have had to deal with

a hypogenitalism rather than with a hyperfimction of the ovaries.
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The occasional association of osteomalacia with Graves's disease

led Hoennicke to the assumption that hyperthyroidism might be

responsible for many cases of osteomalacia. Against this view

is the fact that by far the majority of cases of Graves's disease

are not accompanied by osteomalacia. Moreover there are several

cases on record in which there was an obvious hypothyroidism or

even myxedema in patients suffering also from osteomalacia.

Our patient was certainly not hyperthyroid ; she was probably

slightly hypothyroid, judging from the dry skin and the low basal

metabolic rate.

The part played by the thymus in calciprive osteopathies has

also been much discussed. Some of the German writers believe

that disturbance of the thymus function is responsible for osteo-

malacia. We could see no evidence in our patient pointing to

disturbance of thymus function.

Still others, including Bossi, have believed that an underactivity

of the chromaffin system may be responsible for osteomalacia.

On the basis of this theory Bossi advised adrenalin treatment.

He and others, in certain instances, believed they saw remarkably

good effects from adrenalin therapy in osteomalacia, but there

have been many cases in which there was no favorable response

to it.

The relation of the parathyroids to osteomalacia would seem

to be a more plausible hypothesis, since in hypoparathyroidism

disturbances of the calcium metabolism have long been known in

the form of enamel defects of the teeth. It has even been sug-

gested that tetany itself may be due to deprivation of the nerve

centers of their normal amounts of lime. The great frequency

of tetany in association with rickets in childhood and with osteo-

malacia of adult life also speaks in favor of a parathyreogenous

relationship. It is interesting, however, that in the autopsies

that have been made on osteomalacia the common finding has

been hyperplasia of the parathyroid glands rather than an atrophy,

or absence, of these glands. It is, of course, quite possible that

such hyperplastic parathyroid tissue might be deficient in para-

thyroid internal secretions or that the hyperplasia might be looked

upon as a compensatory process.

There is very little evidence that the hypophysis cerebri, the
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epiphysis cerebri, the pancreas, or the cortex of the adrenals can

be especially related to osteopathies with lime deficiency.

It would seem clear from a survey of the whole subject that

osteomalacia can scarcely be definitely and solely related to any

single gland of internal secretion. On the contrary one may
meet with osteomalacia in association either with hyper- or with

hypofunction of any one of several of the endocrine glands. In

most cases of osteomalacia more than one endocrine gland appears

definitely to be involved. In other words, osteomalacia and

multiglandular endocrinopathy are common associates.

It has been suggested by Curschmann and others that the balance

between the formation of osteoid tissue on the one hand and lime

deposits in that tissue on the other depends upon a harmonious

working together of the several endocrine glands, and that any

disharmony in the hormonopoietic system may interfere with

this normal relationship.

Though it is tempting to assume that such a multiglandular endo-

crinopathy may be responsible for osteomalacia and similar dis-

orders, it should be borne in mind that the proof has not yet been

brought. That multiglandular endocrinopathies are frequently

associated with osteomalacia and other calciprive osteopathies

has been definitely proven. But it is, of course, conceivable that

both sets of conditions may be the result of some common cause

rather than that the osteopathies are necessarily of endocrinopathic

origin.

The fact that osteomalacia is a rare disease, whereas multi-

glandular endocrinopathies are relatively common, emphasizes

the desirability of keeping in mind the possibility of a special

organ inferiority of genotypic origin as disposing to osteomalacia.

In central Europe, during the war, starvation osteopathies with

lime deficiency were very common; but there, too, certain persons

only developed these calciprive osteopathies among the large

numbers that were subjected to the same conditions of starvation.

A certain disposition of the skeletal system must therefore be as-

sumed to have existed in those attacked. When in addition to

this skeletal disposition deleterious environmental influences come

into play (faulty diet, unhygienic living) the calciprive oste-

opathies may develop.



TETANY IN THE ADULT, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE
TO ALKALOSIS AND CALCIUM METABOLISM*

By WILDER TILESTON, M.D.

FRANK P. UNDERHILL, Ph.D.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Tetany in the adult occurs in two forms: One endemic in

certain parts of Europe and apparently primary in character; the

other secondary and occurring in the course of various morbid

conditions, especially in connection with disease of the gastro-

intestinal tract.

We have to report observations on three cases of tetany, all

of the secondary form:

Case If.

—

An Italian woman, aged thirty-five years, suffering from Weil's

disease with acute nephritis and acidosis, is given large amounts of sodium

bicarbonate, with a diet poor in calcium. After nine days of alkali treatment

tetany develops, the C02 combining power of the blood having risen from 21 to

80 volumes per cent. Recovery.

This patient, an Italian woman, aged thirty-five years, entered the New
Haven Hospital, December 17, 1916 (No. 60131), in the service of Dr. H. S.

Arnold, to whom we are indebted for the privilege of reporting the case.

The past history was negative except for the occurrence of abortion in

all of her four pregnancies (Wassermann negative).

Present Illness. The onset was sudden, with fever, ten days previous to

admission. She was getting better when, on the seventh day, jaundice

developed. There was diarrhea, with watery stools of a brownish color.

* From the Departments of Internal Medicine and of Pharmacology and Toxicol-

ogy, Yale University.
' f Reported by one of us (Tileston) at the annual meeting of the American

Society for Clinical Investigation, May 1, 1917, and cited by Palmer and Van Slyke:

Jour. Biol. Chem., 1917. xxxii. 499.
*
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Examination at entrance showed a well-developed and nourished woman
with fever (temperature 103.5°), marked jaundice, and enlargement of the

spleen, which was palpable 3 cm. below the costal margin. The liver

extended 3 cm. below the ribs.

The blood showed a leukocyte count of 17,200, of which 92 per cent were

polynuclears. There was a marked anemia of the secondary type, the red

cell count being 2.8 millions and the hemoglobin 55 per cent (Talqvist).

The stools were a bright yellowish brown in color and gave a very intense

reaction for urobilin.

The urine at entrance was clear and showed only the slightest possible

trace of albumin and no casts. Bile and urobilin were present in large

amounts.

A few days after admission signs of acute nephritis developed, with

albumin up to J of one per cent, granular casts, and red cells.

The diagnosis of Weil's disease was made on the basis of the presence

of the cardinal symptoms, namely, febrile jaundice, enlargement of the

spleen and albuminuria. Xo search was made for the Spirocheta ictero-

hemorrhagica.

The temperature fell by lysis, reaching normal on the thirteenth day of

the disease, but it rose again two days later, owing to a colon bacillus

pyelitis, the result of catheterization.

Three days after admission, on December 20, there was nearly complete

suppression of the urine with air-hunger. The nonprotein nitrogen of the

blood on this day was 178 mg. per 100 cc and the phenolsulphonephthalein

output (on the 25th) was only 10 per cent in two hours. The C02 combining

power of the blood was 21 volumes per cent by the Van Slyke method,

indicating a high degree of acidosis.

The next day the deep breathing continued and an intravenous injection

of 500 cc of a 5 per cent solution of sodium bicarbonate was made. The
effect was striking, the dyspnea disappearing completely within twenty-four

hours. The COs combining power four hours later was 25.5 and on the 22d
it had risen to 38. Sodium bicarbonate was given by the mouth, and on the

26th a second intravenous dose of 20 grams was injected.

The nonprotein nitrogen of the blood having risen to 212 mg. the patient

was put, on the 26th, on a diet poor in nitrogen, and incidentally also very

poor in calcium, with the intention of combating the azotemia. This diet

consisted of six lemons, 200 grams of sugar and 1000 cc of water per twenty-

four hours. It caused vomiting, and on the 27th nothing but water was
given. On this day the C02 combining power was 80, indicating a consider-

able increase of the sodium bicarbonate. (The normal figures range from

50 to 60.) She had had in all 45 grams of sodium bicarbonate intravenously

and 83 grams by mouth in the course of nine days. The temperature was

normal.

In the evening of the same day signs of tetany developed. Examination
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the following morning (the 28th) showed the elbows and wrists flexed and

stiff, the fingers flexed at the metacarpophalangeal joints and extended at the

others, the thumbs turned in and hyperextended ; in short, the classical

picture of tetany. The feet showed a similar condition. There was a

marked Chvostek sign. Calcium lactate, gr. 20 every four hours, and milk

were prescribed. During the night of the 28th two general convulsions

occurred, accompanied by screaming. On the 29th spontaneous spasm had

disappeared, but Trousseau's and Chvostek'a signs were easily elicited.

By January 1 all signs of tetany were gone. The patient made a slow

recovery with gradual disappearance of the jaundice and of the splenic

tumor, and was discharged convalescent February 11, 1917.

An interesting feature was the remarkably high output of nitrogen in

the urine, which began on December 25. During the six-day period from

December 27 to January 2 no lessr than 318 grams were excreted, or a daily

average of 53 grams, on a diet of only moderate protein content.

A high nonprotein nitrogen of the blood, or "azotemia," has

been noted of late in spirochetal jaundice by various French writers.

Discrssiox. A somewhat similar instance of tetany occurring

after the administration of soda was reported by Harrop1 in 1919.

His case, a colored woman, aged twenty-two years, was suffering

from acute mercurial posioning, with acidosis and suppression of

urine. After two intravenous injections of sodium bicarbonate,

totaling 60 grams, she developed tetany; the C02 combining power

of the blood was SO volumes per cent and the calcium of the blood

serum was ''higher than 9 mg. per 100 cc, hence about normal.''

Howland and Marriott2 remark that it is not unusual for tetany

to develop in children after the administration of soda for acidosis,

and report three illustrative cases. In all of them, in contrast

to Harrop 's case in an adult, the calcium of the serum was much

diminished.

Healy3 saw a series of 6 cases of tetany, 4 of them fatal, develop-

ing after gynecological operations in women who had received

enemata containing, by mistake, SO grams each of sodium bicar-

bonate. The patients received one enema immediately after opera-

tion and a second four hours later. The 2 cases which recovered

were treated with calcium.

Blum4 recognized the danger of large intravenous injections of

soda in diabetic coma, having observed four cases in which clonic
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and tonic spasms developed; though he did not mention tetany,

it is probable that the condition was of that nature.

It is evident, however, that simply increasing the blood alkali

is not sufficient to induce tetany; thus to a diabetic man under

our observation, who had been operated upon for strangulated

hernia, sodium bicarbonate was administered by rectum to the

amount of 49 grams in two days, and the CO2 combining power

of the blood was raised to 86, yet tetany did not develop nor could

the signs of Trousseau and Chvostek be elicited. P. S. Henderson5

was unable to produce tetany in nineteen children by giving large

doses of soda, and the electrical reactions remained unaltered.

It is probable that a second important factor in the production

of tetany in such cases is the presence of renal insufficiency, which

has been noted in most instances.

Case II.

—

A woman, aged forty-six years, developed tetany following

influenza. She is emaciated and suffers from intestinal indigestion with

constipation. She has had two previous attacks of tetany. The C02 combining

power of the blood is 77 vohimes per cent, indicating a definite increase in the

sodium bicarbonate. The serum calcium, estimated later during a period of

latent tetany, is normal.

Mrs. C, an American woman, aged forty-six years, was first seen by one

of us, in the course of private practice, on March 30, 1919, at her home.

The family history was unimportant.

Past History. She has had two previous attacks of tetany, both unrecog-

nized. The first occurred five years ago while she was convalescing from

grippe; the second one year ago after an enema while suffering from

intestinal indigestion.

Twelve years ago she had valvular heart disease following acute articular

rheumatism, and has been somewhat short of breath on exertion ever since.

She had always been poorly nourished and far from robust. Fifteen years

ago she had nervous prostration and four years ago mucous colitis.

Present Illness. Six weeks ago she had influenza and had been in bed ever

since. During this time she had been on an inadequate diet, very low in

calcium, consisting of rice-gruel and Mellen's food, both made up without

milk, and of broth. For eight days there was nausea but no vomiting.

The bowels were constipated and had been moved by enemata. The last

catamenia occurred in January (beginning menopause).

Twelve days ago she began to suffer from attacks of numbness and

stiffness of the fingers, during which they became flexed. Four days ago,

following an enema, she had an attack lasting two hours, in which the legs,
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arms, and back got very rigid. Similar seizures came on after enemata,

three days ago, and again tins morning.

Physical examination showed a small emaciated woman. The thyroid

gland was normal. The heart was not enlarged, but there was a loud late

systolic murmur at the apex, transmitted to the axilla and to the back.

The lungs were negative except for an occasional sonorous rale. The
abdomen was negative. The blood-pressure was 94 systolic, 70 diastolic.

The superficial and deep reflexes were normal.

Trousseau's sign was strongly positive; the Chvostek phenomenon was

absent. The urine showed no albumin, sugar, or indican; the stools were

foul and constipated.

The CO* combining power of the blood on March 30 was 77 volumes per

cent by the Van Slyke method (Dr. H. W. Haggard). This indicates a

distinct increase of the sodium bicarbonate of the blood, the normal figures

ranging from 50 to 60.

The blood sugar was 0.1 per cent by the Lewis-Benedict method.

The electrical reactions were taken later, and showed the following:

Date. C. C. C. A. C. C. A. O. C. C. C. tetanus.

May 16 ....... 0.8 1.8 1.2 3.5
May 2.5 1.0 1.9 2.1 4.0

The cathodal closing tetanus at less than 5 ma. ma}' be taken as indicative

of tetany in the absence of organic disease of the central nervous system;

the anodal reversal, while significant in young children, is not infrequently

found in healthy adults. The patient was taking 40 grains of calcium

chloride a day on the 16th, but the dose was probably too small to affect the

reactions; on the 25th no calcium had been taken for nine days.

The serum calcium on May 20, during a period of latent tetany, was 11.3

mg. per 100 cc by the Marriott-Howland method (Dr. L. J. Bogert). This

is a normal figure. Xo calcium had been taken for four days.

Quantitative studies of the urine were made from May 20 to May 24.

They were essentially negative, showing a low nitrogen output with an

increase in the ammonia, which could be explained by the low nitrogen

intake.

The patient was put on a calcium-rich diet consisting of milk, cereals, and

spinach, and was given calcium chloride, 20 grains four times a clay. Under
this regime the major attacks ceased, but a condition of latent tetany

remained, as shown by the occasional occurrence of slight spasms in the

right hand, and by a slight positive Trousseau sign when the close of calcium

was reduced.

The diet was gradually extended and the patient gained slowly in weight

up to 105 pounds. A tendency to stiffness and numbness of the right hand
persisted for several months. Up to the present time (1922) she has had no

recurrence of tetany.
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Comment. Points of interest are the moderate "alkalosis"

and the normal figure for the serum calcium, the latter, to be sure,

estimated at a time when the tetany was latent, not active.

It will be noted that two of the three attacks of tetany followed

acute infections. The exciting cause of attacks was often the

taking of enemata, probably by reflex action from pressure on

nerves while on the bed-pan.

Case III.

—

An Italian woman, aged thirty-five years, has had for six

months fatty diarrhea, with marked loss of weight, following influenza. The

cause of the diarrhea ivas not ascertained. Frequent attacks of tetany. Blood

analysis shows a high sodium bicarbonate and very low calcium. Study of the

calcium metabolism reveals distinct abnormalities. Large quantities of indican

in the urine. Progressive emaciation and death four months after onset of

tetany.

A. B., an Italian woman, aged thirty-five years, was first admitted to the

New Haven Hospital, April 25, 1919 (Xo. 71311), discharged May 18,

readmitted June 3 (Xo. 71724), and discharged July 17, 1919. She was on

the service of Prof. George Blumer, to whom we are indebted for the

privilege of studying the case.

Present Illness. In October, 1918, she had influenza with pleuritic friction

rub and persistent cough; she was in bed eight weeks and lost a great deal of

weight

.

Previous to this time she had had diarrhea occasionally, but after the

influenza the attacks of diarrhea became very frequent, accompanied by

vague generalized abdominal pain and alternating with short periods of

constipation.

About four weeks ago she began to have cramps in the feet, hands, and

neck, lasting for part of a day. Last menstruation four months ago.

The past history was negative. There were six normal pregnancies.

The family history was unimportant.

Physical Examination. On April 26 (unimportant details are omitted)

examination showed a small, emaciated woman weighing only seventy-one

pounds. Temperature, pulse, and respiration were normal. The visceral

examination was negative. The thyroid gland was small, the istlmrus and

left lobe not palpable, and the right lobe appeared smaller than usual.

There was a constant fine tremor of the upper lip and of the left lower

ej^elid (later on both sides). Trousseau's sign was positive on both sides.

Chvostek's sign was negative, but was obtained later. The knee-jerks

and Achilles reflexes absent with reinforcement; the plantar reflexes were

also absent. (Later the knee-jerks were obtained, but were much
diminished.)
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pounds on April 28 to fifty-five pounds on July 16. The diarrhea persisted

except for a period when she was at home for a fortnight between admissions.

Large doses of pancreatin and calcium carbonate (45 grains of each three

times a day) acted favorably, resulting in a formed stool with disappearance

of the rancid odor and of the acid reaction. But after a while the patient

refused to take it and it was omitted.

She left the hospital July 17 and died at home August 25, 1919. Per-

mission to perform an autopsy was refused.

Diagnosis. The diagnosis of tetany is evident and requires no discussion.

The underlying cause was apparently an obscure disease of the gastro-

intestinal tract associated with diarrhea. Disease of the pancreas seemed
likely on account of the marked disturbance of fat absorption and the

improvement with pancreatin. But the presence of trypsin in the stools

in considerable amount is against complete absence of the pancreatic

secretion and in the absence of an autopsy the diagnosis must remain

uncertain.

A study of the calcium metabolism was made, the details of which are

published elsewhere. 6 Three five-day periods were employed, the first and

last on a calcium-poor diet and the second on a diet rich in calcium bjr reason

of the addition of milk. Two normal subjects under the same experimental

conditions were available for comparison.

The calcium balance was slightly negative in the first period, but during

the calcium-rich period there was a retention of nearly 3 grams. During

the third (calcium-poor) period the stored calcium was partly eliminated,,

with a negative balance of 1.4 grams. The patient behaved with respect

to the calcium balance like a normal person, except that there was a greater

tendency to store calcium during the calcium-rich period and to lose it

during the succeeding calcium-poor period. This might indicate an

instability in the regulation of calcium in tetanj\

A comparison of the figures for the entire fifteen days showed a positive

calcium balance of 1.3 grams in the case of the subject with tetany as

opposed to negative balances of 2.9 grams in each of the two normal controls.

These results might be taken to indicate a need for calcium on the part

of this case of tetany.

The absorption of calcium was found to be normal.

The elimination of calcium, however, differed from the normal in that in

all three periods there was a greatly diminished excretion by way of the

kidneys. Thus in the controls 70 per cent of the intake was excreted in the

urine during the calcium-poor periods and 30 per cent during the calcium-

rich period, while for the subject with tetany the figures were 10 per cent

and 1 per cent respectively, the absolute amounts remaining practically

constant at 22 mg. per day during all three periods.

A study of the fat absorption showed the utilization of fat to be very poor,

being 78 per cent in the first period, 58 per cent in the second, and 59 per
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cent in the third. In other words, from 22 to 42 per cent of the fat intake

was lost with the feces. These figures are comparable to those met with in

total exclusion of the pancreatic secretion from the intestine.

Curiously enough, in spite of the diarrhea and emaciation the nitrogen

balance was positive throughout and the absorption was unusually good,

amounting to 98 per cent of the intake.

The urine analysis showed a high ammonia nitrogen, both relatively and

absolutely, the average figures being 22 per cent and 1 gram per day respec-

tively. The high ammonia is difficult of explanation, for no other evidence

of acidosis was to be found either in the figures for pH or for total acidity

and organic acids.

The large amounts of indican, indicating increased intestinal putrefaction,

are also of interest. A detailed report is to be found in an article by

Simpson. 7 It has been noted that active tetany is more easily induced in

dogs after parathyroidectomy if a meat diet is employed.

Stimulated by the reports of Paton and his co-workers search was made
for guanidin in the urine, using Koch's method. None was found, but a

beautifully crystalline salt was isolated in large quantities, which on analysis

by P. L. Levene proved to be an ammonium gold salt.

General Discussiox. In all of the three cases of tetany which

we have studied the sodium bicarbonate of the blood was abnormally

high. This is easily explained in the first case by the administration

of large amounts of soda. In the second and third cases it is not

clear why the bicarbonate was increased. The work of MacCallum 9

is of interest in this connection. He showed that on ligating the

pylorus and removing the HC1 by repeated gastric lavage a con-

dition similar to tetany developed, with marked increase in the

blood bicarbonate and diminution of the chlorides; the tetany

could be relieved by the administration of sodium chloride. Similar

results were obtained by McCann10 and by Hastings. 11 Loss of

HC1 by vomiting was not present in our last two cases; in the first

it may have been a contributory factor.

It is important to note that an increased C02 combining power

of the blood does not necessarily mean a change in the hydrogen

ion concentration toward the alkaline side, as the increase in bicar-

bonate can be, and in most cases probably is, compensated, so

that no change in the reaction of the blood takes place. The

term "alkalosis" should be restricted to cases in which the pH of

the blood is actuallv increased.
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Interest in the possible relationship of alkalosis to tetany was

started by the experimental work of Wilson, Stearns, and Thurlow. 12

They found after parathyroidectomy in dogs that the onset of

tetany was preceded by a decrease in the hydrogen ion concentration

of the blood and followed by acidosis. The injection of acids or

of calcium relieved the tetany. Their results have been criticized

on account of the method employed. (Barcroft's dissociation of

hemoglobin method). Moreover, their results lack confirmation,

for after parathyroidectomy Togawa13 found acidosis in ten of

eleven dogs, as judged by the C02 combining power. Hastings

and Murray14 found a normal alkali reserve and normal pH of the

blood, and MacCallum9 in two dogs found no alkalosis.

Howland and Marriott2 found in infantile tetany no increase in

the CO2 combining power of the blood and normal values for pH.

With the exception of the cases of tetany following the adminis-

tration of soda, already cited, we have found no published reports

of increased CO2 combining power of the blood in tetany. In future

work on tetany of the adult it would seem desirable to determine

both the pH and the bicarbonate of the blood, as well as the calcium

and other elements (mg. na. K. P. S.).

The relationship of decreased serum calcium to tetany, so well

established by MacCallum15 for tetania parathyroidopriva, and by

Howland and Marriott2 for infantile tetany, remains obscure in

the case of tetany of the adult, on account of the paucity of obser-

vations made by reliable methods. In our third case, and in that

of Barach and Murray, 16 there was a notable decrease. In our

second case (during a period of latent tetany) and in Harrop's

case of tetany after soda the serum calcium was normal. Mac-

Callum 9 in experimental tetany following ligation of the pylorus

found a normal concentration of calcium, and his results should

be applicable to the gastric form of tetany in man. Also in the

tetany resulting from hyperpnea a normal serum calcium has been

found.

It appears, therefore, that some forms of tetany may occur

without any change in the calcium concentration.

From the work of Loeb, Matthews, and others* it appears that

* For a discussion of the literature on this point consult the article by Kramer,
Tisdall and Howland. 17
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the excitability of the neuromuscular mechanism varies directly

with the ratio Ca + M g > so that it is theoretically possible for

increased irritability to result either from a decrease of the calcium

or an increase of the sodium. Kramer, Tisdall, and Howland 17

have shown that in infantile tetany the increased irritability is

due solely to the decrease of calcium, the concentration of mag-

nesium, sodium, and potassium in the serum being essentially

normal. In the case of tetany following the administration of

soda it is probable that the condition is due to the increase in

sodium, the calcium remaining normal. Greenwald 18 believes that

in these cases it is the increase in the Xa ion and not that of the

bicarbonate that is responsible.

Greenwald 19 in parathyroidectomized dogs found an increase

of the phosphorus of the blood, and Binger20 was able to produce

tetany by the injection of neutral or alkaline phosphates in suit-

able amount. This was accompanied by a drop in the serum

calcium to the extent found in infantile tetany. If, however, he

injected acid phosphates, although the calcium figure fell to the

same degree, tetany did not develop. Howland and Marriott-

noted a marked decrease in the serum calcium, without tetany,

in nephritis with acidosis. It is apparent, therefore, that decrease

of calcium is not enough of itself to cause tetany.

Kramer, Tisdall, and Howland17 found that in infantile tetany

the phosphorus of the serum, though variable, was normal or

only slightly increased in one-half of their cases. An increase in

the phosphorus, therefore, cannot be an important factor in this

form of tetany.

Recently, Collip and Backus21 and Grant and Goldman22 have

noted the occurrence of tetany following overventilation of the

lungs in healthy subjects. The urine showed a rapid fall in the

titratable acidity, sometimes becoming alkaline, with increase of

the basic phosphates and diminution of the ammonia. The blood

revealed a decided decrease in the CO2 combining power and a

definite increase in pH (decrease in the H ion concentration),

while the calcium became somewhat increased. They explain the

apparent anomaly of an "alkalosis" associated with diminished

bicarbonate by the supposition that the COj is washed out of the

Am Phya 7
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blood more rapidly than the alkali can be removed, which leads to

a decrease of the ratio NaHCO •

Later, Goldman23 and Barker and Sprunt24 described tetany as a

transitory condition in diseased persons as a result of attacks of

hyperpnea. In our cases the tetany could not be attributed to

this cause.

The attempts of Paton and his co-workers 8 to connect tetany

following parathyroidectomy, and also as it occurs in man under

natural conditions, with poisoning by guanidin has not met with

confirmation, and owing to possible errors in the method employed

their results are open to question. It must be admitted, however,

that their production of tetany experimentally by injection of

guanidin has been repeated by Watanabe25 with positive results.

It is quite clear that there is still much to be learned as to the

pathogenesis and the ultimate cause of this remarkable condition.

In conclusion it is interesting to note that some of the cases in

the literature and our third case have been associated with a

fatty diarrhea, usually of pancreatic origin. Instances in point

are the cases of Findlay and Sharpe 8 (almost the precise counter-

part of our own), of Barach and Murray, 16 and of Bassett-Smith,26

the last two occurring in sprue.

Summary. 1. An increase of the bicarbonate of the blood was

demonstrated in three cases of tetany, one of which followed the

administration of sodium bicarbonate.

2. A low serum calcium was found in one case, another showed

a normal figure during a period of latent tetany; the case following

soda was not examined as to calcium.

3. A study of the calcium metabolism in one case revealed definite

abnormalities.

4. Large amounts of indican were found in the urine in one case.
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DISCUSSION ON THE PAPERS OF DRS. BARKER AND
TILESTON

Dr. John Howland, Baltimore, Md.: In infantile tetany we have

found a marked diminution of the calcium concentration of the serum

with complete regularity. The sodium concentration is unchanged while

the potassium is only slightly increased. Upon the basis of the work of

Loeb, Mines, Keith, Lucas and others one is tempted to attribute the

increased neuromuscular irritability which occurs with tetany to the

diminution of the calcium concentration in the serum. In adult tetany,

however, one finds no decrease in the calcium of the serum. One must
therefore seek some other explanation. Indirect evidence suggests that

the apparent inconsistency may ultimately be explained upon the basis

of diminution in the concentration of ionized or physiologically active

calcium in both infantile and adult tetany.

Dr. L. A. Conner, New York City: I should like to ask Dr. Barker if

the roentgen-ray findings in osteomalacia are sufficiently characteristic

to distinguish it readily from metastatic malignant disease. I assume,

of course, that this latter possibility has been entirely excluded in his

case, but I have been much impressed in some cases of metastatic car-

cinoma with the tendency to involve only scattered vertebrae and with

the remarkably slow and relatively benign course that some of these ci

run.
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Dr. Reginald Fitz, Rochester, Minn.: Has Dr. Tileston any blood-

calcium figures in his cases just before and after the intravenous adminis-

tration of calcium? A comparison of such figures might give evidence of

calcium deficiency in the body despite the fact that the blood-calcium

concentration was within normal limits.

Dr. William H. Welch, Baltimore, Md.: Parathyroid insufficiency

does not seem to be the only factor to be considered in the etiology of

tetany, because there are some cases in which the parathyroids are fully

developed and functionating, and yet tetany has developed.

In regard to Dr. Barker's paper, I would call attention to the fact that

the geographical factor seems to play a part in the occurrence of osteo-

malacia. It seems to be more or less distributed according to localities.

Dr. Wilder Tileston, New Haven, Conn.: We did not make any

determinations of calcium in the blood after the intravenous injection of

calcium. We looked for guanidin in the urine in one of these cases, but

found none, and I did not mention the subject at all because the method

used in determining this substance is not reliable, and the results obtained

by Paton and his coworkers have never been confirmed.

Dr. W. G. MacCallum, Baltimore, Md.: I miss in Dr. Barker's paper

any reference to the electric excitability of the nerves. With regard to

the relation of parathyroid insufficiency to tetany arising under other

conditions, I may refer to a case of gastric tetany, published long ago, in

which it was ascertained that the parathyroids were large and active. I

can emphasize what Dr. Welch has said about the possibility that tetany

may arise in spite of full activity of the parathyroid glands. The relation

of the calcium content of the blood to the hyperexcitability of the nerves

has, I think, been made clear by numerous studies, including one in which

the removal by dialysis of calcium from the blood used for perfusion, pro-

duced a quite similar state of hyperexcitability. In all these experiments

we were impressed with the possibility that there might be an available

and a nonavailable form of calcium.

Dr. Barker: Before commenting on the discussion of my paper, I should

like to ask Dr. Tileston whether or not he attaches any importance to the

reports of several investigators concerning guanidin intoxication as a

cause of tetany.

Dr. Welch has pointed out that hyperplasia of the parathyroids at

autopsy would not exclude the possibility of parathyroid deficiency earlier

as an etiological factor in osteomalacia, and Dr. MacCallum has given

expression to a similar view. In that event the hyperplasia would have

to be regarded as a compensatory process. It is highly desirable that in
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cases of osteomalacia coming to autopsy the parathyroids and the other

glands of internal secretion be most carefully studied from now on.

Dr. Welch has referred also to the peculiar geographical distribution of

the osteomalacic cases. That is certainly an interesting point and medical

men will do well to take a leaf out of the book of the botanist and pay

more attention from now on to the ecology of the disease. In attempting

to explain this variation in incidence corresponding to geographical areas

one would need to bear in mind two possibilities: A genotypic explanation

on the one hand, or an environmental explanation on the other. In other

words, it will be important to determine whether or not certain families

or races are predominant in the areas in which osteomalacia occurs, and

whether the persons exhibiting osteomalacia were limited to certain con-

stitutional types. If the disease occurs with equal prevalence in various

constitutional types an environmental rather than a constitutional origin

would have to be predicated.

Dr. Conner has called attention to the resemblance of the vertebrae

in our patient to those met with in metastatic carcinoma of the spine. I

may say that metastatic carcinoma was the first thing thought of when

we discovered the appearances in the roentgenograms. We thought also

of multiple myeloma and of syringomyelia. No signs of any primary

carcinoma could, however, be found anywhere in the patient. There

were no Bence-Jones bodies in the urine, a fact that helped to rule out

myeloma. Neurological tests ruled out syringomyelia. After a long

discussion with Dr. Baetjer, our roentgenologist, and with Dr. Baer, our

orthopedist, we came to the conclusion that the condition must be regarded

as an osteomalacia. The remarkable improvement of the patient under

treatment with phosphorus and cod-liver oil and general upbuilding

measures also favors this diagnosis.



THE "TREMOR TYPE" OF THE HEPATO-CEREBRAL
DEGENERATION

(pseudosclerosis, progressive lenticular degeneration and
dystonia musculorum deformans)

By J. RAMSAY HUNT, M.D.
NEW YORK

(abstract)

A clinical and pathological contribution to a group of nervous

disorders which includes the pseudosclerosis of Westphal-Striimpel,

the progressive lenticular degeneration of Kinnier Wilson, and

the dystonia lenticularis of Oppenheim-Thomalla. This group of

diseases is characterized pathologically by a progressive cerebral

degeneration of peculiar histological type and is associated with

nodular cirrhosis of the liver. The corpus striatum would appear

to be the seat of election, although other portions of the brain,

including the brain stem, cerebellum, and the cerebral cortex, are

frequently affected. The histological changes are characterized

by degeneration of the neural structures and peculiar vesicular

swelling of the glia cells (Alzheimer's glia cells).

The clinical picture is a varied one, depending upon the locali-

zation of the lesions. The chief clinical types are choreoathetosis,

dystonia musculorum deformans, and Wilson's disease (muscular

rigidity and tremor), all of which are referable to the corpus striatum.

A more diffuse form, the pseudosclerosis, has also been described

with a more general symptomatology. This latter disorder bears

a certain resemblance to multiple sclerosis, and is characterized

by paralysis, ataxia, sensory symptoms, tremor, and mental dis-

turbances.
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In addition to these various clinical types the author describes

a tremor form of this disease which is characterized by the pro-

gressive development of generalized atactiform tremors without

other evidences of organic disease of the central nervous system,

and also associated with nodular cirrhosis of the liver.

The tremor disturbance is both cerebellar and lenticular in

origin. One component is the intention tremor type; the other

component is slow and rhythmical, and occurs during rest. This

combined form of organic tremor the author terms striocerebellar

tremor. Two cases are reported, one with autopsy and histological

examination.

DISCUSSION

Dr. L. F. Barker, Baltimore, Md.: May I ask Dr. Hunt whether or

not there was evidence of heredofamilial occurrence of these types of

hepatocerebral degeneration that he has seen?

Dr. J. Ramsay Hunt (closing): In answer to Dr. Barker's question, I

would state that a very large percentage of this group of cases is of the

heredofamilial type. According to Hall, who has analyzed very throughly

the literature on this subject, it is as high as 50 per cent.



A CLINICAL PAPER ON MIGRAINE

By CHARLES S. BOND, M.S., M.D.
RICHMOND, IND.

For several years I have been very closely associated with

persons having migraine, and am more and more impressed with

this disease being a distinct entity. It has many modifying allies

that disguise and misdirect our attention, yet the main defects

stand out, in most cases, prominently. Eyestrain has been injected

into this discussion by many authors, yet a migraine patient may
have pain over the defective eye or the opposite one in different

attacks, or the pain very frequently changes from one orbit to

the other in prolonged severe cases during the same attack. Again,

many more patients without defective eyes have migraine than

otherwise. The toxemias producing headache are usually accom-

panied by fever, accelerated pulse and several symptoms not

found with migraine patients. The disease begins often in early

childhood following excesses in diet, and in extreme cases is accom-

panied by convulsions that may be the foundation of later epileptic

seizures. Again, these temporary attacks of headache may grad-

ually pass into periods of well-marked sick-headaches. If migraine

occur for the first time in more mature years it usually has a his-

tory of excesses in eating, generally under conditions of excite-

ment or unfavorable opportunity for proper digestion. After a

time a periodicity is established and the person is a confirmed

migraine patient. It will happen that these attacks come on

every two or three months, in severe cases two or three times per

week, or they may be continuous for a week at a time. If the

cycle be a week or two in its revolution, time may be had for obser-

vation and examination. The clinical picture just following a
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seizure from twelve to twenty-four hours is one of great weekness,

sallowness, anorexia or hunger in some cases, with often some central

disturbances. The fact that the attack has subsided is evidence

that the cause has run its course and that another attack is oncom-

ing, is grounded in the return more or less slowly of the same dis-

turbing influences until the explosion is again realized in the crest

of the second attack. The thing that happens is a return to former

habits of eating more carbohydrates than the stomach can properly

digest, and a small amount begins to undergo fermentation at

the end of the digestive process, acid ferments and carbon dioxide

enter the bowel, where in small quantities they are taken care of

by the alkaline field and digestive fluids in part; but the appetite

grows for starches and sugars, until after a week or two a large

part of this food is passing from the stomach as a fermented prod-

uct. Especially is this true of the evening meal that often is

excessive and is eaten at a time when the powers of the body are

exhausted from the fatigue of the day. A careful washing of the

stomach of these patients two or three hours after meals will reveal

these facts and also show more and more retention of these pro-

ducts in the stomach as an effort on its part to keep these sub-

stances out of the circulation. At this time, and for a day or two

preceding, in long cycles, the patient is excited as if under the

influence of a pronounced stimulant— she wants to do something

out of the ordinary, talks faster, works harder and is generally

excessive, with an impending fear or a perfect abandon. The

exhaustion and excesses have paved the way for an almost complete

stasis of digestion, and the patient goes exhausted to bed to dream

and toss about, until from four to six o'clock in the morning she

awakens with a very severe pain over one eye. She may vomit

some of the stomach contents that had been eaten many hours

before, or, what is more likely, she will bring up nothing but some

viscid mucus at first. The urine, skin and secretions generally

smell like musty meal while the attack lasts and a greatly increased

acid content is in the urine. While we have evidence of an acidosis

we have no such severe coma as results in the acetone coma of

diabetes, yet the two diseases have several things in common.

The desire for carbohydrates, while not SO great in migraine, is
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very pronounced, and one finds it almost as difficult to limit this

excess as in the diabetic. Thirst is not so great after a few hours

following an attack. In a family of three who ate excessively

of starches and sugars, two were diabetics and one had severe

attacks of migraine, and occasionally between attacks would pass

sugar. It always raised the question of what might have happened

if he had had better digestion.

Migraine is said by most authorities to be hereditary in about

60 per cent of the cases. I have a young lady patient now whose

mother and grandmother had this disease, and she has had recur-

ring attacks about once a week since she was ten—she is now

thirty-four. I put her on a milk diet and she went four months

without an attack, which would argue that environment must

play a great part also in this case. Others having similar histories

have recovered entirely. Their mothers and grandmothers might

have also recovered under like circumstances, and might there-

fore have lost the power to transmit the disease to their children.

What happens is that which happened in our early conception of

tuberculosis: We did not inherit the disease but we had trans-

mitted to us the vulnerable tissue and the bad habits and manner

of living. In migraine the mother gives to her child the unstable

nervous tissue and sets a bad example at her table, which is acquired

and perpetuated. These habits are so fixed that it is almost like

reforming an alcoholic to reform the choice of foods. So that years

often must be spent in changing the dietary to meet the capabilities

of the patient. These patients represent a given amount of force

on any one day. This is generally below normal even at best, so

that they are very sensitive to every "ill wind that blows." If

menstruation should intervene and direct some blood and energy

to the pelvis, the stomach is robbed, fermentation begins and a

headache may result. Menstruation is certainly not the cause

of the headache, since men also have migraine and women have

attacks before and after the menstrual period. The same is true

of all enervating complications in the daily life of these patients.

They must be kept free from excitement and stress of all kinds,

must live on a diet as free from carbohydrates as the diabetic of

medium type, and with free use of hydragogue cathartics these
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patients will almost universally recover after faithful compliance

for long periods of time. This is as true of the young as of the old

so far as my observation goes with many patients. That a certain

immunity is attained as migraine patients reach middle life is

also true, whether among men or women, but attacks occurring

for the first time after fifty in either sex are apt to be as severe as

in the voung.

DISCUSSION

Dr. L. F. Barker, Baltimore, Md.: Dr. Bond has shown very clearly

how important it is in these cases that attention should be paid to the

general health and the environment. Dr. Allen Starr'- powder (sulphate,

phosphate and salicylate of sodium) is very helpful. We can, by a careful

regime, reduce the number of attacks and increase the ability of the patient

to stand his attacks; but it is very difficult to free the patient entirely

from the attacks.

I was glad that Dr. Bond referred to the hereditary side of the disease.

It is distinctly a heredofamilial disorder. Many persons suffer from

digestive disturbances but never have migraine. The migraine patient

will have headaches at times even when he lives carefully. The disposition

to migraine must he in the germ plasm. In recent years we have got too

much away from the study of disposition because we thought it was a

cloak for our ignorance. Bacteriology led us away from the study of

constitution. It is time again to take up the study of constitution and

of predisposition; we should not devote all of our attention to exogenous

causes. Attempts have been made to discover a structural or a functional

basis for the disposition to migraine. Twenty years ago Spitzer suggested

that the pathological-anatomical substratum of the migraine constitution

lies in an absolute or relative stenosis of the foramen of Monro, whereas

Strumpell looked upon migraine, like urticaria, angioneurotic edema and

bronchial asthma, as a manifestation of the exudative diathesis. Several

other anomalies of constitution have been suggested as furnishing the

predisposition to migraine. The constitutional pathology of migraine is,

like the conditional, as yet obscure.



SENSITIZATION TESTS WITH DIGESTIVE PRODUCTS
OF PROTEINS

By I. CHANDLER WALKER, M.D.
BOSTON, MASS.

Sensitization of individuals to food proteins, as you all know,

has become a well-recognized fact and the cutaneous or skin test

is used almost universally to demonstrate this sensitization. Fre-

quently, however, one meets with a patient who claims to have

symptoms following the ingestion of a certain food, but the food

proteins fail to give a positive test. In such conditions as eczema,

urticaria and angioneurotic edema it would seem that foods ought

to be the cause of symptoms much more frequently than it is

possible to demonstrate by the cutaneous test with food proteins.

It is for these obvious reasons that we have been interested for the

past year in testing patients with the digestive or decomposition

products of common food proteins in order to learn whether such

products of digestion might not sensitize and give positive tests

when the undigested or composite food did not.

Furthermore by testing with these digestive products we might

throw some light as to why and how a patient does become sensitive

to a food. Schloss has proven that the infant's digestive tract is

permeable to whole protein, therefore we have one explanation

of how an infant may become sensitive to good proteins. All of

us who have done much infant testing have obtained food tests

in nursing infants before they have eaten such foods. O'Keefe

was the first to show that the cause of eczema in nursing infants

could be determined by testing the infant with food proteins, and

that by the elimination of those foods to which the infant was

sensitive from the mother's diet the eczema would be relieved.
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Therefore in such cases food proteins must be present in human

milk, and in order to get into the milk the proteins must have

previously been present in the mother's blood stream. There-

fore the adult's intestinal tract may be permeable to undigested

proteins. In studying asthmatics we frequently found gastro-

intestinal abnormalities in our sensitive cases and these abnormalities

might, by producing stasis, favor absorption of undigested and

partially digested food proteins; of course these same abnormalities

are found in normal and other pathological conditions. There-

fore we must accept the fact that undigested proteins do get through

or permeate the intestinal tract and do enter the blood stream

and are present in human milk. A much more reasonable and

simple procedure would be that partially digested food proteins

in a similar way caused sensitization; therefore another reason

for testing with digestive food products.

The digestive food products were prepared by a chemist, Mr.

Arthur "YYetmore, who worked in conjunction with me, in the

following manner: For example, the whites of a dozen hard-boiled

eggs were pressed through a potato ricer and placed in a two-

liter flask with 1500 cc of 0.1 per cent HC1, and a small amount

of alcoholic thymol was added to prevent bacterial growth. To
the contents of the flask was added 75 cc of fresh pig stomach

extract and incubated overnight in a water-bath at 40° C. Then

75 cc more of pig stomach extract was added and incubated another

twenty-four hours. At the end of this forty-eight hours ' digestion

300 cc were removed and called fraction Xo. 1. The remaining

contents of the flask from which Xo. 1 was withdrawn are made
slightly alkaline to litmus by the addition of saturated solution

of sodium carbonate. Then 25 cc of pancreas extract and 20 cc

of intestine extract are added. Incubation is continued for forty-

eight hours at 40° C, at the end of which time 200 cc are removed

and called fraction Xo. 2. From now on the process remains the

same, namely, at the end of each forty-eight hours of incubation

a fraction is withdrawn until a total of five or six fractions are

obtained. After withdrawal of each fraction 25 cc of pancreas

extract and 20 cc of intestine extract is added. Throughout the

digestion, after fraction Xo. 1 has been withdrawn, the contents
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are kept alkaline but not more alkaline than 0.1 normal. Thymol

was present throughout to prevent bacterial growth.

The various fractions of digestion were treated as follows in order

to have them in a dry, powdered form : Each fraction was evap-

orated slowly on a water-bath until an almost dry, sticky residue

was obtained. Then 50 cc of 95 per cent alcohol was added and

thoroughly mixed with the sticky residue and again evaporated.

This process was repeated four times to remove water. The

residue was finally dried in a vacuum desiccator and powdered with

a mortar and pestle. The powder is very hydroscopic and needs

to be kept in air-tight bottles. In a similar manner the following

food proteins to which patients are most frequently sensitive,

namely, wheat globulin, milk, beef, mutton, and pork, were digested

and their fractions tested.

It seemed desirable first to try the digestive products on patients

who reacted positively to the whole protein; in other words,

known positive food cases were tested with the digestive fractions.

In Table I a series of positive food cases that reacted more or less

to the digestive fractions are shown.

table I
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The first four patients in Table I had eczema, the fifth had

angioneurotic edema and the remaining twelve had bronchial

asthma. It is noted that the majority of the patients reacted

strongly with the first fraction of digestion and nearly as many

reacted strongly to the second fraction; in only five instances did

the third fraction give a strong positive reaction, the fourth gave

positive reactions in three instances, the fifth in four instances

and the sixth fraction in three of the seven cases tested. In other

words the first two fractions reacted more nearly like the whole

undigested protein and their positive reactions might well be

explained as due to the presence of the original protein which had

not yet been acted upon by digestion; in no instance did the first

two fractions react more strongly than the original whole protein.

In the four instances in which the third fraction reacted strongly

the same explanation may hold true. Therefore in the majority

of cases there was a gradual decrease in the positiveness of the

reaction as the succeeding fractions were tested. In cases C. P.

with egg, A. C. C. with lamb, A. J. A. with pork and P. K. with

beef the fifth or sixth fraction did react more strongly than the

other fractions, but even these reactions were less marked than

the reactions given by the whole undigested proteins. Therefore

when digestion was most complete and the greatest quantity of

amino-acids were present in the substance being tested an occasional

positive reaction was given, but such reaction was in no instance

as large as that given by the undigested protein. From this table

it might be concluded that the digestive products of proteins

probably do not sensitize, and at any rate when the whole or

undigested protein does react it gives a stronger reaction than its

digestive products.

In Table II a similar group of positive food protein cases is

shown:

In Table II three patients did react positively to fraction 1

but the reactions were no greater than those to the whole protein,

and these reactions may be due to the presence of sufficient whole

protein that has not yet been acted upon by the enzymes. In all

of the other cases the digestive fractions gave no positive reactions,

and in the three cases referred to all fractions beyond the first
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were negative. Therefore this table shows much evidence against

sensitization to the digestive products of proteins even though

the undigested protein did react positively.

table II
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In a similar manner patients were tested with proteins that

were digested in the presence of Bacillus coli communis, Bacillu>

acidophilus and Bacillus proteus; the colon and proteus represented

normal inhabitants of the adult's gastrointestinal tract and acido-

philus, the normal inhabitant of the infant's gastrointestinal tract.

Time will not permit of a detailed report and I will summarize

the work by stating that the substances resulting from bacterial

digestion in the presence of enzymes gave positive reactions too

frequently. In other words the bacterial products seem to be

irritating to the skin, and before reliance may be placed upon such

experiments further work must be done, and if possible the source

of irritation must be removed. Table III will illustrate that the

bacterial digestive products are probably too irritating, since so

many of the patients reacted with their digestive products. The

patients presented in Table III were supposedly known negative

food cases, since they were cardiacs, renals, cardiorenals, bronchitics,

diabetics, syphilitics, etc.

From Table III it is noted that positive reactions with the acid-

ophilus bacillus digestive products were infrequent, with Bacillus

proteus digestion the positive reactions were more frequent and

with the colon bacillus digestion positive reactions were very

frequent. Similar results were obtained in known positive food

cases. Therefore since both known positive and known negative

food cases reacted similarly and much too frequently, we must

conclude that we are dealing with substances that irritate the

skin nonspecific-ally, and this irritative substance must be removed,

if possible, before the results of bacterial digestion may be accepted.

However we have no evidence, so, far that the products of bacterial

digestion do sensitize.

Am Phys
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DISCUSSION

Dr. G. Kober, Washington, D. C: I wish to mention that during a

recent review of literature pertaining to occupational disease I found that,

according to Robert, bronchial asthma had increased 25 per cent among

furriers and those engaged in dyeing leather goods since the introduction

of ursuline black, one of the aniline dyes. It is believed that this dye is

capable of producing asthma by anaphylactic action. It is quite possible,

therefore, that some of the cases which have been observed as nonsensitive

to proteins may be due to chemicals and may be traced to the presence of

this dye in black leather goods and furs that these patients have handled

in the course of the dyeing and manufacturing process or even during the

use of such articles.

Dr. M. J. Rosenau, Boston, Mass.: Serum anaphylaxis requires more

than the ordinary grade of dye in order to sensitize. We should also bear

in mind the question of how persons become sensitized outside of the

digestive tract. This has been tried, experimentally, in guinea-pigs. We
tried meat and beef serum, but found indications that this protein damaged

the digestive mucosa. It was also brought to light in our laboratory that

the trachea can also be a means of sensitization. One of our laboratory

workers reported work on a serum antitoxin which showed that the trachea

and lungs have very absorbative qualities and Gan drink up fluid. We
also did a series of experiments, using four different sets of rabbits. In

some the antitoxin was given subcutaneously and in others intravenously.

These experiments showed that the direct channels of entrance must be

taken into account. One of our young men made this suggestion : Every-

body has seen a baby or young child drawing fluid into its trachea. Does

this not recall what an easy matter it is to sensitize? It then becomes clear

to us how easily human beings become sensitized.



FURTHER OBSERVATIONS OF THE USE OF A HIGH
FAT DIET IN THE TREATMENT OF DIABETES

MELLITUS.*

By L. H. XEWBURGH, M.D.

AND

PHIL L. MARSH, M.D.
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

Introduction. During the early part of this century it was

customary to use a very liberal protein fat diet in the treatment of

diabetes mellitus. This type of diet was characterized by its high

protein content, its relative poverty of carbohydrate, and its high

caloric value. Mild diabetics did quite well on such a regime, but

the more severe cases did not tolerate it without glycosuria and the

persistence of diabetic symptoms, and, as pointed out by Joslin,

coma was so common that the percentage of deaths in hospitals was

greater than in homes. It was necessary to conceive of a mysterious

"spontaneous downward progress" to explain the constant loss of

tolerance in these cases, and the majority of physicians felt that

treatment of the severe cases was a waste of time and energy. This

type of diet is not by any means without its supporters today, and

it is surprising to note how many patients coming to the University

Hospital have had their carbohydrate intake strictly limited, but

have been allowed to eat as much other food as they wanted, chiefly

in the form of meat, eggs, and patent diabetic foods.

• In 1914, Allen introduced the principle of undernutrition with

the object of relieving the strain on the pancreas and stopping the

spontaneous progress of the disease. In more or less modified

* From the Department of Internal Medicine, Medical School, University of

Michigan.
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form this principle has since then been very widely used in the

treatment of diabetes mellitus. Under the leadership of Joslin it

has been applied in practice by beginning treatment with starvation,

which may or may not be preceded by three or four days of observa-

tion and increasing curtailment of the diet. After the period of

fasting the diet is built up step by step until the patient is receiving

a ration well within his carbohydrate tolerance, in which neither

fat nor protein nor carbohydrate furnishes a disproportion of the

calories. It is especially insisted that the fat content of the diet be

small. The final diet is one which may not and often does not

satisfy the caloric requirement of the organism. In the more

severe cases a marked degree of undernutrition results, with weak-

ness, depression, and chronic invalidism, and inanition appears on

the records as a cause of death.

There is abundant evidence that overfeeding and large gains in

weight are detrimental to the diabetic. On the other hand there

are a number of very apparent evils associated with severe under-

nutrition. It seemed to us possible that a diet could be arranged

which while still controlling the diabetic state might avoid the evils

of the two extremes. With the basic principles of the metabolism

of the three foodstuffs in mind it is possible in theory to construct

such a diet by deriving the major portion of the calories from fat.

Before advocating the use of such a diet, however, it was necessary

to demonstrate that the use of the much-feared fat is, in fact, safe.

In a previous communication 1 we reported that in 73 consecutive

cases this type of diet was strikingly successful in controlling gly-

cosuria, avoiding acidosis, maintaining nitrogen balance, and

permitting ordinary activity on the part of the patient. In a second

communication2 we showed the beneficial effect of these diets on

hyperglycemia. We emphasized the fact, however, that our experi-

ence with this diet was brief in relation to the chronicity of the

disease, and we were therefore very guarded in our statements of

the probable results of adherence to it over a long period of time.

Nearly two years have elapsed since our first communication, and a

1 Newburgh, L. H., and Marsh, P. L.: Use of a High Fat Diet in the Treatment
of Diabetes Mellitus, First Paper, Arch. Int. Med., 1920, xxvi, 647.

2 Newburgh, L. H., and Marsh, P. L.: Use of a High Fat Diet in the Treatment
of Diabetes Mellitus, Second Paper (Blood Sugar), Arch. Int. Med., 1921, xxvii, 699.
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statement of the present status of some of our earlier patients and of

additional observations on some of our more recent ones cannot fail

to be instructive. It is the purpose of this paper to present our

experience with the high fat diet in the light of our longer study and

to discuss certain cases which offer striking examples of fundamental

principles in the dietetic management of diabetes mellitus.

The diets used are essentially the same as those previously de-

scribed; more day-to-day variation in the composition of the diets

is allowed than was at first, in order to relieve the monotony of the

menus, but in principle the treatment is the same as that discussed

in our first paper. When an adult diabetic patient is admitted to

the ward he is automatically and without preparation given a daily

diet which contains protein 15 to 20 grams, fat 85 to 95 grams,

carbohydrate 10 to 12 grams. Because of the smaller body mass of

children their total calories are correspondingly reduced, but the

proportions of the foodstuffs used are the same. No preliminary

fast or gradation of diets has been used and the high fat diet is

served from the first meal in the hospital. After the adult patient

is desugarized his diet is increased by steps until he is receiving 0.67

gram protein and 30 to 40 calories per kilogram of body weight, or

sometimes a little more than this. In children more protein and

more calories per kilogram of body weight are allowed in accordance

with principles that will be discussed later, but the same plan of

distribution of the foodstuffs is used for children as for adults. In

no case in this series has the daily carbohydrate allowance been

greater than 35 grams. After the patient has been found to tolerate

a maintenance diet of this type during several flays in the ward he

is discharged with instructions to adhere to it rigidly.

Results. Six major considerations enter into a discussion of the

dietetic treatment of diabetes mellitus, namely: (1) Glycosuria;

(2) acidosis; (3) nitrogen balance; (4) lipemia; (5) the general

condition of the patient, and (6) effect of treatment on glucose

tolerance and expectation of life.

1. Glycosuria.3 Since the first aim of dietetic treatment of

diabetes is the avoidance of glycosuria with the associated complica-

tions and loss of tolerance, the prime requisite of the diet is that it

3 No cases diagnosed renal glycosuria are included in this study.
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keeps the urine of the diabetic patient free from sugar. We have

had the opportunity since the inception of this treatment of observ-

ing 190 diabetetics. Of these 6 entered the hospital in coma or in

extremis from other cause, and died either before treatment could be

inaugurated or before it could significantly affect the metabolism.

(See Table, No. 12.) Eight others remained but a few days and

left against our advice when they found that we had nothing to

offer except diet in place of the curative drug or operation that they

had expected. (See Table, No. 13.) No one of the remaining 176

diabetic patients failed to become sugar-free, and all of these were

discharged without glycosuria on a maintenance diet. While none

of them were "total diabetics," many were of the very severe grades,

and a large number of them were young. In Table I are presented

the ages of onset of this group by decades.

TABLE I.— AGE OF ONSET BY DECADES OF AUTHORS' GROUP.

FOR COMPARISON A SIMILAR TABLE OF A GROUP OF

JOSLIN'S PATIENTS IS ADDED4

38.6

Age at
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of the two patients cited below show clearly that some diabetics

who could not be made sugar-free by starvation may be made so by

a high fat diet yielding about 950 calories.

Case I (21-321).—An American fanner, aged twenty-eight years,

entered the hospital March 1, 1921, complaining of the usual diabetic

symptoms. There was no family history of diabetes, except that a four-

year-old son of the patient has had an occasional glycosuria. There was

nothing of importance in his past history. Polyuria, polydipsia, and poly-

phagia developed in August, 1914, when the patient was twenty-one years

of age. During the following three months his weight fell from 160 to 113

pounds. Treatment was not started until January, 1915. Four days of

complete fasting, followed by several days during winch he was allowed

green vegetables and two or three more days of fasting, a total of ten days,

TABLE II.—PART OF RECORD OF PATIENT (CASE i) WHO HAD FAILED

TO BECOME SUGAR-FREE DURING SEVERAL PERIODS OF

FASTING
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rendered his urine sugar-free. He was discharged on a diet which allowed

him considerable freedom in the kinds of the foodstuffs that he ate but

which was ver}' much restricted in total calories. During the following two

years he felt fairly well most of the time, although he had sugar in his urine

frequently. Between the spring of 1916 and March, 1921, he was free from

sugar at no time in spite of the fact that he was fasted on five occasions for

periods of from four to ten days. During the month preceding his admission

to our ward he suffered from epigastric distress, '"heart-burn," and nausea.

His symptoms were sufficiently severe to make his home physician suspect

peptic ulcer. His vision had failed and he was badly constipated. On

examination it was noted that he was decidedly stuporous and went to sleep

while his blood was being taken for the laboratory examinations. Later he

could not remember anything that had happened during the first day he

was in the hospital. His breath had a decided acetone odor. His right

knee-jerk could be obtained only on reinforcement and his left could not be

obtained. His urine contained a trace of albumin, reduced Fehling's

solution, and gave a heavy reaction with ferric chloride. His blood sugar

was 0.38 per cent and the C02 combining power of the blood plasma by the

Van Slyke method was 37 volume per cent. The day-to-day record of his

first two or three weeks with a summary of the following few weeks in the

hospital is presented in Table II. It will be seen that his urine became

sugar-free on the twelfth day in the hospital.

Case II (21-1993).—A Russian housewife, aged twenty-five years,

entered the hospital July 13, 1921, complaining of the usual diabetic symp-

toms. There was no family history of diabetes and her past history was of

no importance. In March, 1920, she had severe attacks of cramps in the

legs associated with excessive thirst and polyuria. Other symptoms were

failing vision, obstinate constipation, and progressive loss of weight. She

had no systematic treatment until August 13, 1920, at which time she was

fasted for five days and her urine became sugar-free. Her diet was increased

until she was receiving protein 50 grams, fat 20 grams, carbohydrate 30

grams, about 500 calories, with one fast day each week. From this time

until July 1, 1921, she adhered rigidly to this diet, which was prepared by a

trained dietitian with the exception of a short period in January, 1921, when

she was allowed one or two slices of bacon a day in addition. At no time

during this whole period, except on the last day of her initial fast, was her

urine free from sugar; this statement was confirmed by her home physician.

On July 1, 1921, fasting was again started, and this time four days of com-

plete fasting followed by five days in which she was allowed "a few" 5 per

cent vegetables failed to render her urine sugar-free, and she refused to fast

longer. During the few days before she came to us she adhered to the

original 500 calory diet.

In February, 1920, she weighed 1-45 pounds. Examination at the time
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•of admission showed an unusually intelligent woman, fifty-nine inches tall,

weighing 100 pounds, with no important abnormalities aside from her

laboratory examinations. Part of her record is presented in Table III.

She was discharged from the hospital on a diet which gave her about 1400

calories daily, and she has remained sugar-free up to the present time, a

period of nearly a year.

TABLE III.— RECORD FROM CASE II, EN* WHICH FASTLNG AND

>EVERE UNDERNUTRITION HAD FAILED TO KEEP URINE

SUGAR-FREE

Average diet.

Date,
1921.

July 13

July 14

July 15

July 16

July 17

July 1*

Julv 19

July 20
Julv 21

July 22
July 23

July 24

Julv 25
Julv 26
July 27

Prot.
gm.

Fat,
gm.

Carb.,
gm.

Cal.

Urine
sugar,
gm.

20.0 85.8 13.1 905

28.4 137.4 20.S 1435

Ferrir- Body
chlor. weight,

reaction. lbs.

25.5
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ally. The other 184 patients include 8 who left the hospital against

our advice within a week and before they were sugar-free, but who
were, nevertheless, on the diet during the few days they were in the

hospital. In no one of these 184 cases did an important acidosis

develop. It should be pointed out again that every one of these

patients, regardless of age, severity of the diabetes or degree of

acidosis was placed on the diet at entrance. Early in the use of the

treatment a few patients were given sodium bicarbonate, but this

has been used in no case since July 1, 1920, since which date much

more than half of this series has been treated. A few examples are

cited showing the absence of acidosis on the treatment.

TABLE IV.—PART OF RECORD OF CASE III, SHOWING ABSENCE OF

ACIDOSIS IN A YOUNG DIABETIC WITH PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS

Date.
Prol.,
gm.
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know whether he became sugar-free. There had been some numbness of

his feet, and for two months he had had boils on his legs. On examination

evidence of advanced bilateral pulmonary tuberculosis was found, and this

complication was confirmed by roentgenogram and sputum examination.

Part of his data is presented in Table IV.

TABLE V.—SHOWING ABSENCE OF ACIDOSIS IN A YOUNG DIABETIC

ON HIGH FAT DIET. (CASE IV.)
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Case 5 (21-1021).—An American farmer, aged forty-five years, entered

the hospital March 19, 1921, complaining of polyuria and weakness. His

mother had died at the age of fifty-one of diabetes mellitus. He had had
frequent urinalyses because of his mother's diabetes, but no sugar was found
until December, 1920, about two weeks after the onset of polyuria and
weakness. A "carbohydrate-free" diet failed to render Ins urine sugar-

free, his physician stating that the urine always contained 3 to 6 per cent of

sugar. Except for pyorrhea alveolaris his physical examination was
negative. His average weight was 155 pounds; at admission he weighed 130

pounds. Part of his record is presented in Table VI.

table vi.—showing absence of acidosis on high fat diet.

(case v.)

Date,
1921.

Average diet. Urine.

Prot.,
gm.

Fat,
gm.

Carb.,
gm. Cal. Sugar. Diacetie.

Plasma
CO» vol.

per cent.

April 7

April 8

April 9

April 10

April 11

April 12

April 13

April 14

April 15

April 16

April 17

April 18

April 19

April 20
April 21

April 22
April 2.3

April 24
April 25
April 26

is

L'S

85

165

L5

:!o

900

1710

+ + + +
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Reference to the record of Case I, and to Table I, will show that

this patient entered the hospital with a severe acidosis which dis-

appeared promptly on a high fat diet.

Case VI (22-2159).—An American painter, aged thirty-four years,

entered the hospital July 6, 1922, with a diabetes which had appeared

abruptly in December, 1920, with polydipsia, polyuria, and progressively

increasing weakness. Three days of fasting rendered his urine sugar-free,

and he was finally able to tolerate a fairly liberal diet. About eight weeks

previous to admission he had a lower third molar extracted. Infection

ensued. There was an immediate return of glycosuria which he was not

able to control. For the two weeks before he came to the hospital his

diet had not been limited and he had become progressively more drowsy,

until at admission he was semicomatose. His weight had fallen from an

average of 140 pounds to 90 pounds; his entrance weight was 103 pounds.

On physical examination he was found to be very stuporous, and there was

hyperpnea of the Kussmaul type. The patellar and Achilles reflexes could

not be elicited. His skin had a lemon-yellow cast and there were numerous

exanthematous lesions scattered over his body. At the site of the tooth

extraction in lower right jaw there was evidence of osteomyelitis. His

hemoglobin was 66 per cent with 3,210,000 red blood cells and without

leukocytosis. His blood plasma was creamy.

TABLE VII.— PART
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first few days in the ward. In Table VII will be found data of this period

of treatment. There was a rapid improvement in the acidosis, as was shown
by the disappearance of symptoms of acidosis as well as by the laboratory

findings. A moderate edema present at entrance increased rapidly and
explains the great gain in weight.

TABLE VIII.—SHOWING RELIEF OF MODERATE ACIDOSIS BY HIGH

FAT DIET. (CASE VII.)
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strated pathology in both pulmonary apices, but no sputum could be

obtained. He was discharged from the hospital June 30, 1921, on a diet

which gave him about 30 gm. protein, 160 gm. fat and 20 gm. carbohydrate.

He did very well, working every day and remaining sugar-free until Septem-

ber, 1921, when he developed glycosuria during an extended trip away from

home. He returned to the hospital, was sugar-free in fourteen days, and

was discharged on the same diet as previously. He has been able to do his

work regularly since that time and is feeling well. Part of his record is

presented in Table VIII.

It should be noted that 5 of our 190 cases died in the hospital in

coma. Four of these entered the hospital in coma and died without

dietetic treatment. In one of these the coma was not accompanied

by the usual signs of diabetic coma and at autopsy adenoma of the

pituitary gland was found. The fifth patient, whose diabetes had

been brought under control and who was not showing an acidosis,

broke diet and developed a severe acidosis, and from this time went

progressively down hill, dying in coma. None of these deaths can

be attributed to the effect of the diet.

TABLE IX.—DIETS OX WHICH XITROGEX BALANCE WAS ESTABLISHED

IX TWELVE PATIEXTS WITH DIABETES MELLITCS
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nitrogen balance. In a previous communication5 it was shown that

in the diabetic, as in a normal person, two-thirds of a gram of protein

per kilogram of body weight is sufficient for this purpose provided

the total caloric intake is great enough to supply the metabolic

needs of the organism. By using relatively large quantities of fat

we have been able to satisfy the total caloric requirement of the

patient without producing glycosuria and to maintain nitrogen

balance on the small quantities of protein that we have allowed.

The table published in the communication referred to is here

reproduced (Table IX).

TABLE X.— EFFECT OF HIGH FAT DIET ON LIPEMIA

Case No.
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normal level. It is therefore apparent that a high fat diet does not

cause a hyperlipoidemia.

5. General Condition of the Patient. Weakness and incapacitation

are unavoidable evils resulting from fasting and undernutrition, and

the diabetic is not exempt from these ill effects. It was with the

hope of avoiding these disadvantages that we undertook an investi-

gation of the use of fat for the purpose of supplying energy to the

patient. The desurgarization period and the long period of after

treatment will be considered separately.

The initial period of fasting is very poorly borne by many of the

more dibilitated diabetics. When the fasting is continued for a

week or more the resulting exhaustion may be extreme. For

example, Olmsted, 7 speaking of his experience with the use of fasting

in the treatment of diabetes, writes the following: "It was soon

found that rather severe acidosis followed the period of complete

starvation even in relatively mild cases. So impressed were we with

the depression and weakness of patients during and following acidosis

that some modification of the starvation routine was thought worth

trying out." Some of our patients who had previously been sub-

jected to fasting and were later made sugar-free by our diet volun-

teered the information that the earlier fasting method had left them

in a state of exhaustion and extreme weakness and that they svere

astonished at their strength after they had become sugar-free at our

hands. The patient who was cited as Case 1, for example, said that

after his previous fasting he had no desire to leave his bed; in con-

trast to this, on his thirteenth day in the hospital, when he became

sugar-free, he felt fresh after a two-mile walk.

Not only is fasting exhausting and unpleasant to the patient,

but it may occasionally end in death. The dangers of complete

fasting were pointed out in the Rockefeller Monograph8 on the

treatment of diabetes; Case XXX in that series is cited by the

authors as "a typical example of acidosis with a fatal result on

fasting," and 'patient XXXV developed malaise, nausea, and

drowsiness on fasting and the observers were convinced that unless

7 Med. Clin. North America, No. •'*. iv, 865'.

8 Allen, F. W., Stillman, E., and Fitz, R.: Monograph <>f the Rockefeller Insti

tute of Medical Research, 10 19, No. 11.
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fed he would have died in the typical intoxication." Joslin9 has

reported two patients who died with hypoglycemia as a result of

fasting, and Wilder10 has observed that obese diabetics are specially

susceptible to severe acidosis from fasting. We have had referred

to us a patient who had been fasted for tsvo weeks without becoming

sugar-free and who had developed extreme weakness, nausea, and

vomiting; after four days in the hospital, during which she could

retain no food, she died quietly without hyperpnea. She retained

consciousness up to a minute or two before death. In this elderly

patient whose symptoms had not been sufficiently severe during

the three years that she had had diabetes to cause her to be treated,

fasting ended in disaster. A summary of her record is appended

(Case VIII). More recently we have had the opportunity of

observing a young diabetic in whom a fatal acidosis was precipitated

by fasting; a summary of his record will be found as Case IX. The

fact that fasting is always unpleasant, often dangerous, and sometimes

fatal, justifies one in rejecting it in favor of a procedure which avoids

these difficulties and at the same time make the patient sugar-free.

Case VIII (20-709).—An American housewife, aged sixty-two years,

entered the hospital early in the evening of November 9, 1920, in a state of

extreme exhaustion. Little information could be obtained relative to her

history. It was known, however, that she had had diabetes for three years,

but that it had never disturbed her enough to cause her to commence

systematic treatment. She was persuaded to begin treatment October 15;

she was fasted for two days, then given green vegetables for three days,

fasted three days more and finally given thrice-cooked vegetables until

November 5. During the last three days of this diet she became progres-

sively more nauseated and vomited frequently. From November 5 until

she entered the hospital she ate little and apparently retained nothing.

At admission she was stuporous but not unconscious, her speech was thick

and she seemed loath to exert herself sufficiently to talk. There was no

hyperpnea, but her breath had an acetone odor. The knee-jerks were

diminished. Her urine contained albumin, sugar, diacetic acid, and

hyaline and granular casts. Her blood-pressure was 165/70, the C02

tension of the alveolar air was 30 and the blood sugar 0.33 per cent. During

the time that she was in the hospital she retained no food and little of the

water that was given her by mouth. Every few minutes, day and night,

9 Med. Clin. North America, No. 0, iv, 1723.
i° Med. Clin. North America, 1921, p. 461.
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she vomited. Her temperature was always subnormal. On the night of

November 12 she died quietly while the nurse was out of the room for two

or three minutes.

Case IX (21-3305).—An American farmer, aged twenty-six years,

entered the hospital November 11, 1921, in deep coma. Little history

could be obtained, but it was stated that diabetic symptoms were first

noted less than five weeks before. Polyuria and polydipsia had been

present only two weeks. Treatment was started two days before admission

with the limitation of his diet to two quarts of milk on the first day and then

complete starvation. On the morning of the second day of starvation he

became stuporous and gradually passed into coma, coming to the hospital

that evening. On examination it was noted that he was in deep coma with

characteristic hyperpnea. His blood sugar was 1.07 per cent and his Van

Slyke 18 volumes per cent. He died about five hours after admission to the

hospital. No important pathology was found at autopsy.

"VYe turn now to a consideration of the ability of patients to lead

fairly active lives while they adhere to the maintenance diets pre-

scribed for them when they leave the hospital. This diet is so

constructed as to avoid the evils of undernutrition. The physio-

logical effects of undernutrition have been observed on a large scale

during the recent war and a review of these studies has been pub-

lished by Graham Lusk.11 These changes in metabolism result

in a great mental and physical depression. The undernourished

subject not only has not sufficient fuel for normal amounts of work,

but lacks the desire to attempt work, mental or physical. Pro-

longed undernutrition results in chronic invalidism. The patient,

if not actually confined to his bed or to a chair, is able to do little

more than get about the house unassisted. The woman who was

mentioned above as Case II was bedridden on a diet allowing her

500 calories a day before she came to us. The condition of such a

diabetic is pitiful; even the most moderate activity is denied him

and he becomes a burden to his family and to himself and an

economic loss to society. In contrast to this, our patients have

returned to their original occupations and have a bright, hopeful

outlook on life. A few examples are cited:

11 Physiol. Rev., 1921, Xo. 1, iv, 523. '
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Case X (20-19).—A railroad fireman, aged twenty-two years, entered

the clinic January 16, 1920, complaining of excessive thirst and polyuria.

There was no history of diabetes in the family and his past history was of

no importance. The onset of the disease occurred abruptly during the

early part of December, 1919, with increased thirst, appetite, and polyuria.

By the first of January he was urinating every hour and he went to a

physician who diagnosticated diabetes. Between January 1 and his

admission to the hospital his diet consisted entirely of milk. During the

month that he had had diabetes his weight had fallen from 130 to 125

pounds. Nothing of interest was noted on physical examination. His

urine was sugar-free on the fourteenth day of a diet containing 16 gm.

protein, 199 gm. fat, 10 gm. carbohydrate, and 1000 calories. On January

21 he developed influenza, which was then epidemic; his diet was unchanged

and he recovered uneventfully. February 20, 1920, he was discharged

from the hospital on a diet containing protein 25 gm., fat 175 gm., carbo-

hydrate 15 gm., and 1800 calories. This was gradually increased to contain

protein 55 gm., fat 220 gm., carbohydrate 35 gm., and calories 2400. Except

for the first few weeks after discharge from the hospital he has been working

hard and steadily, first in a machine shop and then on his father's farm.

On a few occasions he has fired a locomotive, and states that he noticed

no unusual fatigue. At present, two and a half years after his admission,

he is working on the farm, says that he feels entirely well and is sugar-free

on the diet.

Case XI (20-346).—A housewife, aged thirty-two years, was admitted

to the hospital April 19, 1920, complaining of weakness and polyuria.

There was no history of diabetes in the family. During her past life she

had had many attacks of bronchitis, and she had had one attack of tonsillitis

several years before. In January, 1919, she had influenza and did not

regain her strength after it, as she shought she should. She also suffered

from polyuria and swelling of the feet. A physician told her that she had

diabetes and forbade the use of foods rich in carbohydrate. Her urine had

never been sugar-free from this time until she came to the hospital, and

weakness was progressive. At the time when we first saw her this latter

was her most serious complaint. She stated that she was entirely unable

to attend to her household duties or to care for her six-year-old child, and

that if she was out of bed for any length of time she fainted and had to be

carried back. Nothing of importance was noted in the phjrsical examina-

tion. On a diet containing 16 gm. protein, 95 gm. fat, 8 gm. carbohydrate,

and 950 calories her urine became free from sugar on the fourth day and the

erric chloride reaction was negative on the eighth day. Her diet was

increased to contain 55 gm. protein, 220 gm. fat, 35 gm. carbohydrate, and

2400 calories. She has kept in constant touch with us, and with the excep-
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tion of a short period when she had a severe acute bronchitis she has always

been sugar-free, a period of twenty-six months. She is doing her housework

and feels as strong as she did before the onset of her diabetes.

Case XII (19-286).—A Jewish salesman, aged forty years, entered

the hospital June 5, 1919, with a diabetes that had developed abruptly

ten years before at the age of thirty. There was no family history of dia-

betes and his previous history was of no importance. At the time of onset

of the usual diabetic symptoms his weight had been 172 pounds; his weight

at admission was 136 pounds. His vision had failed rapidly, and when
first seen by us his left eye was almost blind. There had been increasing

numbness and tingling of the feet and legs for the past few months, and he

was unable to work because of weakness. Physical examination showed

nothing of importance except evidence of peripheral and aortic arterio-

sclerosis. His blood sugar was 0.40 per cent, his urine contained sugar and

diacetic acid, and his hemoglobin was 110 per cent with 6,320,000 red blood

cells. On a diet containing protein 15 gm., fat 90 goi., carbohydrate

10 gm., and 900 calories he became sugar-free in one day. His diet was

increased by steps until he was receiving protein 48 gm., fat 213 gm.,

carbohydrate 15 gm., and calories 2440. The patient returned to the

hospital March 31, 1920, for examination. His urine was free from sugar

and his blood sugar was 0.13 per cent. He had adhered to the diet

previously prescribed and was discharged with the same diet. At a third

admission, on February 1, 1921, he was still sugar-free with a blood sugar

of 0.12 per cent and no diabetic symptoms. He was discharged on a diet

which allowed him protein 55 gm., fat 220 gm., carbohydrate 35 gm., and

calories 2440. In December, 1921, he reported that he is still sugar-free

and feeling entirely well. During these three years he has been active as a

traveling salesman and has in no way been disturbed by his diabetes. His

weight is 120 pounds.

Case XIII (18-519).—An American farmer, aged fifty-seven years,

entered the hospital October 10, 1918, complaining of weakness and an
ulcer on his foot. He had always been healthy until eight years before,

when he began passing large quantities of urine. Aside from the omission

of bread from his diet there had been no treatment of the diabetes. On
two previous occasions he had ulcers on his feet that were very slow in

healing. The one that brought him to the hospital appeared about five

weeks before. Eight years before he weighed 187 pounds and his admission

weight was 129 pounds. Arterial sclerosis was marked; his urine contained

diacetic acid and 63 gm. glucose in the first twenty-four-hour specimen.

and his blood sugar was 0.59 per cent. On October 21 his urine was free

from sugar and his diet was increased by steps until it contained 3050
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calories, from protein 60 gm., fat 300 gm., and carbohydrate 25 gm. He

was left on this diet until October 21, 1921, when it was changed to contain

protein 55 gm., fat 220 gm., carbohydrate 35 gm., and calories 2340. The

patient's wife, who has been caring for his diet, says that he has adhered to

it religiously, and that during the whole time he has been able to do his

work on the farm.

6. Prognosis. The question naturally arises as to whether or not

all these advantages accrue to the diabetic at the expense of duration

of life. That is, will the use of a diet such as we have advocated

cause in itself a downward progress of the disease with a loss of

tolerance and an earlier death than might be expected under the

other methods of treatment? While our experience with high fat

diets is still brief in proportion to the chronicity of the disease, and

we must therefore be somewhat cautious in our conclusions in this

regard, we have as yet seen no reason for believing that such is the

case. We have a certain amount of information that seems to bear

on the question and which apparently indicates that the prognosis

of patients on the high fat, low protein diets is at least as good as

that of patients on other diets.

Such evidence may be obtained in both of two ways: First, by

recording any change in tolerance that may occur in individual

cases from time to time during the prolonged use of the diet; and

second, by a statistical comparison of the outcome in our patients

with that of patients on other diets.

Carbohydrate Tolerance. While we have not as yet observed

a sufficient number of patients over a sufficient length of time to

make us willing to affirm that this treatment is never attended by

downward progress, we have been able to follow some severe

diabetics long enough to show that a diet containing roughly the

normal caloric requirement is at least not inevitably attended by

loss of tolerance within the period of observation. The records of

several such patients have been presented in summary in this paper.

In our whole series we have seen no evidence of loss of tolerance

in a patient who has adhered to the diet, and, therefore, we have no

reason for believing that downward progress is an accompaniment

of a maintenance diet. We had, however, one patient under

observation, whose diabetes was complicated by a widespread
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pulmonary tuberculosis, whose capacity for the utilization of carbo-

hydrate steadily declined until he died of the tuberculosis fourteen

months after the initiation of treatment. A similar loss of tolerance

from a pyogenic infection was observed in Case XIII. The dis-

astrous effect of infections on the glucose tolerance of diabetics is

well known, and in these cases explains the observed downward

progress.

Case XIV (21-3332).—A seven-year-old boy came for treatment

November 14, 1921, with diabetes that had developed in connection with a

suppurative mastoiditis in May, 1920. He had had careful dietetic treat-

ment during the interval, and for several months previous his diet had

contained protein 60 gm., fat 60 gm., and carbohydrate 10 gm., on which

he had had glycosuria most of the time. He was desugarized by a diet

containing protein 25 gm., fat 100 gm., and carbohydrate 12 gm. His diet

was increased to protein 30 gm., fat 130 gm., and carbohydrate 18 gm.

During January, 1922, he developed an acute upper respiratory infection

and eventually a pansinusitis. Glycosuria returned in a progressively

increasing degree and he died on May 20, 1922.

Duration of Life. Conclusions regarding the duration of life

in relation to any treatment used in the management of a chronic

disease are difficult to draw because of the many more or less un-

avoidable sources of error that enter into a biological problem of

this sort. Statistical compilations of the average duration of life

in years of diabetics undergoing different forms of treatment might

at first thought seem to answer the question mathematically and

beyond doubt. But statistics to be of value must deal with only

one variable or else all other variables must be thoroughly under-

stood and under control. Such is not the case in the present prob-

lem. Some of the improperly controlled variables which inevitably

occur in a series of cases extending over long periods of time are the

following

:

1. The term diabetes mellitus is applied to several types of per-

sistent glycosuria which vary greatly in severity and prognosis

regardless of treatment. Wilder9 has recently made another effort

to classify diabetics, and has divided them into five groups whose

clinical manifestations and progress are so different as to make them

seem like different diseases. Unless series that are being compared
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contain equal percentages of the different kinds of diabetics, deduc-

tions from the statistics will be erroneous in just so far as the types

represented are numerically unequal.

2. It is probably true that all diabetics are guilty at one time

or another of small indiscretions in diet, and many of larger ones.

The effect of such indiscretions on duration of life is not known and

therefore becomes a variable whose magnitude is undetermined.

Experience seems to show that the effect of indiscretion varies

enormously from patient to patient. For example, the patient

reported as Case XV died apparently as the result of a single

indiscretion, while Case XVI appears to have recovered from her

diabetes while living on an unrestricted diet.

Case XV (19-170).—A woman, aged thirty-eight years, entered the

hospital April 3, 1919, because of sexual anesthesia and diabetes. She

stated that all of her nine children had diabetes, but this could not be

verified. Her diabetic history was not clear cut, consisting on pruritus

vulvae at intervals since the age of fourteen, nocturia as long as she can

remember, tingling of her legs for fifteen years, boils nine years before,

and glycosuria first discovered in 1910. Her weight at the age of twenty-

one years was 135 pounds and at admission to the hospital it was 131.

Her blood sugar at admission was 0.57 per cent and her urine contained 74

gm. of glucose in the twenty-four-hour specimen. On a diet containing

16 gm. protein, 90 gm. fat and 10 gm. carbohydrate her urine became

sugar-free on April 17, and her blood sugar was 0.19 per cent. At this time

her husband brought her some food beyond what had been prescribed,

glycosuria returned, her blood sugar rose to 0.32 per cent, vomiting devel-

oped, and her general condition became progressively worse. Actual coma

did not appear until May 3, after three days of fasting, and she died the

next daj\ Pathological diagnosis from autopsy: Diabetic coma; subacute

parenchymatous nephritis; acute toxic hepatitis; thyroid adenoma; atrophy

and fibrosis of pancreas.

Case XVI (19-38).—A girl, aged eighteen years, was transferred to

this clinic from the department of genito-urinary surgery on January 22,

1919. She had come to the hospital for treatment of gonorrhea, and

glycosuria had been discovered during the routine urine examination.

There had been no diabetic symptoms. Her father and mother had died

during her childhood and no family history could be obtained. Her

general examination showed nothing of importance. The urine contained

184 gm. glucose in the first twenty-four hours, but she insisted on leaving
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the hospital. A letter from her home physician states that her urine is

sugar-free and that she is feeling entirely well without dieting.

3. The prognosis in diabetes is very closely related to the com-

plications of the disease. Diabetics treated in institutions of

different types show variations in percentages of individual compli-

cations. The clinic situated in a region where many patients come

from long distances for the treatment of tuberculosis sees more

diabetic patients with tuberculosis than does the average clinic.

In a hospital known chiefly for its surgery the internist cares for a

large percentage of diabetics with surgical diseases. The diabetic

specialist in a large general hospital must add to his group rnany

patients entering because of serious infections and major surgical

conditions to whom the diabetes is unknown or of minor importance,

whereas the physician confining himself to the treatment of private

diabetic patients is less likely to have to care for these milder

diabetics whose lives are ended by the major diseases which brought

them to the hospital. The statistical outcome of a group is

importantly affected by the number of patients who enter the

hospital in coma, but this number will vary with the location of the

hospital. The general hospital in the big city will receive more

such cases than an institution such as the University Hospital,

located as it is in a small town, since patients in coma are not

transported a long distance to a hospital.

4. Diabetics are subject to the prevalent small infections. The

lasting effect of these small infections cannot be guessed at. Further-

more, statistics concerning any group of diabetics may be seriously

affected by an epidemic in their community; for example, 3 of the 73

cases originally reported by us died of influenza. While influenza

was pandemic in this country at the time it illustrates the fact that

such a disease may influence the statistics either because of it-

effect on a small series of cases or because it might be local.

5. It is obvious that statistics dealing with the duration of life

from the onset of the diabetes are greatly influenced by the efficacy

of the treatment before the patient came to the physician compiling

the statistics. The previous treatment may affect the total duration

of the disease in either of two ways : Either the proper management
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of the patient may have given him a long life before he came to the

physician reporting the statistics, or improper treatment may have

aggravated the disease or allowed complications to develop that

injure the prognosis. For example the appearance of our statistics

on young diabetics is improved by the addition of Case I, who had

been kept alive for seven years by previous treatment, while Case

XYI, cited below, was a mild diabetic who came to us with an

overwhelming and fatal infection which had been allowed to develop

because her diabetes was uncontrolled.

Case XVII (21-1507).—A housewife, aged fifty-seven years, entered the

hospital June 2, 1921, with a massive infection in her feet and legs, com-

plaining of the usual symptoms of diabetes. Six years before she was

troubled by pruritus vulva1

, and during the following year polyuria and

polyphagia developed. At this time a physician diagnosed the diabetes.

For eight weeks she was on a diet of green vegetables and bran, but since

that time there had been no dietetic treatment. Her weight fell from 200

pounds to 140 pounds. Her vision had been failing for a j^ear and constipa-

tion had been obstinate. About four years ago she began having blisters

on her feet which would rupture, very slowly heal, and then appear again.

Several weeks ago her feet became swollen, red, and so painful that she could

not walk on them. On examination it was noted that there was marked

sclerosis of the peripheral vessels and evidence of aortic sclerosis. The

knee-jerks were prompt but the Achilles reflexes were not obtained. Both

feet were red and swollen and there were numerous ulcers over their surfaces.

Between the toes and on the plantar surfaces several sinuses were discharg-

ing pus. Throughout her stay in the ward she had an irregular fever and a

leukocytosis of from 22,300 to 35,300. Her hemoglobin was 60 per cent

and she had 3,050,000 red cells. Her blood sugar was 0.21 per cent and her

urine contained sugar but no diacetic acid. In spite of free drainage of her

feet, chills and fever continued, she became weaker, the pulse feebler,

respirations slower, and she died during the night of June 12.

6. Accurate knowledge of the length of life after the onset of

diabetes is often unobtainable because of the impossibility of

determining the date of onset. The discovery of glycosuria by the

insurance examiner or during the routine urinalysis in a hospital

gives one no information about the duration of the disease up to

that time. Some patients cannot remember when the symptoms

began, others mention symptoms many years before which may or
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may not have been diabetic, and in others the onset was so insidious

that the physician cannot determine the date of onset.

7. The statistical outcome of the treatment of a group of patients

must be influenced by the type of subjects with whom one ha- to

deal. The prognosis is influenced by the patient's intelligence and

his social status. It is probable that the improvement during the

last decade in the treatment of diabetes has been due very largely

to the realization of the importance of instructing the patient in

his own care. This instruction can be carried only as far as the

patient has ability to learn. It follows then that the prognosis in

a given case is largely dependent on the subject's mental capacity.

One of our patients is suffering from Korsokoff's psychosis and

entirely unable to care for herself; another, diagnosed consti-

tutional psychopathic state by the department of psychiatry, whose

family is trying to keep him to the diet, is reported to be stealing

food from the garbage cans of the neighborhood. The deaths of

such patients from diabetes or any other cause bear no relation to

attempts at treatment.

The social status of the patient influences the prognosis because

of two factors: Persons compelled to obtain their food at public

eating houses find it impossible to adhere rigidly to the diet because

of inability to obtain proper foods or have them measured. One

of our patients, a farm hand, is very much discouraged because he

has not been able to find work on a farm where his diabetic meals

will be prepared for him. Others, under economic pressure, are

unable to increase their expenses by the small amount necessary

to supply the diet. One of them is living on thirty cents a day.

and eats little but rolls and coffee.

v An important variable in the statistical study of diabetics is

the physician himself. Success in the treatment depends in part on

the ability of the physician in impressing upon the patient the

importance of adhering to the diet and in part upon the amount of

instruction that can be given the patient in the management of

his food. In the comparison of statistics from different institutions

these elements cannot be ignored.

9. An important factor in the success of Treatment of diabetes is

the home physician. The adherence of the patient to a diet depends
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in part on the belief of the home physician in the importance of

strict adherence. The damaging effect to statistics of lack of

cooperation between the specialist and the general practitioner is

shown in the following example (Case XVIII).

Case XVIII (20-475).—An American woman, aged thirty-three years,

entered the hospital July 12, 1920, complaining of weakness and loss of

weight. There was no family history of diabetes. Her diabetes developed

abruptly in July, 1919, with polyphagia, polydipsia, polyuria, weakness,

and loss of weight. For the past six months she had noticed progressively

increasing numbness of her arms and legs. Her weight at the onset of the

disease was 109 pounds and her weight at admission was 61 pounds. Except
' for loss of the knee and Achilles reflexes her physical examination was nega-

tive. Her blood sugar was 0.42 per cent and her urine gave a strong

reaction to ferric chloride. On the tenth day of a diet containing protein,

15 gm., fat 90 gm., and carbohydrate 12 gm., her urine gave a negative

reaction to ferric chloride and was sugar-free. She was discharged from

the hospital August 28 without glycosuria or evidence of acidosis on a diet

which allowed her protein 27 gm., fat 140 gm., and carbohydrate 20 gm.

A letter from her sister stated that she adhered to the diet until late in

October, when the family physician advised her to let the patient have

anything she wanted. She died November 18, 1920.

We have cited a number of important reasons for using great

caution in applying statistics to the study of the comparative effects

of different treatments on the course of the disease in the diabetic

patient, but in spite of these objections there is undoubtedly some-

thing to be learned from the tabulation of the available data con-

cerning the status of our 190 patients. This information is con-

tained in Table XL It will be noted that of these 190 patients,

treated between March 1, 1918, and July 1, 1922—a period of

four and one-third years—45 (23.7 per cent) are dead, 14 (7.4 per

cent) are not traced, and 132 (68.9 per cent) are alive. If the 15

patients who died in the hospital, the 8 who were discharged against

advice with glycosuria, and the 14 who are untraced be subtracted

from the total of 190 there remain 153 who were discharged sugar-

free. These 153 patients are the only ones who give us evidence

concerning the effect of the diet when used over a long period of

time. Of these 153 patients, 24 (15.7 per cent) are dead and 129

(84.3 per cent) are living. Obviously there is no way of knowing

how many of these patients adhered rigidly to the prescribed diets.
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The 45 dead patients fall into three groups: 15 who died in

the hospital, 6 who were discharged against advice with glycosuria,

and 24 who died after having been discharged from the hospital

sugar-free. The first group is presented in Table XII. It will

be seen that 5 of these died in coma; of these, 4 entered in coma

and were not treated by the method under discussion; the fifth

went into coma after breaking diet. The patient who died of inani-

tion as the result of previous fasting has been described as Case VIII.

All but two of the remaining cases died of infection acquired before

entering the clinic. Patient 20-753, a mild diabetic, died of pneu-

monia following an operation for repair of a ventral hernia, at a

time when she was sugar- and ketone-body-free. The remaining

patient, 20-423, died of bronchopneumonia following cystoscopy,

without glycosuria or evidence of acidosis. None of these deaths

are of significance in estimating the value of the high fat diet.

The status of the patients who left the hospital against advice

is presented in Table XIII. Seventy-five per cent of the patients

who refused dietary treatment are dead. This emphasizes again

the importance of keeping the diabetic sugar-free, regardless of the

method employed.

The 24 patients who died after leaving the hospital on the diet

are presented in Table XIV. Four patients are known to have

died in coma, and all of them are known to have discarded the diet.

A fifth is believed to have died in coma, though little is known about

her death. That is, of 167 patients discharged sugar-free, only 5

have died in coma, and 4 of these are known to have discarded their

diet. These statistics demonstrate clearly the inocuousness of the

high fat diet in relation to the induction of acidosis. Two died of

gangrene. The rest died of causes not primarily diabetic.

A summary of the causes of death of all these 45 patients, including

those who died in and out of the hospital, is found in Table XV.

Joslin 12 has pointed out that coma as a cause of death has decreased

from 68 per cent of his fatal cases treated before 1914, to 55 per cent

since he has employed fasting and severe undernutrition. This he

cites as evidence of improvement in treatment. It is therefore

12 Jour. Am. Med. Assn., 1922, xviii, 1506.
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interesting to note that in our relatively small series of fatal cases

only 27 per cent have died in coma.

TABLE XV.— CAUSES OF DEATH IX ALL KNOWN TO HAVE DIED

SIXCE THE INCEPTION OF HIGH FAT DIET

Xo. Per cent.

Coma 12 26.7
Gangrene 4 8.6
Pneumonia 6 13.3
Tuberculosis 3 6.7
Septicemia 3 6.7
Inanition 1 2 .

2

Angina pectoris 1 2.2
Cardiac failure 1 2.2
Uremia 1 2.2
Central nervous system syphilis 1 2.2
"Chronic diarrhea" 1 2.2
Carcinoma 2 4.4
Apoplexy 3 6.7
Suppurative sinusitis 1 2.2
L'nknown 5 11.1

While we have pointed out the pitfalls encountered in the use of

comparative statistics, it may, nevertheless, be of some value to

tabulate our results beside those of competent observers using other

methods. It is, of course, not necessary to compare this group with

one treated previous to 1914 because of the great improvement in

the treatment of diabetes mellitus that followed this date. Com-
parison, however, with such statistics as those of "Williams, 13 dealing

with 304 cases treated during the five year period 1915-1920, may
be profitable (Table XVI).

TABLE XVI.—STATUS OF ALL PATIEXTS AFTER MORE THAN FOUR

YEARS' USE OF TREATMEXT

Williams. Authors' series.

Na
Total

Living
Dead

No.
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number of patients lost from observation is not tabulated a strict

comparison may not be warranted. In Table XVII the percentage

of deaths of the two groups treated is presented; all deaths are

included for each observer regardless of the condition of the patients

at admission or their adherence to treatment:

TABLE XVII.— COMPARISON OF ALLEN'S AND AUTHORS' STATISTICS

FOR 1919, 1920, AND 1921 AS OF JANUARY 1, 1922

Authors'
Allen. series.

Total 504.0 137.0
Dead 86.0 26.0
Mortality, per cent 17.1 18.8

Allen has further tabulated his mortality by excluding those

patients who came to him with gangrene, tuberculosis, serious

acidosis, and neoplasms and subsequently died of such complications.

In Table XVIII we have compared our mortality with Allen's on

this same basis.

TABLE XVIII.—SIMILAR COMPARISON, WITH DEATHS OF PATIENTS

ENTERING WITH GANGRENE, TUBERCULOSIS, SERIOUS ACIDOSIS,

AND NEOPLASM OMITTED

Authors'
Allen. series.

Total .• . . 480.0 128.0

Dead 62.0 17.0

Mortality, per cent 13.0 13.3

A third comparison may be made with the mortality statistics

recently published by Joslin, 11 of the group treated by him in

hospitals during the period between April 1, 1919, and December 31,

1922. In Table XIX will be found his data and those of the

corresponding group of our series. It will be noted that 8 per cent

of our cases died in the hospital, whereas only 2 per cent of Joslin'

s

died in the hospitals. Since our greater initial mortality is not

related to the dietetic plan, it does indicate that we receive a con-

siderably larger proportion of patients who are suffering, when first

seen, from serious illnesses which will shortly end their lives regard-

less of their diabetic state. In spite of this our mortality is slightly
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less than his. It is also worthy of note that the average duration

of life in the dead cases of his series was 4.5 years and in ours 4.8
%

rears.

No.
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there are a few matters of less importance which, nevertheless,

should not be ignored in judging of the value of any dietetic regime.

Chief among these are palatability of the diet, its safety in relation

to surgical operations, and its effect on the gastrointestinal tract.

On first thought it would seem that it must be difficult to provide

diets containing so much fat and so little carbohydrate that are still

palatable. To the skilled dietitian this is not a serious problem.

Not only can the meals be made attractive, but sufficient variety

can be offered so that there is no monotony and the patient need

not be surfeited with any one kind of food.15

The surgeon will ask whether such a diet as has been described

may properly be used as a preparation for operation. We have had

a not inconsiderable experience in this matter and we have not

varied from our routine in preparing our patients for operations.

Such minor operative procedures as tooth extractions, tonsillec-

tomies, and extraction of cataract have been frequent. Several

have had amputations of fingers or toes, removal of osteomyelitis

bones, and uterine curettages. We have had to deal with the usual

number of diabetics who required major surgical operations. None

of these patients has developed a serious acidosis. One patient died

of postoperative pneumonia which complicated the repair of a

ventral hernia without the reappearance of glycosuria; at autopsy

a widespread pneumonia of the influenzal type was found. The

remainder of the patients made an uneventful convalescence.

It might be questioned whether a diet so rich in fat may not be

accompanied by diarrhea. Such has not been our experience; in

no one of our 190 cases has our diet been responsible for a diarrhea.

Summary of Results. A low protein, 1owt carbohydrate, high

fat diet fed a large group of diabetic patients since March 1, 1918,

(1) produced and maintained an aglycosuric state; (2) was not

attended by acidosis and caused its disappearance when present

(short of coma) at the beginning of treatment; (3) maintained nitro-

gen balance; (4) did not cause a hyperlipoidemia and was attended

by its disappearance in those patients in whom it was present at

entrance; (5) supplied sufficient energy to (a) avoid the evils of

fasting and undernutrition and (b) permit an amount of activity

15 Stewart, D.: Modern Hospital, 1922, xviii, 164.
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compatible with earning a livelihood; (6) was within the limits of

our observations not attended by downward progress in uncom-

plicated cases.

Discussion. In the construction of the diet that we have recom-

mended we had in mind as the first requirement that its glucose

equivalent be low in relation to the total calories. Since all of the

carbohydrate, 58 per cent of the protein and perhaps 10 per cent of

the fat are converted during metabolism into glucose, it is apparent

that such a diet must be composed chiefly of fat. If the glucose

equivalent of different types of diabetic diets are calculated by

means of these figures, as suggested by Woodyatt, 16 the interesting

results shown in Table XX are obtained.

TABLE XX.—GLUCOSE
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who came in with an acidosis short of coma this acidosis has dis-

appeared on the diet. Furthermore, we have even exceeded such

high fat-carbohydrate ratios in individual cases without the induc-

tion of acidosis. A striking example of this was presented as Case I.

Reference to Table II will show that this young diabetic, who entered

the hospital with a marked acidosis as shown by his clinical condi-

tion, the C02 combining power of his blood plasma and the ferric

chloride reaction of his urine, showed a prompt disappearance of the

symptoms and signs of the acidosis on our routine desugarization

diet. Later he tolerated without acidosis a maintenance diet whose
Fattv acid . . „ . •

, , • „ ,. , .

—PI was 4.1. Uur experience with this group of diabetics

has convinced us that much higher fat-carbohydrate ratios may be

safely employed than those allowed by the calculation of Woodyatt.

TABLE XXI.— CARBOHYDRATE-FAT RATIO WHEN KETONURIA APPEARED

(Ladd and Palmer)

Available
Case carbohydrate, Fat,
No. gm. gm. Ratio.

101 60.0 150.6 1-2.5
102 25.1 111.0 1-4.4
103 40.9 80.4 1-1.9
104 31.4 140.1 1-4.5
105 25.4 80.5 1-3.2
106 25.6 80.1 1-3.2
107 . ... . . . . 51.6 235.3 1-4.6
109 28.0 129.9 1-4.0
110 36.6 84.1 1-2.3

Ladd and Palmer18 have also studied the question of the carbo-

hydrate-fat ratios in relation to ketonuria. Diabetic patients were

freed from sugar, their sugar tolerance determined, and they were

then placed on diets which contained enough protein to maintain

nitrogen equilibrium with the fat and carbohydrate given. During

different periods the protein was kept constant and the amount

of carbohydrate was reduced in proportion to the fat until ketone

bodies showed a definite increase in the urine. Table XXI shows

the percentage relationship of fat and carbohydrate and the total

available carbohydrate (calculated by adding 58 per cent of the

ls Proc. Soc. Exp, Biol, and Mod., 1921, xviii, 109.
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protein to the carbohydrate) in the diet of the patients at the point

where the ketone body excretion showed a marked increase.

In one of our standard diets containing 35 gm. protein, 160 gm.

fat, and 20 gm. carbohydrate the corresponding ratio is 1 to 4.

Shaffer19 who has been studying the relation of the distribution

of the foodstuffs burned in different metabolic states to ketosis,

has insisted upon the importance of the total metabolism in this

relation. An outcome of his work is the development of a formula

by means of which one may derive the amount of carbohydrate that

must be given in the maintenance diet of an aglycosuria diabetic

to prevent ketosis. The formula is as follows:

Total calories - (100 X urine X)— —-— = Carbohvdrate in food.
50

If this formula is applied to our diets it will be seen that a main-

tenance diet containing 55 gm. of protein, 220 gm. fat, and about

2400 calories should include 31 gm. of carbohydrate to prevent

ketosis; our diet containing these amounts of protein and fat does

in fact contain 35 gm. carbohydrate. In a similar manner a patient

weighing less may be maintained in nitrogen and caloric balance on

a diet containing 35 gm. protein, 165 gm. fat, 25 gm. carbohydrate,

and 1725 calories; the combustion without ketosis of these amounts

of protein and fat would, according to Shaffer's formula, require 23

gm. carbohydrate. Shaffer's fundamental analysis of the mechan-

ism of acidosis fully justifies the use in practice of these high fat

diets.

The important conclusion to be derived from our experience with

these 190 cases is that the fear of the use of fat in the treatment of

diabetes mellitus is exaggerated and that fat may be used, as we have

used it, without danger of acidosis. On the other hand we do not

want to insist on the employment of the exact proportions of the

foodstuffs that we have used. It is possible that other combinations

may have their advantages in individual cases. The essential

fact is that diabetics can tolerate without acidosis low protein

maintenance diets containing four times as much fat as carbohydrate.

19 Jour. Biol. Chera., 1922, xxvi, 50 (.Proceedings).
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Advantages of Limitation of Protein. In the dietetic treatment

of any disease over a long period of time it is of prime importance

that nitrogen balance be maintained. We have demonstrated in a

previous communication4 that nitrogen balance can be maintained

in the diabetic, as in the normal, by the use of a diet containing

0.67 gm. protein per day per kilogram of body weight, provided

enough total calories are given to satisfy the metabolic needs.

Protein much in excess of this minimum not only is not a necessity

but is a disadvantage for two reasons: As the protein content of a

diet is decreased the carbohydrate content may be increased without

changing the glucose equivalent of the diet. Furthermore, with

the increase in the protein there is a decrease in the fatty acids, and

the food fat with its greater energy value may be increased without

change in the ratio between the fatty acids and the glucose. For

example, in a patient whose total glucose tolerance is 100 gm., either

of the diets shown in Table XXII may be fed without exceeding his

glucose tolerance or changing the fatty acid content:

TABLE XXII.— CALORIC CONTENT OF DIETS EQUIVALENT IN GLUCOSE

Carbohy-
Protein. Fat. drates. Calories. Fatty acids. Glucose.

1 ... 150 130 1770 186 100

2 . . 50 180 55 2040 185 100

The gain in calories is 270. In the second place the specific

dynamic action of the large amount of protein in the first diet causes

a much larger increase in the expenditure of energy in excess of the

basal rates than is caused by fat or carbohydrate and thereby

increases the inadequacy of the diet for maintenance. Recently,

Wilder, Boothby, and Beeler20 have foimd that high protein diets

increased the basal metabolic rate of a diabetic patient as well as

the postabsorptive rate. Wilder21 believes that "an excess of

protein exerts a specifically depressant effect on the ability of the

organism to utilize glucose."

Total Caloric Content of the Viet. Besides the proportions of the

individual foodstuffs in the diet it is important to consider the total

20 Jour. Biol. Chem., 1922, xxviii, 50 (Proceedings).
21 Jour. Am. Med. Assn., 1922, lxxviii, 1878.
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metabolism. This can be conveniently done by taking up the

question under two heads, agreeing with the two phases of treat-

ment: First, the period of desugarization, and second, the pro-

longed period of after treatment.

Desugarization Period. It is important to know whether de-

sugarization is best accomplished by fasting on the one hand, or by

a submaintenance diet on the other. As has been pointed out,

fa-ting is not ideal for this purpose. A small proportion of patients

die as the result of it; it does not always succeed in controlling

glycosuria and acidosis; in some cases the fast must be terminated

because of an increasing acidosis; and in all cases it is exhausting

and a hardship for the patient. We have shown that in our series

of adult cases a diet containing 15 gm. protein, 90 gm. fat, 12 gm.

carbohydrate, and 960 calories has been uniformly successful in

eliminating glycosuria and acidosis without causing death in any

individual and without great exhaustion of the patient. Among
fifteen children below the ages of fifteen treated by similar diets

none has failed to become sugar-free and none has developed an

acidosis.

Fasting was introduced for the purpose of decreasing the work of

that part of the pancreas that has to do with the intermediary

metabolism of the foodstuffs. Before accepting this method with

its disadvantages it is important to analyze the effect of fasting on

normal subjects. For this there is available a large collection of

data. The fasting individual continues to require fuel for heat and

energy, and derives this from his own tissues. Benedict, 2
'

2 for

example, has analyzed the nature of the tissues used for this purpose

;

his subjects burned on the third day of their fast an average of the

following amounts of the foodstuffs per kilogram of body weight:

protein 1.28 gm., fat 2.54 gm., and carbohydrate 0.36 gm. A man
weighing (it) kilograms may therefore be expected to burn 77 gm.

protein, 152 gm. fat, 22 gm. carbohydrate, and 1820 calories.

In a general way the fasting diabetic utilizes his body tissues in

the same manner. There will be some variations in the actual

proportions of the material burned from patient to patient because

of differences in capacity for burning carbohydrate and differences

- Carnegie Institute Publication, 1907, No. 77. p. 47ij.
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in the ratios of fat to protein in the body. If body fat is available,

the patient will derive most of his calories from its combustion

Voit-3 has shown that a well-nourished dog which during starvation

burned 96 gm. of body fat, burned 97 gm. when fed 100 gm. fat.

That is, the same amount of fat was burned whether it came from his

food or from his body. If, on the other hand, the subject is lean

more protein and less fat will be burned. A diabetic who has con-

sumed most of his fat stores is thrown back on his body protein for

his important source of energy. He may be spared some of this

excessive endogenous protein metabolism by the addition to his

metabolic mixture of ingested fat. In the well-nourished diabetic

the food fat merely replaces part of the body fat that would be

burned in fasting; in the lean diabetic the ingestion of fat permits

the same sparing of protein which occurs in fasting in the well-

nourished diabetic because of the presence of fat stores. In our

desugarization diet some of this endogenous protein is replaced.

It is not certain that replacement of all protein would not have

further advantages. The important fact to be derived from these

considerations is that the starving subject continues to burn

material, and in amounts not much smaller than when he is resting

on a maintenance diet. The amount of relief for the pancreas by

fasting must be relatively small. Not only does a diet containing 900

or 1000 calories not increase the work of the pancreas as regards

internal secretions, but it may, perhaps, decrease it because it spares

protein with its specific dynamic action on the metabolic rate.

We have cited examples of diabetic patients who did not become

sugar-free when fasted, but who did become sugar-free when fed

diets containing 900 calories derived chiefly from fat. That this

might be predicted from the laws of metabolism has been pointed

out by Woodyatt 15 and by us.4 The lean diabetic who can burn little

glucose and whose small residue of body fat supplies but little fuel

is of necessity thrown back on his body protein for the production

of heat and energy. This protein behaves in a manner no different

from that of ingested protein; 58 per cent of it is converted into

glucose. Because. of the excessive destruction of body protein,

glucose accumulates in the blood, hyperglycemia results, and the

urine continues to show sugar. While this, phenomenon, which at

2S See Lusk, G.: Science of Nutrition, Philadelphia, 1919.
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first glance appears paradoxical, can easily be explained, it has

been so completely disregarded in the past that it must be strongly

emphasized. Protein derived from the tissues is just as capable

of producing glycosuria as is protein assimilated from the intestinal

tract.

The destruction of important body tissues during fasting can not

be ignored. Table XXIII, presented by Lusk21 from the work of

Kuniagawa, shows the loss of weight of different organs of a dog

during a twenty-four-day fast. It is interesting to note that the

greatest percentage of loss was in the pancreas. May it not be true

that more harm than good is done? At any rate the damage to

vital organs is not negligible.

TABLE XXIII.— LOSS IX WEIGHT OF DIFFEREXT ORGANS DURIXG

starvatiox (Kumagawa)
Fresh fat-free organ

Fat-free animal contains in loses in percentage
Organs. percentage of weight. weight during a

,
—•

n twenty-four days'
Well nourished. Starvation. fast.

Skeleton 14.78 21.50 5
Skin 10.30 11.29 28
Muscles 53.77 48.39 42
Brain and cord .... 0.94 1.11 22
Eyes 0.11 0.16 3
Heart 0.54 0.69 16
Blood 7.14 5.69 48
Spleen 0.39 0.26 57
Liver 3.98 3.05 50
Pancreas 0.33 0.19 62
Kidney 0.66 0.45 55
Genitals 0.30 0.23 49
Stomach and intestine . . 5.81 6.02 32
Lungs 0.89 0.97 29

A diet of 900 to 1000 calories derived chiefly from fat is devoid of

most of the disadvantages of complete fasting for purposes of

desugarization. It might be argued that such a diet has disad-

vantages of its own greater than those of the fasting method. It

might be assumed that such a diet does not produce the depression

of metabolism which results from starvation, that it on the contrary

causes an increase in the metabolic rate, and that it adds glucose to

the body.

Data of the fall in basal metabolic rate of normal men due to

fasting are available. Examination of Table XXIV will show that

a fall of less than 10 per cent of the total heat production of the first
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day occurred in five days. Unfortunately we have been unable to

find enough studies of the effect of fasting on the basal metabolic

rate of diabetics to justify any general statement. During five days
of fasting the basal metabolic rate of Cyril K. 24

fell from 40.8 to

35.9 calories per sq. m. per hour—a decrease of 12 per cent. Studies

of the metabolic rates of our patients have shown that there is a

rapid fall in the metabolic rate and that this fall is at least as great as.

that which may be expected from fasting.

TABLE XXIV.—EFFECT OF STARVATION ON TOTAL METABOLISM
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measurement of the patient's food, and his more thorough instruc-

tion in dietetics, consequent to the brilliant animal experiments of

Allen and the painstaking clinical studies of Joslin. The demon-

stration that undernutrition is more effective in preventing down-

ward progress and is more liable to improve carbohydrate tolerance

than any other diet that keeps the patient aglycosuric has not been

made. If it is true that a maintenance diet that will control

glycosuria and acidosis will be as successful in the management of

the disease as is undernutrition it is apparent that the former is

far more satisfactory than the latter. As has been pointed out,

sufficient time has not elapsed for us to answer this question finally,

but it is true that we have not as yet observed loss in tolerance in

patients who have adhered to the diet as long as three years. The

statistical study of our patients does not show a decrease in the

duration of life when compared with other patients who have been

treated for the same length of time by undernutrition.

Conclusions. A diet of 900 calories derived chiefly from fat

produces the same fall in basal metabolic rate as does fasting. It

has advantages over fasting in that it is more successful in desugar-

ization and is a far less dangerous method.

A low protein, low carbohydrate, high fat maintenance diet fed a

large group of diabetic patients since March 1, 1918, maintained an

aglycosuric state ; was not attended by acidosis ; maintained nitrogen

balance; did not cause a hyperlipoidemia and was attended by its

disappearance in those patients in whom it was present at entrance;

supplied sufficient energy to avoid the evils of undernutrition and

permit an amount of activity compatible with earning a livelihood

;

was within the limits of our observation not attended by downward

progress in uncomplicated cases.

DISCUSSION

Dr. E. P. Joslin, Boston, Mass. : I was glad to add one case which has

come under my observation which shows the advantages of treatment

with the Xewburgh diet. It is that of a boy whose diabetes began five

years ago, at the age of ten, and who has since been under my care. Dur-

ing this period he has faithfully followed diet, but gained only thirteen
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pounds and increased two or three inches in height. Recently, during

seven weeks at the hospital, he failed to become sugar-free, but when

discharged on a diet based upon the principles of the Newburgh-Marsh

regimen with a few minor modifications, such as frequent meals, he not only

became sugar-free but returned to the hospital at the end of two weeks

with a normal blood sugar. One might easily say, Why not use a diet

which works well in a severe case with a milk case? Before resorting,

however, to a very low carbohydrate low-protein and high-fat diet as a

routine method of treatment, one must be sure that the results with such

a diet are as satisfactory as those with the older methods which have

been adopted for the milder type of the diabetic. Dr. Newburgh and

Dr. Marsh have just reported that 25 per cent of the cases treated by

them in hospitals and traced between April 1, 1919, and January 1, 1922,

are now dead, in comparison to my series, which is about four times as

large, which shows a similar mortality, namely, 23 per cent. It should,

however, be riientioned, first, that whereas 85 per cent of the Ann Arbor

cases were traced, 95 per cent of mine were traced, and,* second, that a

considerable proportion of my cases were under the age of twenty years,

and in fact of my 118 fatal cases 10 were under ten years of age and 16

within the second decade, and more than half under forty years of age.

It is a great mistake to draw conclusions about another's methods

until one has had time and practice in applying them to a considerable

series of patients. Today Dr. Newburgh 's method works better in my
hands than a year ago, and I think it distinctly applicable to a certain

group of cases.

Similarly, years ago, my results with the introduction of undernutrition,

following Dr. Allen 's papers, were not nearly as good as they have been

since.

For the sake of furnishing a basis of comparison the following table is

shown, based upon 928 fatal cases. Many of these cases have been under

my care in a hospital, but they do give data which can be used in comparing

the results of new methods

:

DURATION OF LIFE OF FATAL CASES OF DIABETES ARRANGED IN

DECADES BEFORE AND AFTER JUNE,, 1914

Before June, 1914. After June, 1914.

Decades. Years.

1 .... . to 9

2 10 to 19

3-4 20 to 39
5-6 40 to 59
7-9 . . . . . 60 to 89

1-9 to 89 331 4.8 597 6.0

No. of
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Dr. R. T. Woodyatt, Chicago, 111.: A year ago at this meeting I

described a method of dealing with diabetic diets, the development of

winch was stimulated by the earlier report of Drs. Xewburgh and Marsh.

Since making this report we have handled 425 cases in accordance with

the principles described. Of these, 125 were managed in the hospital,

the remainder being outpatients. Concerning the latter I have not suffi-

cient information to make an accurate report, but wTe have very complete

records of the 125 hospital cases, and of these only 13 have died so far.

I should not wish to receive the impression that mortality figures of this

kind have any significance. The character of the individual cases that

go to make up the total has to be analyzed with great care. However, the

preponderance of the cases that we handle are severe and the patients

range from early childhood to old age. Complete fasting or near fasting

has not been used in a single case. All have been placed on diets from

the beginning. The most severe cases have been given fat up to 2 gm.

per kilogram of body weight, even when there were severe acidosis with

symptoms of acid poisoning and depleted alkali reserves. I have seen no

case in which I thought this quantity of fat did harm or delayed desugari-

zation. One uncomplicated severe case went into coma while on a diet

intended to desugarize here. The fat in that case was above 2 gm. per

kilogram. This is the only accident we have had with fat-replacement

diets, and we have never since exceeded the 2 gm. per kilogram of body-

weight rule during initial treatment of cases with acidosis.

When one speaks of high-fat and low-fat diets it should be remembered

that the absolute magnitude of the diet must enter into the reckoning as

well as the proportions of the different ingredients. A certain excess in

the proportion of fat in a maintenance diet is of less absolute significance

than the same percentage of disproportion in a high-calory diet. Personally

I never intentionally discharge a patient on a maintenance or supermain-

tenance diet with the ratio of FA to G higher than 1.5 to 1.0, and for safety

I prefer to keep the ratio down to 1.4 or lower when feasible. "When

patients appear to tolerate fat in excess of the limits called for by the
P

equation F = 2C + 7, and show no acetone it is very likely to be found

if the case is scrutinized carefully by sufficiently exact metabolic methods
that he is storing fat. This may do no harm and may be desirable in some
cases, but in tune if the patient adheres to such a diet he is likely to reach

a limit to his storage powrer or he may experience some infection or other

vicissitude, and then his diet plus his stored fat may become dangerous.

A mathematical expression is to be preferred to such terms as •"high"

fat and "low'' fat, and I would sound a note of warning against letting

patients pass out from under close observation with diets of more than
P

the maintenance calories in which the fat is more than 2C + .,.

Am Phys 11
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Dr. F. M. Allen, Monistown, X. J.: It seems to me most important

to emphasize the points upon which the different persons treating diabetes

are in agreement:

1. I believe we are all agreed with Xewburgh and Marsh in their

opposition to a diet containing 150 gm. or more of protein, which is con-

trarjr to any modern ideas in the treatment of diabetes.

2. We are agreed upon the use of a preliminary undernutrition period.

Xewburgh and Marsh employ a period of some 900 calories daily, con-

sisting chiefly of fat, and others use different combinations; but the principle

of an initial undernutrition period is common to all.

3. There is agreement in respect to the principle that diabetic symptoms

ought to be thoroughly controlled and that the ideal is to be found not

only in permanent freedom from glycosuria and acidosis but also in a

normal level of blood sugar.

When there is agreement upon three such fundamental points any

differences must be of minor degree. The mortality from diabetes will

be very greatly reduced if these three principles find general application

by the profession under any form of procedure.

Though the points of disagreement are relatively slight, it is necessary

to call attention to some that exist

:

First, I question the statement that diabetic symptoms can be cleared

up in any case by high-fat diets when fasting fails. We have made such

comparisons repeatedly and have invariably found the clearing up of

both glycosuria and acidosis to be delayed by diets of the Newburgh-

Marsh type as compared with fasting, or with the low-protein, fat-free

diets which we commonly employ for the purpose. Two criticisms are

here involved: The first of facts, the second of theory. In my opinion

the conditions shown by Xewburgh and Marsh in their Table II are con-

trary to fact. They have direct knowledge of this patient only for the

period of their own supervision. It is not true that a case which resists

nine days of continual fasting will clear up on a high-fat, low-protein diet

in five days. The evident explanation is that this patient was breaking

diet during the period of alleged fasting and low nutrition at home, and

uncontrolled reports of this character should not be used in the attempt

to establish a scientific conclusion. The theory supposed to underlie

such results is correct with reference to normal metabolism but is false

with reference to diabetic metabolism. The necessity of undernutrition

for controlling diabetic symptoms is now accepted by all competent

authorities, including Xewburgh and Marsh. By feeding fat so as to

spare the burning of body fat the calorimetric results are the same; but

undernutrition and loss of weight are impeded, and the gain of tolerance

which can be accomplished only by undernutrition and reduction of weight

is impeded to a similar degree.

A second point to be mentioned is the misapprehension likely to be
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created by the use of the term ''high-fat diets." The use' of oil days,

vegetable days and other form of diet very high in fat and very low in

protein and carbohydrate has been a well-tried method in the hands of

Xaunyn and many others. The fact that both glycosuria and acidosis

can be thus relieved is not a new discovery, but, on the contrary, far larger

quantities of fat than employed by Xewburgh and Marsh have been

employed by all the classical writers without any immediate precipitation

of coma. As a matter of fact the diets employed by Xewburgh and Marsh

are only relatively high in fat, and their total calories are actually limited

in proportion to the severity of the diabetes, in some sort of conformity

to the undernutrition principle. One danger is that practitioners at large

will be encouraged to return to the use of absolutely high-fat diets and that

a great increase of coma and other disasters will result. Another dangerous

misapprehension is that severely diabetic patients can be made fat and

strong bjr the method of Xewburgh and Marsh or by any other method.

The fact is that patients with genuinely severe diabetes have always been

weak and emaciated under all forms of diet treatment, and the essential

modern advance has consisted in sparing them from an injurious overload

of total calories and thus checking their downward progress as respecting

weight, strength and all other symptoms. The records of Xewburgh
and Marsh illustrate diets as low as 1440 calories. They show no instance

in which a patient with severe diabetes and emaciation has been made
plump and strong. The fact must be recognized that the changes which

they have proposed have been very slight. Some of their diets are identical

with those shown in the Rockefeller Institute's series of cases. In general

they use perhaps 10 to 20 gm. of protein less than most others have used,

and their carbohydrate allowance is likewise slightly lower, but no extreme

differences in results are thus to be anticipated. So far as they observe

the limitation of total calories in proportion to the severity of the diabetes,

good results are easily understandable. So far as they try to force nutrition

with an absolute excess of fat calories, fatalities must result. On the

whole they seem to be repeating in large measure the policy of slight over-

nutrition with fat, which finally proved so disastrous at the Rockefeller

Institute.

Third, the statistics of Xewburgh and Marsh are not comparable off-

hand with those of Joslin and of Williams, because of the comparative

absence of juvenile cases and other genuinely severe cases in the series of

Xewburgh and Marsh. The great majority of the patients described by
Xewburgh and Marsh have been above forty years of age. The great

majority of their younger cases have also been of mild grade, as proved

by the absence or slightness of emaciation, and the ability to acquire

tolerance for a comparatively high diet in a comparatively short time

All of us expect good results with such cases. Xone of us fear inanition in

patients with such a tolerance. All of us give them diet- restricted in
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protein and carbohydrates and deriving most of their energy from fat.

We have recently published in detail our statistics from the Physiatric

Institute and believe that they compare favorably with those of Newburgh

and Marsh as regards not only mortality but also the level of nutrition

and comfort. On the whole, we believe that a somewhat stricter regu-

lation of total calories gives a lower mortality in the severe cases and that

patients of all grades are more comfortable and contented on a slightly

higher proportion of protein and carbohydrate and a slightly lower pro-

portion of fat than that employed by Newburgh and Marsh.

Dr. L. H. Newburgh, Ann Arbor, Mich.: I believe Dr. Joslin has

slightly mistaken our object in the work we have done. It is not intended

to advocate exactly this type of diet for all diabetics. Our intention was

to do an experiment with certain rigid diets which we have used invariably

with every patient from the beginning of the experiment. Certainly we

do not advocate sticking to exactly this distribution of food in all cases.

For mild diabetics larger amounts of protein and carbohydrate would not

make any difference. However, if one is to make an experiment one

should adhere to the plan from the beginning to the end. For that reason

we have used these four diets and have used them throughout the experi-

ment without variation in principle.

Dr. Allen says that a patient who has been starved for nine days can-

not be made sugar-free on a high-fat diet. We have a thorough record of

this case from the hospital where she was previously treated and from

the doctor who took care of her for nearly a year. He kept careful record

of this patient's food and urine examinations during that time. There

seems to be no reasonable question about the fact that she was starved in

this way, and I think there should be no question as to the results of 900

calories derived chiefly from fat that she received under our care. She

is one example of a group of patients whom we have had. These patients

had been starved as feasible, and the treatment then changed, because

they did not follow directions or because they showed alarming conditions

without having become sugar-free. These patients were made sugar-

free on this diet of 900 calories.

The next question is that of the metabolism of starvation. It is well

known what the metabolic results will be in a subject who is normal.

The starved individual lives largely on his fat. Is he well-nourished when

starvation is begun? If he is lean he is thrown back on his body protein

for energy and the result is an increased protein metabolism with an

increased liberation of glucose to the circulation to the extent of 58 per

cent of the metabolized protein. It seems to me that there is an adequate

explanation of the fact that diabetics of the severe type who are all under-

nourished and are thrown back upon their protein for calories often do
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not become sugar-free when starved. Once they are given fat they are

supplied with energy in a form from which little or no sugar is derived.

Dr. Allen says we have had no children in this series. Of these 116

patients treated in the same period as Dr. Joslin's group we have had

2 patients under ten, 7 under twenty, 17 under thirty and 15 under forty,

so that we have had a fair proportion of the juvenile type of diabetes.

Not included in this tabulation are a number of children from three to

six years who were treated by Dr. Cowie on the same plan with the same

results. Hence we have had children and young individuals in large

numbers.
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This study was undertaken for the purpose of acquiring more

experimental data than can be found in the literature on the sub-

ject of the relation of protein intake to high blood-pressure. As

far as can be judged from a study of the subject, opinions are, in

the main, based on empirical clinical impressions or on personal

opinion without evidence of any sort. How widely these opinions

vary may be illustrated by reference to the articles of Hamman 1

and Mosenthal2 from the same clinic in 1917. As a matter of

fact, Mosenthal, 3 in 1920, commented on the absence of actual

experimental data and was one of the first to attempt an experi-

mental study on human beings.

No discussion of any phase of the hypertension problem can be

complete without a review of the more recent studies of hypertension

in relation to the diseases most often associated with it, myocarditis,

arteriosclerosis, and nephritis. Whereas up to ten or fifteen years

ago hypertension was considered a symptom of arteriosclerosis

or chronic nephritis, evidence is steadily accumulating to prove the

existence of primary or so-called essential hypertension, which in

its earlier stages at least is entirely free from demonstrable lesions

of the cardiovascular-renal systems (Christian,4 Pratt, 5 Vaquez,6

O'Hare, 7 Harpuder 8
). The hyperpiesis of Clifford Allbutt9 and the

hypertension of the menopause may be cited as instances. Although

* From the Medical Clinic and the Nelson Morris Institute for Medical Research

of the Michael Reese Hospital, Chicago.
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the words essential hypertension may be poorly chosen, they give

a significance to the condition in distinguishing it from the hyper-

tension with nephritis, and in centering attention on hypertension

as the earliest demonstrable symptom.

That patients with essential hypertension may later in life

develop cardiorenal complications affords no justification for the

conclusion that the primary cause of the high blood-pressure lies

in the organ or organs which secondarily show evidence of disease.

Study of histories of patients and careful continuous clinical obser-

vation will reveal many patients with hypertension of fairly high

grade and yet with no evidence of myocardial degeneration, arterial

change, or disturbance in kidney function. Moschcowitz 10 " a

has brought forward evidence—experimental and clinical—sug-

gesting, if not actually proving, that even in cases of frank nephritis

hypertension may be the earliest demonstrable symptom.

Furthermore, attention may be directed to the fact that in

certain conditions leading to hypertension with nephritis the

high blood-pressure precedes the nephritis. The menopause

hypertension, which has been so carefully studied by Hopkins 13

and by Riesman, 14 belongs to this group. Observation on older

diabetics who later develop severe nephritis justifies the state-

ment that hypertension precedes nephritis, although it may not

always precede arterial changes. In hyperthyroidism of certain

types it is not uncommon to find hypertension without nephritis.

In the toxemias of pregnancy which later develop into the " kidney

of pregnancy" we have observed that hypertension precedes

demonstrable renal disturbance (Ives15
). There is also plenty of

evidence that arteriosclerosis without increased blood-pressure

occurs as a clinical and pathological entity.

The newer studies on renal function are supposed to uncover

the earliest manifestations of renal insufficiency, and such studies

as have been made on patients with hypertension show that the

presence of albumin and casts may not indicate true renal disease

i Rappleye, 115 O'Hare, 17 Lankhout 1 *). In another field of obser-

vation, the study of nitrogen retention in the blood, further evi-

dence may be found of a lack of correlation between blood-pressure

findings and kidney function (^Williams 19
).
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The effect of any form of therapy on blood-pressure should be

studied on the basis of the statements just made The changes

in blood-pressure found in any given case must be correlated and

evaluated in relation to the presence or absence of other signs of

disease. It is futile to compare the effect of protein on the blood-

pressure of a patient showing advanced renal disease and albuminuric

retinitis with the same degree of hypertension in a woman showing

merely menopausal hypertension.

We have been skeptical about the dangers of protein in hyper-

tension even in patients with definite cardiovascular or renal

complications. Without concrete experimental proof it seemed

that although changes did follow protein restriction such changes

were more readily explained by other changes in the patients'

mode of living. In many instances results followed correction of

hab!ts uncovered by what Cobb20 calls "personality study," an

effort to get at the fundamental psychic as well as physical back-

ground of the patient (Christian4
). The effect of emotion on

blood-pressure is much more easily demonstrated than the effect

of protein food. We were unable to convince ourselves that

patients were harmed by protein.

Excess of any kind of food seemed decidedly more injurious

than a moderate amount of protein in a well-balanced diet. Flat-

ulence and digestive disturbances often resulted from substitution

of carbohydrate and fat, and these disturbances, together with

weight increase, we believed more harmful than protein. Our clini-

cal observations were not in accord with the opinions expressed,

among others, by Hamman, 1 Meara,21 Bishop,22 Musser,23 Snow,24

but were in agreement with the clinical observations and experi-

ments of Moschcowitz10 n 12 and Mosenthal.3 From an experi-

mental standpoint it is interesting to note that although Xew-

burgh25 was able to show that large amounts of meat damaged the

kidney, he states that no blood-pressure changes occurred in his

experiments.

Experimental. In order to add further data to the scant

amount found in the literature we attempted to attack the prob-

lem by a series of intensively studied experiments on a small

number of patients. The method of procedure was as follows:
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Patients with hypertension and with varying degrees of damage

to the cardiovascular or renal systems were placed in the hospital.

They were not kept at complete bed rest but were allowed to walk

around the ward and corridor. Successive periods of observation,

lasting approximately from seven to thirty days, were instituted,

and diet measured and controlled for each period. Blood-pressure

readings were taken twice daily—between 8 to 9 a.m. and between

5 to 6 p.m. The same mercury sphygmomanometer was used for

all readings. The patient was always in the same position and

the same arm was used. If changes in the interns ' schedule meant

a change in observer personal sources of error were controlled by

joint readings during the transition period.

Clinical observation of the condition of the patient, with special

reference to his heart, bloodvessels, and kidneys, were supple-

mented by studies of blood chemistry and kidney function which

were done as far as possible to correspond with the dietary periods.

Routine work on the blood included nonprotein nitrogen, urea

nitrogen, uric acid, sugar, and cholesterol on admission, with

repeated observations on nonprotein nitrogen, urea nitrogen,

and sugar. The Mosenthal renal test meal was done at the begin-

ning of the period of observation. The phenolsulphonephthalein

excretion was studied usually at two different times. The urine

studies included the amount in twenty-four hours, specific gravity,

presence of albumin and casts, total nitrogen, urea nitrogen, sodium

chloride, titrable acidity, and relation of mono- to disodium phos-

phates.* With later cases special attention was paid to the search

for red blood cells (Xewburgh25
). (It may be stated here that in

none of our cases was protein increase followed by the appearance

of red blood cells in the urine.) By this procedure we hoped to

classify our cases with regard to kidney damage and also to follow

any possible effect of dietary changes on the kidneys and blood.

* Blood: Folin, O., and Wu, H.: Nonprotein Nitrogen, Urea Nitrogen, and Uric
Acid, Jour. Biol. Chem., 1919, xxxviii, 81. Folin, O., and Wu, H. : Sugar, Jour. Biol.

Chem., 1920, xli, 367. Bloor, W. R.: Cholesterol, Jour. Biol. Chem., 1915, xxiii, 317
Urine: Mosenthal, H. O.: Arch. Int. Med., 1915, xvi, 733. Folin, O., and

Denis, W.: Total Nitrogen, Jour. Biol. Chem., 1916, xxvi. 473. Folin, O., and
Denis,W.: Urea Nitrogen, Jour. Biol. Chem., 1916, xxvi, 501. Harvey, S. C: Chloride
Arch. Int. Med., 1910, vi, 12. Folin, O.: Acidity, Am. Jour. Phvsiol., 1905, xiii, 45.

NaHoPOj
Leathes, J. B.: ' " —.British Med. Jour.. 1919. ii, 165.

Na^HPOj
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The results are shown in the form of a graphic chart for each

patient studied. In order to simplify the charts, urinary data

are not included, but important facts in relation to kidney function

are given in the protocols to the charts. One daily blood-pressure

is charted, the average of the two readings- Variations in systolic

blood-pressure between morning and evening on the same patient

were at times as great as 60 mm. mercury, and were usually not

constant. On one day the morning pressure was higher than the

evening; on the next day the reverse was true. Marked and

rapid changes seemed to be associated with emotional disturbances.

A good night's rest would be followed by reduced pressure; a

nocturnal disturbance in the ward would be indicated by high

readings the following morning.

Key to Charts. The charts are drawn to the same scale. The

vertical numbers indicate the blood-pressure in millimeters mercury,

protein intake in grams, non-protein nitrogen, and urea nitrogen

in milligrams per 100 c.cm. The horizontal figures show the

number of days in each period. The thin black vertical lines

block off each period ; the heavy vertical lines represent the amount

of protein intake for the period, corresponding with the numbers

on the left. The vertical rectangles represent blood nonprotein

nitrogen and urea nitrogen in milligrams per 100 c.cm. Systolic

and diastolic pressure are shown by the solid horizontal lines.

The broken lines are drawn between points representing the average

pressure for each period.

Case I.— Chart I. A. K., No. 30208, male, aged fifty-four years.

Diagnosis. Chronic bronchitis and hypertension. Well up to two

months ago, when he had pains all over his body, especially in the lower

extremities, dyspnea on exertion. Arteries soft; heart normal in size;

no irregularities; no murmurs; coarse, scattered rales. Urine at no time

showed albumin or casts. Specific gravity, 1020-1024. Mosenthal test

showed no nocturia; no fixation. Phthalein excretion, 60 per cent in two

hours. Uric acid of blood, 1.6 mgm.; sugar, 0.13 per cent; urinary nitrogen

and sodium chloride excretion normal.

The chart shows that during a nineteen-day period of protein intake of

125 grams, including soup and coffee daily (S + C of chart), there is a drop

in pressure. During the first six days there is an initial drop to 140/85,

after which it remains stationary. Perhaps it would be more accurate to
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say that in this case the high protein diet with soup and coffee did not raise

the pressure. A final six-day period of protein at 50 gm. shows a slight

further drop.

tfr.K.
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very nervous, suffering from headache, palpitation, and disturbances of

vision. She came to the admitting room of the hospital with these symp-

toms and with a blood-pressure of 190/120. The urine was negative and

she was admitted to the hospital as a case of "essential hypertension."

Examination. Physical examination entirely negative except for

tenderness along the colonic region. At no time during her hospital stay

were albumin or casts found. Mosenthal test-meal showed specific gravity

fixed at 1020 to 1022; no nocturia. Phthalein excretion 65 per cent in two

hours. Excretion of urinary nitrogen, urea, and of sodium chloride was

normal in relation to intake. The blood chemistry as shown in the chart

was normal.

The chart shows marked daily variations, but little change in the pressure

in the two periods of 85 gm. and 40 gm. respectively.

Z90 \
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studied before the present investigation was begun and her chart is shown

for comparison.

The chart shows a definite slight drop in pressure on admission and a level

of 245 for six days of protein at 40 gm., a marked drop when protein was

raised to 75 gm. and salt (10 gm.) added; and a subsequent steady rise when

protein was limited to 35 gm. for twenty-five days.

zoa
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making an average the same as for the preceding period. A final period of

six days, with protein at 50 gm., shows a continuation of the drop noted at

the end of the third period, the average being 122 as compared with 136 for

the third period. It is to be noted that despite the wide range of systolic

pressure the diastolic remains practically constant.

Case V.— Chart V. Mrs. W., No. 28783, aged fifty-two years.

Diagnosis. Hypertension; chronic nephritis. Sick four years; pain in

chest, feet, and hands; cough.

Examination. Peripheral bloodvessels firm. Heart normal. Urine

showed usually a trace of albumin and an occasional granular cast. Phtha-

lein excretion in two hours, 43 per cent. Mosenthal test-meal; fixation of

Chart V

specific gravity but no nocturia. Excretion of nitrogen and urea always

low. Sodium chloride excretion normal. Blood nitrogen products high,

as seen from the chart.

A glance at the chart shows a steady drop in both systolic and diastolic

blood-pressures with no apparent relationship to protein intake. The daily

variations are in some spots as high as the difference between the maximum
and minimum period averages. The high figures for blood N. P. N. and

urea are, in this instance, only slightly influenced bjr the protein intake.

The eight-day salt-free period, with protein at 50 gm., is followed by a drop

in pressure; but^i still further drop is noted in a succeeding eight-day period

of protein at 85 gm. and no limitation of salt.
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Case VI— Chart VI. Miss E. G., Xo. 28556, aged fifty-three years.

Diagnosis. Hypertension; menopause; cholelithiasis. Complains of

attacks of severe abdominal pain, constipation, anorexia, nervousness. For

three days she had been practically starving on account of the fear of

abdominal pain.

Examination. Very nervous; tachycardia; increased reflexes; gall-

bladder tenderness. Her pressure when first seen was 210. Heart and

bloodvessels were normal. (After a careful examination on admission she

was urged to eat freely of a mixed diet containing 100 gm. protein.) Urine

on admission showed a trace of albumin, which disappeared at once. Excre-

tion of nitrogen and urea not abnormal. Other kidney function tests not

made.

zocl
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chloride was normal. Phthalein excretion 49 per cent in two hours.

Mosenthal test-meal showed night urine 950, day 520, with specific gravity

varying from 1012 to 1022. Urine this day showed sugar. Blood sugar

varied from 0.168 per cent to 0.25 per cent.

R '•J \
cvj j?= /
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This chart shows a stead}' drop in pressure for the whole hospital stay of

fifty-four days. Protein varied from 50 to 125 gm., and for one period of

eighteen days soup and coffee were freely given.

Case VIII.— Chart Mil. Mrs. I. F., Xo. 31038, aged forty-seven years.

Diagnosis. Hypertension; diabetes mellitus; pulmonary tuberculosis?

Diabetes of ten years' duration. High blood-pressure discovered recently.

Examination. Rales and some dulness in both uppers. Urine at no
time contained albumin or casts. Glycosuria with carbohydrate intake in

excess of tolerance. Mosenthal test-meal normal. Blood sugar on admis-

sion, 0.40 per cent. Nitrogen normal.

Chart VIII

An initial two-day period of 75 gm. protein is associated with a drop in

pressure from 200 to 125, after which the average stays between 132 to 140

while the daily variations are marked. Protein intake varied between 35

to 75 gm. and a rough relation is seen between the protein and blood-pressure

changes. Owing to her diabetic state we did not care to change the protein

too much. Unlike the other charts the diastolic pressure shows a steady rise.

Case IX— Chart IX. Miss R. K., Xo. 27697, aged eighteen years.

Diagnosis. Hypertension; subacute nephritis. In hospital five months
ago with parenchymatous nephritis of nine months' duration. Much
edema; pallor. Large amount of albumin; hyaline and granular casts.

Blood-pressure 150 to 170. Between the two hospital admissions was under

dispensary observation and given increased protein. (Diet not measured

in this period.) This was apparently followed by lessened albuminuria and
Am Phys 12
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edema. Blood-pressure slowly but steadily rising. On return to the hospi-

tal the examination showed the typical appearance of a pale, edematous

nephritic. Urine always contained albumin and hyaline and granular casts.

ZOO.

150.

100.

50-

Chart IX

'««* flr.SG.
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Chart X

Phthalein excretion 48 per cent in two hours. Mosenthal test-meal showed

night urine of 690; specific gravity varied between 1016 to 1024. Nitrogen

excretion normal; salt retained.

This patient, with a progressive nephritis and hypertension, is placed
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successively on three periods of protein feeding, -50, 75, and 125 gm.

respectively. The pressure here shows a slight but definite tendency to

rise with increased protein intake.

Case X.— Chart X. >. G., No. 29942. aged thirty-three years.

Diagnosis. Advanced chronic nephritis with hypertension, retinitis,

etc. A typical case of advanced nephritis with organs showing marked

degenerative change-.

The chart shows plainly that a drop in protein intake from 100 to .50 gm.,

sufficient to reduce the nonprotein nitrogen and urea of the blood, is, never-

theless, associated with a rise in blood-pressure.

Chart XI

Case XI.— Chart XI. Case identical with Ca-e X and showing the

same results from feeding. S. H.. Xo. 29956, aged forty-two years.

CoNCLUSlONB. The study here reported, supplemented by other

ambulant cases, justifies the following conclusions:

1. In patients with hypertension and with slight or no impair-

ment of renal function marked variations in blood-pressure occur.

Such variations bear no relation to the intake of protein food.

2. In such cases no damage to renal function and no increase

in nonprotein nitrogen or urea nitrogen of the blood was found

to follow protein feeding up to 150 gm. daily.
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3. In three such cases strong stock soup and coffee given daily

did not increase the blood-pressure.

4. In cases of frank progressive nephritis with hypertension a

diminution of protein intake sufficient markedly to lower the

figures for blood nonprotein nitrogen and urea did not cause lower-

ing of the blood-pressure.

5. The experiments here reported add further evidence to that

already accumulated to prove the existence of a clinical entity

characterized by a primary hypertension. They further suggest

that variations in blood-pressure in this condition are the direct

result of vasomotor disturbances.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. H. 0. Mosenthal, New York City: Dr. Strouse's paper is a very

convincing demonstration of the fact that the time-honored belief that
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proteins— especially "Ted meats"— affect hypertension adversely is incor-

rect. He has demonstrated this point much more thoroughly than I did

in my effort of a few years ago, and I trust that all doubt that apparently

has existed in the minds of many in regard to this question may now be

set aside.

It is true that in most cases if a very low protein diet is continued long

enough there is a drop in blood-pressure. This is apparently associated

with a certain degree of malnutrition and secondary anemia which develops

under such a dietary regime. It is doubtful whether this is a desirable

result.



LONG-CONTINUED OBSERVATIONS ON THE VITAL
CAPACITY IN HEALTH AND IN HEART DISEASE

By JOSEPH H. PRATT, M.D.
BOSTON, MASS.

Mr. John Hutchinson, surgeon, the inventor of the spiro-

meter, applied the term "vital capacity" of the lungs to the

greatest voluntary expiration following the deepest inspiration."

He showed definitely that the vital capacity varied with height,

weight, age, and disease. As his statistics have not been republished

by any recent writer, and as his series of observations is much the

largest recorded, I have prepared two tables from figures given in

his original communication. 1

TABLE I.—INFLUENCE OF HEIGHT ON VITAL CAPACITY.
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In a series of 1775 cases he studied the effect of age on vital

capacity. He found the maximum vital capacity between the age

of twenty-five and thirty-five.

TABLE II.— INFLUENCE OF AGE ON VITAL CAPACITY (HUTCHINSON)
Vital capacity in

Age. Cases. centimeters.

15 to 25 774 3425
25 to 35 589 3500
35 to 45 264 3225

45 to 55 92 3050
55 to 65 56 2850

Between the age of fifteen and twenty-five it was almost as great.

If 3500, the average vital capacity between twenty-five and thirty-

five, be taken as 100 per cent, the average in the preceding period of

ten years will be 98 per cent. A marked fall occurred after forty-

five years of age according to his observations and between fifty-five

and sixty-five it dropped to 71 per cent. It should be noted that

over three-quarters of his cases were under the age of thirty-five.

It is important in considering the relation of height to vital capacity

to know that most of his determinations were made on young men.

Peabody and Wentworth 1 reported in 1917 the vital capacity in a

series of 96 normal men and 44 normal women. They were chiefly

medical students and nurses. The average age was probably

between twenty and twenty-five years. Their figures for males

were considerably higher than those obtained by Hutchinson

(see Table I). The average vital capacity for men six feet tall or

over was 5100. For men five feet 8| inches to six feet in height it

was 4800, vhile men less than 5 feet 8| inches tall and over 5 feet

3 inches had an average vital capacity of 4000.

Peabody and Wentworth showed the influence of sex on vital

capacity, as Arnold2 had done many years before. It is usually

lower in women than in men of the same height. The average vital

capacity in women over 5 feet G inches tall was 3275; in women
varying in height from 5 feet to 4 inches up to and including 5 feet

6 inches it was 3050; in still shorter women, 5 feet 1 inch to 5 feet

4 inches, the average was 2825 cc.

1 Arch. Int. Med. 1917, xx, 443.
2 Uebcr die Athemungsgrosse des Menschen, Heidelberg, 1855.
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West's studies show strikingly the lower vital capacity in women.

In 75 out of 85 normal men he examined the vital capacity was 4000

or more, while 42 in a series of 44 women had a vital capacity below

4000 cc.

Hewlett and Jackson, 1 in their examination of 400 healthy male

students of Leland Stanford Jr. University, found the average vital

capacity to be the same as that obtained by West2 in his study of

Harvard Medical students. Oxford students3 had an average vital

capacity about 7 per cent lower and Hutchinson's subjects more

than 20 per cent lower.

Methods Employed in the Present Study. I have used the

wet spirometer made by the Narraganset Machine Company, of

Providence, R. I. This has been tested and found to give trust-

worthy readings.

The observations recorded have been made by me personally.

I have taken pains to instruct each person examined in the use of

the instrument. Three or more trials were made. Each one was

encouraged to inhale and exhale the maximum amount of air. The
highest reading was taken as the vital capacity. Each subject was

watched carefully during the test and any error noted was corrected.

Toward the end of expiration some persons draw in a little air and

blow the spirometer to a higher level than is possible for them with

a single inspiration. This error can be eliminated by rejecting all

readings in which the upward movement of the spirometer is not

continuous.

Most of the heights recorded in this paper, were taken without

removing the shoes. This increases the height of men usually from

three-quarters of an inch to a full inch, but with women the shoes

may increase the height from an inch to two and a half inches. As
the heels vary so much in height I now take this measurement in

stocking feet. The heights given by Hutchinson include the shoes

while Peabody and Wentworth's are for bare feet. The weight of

my subjects include the clothes. I allow for this one-eighteenth of

the weight for males and one-twentieth for females.

1 Arch. Int. Med., 1922, xxix, 515.
2 Ibid., 1920, xxv, 306.
3 Schuster, E.: Biometrika, 1911, viii, 40.
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As a standard I have taken the one recommended by West, as

he found a more constant relationship existed between the vital

capacity and the body surface area than between the vital capacity

and the height, weight, or chest volume. West's normal is deter-

mined by dividing the vital capacity by the surface area of the body.

The latter is calculated by Du Bois's formula. By means of the

graphic chart published by Du Bois and Du Bois1 the surface area

is easily determined when the height and weight are known.

According to West the normal vital capacity for men is 2.5 liters

per square meter of body surface, for women it is 2 liters. Such a

standard, as Hewlett and Jackson point out, is based on the assump-

tion that there is a simple relation between the vital capacity and

some body measurement. Hewlett and Jackson have obtained a

formula for calculating the vital capacity from the height and

surface area of the body. It introduces an additional constant as

is usual in statistical formulas, but is applicable only to college

students. I have studied the effect of age on vital capacity in a

series of 100 men who showed no evidence of disease of the heart or

Other organs at the time of their examination. The results are

presented in Table III.

TABLE III.—PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE INFLUENCE OF AGE

ON THE VITAL CAPACITY IN 100 NORMAL MEN

Age.
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explanation to offer. A marked lowering in the vital capacity was

not noted in my series until after the age of sixty. The 11 men who

were between the age of sixty and seventy when tested showed an

average vital capacity of only 73 per cent of West's standard.

Above the age of seventy I have examined only three men with

apparently normal hearts. They had no shortness of breath on

exertion, but their vital capacity was much reduced, being only 56

per cent of the normal. The number of cases in this decade is too

small to permit of drawing any conclusions from the figures given.

When more persons above seventy are examined the average per-

centage may be lower or higher. I think it will probably be higher,

in light of the following observations.. One of the men included

in the seventh decade in this table has now reached the age of seventy

and his percentage of the normal is sixty-five. I have had a patient,

aged seventy-two, with definite cardiosclerosis whose vital capacity

was 3050 cc, which was 56 per cent of the standard. I know of a

vigorous man of eighty whose vital capacity was 3200, which was

70 per cent of his normal.

Individuals may vary considerably from the average vital capacity

for their age, height, and weight, and yet no disease be present.

Hutchinson thought from his study that a reduction from the

normal was a valuable sign in the diagnosis of early phthisis. Sub-

sequent investigators found that the individual variations were too

great to make the vital capacity determination of value in the

recognition of the early stage of this disease. Furthermore, the

vital capacity test of the same person may vary from time to time.

I have recorded the amount of variation of the vital capacity in nine

persons with apparently healthy hearts and lungs over periods

ranging from fourteen months to three years and four months

(Table IV). Although the seven men in this group were urged to

make a maximum exertion at each test, and they apparently did so,

the variation was considerable, ranging from 100 to 550 cc.

In the period covered by these tests there was no decrease that

could be attributed to increasing age. The age of one of the men

was sixty-six when his vital capacity was first determined. It was

then 2800 cc; at sixty-eight it was 2550; at sixty-nine it had risen to

2700. A year later, when just seventy years of age, for the first time
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in the series of eight tests he was able to expel 2825 cc of air into the

spirometer. In none of these people was there either a steady fall

or rise in the vital capacity. The change as shown by plotting the

curves was an irregular fluctuation. The vital capacity in the

different tests made on the two women showed very little variation.

In one of these the range was 50 cc and in the other only 25 cc.

TABLE IV.—VARIATION OF THE VITAL CAPACITY DETERMINATION

OVER PERIODS RANGING FROM ONE TO THREE YEARS
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twenty-three years old. It is impossible to decide whether the

vital capacity was normal for my patient or the result of tuberculous

infiltration of the lungs. In April, 1906, the symptoms and signs

of active pulmonary tuberculosis had disappeared, but his vital

capacity was practically the same, 75 per cent. Sixteen years later

it was 72 per cent of the normal. At his present age of fifty it is still

low for his years. He has been well and working since his recovery

in the spring of 1906 to the time the last test was made, January,

1922. The nine observations made on this man showed a variation

in the vital capacity of only 125 cc (Chart I).

LU
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and Peabody 1 found that when the patients improved under treat-

ment there was a rapid and marked increase in the vital capacity,

and also that an increase of the cardiac weakness was accompanied

by a further fall in the vital capacity.

I have compared the vital capacity in 100 persons, both men and

women who had organic heart disease, with 100 other persons who

had normal hearts. The results of this analysis are presented

graphically in Chart II.

VITAL CAPACITY IN lOO PERSONS WITH NORMAL HEARTS COMPARED
WITH THAT OF 100 PERSONS WITH HEART DISEASE.

Chart II

The mean vital capacity of the 100 persons with normal hearts

was between 3500 cc and 4000 cc, while the mean for those with

abnormal hearts was between 1500 cc and 2000 cc. No one with a

healthy heart had a vital capacity below 1500 cc, while IS per cent

of those with heart disease had a vital capacity below this level.

1 Jour. Am. Med. Assn., 1917, lxix, 1954.
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No one with a diseased heart had a vital capacity above 4500 cc,.

and only 5 of the 100 above 4000 cc; 1 1 per cent of those with healthy

hearts had a vital capacity above 4500 cc; 77 of the 100 persons with

abnormal hearts had cardiac insufficiency of the congestive type.

Dyspnea on exertion or edema was present. Sixteen presented no

evidence of cardiac weakness. The average vital capacity of the

males in the first group was between 2500 cc and 3000 cc of the

women in this group between 1500 cc and 2000 cc. In the second

group, without evidence of cardiac weakness, the average vital

capacity among the males was 1000 cc more than in the first group,

but among the females the average was just as low—1500 cc to 2000

cc—as in Group 1. Seven patients, all males, had angina without

breathlessness. Their average vital capacity was between 3500 and

4000 cc.

Since the spring of 1917 I have followed the variations in the vital

capacity of all cases of heart disease that have been under my care.

When cardiac insufficiency of the congestive type has existed the

vital capacity has followed closely the changes in the clinical condi-

tion. It has proved to be a good index of the amount of reserve

power possessed by the heart.

In 4 cases the vital capacity has been determined over periods

ranging from nineteen months to nearly five years. The clinical

condition in cardiac insufficiency is more clearly shown by charts

of the vital capacity readings than by the graphic representation of

any other measurement, or any other record such as a statement

of the amount of effort that can be made without dyspnea.

Case I.— James M., aged forty-four years in 1917. Seen in the cardiac

clinic of the Massachusetts General Hospital. He had mitral stenosis of

rheumatic origin with auricular fibrillation. When the vital capacity was

first determined in 1917 he could not walk 100 yards without stopping for

breath. Apex-rate 125, radial-rate 105. His vital capacity was 1300 cc,

which was 32 per cent of the normal (West's standard). The next week he

returned to the out-patient department. He had taken 2.1 grams of active

digitalis leaf. He felt better. Two days after beginning to take the

digitalis (0.1 gram X 3 daily) he had a free diuresis. After this occurred

he had less dyspnea. His vital capacity had increased to 41 per cent.

March 1, 1917. Patient has felt quite well the past few clays. Heart-rate

80, deficit 10. Vital capacity 48 per cent. Resumed work today as
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assistant agent at railroad station, March 17. Has worked steadily for two
weeks. Can now walk a quarter of a mile without stopping. Heart-rate

:

Apex 52, radial 52. Vital capacity continued to rise under digitalis treat-

ment, as shown by the chart, until on April 7, 1917, it was 54 per cent. On
May 19, 1917, the vital capacity was 52 per cent. He stated at this time

that he could walk a mile without shortness of breath. Pulse 66, no deficit.

When next seen, over two years later, on November 3, 1919, he presented

evidence of severe cardiac weakness. He said he was unable to walk 200

yards without stopping. For two months his exercise had been restricted

ixj <*
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On January 12, 1920, he returned to the clinic in very bad condition. In

spite of having taken 4 grams of digitalis leaf during the previous fortnight

the vital capacity had fallen to 850 cc, which was 21 per cent. The apex-

rate was 120, the radial 90. Death occurred a few days later.

The chart shows an increase of 750 cc in the vital capacity, which must be

attributed to digitalis, as he was given no other treatment. He took no

regular rest and resumed work before the pulse deficit had disappeared.

His vital capacity rose in three months to 54 per cent of the normal. Among

19 ambulatory cases of heart disease, in which I followed the change in vital

capacity resulting from treatment, only one other case showed as marked a

rise. The effect of the bed rest has been much greater measured by the

increase in vital capacity.

When the patient returned over two years later with his heart greatly

weakened it will be noted that although he stated that he could walk farther

than in February, 1917, before he had to stop, the vital capacity was lower.

Rapid improvement with a rise of 530 cc in the vital capacity in one week

followed the employment of digitalis and rest. Omission of digitalis for

one month resulted disastrously.

Case II.—The clinical history of this case has already been published

and a portion of the vital capacity readings. 1 The patient, a young man

of twenty-one, had acute rheumatic myocarditis. He had been ill nearly

three months when admitted to the Baptist Hospital, Boston, on June 4,

1918. For five weeks previous to entrance he had been unable to lie down in

bed owing to dyspnea. His vital capacity on admission was reduced to

1100 cc, which was 23 per cent of the normal (West's standard). The next

day it was 1000 cc, or 21 per cent. After he had been at rest in the hospital

twenty-four days the vital capacity was still 21 per cent. In September

and October there was a marked rise. It increased from 45 per cent on

September 10 to 69 per cent on October 11, being an increase of 1125 cc.

When he left the hospital on November 3 the vital capacity was 74 per cent.

Under rest and graduated exercise it rose slowly until it reached 89 per cent

in July, 1919. He was then not short of breath after walking any distance

on the level. He took up his work as a clerk in an importing house at this

time. Two years later, in June, 1921, his vital capacity reached the

maximum. It was 4350 cc, or 92 per cent of his normal. The chart covers

a period of three years and shows : (1) How low the vital capacity may fall

in acute myocarditis and yet recovery occur; (2) the beneficial effect of long-

continued rest in increasing the vital capacity; (3) the restitution of the vital

capacity nearly to normal in the course of three years. This patient has an

enlarged heart with aortic and mitral insufficiency.

1 Pratt, J. H.: Southern Med. Jour., 1920, xiii, 481-490.
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Case III.—The chart gives the vital capacity record over a period of five

years in this case of mitral stenosis with auricular fibrillation. Miss H. P.

was forty-nine years of age in 1917, when the vital capacity was first

determined. It was than 1600 cc, or 52 per cent of the normal. She had

pounding of the heart and a slight sense of suffocation and pressure across

the sternum if she took even a few7 steps rapidly. At times when nervous

she had these symptoms while at rest. In 1918 she was stronger. On
May 29 I noted: "No trouble from heart. Possibly slight breathlessness

Ul
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pericarditis, and pleurisy. The great fall in vital capacity with its subse-

quent slow rise is indicative of involvement of the heart muscle by the

rheumatic infection. On January 28 the vital capacity reading was only

350 cc, or 11 per cent. The following day after the withdrawal of 990 cc

of a somewhat turbid serous fluid from the left pleural cavity it was 500 cc,

or 16 per cent. The dyspnea which had been marked for several days was
lessened. Two da}r

s later she appeared very sick and weak. An attempt

to obtain the vital capacity was unsatisfactory. The amount of air expelled

from the lungs was only 150 cc. It is probable that not only this low read-

ing but the others obtained while the patient was very ill were less than the
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Case IV.— F. S.. male, aged fifty years when he came under observation

in 1920. For ten months had been troubled with "wheezing" when he lay

down at night. Increasing breathlessness on exertion gradually developed.

About May, 1920. the effort of walking up a single flight of stairs made him

short of breath. In June he had a severe attack of dyspnea, which lasted

all night. Cheyne-Stokes breathing first noticed then. It occurred every

night when asleep. When I saw him he presented evidence of cardio-

sclerosis. The blood-pressure was high. Systolic pressure 180 mm.;

diastolic pressure 120 mm. The pulse was regular but alternating. His

vital capacity was 2475 cc, or 51 per cent of the normal. He was admitted

to the Baptist Hospital that day. Under strict bed rest and the Karrel

diet the attacks of dyspnea ceased and the vital capacity rose to 3400 cc,

or 69 per cent on September 28. The adnunistration of 2 grams of digitalis

leaf in a single dose was followed by a second and more rapid rise. From

. ... . - . _ j >::-;: - » ;.• :: _ i = . ; s -=--;; : ' v; - » « :: J.V , : - i 'i.
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hyperpnoeic phase of Cheyne-Stokes breathing. Readmitted to the

Baptist Hospital. Under the usual treatment by rest, morphin, digitalis

and Karrel diet his condition improved and the vital capacity rose to

3575 cc, or 73 per cent, on April 6.

In this case four points may be emphasized: (1) The steady slow

rise of the vital capacity after rest treatment was begun in Septem-

ber, 1920, lasting eighteen days, then a stationary condition for a

week followed by a slight drop. (2) The sharp, sudden secondary

rise beginning October 9, 1920, which is attributed to digitalis.

(3) The rise to the maximum on April 6, 1921, after the establish-

ment of the abnormal cardiac mechanism (auricular fibrillation).

(4) The slow steady fall from April to December, 1921, accompanied

for several months by only slight signs of diminishing cardiac power,

The graphic record on the charts of these and similar cases show

the value of repeated observations of the vital capacity over a long

period of time in measuring the increase or decrease of cardiac power

in determining and recording graphically the effect of treatment and

an aid in prognosis.

I am sure of the facts presented. The conclusions given are

simply my interpretation of them. I would present this work in

the same spirit that moved John Hutchinson, in 1846, to close the

report of his studies with these words: "The deductions I have

ventured to draw (from the statistical data recorded) I wish to

advance with modesty, because time, with its mutations, may so

unfold science as to crush these deductions and demonstrate them as

unsound. Nevertheless the facts themselves can never alter nor

deviate in their bearing upon respiration—one of the most important

functions in the animal economy."

DISCUSSION

Dr. L. A. Conner, New York City: I should like to ask if Dr. Pratt

found that the vital capacity figures gave him earlier or more reliable

information concerning changes in the condition of his patients than did

the usual subjective and objective symptoms?
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Dr. R. D. Rudolf, Toronto, Canada: It would be very interesting to

know whether strychnin or atropin had any effect on vital capacity.

Dr. J. H. Pratt, Boston, Mass.: The vital capacity varies with the

power of the heart muscle. It is an indirect but fairly trustworthy measure

of the reserve power of the heart. It can be used during a course of bed-

rest treatment when the ordinary test of functional power, that is. the

effect of exercise on the patient's wind, cannot be employed. I have

found repeated determinations of distinct value as a guide in treatment.

The rise of vital capacity as the condition of the heart unproved and its

decline with progressive cardiac weakness are shown in my charts, but

time is lacking to make this clear to you. A drop in the vital capacity

may precede the appearance of recognized symptoms of developing cardiac

weakness. In the case of the patient Marcus, whose chart was shown,

the vital capacity increased 1300 cc during the ten days following his

admission, and symptoms of cardiac insufficiency disappeared. After

about three weeks of rest in bed he was allowed to sit up thirty minutes

a da}'. Three days later the vital capacity was found to be lower, but

he said he was feeling finely. There was no dyspnea. After two more

days, however, swelling of the feet developed. In this case the fall of

vital capacity, which was progressive for thirteen days, was the first evi-

dence of returning heart failure. In another case of cardiosclerosis and

auricular fibrillation with hypertonia there was a drop in the vital capacity

from September to December without dyspnea on exertion. The only

other sign of increasing cardiac weakness was a small pulse deficit. The

heart-rate was slow. Later severe cardiac insufficiency developed.

I have often seen a rapid and marked rise of vital capacity when digitalis

was given to patients with auricular fibrillation, but have not tested the

effect of drugs that act primarily on the respiration.



FURTHER OBSERVATIONS OX THE ROEXTGEX-RAY
TREATMENT OF TOXIC GOITER

By J. H. MEANS, M.D.

AND

G. W. HOLMES, M.D.
BOSTON, MASS.

A study of the effects of various forms of treatment in toxic

goiter controlled by observations of the basal metabolism was

begun at the Massachusetts General Hospital in 1914. Several

reports on this work have already appeared. 1 The study of

roentgen-ray therapy was undertaken, because at that time it

was already being used in a number of clinics, and it seemed to

us desirable to obtain more accurate data as to its actual value.

The introduction of clinical calorimetry by Du Bois offered a

quantitative method for observing the progress of the disease and

for interpreting the results of treatment.

There were 44 cases of exophthalmic goiter treated within the

last three years in which we have what we feel to be sufficient data

to judge accurately of the effect of the roentgen ray. We have a

similar group of 12 cases of thyroid adenoma with hyperfunction.

Of the 44 exophthalmos there were 28 in which we felt that a

definite improvement was secured. There were 16 which showed

little or no improvement; 8 of these later came to operation and

1 Means, J. H., and Aub, J. C: A Study of Exophthalmic Goiter from the Point

of View of the Basal Metabolism, with Remarks Concerning the Effect of Various

Forms of Treatment, Jour. Am. Med. Assn., 1917, lxix, 33. Means, J. H., and Aub,

J. C: Basal Metabolism in Exophthalmic Goiter, Arch. Int. Med., 1919, xxiv, 645.

Holmes, G. W., and Merrill, A. S.: The Treatment of Thyrotoxicosis by Means

of the Roentgen Ray, Jour. Am. Med. Assn., 1919, lxxiii, 1693. Holmes, G. W.:

Some Observations on the Treatment of Hyperthyroidism with Roentgen Rays

Am. Jour. Roentgenol., 1921, viii, 730.
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were apparently cured. Of the 28 in which there was improve-

ment there were 13 who were apparently cured and 15 who were

improved but not rendered entirely free from hyperthyroidism.

There were no cases that seemed to be made worse by the treat-

ment. The cases that were improved but not cured were later

operated. One of these died after operation.

Of the 12 toxic adenoma cases treated by the roentgen ray all

showed improvement and 5 were apparently cured.

Two of the exophthalmic and one of the toxic adenoma cases

developed myxedema during roentgen-ray treatment. They were

promptly relieved by thyroid administration, and in the two exoph-

thalmics the depression was temporary only, as thyroid was later

discontinued without a return of myxedema.

The dosage of roentgen ray used in the entire series has been

essentially the same. The method has been nearly always to

expose three areas—two thyroid and one thymus—and to give two-

thirds the erythema dose for a normal skin. (This is just under

the erythema dose for patients with toxic goiter who are more

susceptible than normals.) Fairly hard radiation has been used

(8-inch spark gap between blunt points, 3 mm. aluminum filter

and one thickness of sole leather). The target skin distance has

in most instances been eight inches. In the more recent cases a

10-inch distance has been used. The usual interval between treat-

ments has been about three weeks.

The general progress of the disease during the period of irradi-

ation can be conveniently studied by means of composite charts.

In Fig. 1, for example, are shown the average metabolism, pulse

and weight for the 28 cases of exophthalmic goiter (two-thirds of

the series) which showed definite improvement. There is, it will

be noted, a steady fall in metabolism and pulse during the first

four months of treatment, during which time the average number

of irradiations is five. The drop in metabolism is from +55 per

cent to +21 per cent, and in pulse from 115 to 89. The gain in

weight is 9 per cent.

In this particular chart there are more cases comprising the

first portion of the curve than the latter, this because we wanted

to get as large a number as possible in the first portion. It will
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be noted, however, that in 11 cases the observations lasted over

twenty months. We have therefore in Fig. 2 shown the composite

Exophthalmic goiter ite chart (a a Cases)
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fore, there is a definite fall in pulse and metabolism and gain in

weight which are coincident with the first four or five months of

vigorous roentgen-ray treatment. The group, as a whole, is not

restored to normal; some of the individual members are and others

are not.

V\ e have further divided the cases shown in Fig. 2 into two

groups: In Fig. 3 are shown the composite curves for the five

cases that received seven or less roentgen-ray treatments. They are

,

not surprisingly, less toxic as a group than are the 6 shown in

Fig. 4, which received nine or more treatments.

EXOPHTHALMIC GOITER Composite Chart of 5 Cases receiving lor Less Treatments.
bioMTHSl i 5 5 Z 5 S 5 a 3 To n n:iiaicn:niiiiv.i,i„ i

Activity' 2.2 Z.i> 3 3 2.8 2.8 2.9 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Fig. 3

The curves shown in Fig. 3 return to normal levels at the end

of the third month, after an average of three treatments, and stay

there through the twentieth month. The drop in metabolism is

from +42 per cent to +9 per cent and in pulse from 107 to 59.

The gain in weight is 8 per cent.

The more severe cases in Fig. 4 also show a drop in pulse and

metabolism and gain in weight but not to normal levels. The
metabolism fell from +67 per cent to +33 per cent in three months

and the pulse from US to S3. Following this, however, continued

treatment is accompanied by only a slight further drop up through

the twentieth month.

It has been our experience that the clinical signs and symptoms
of hyperthyroidism vary in intensity essentially as the metabolism

does. We shall at a later date publish individual charts for a

number of the patients that make up the composites shown here.
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Some of them will show more rapid improvement than the com-

posite, some less rapid. In several we have control periods of

several months with unchanging metabolism, then a rapid drop

EXOPHTHALMIC GOITER Composite Chart of 6 Cases receiving- 9 or more Treatments.
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gain in weight, less rapid than in the case of exophthalmic goiter,

but continued for a longer period and finally reaching normal

levels.

The accompanying charts illustrate what we believe to be the

early effects of roentgen-ray therapy in toxic goiter. It has been

said by Crile 1 that the roentgen ray might have an effect but that it

would be temporary only. The end-results in a series of 15 cases

of exophthalmic goiter reported from this clinic in 19172 will show

that the recoveries following the roentgen ray sometimes are perma-

nent. It is now from five to seven years since the treatment of these

patients started. Xine of them have been to the laboratory this

spring (1922). Two of the 9 are better but still are thyrotoxic.

Seven who were apparently originally cured by the roentgen ray have

remained well and have normal metabolism. Of the remaining 6,

3 are lost and 3 have died.

Conclusions. 1. We feel that the data here presented show

that the roentgen ray probably has a beneficial effect in toxic goiters

and that for that reason it has its place in our armamentarium

for treating these diseases.

2. About two-thirds of the patients with exophthalmic goiter

so treated show either recovery or improvement coincident with

the treatment. The remaining third neither improve nor grow

worse.

3. In exophthalmic goiter if good results are not secured with

the roentgen ray in a few months surgery should be employed. Pro-

longed roentgen-ray treatment of patients showing no response

is undesirable.

4. Some patients who are not cured by the roentgen ray are

probably made better operative risks by it. A combination of

the two forms of treatment may sometimes accomplish more than

either does alone.

5. To make a proper use of the roentgen ray in the management

of toxic goiter its limitations should be recognized and it should

be intelligently correlated with other therapeutic measures as the

individual case may demand.

1 Jour. Am. Med. Assn., 1921, lxxvii, 355.
2 Means and Aub. Loc. cit.



THE TREATMENT OF TONSILS BY RADIATIONS FROM
RADIUM SALTS INSTEAD OF OPERATION; 101 CASES.

By FRANCIS H. WILLIAMS, M.D.
BOSTON, MASS.

This paper is a report of progress. The subject is of importance

not only to a large number of patients, to the surgeon, and to the

laryngologist, but also to the general practitioner, who is the first

to see many of the patients, 500,000 more or less,* who are operated

upon each year in this country for the removal of the tonsils.

The basis of this use of radium is the fact that lymphoid tissue,

of which the tonsils and adenoids are largely composed, is especially

susceptible to its radiations, and, further, that the diseased tissue

in the tonsil is less resistant to them than the normal. Radium

should not be depended upon to get rid of fibrous tissue or pus.

The presence of pharyngitis or laryngitis, so far as I have seen,

does not contraindicate the employment of radium.

In carrying out this treatment it seemed to me desirable to

use the radiations of radium rather than the emanations, as among

other reasons the radiations are uniform in output and thus permit

of accurate dosage in a simple and convenient manner.

The method is based upon measurements of the radiations,

made with a fluorometer, to determine the proportion of these:

* Tonsillectomies done in 1921 in twenty-four of the hospitals in Boston and
seven adjoining cities (population 1,180,000) were 13,325; operations done in

other hospitals and in private practice would increase this number. On the basis

of these figures the tonsillectomies done in one year in the cities of the United

States of more than 10,000 inhabitants (population 46,750,000 would be 514,240 ±.

The towns of 10,000 inhabitants or less (population 70,000,000) are not taken into

account. Surgeons in this city tell me that more tonsillectomies are done in

private practice than in hospitals; this would make the number given above at

least 1,000,000 instead of 500,000. The figures relating to population were ob-

tained through the kindness of Prof. Davis R. Dewey.
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1. That would reach the tonsils through different thicknesses of

aluminum.

2. That escape through the back of the container and would

reach other parts of the throat than the tonsils.

3. That are absorbed by different thicknesses of tonsillar tissue.

4. That are absorbed by the tonsillar tissue and the ramus of

the jaw-bone.

These measurements showed that of the total amount of the

radiations going in any other direction than the tonsil, the propor-

tion escaping from the container used was only about 4 per cent;

an amount that may be disregarded; and that of the total amount

of the radiations issuing from the front of the container, with a

filter of aluminum 0.29 mm. thick, the proportion absorbed by

13 mm. of tonsillar tissue was a little less than 90 per cent, and

that absorbed by this tissue and the ramus of the jaw was more

than 90 per cent. The results of the other measurements need not

be considered in detail here.

Naturally the first thought of many practitioners would be that

it is a serious matter to put radium into the throat, and to do this

without carefully limiting the radiations would justify the appre-

hensions that were generously expressed to me by some of my
colleagues when I first began to use radium for the treatment of

tonsils; but these measurements show that the risk of injury to

any part of the throat is negligible if proper precautions are taken,

and they have so guided my clinical use of radium that no harmful

results have been noted. Among remedies of great power I do

not recall any in the use of which the action is exerted so com-

pletely where it is needed, and at the same time to so slight a degree

where it is not desired, as is the case with radium by the method

here described.

Let us now consider the clinical side. Of a group of 101 patients

the youngest was five and the eldest sixty years of age, and in

their treatment I have been guided by about twenty years'

experience in the use of radium. The radium was usually applied

in a silver container, about G mm. thick and about 16 mm. in

diameter (a gold one, made for me since this was, is thinner),

that has an aluminum cover 0.29 mm. thick which acts as a filter.
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The container is conveniently attached to a light steel rod that

has a handle on the other end, and is covered with a new rubber

cot every time it is used. Various other metal filters can be

placed over the front of this container to absorb certain of the

radiations. The treatments, with 50 mg. of pure radium bromide

(26 mg. of radium element), were of about twenty, fifteen, or ten

minutes' duration for each tonsil, according to the filter used, which

was of aluminum, 0.87, 0.58, or 0.29 mm. thick respectively. I say

"about" advisedly, because the length of treatment depends upon

the patient's condition, the size and character of the tonsil, and

what one has in mind to accomplish. In some patients there was

reason for exceeding these doses; three among them had a moderate

reaction for two or three days, but this was not enough to interfere

with their usual diet or occupation. Good results may be brought

about without causing discomfort.

The application of radium is simple for the patient. He has

only to keep his mouth open while the physician holds the container

against the tonsil. The container may be removed at intervals

in order to allow the patient to swallow saliva. If the throat is

sensitive a solution of cocain may be used; in the majority of

cases this has been unnecessary. As a rule children cooperate

readily.
,

Immediately after the treatment no especial change is noted;

sometimes improvement begins promptly; and after two or three

days, more or less, there is an exudation from the tonsils which

may continue for some time. Some kinds of tonsils diminish in size

very strikingly within a few days, others very slowly. In a very

few patients the tonsils have largely disappeared after one treat-

ment; in others, three longer applications given at intervals of

weeks did not give as much result. Enlarged glands show improve-

ment. In some cases the patient's general condition should guide

us to the use of radium even when the appearance of the tonsils

does not suggest it.

Improvement in the general condition, often marked diminution

in the size of the tonsil, after only one treatment and that not

given in large amount, indicates that in a certain number of cases

it may be sufficient to carry the treatment only far enough to

obtain good drainage.
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The earlier patients did not have as much treatment as I now use,

but there has been some improvement, locally or otherwise, in

nearly every one, with no interference in any case with the custo-

mary meals or occupation. The statements of patients suffering

from poisons originating in the tonsils, of improved well-being,

alertness instead of lassitude, and desire instead of disinclination

for work have been the rule. It has been difficult to follow some

of the patients for any length of time; they were treated, improved,

were seen once or twice and then disappeared. Of those who

were treated more than a year ago there are only good results to

report.

The following cases were not average ones, but show a striking

response to radium treatment in adults:

Mrs. X., aged sixty years, had a succession of four severe colds during

the winter ; had her teeth roentgen-rayed and, as a result of this examination,

four of them were extracted, but she got no relief. She was below normal

in her activities and well-being and had a slightly ashen complexion.

The right tonsil was on a line with the pillars of the fauces and the left

extended 3 mm. beyond the pillars, was large and discharging, and the

gland on that side was large and sensitive. I applied radium to each

tonsil for about ten minutes without the use of cocain.

Within forty-eight hours after the treatment she was much improved and

the gland had lost its sensitiveness. The third day after treatment the

left tonsil was much reduced in size and there was a concave instead of a

convex surface in the part of the tonsil that had contained small masses

of a pus-like material. The right tonsil was also reduced in size. Her

improvement was evident in her voice and manner and in the eyes and the

color of her skin.

On the seventh day after treatment the gland had disappeared and both

tonsils, especially the left, were greatly reduced in size. She had not had

the slightest pain or even discomfort and there was no change in the daily

routine of her life except for the better. On the twenty-first day the

tonsils had largely disappeared. When last heard from, six months after

the first treatment, she was in excellent health and spirits. This case

suggests that in some instances radium treatment, before extracting teeth

or doing tonsillectomy, might render these procedures unnecessary.

Mr. Y., aged forty-eight years, was "crippled with rheumatism," by

reason of which lie had given up work for eight and a half months. The

tonsils were submerged and were not visibly enlarged. Roth were treated

with radium and a profuse exudation resulted.
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Within a week he had some relief from rheumatism, in about two weeks

he was much improved, and in one of the worst storms of the winter, a day

on which he would not have ventured out before he had had radium treat-

ment, he walked one and a half miles to the station and came to Boston to

keep his appointment. After two weeks he expressed himself as being in

excellent physical condition, his eyes were bright and his color good. Four

months after treatment, when last seen, there was still further improvement

in his appearance; there had been no recurrence of the arthritis, and he said

that he felt like a new man.

Mrs. E. M., aged thirty-seven years. On December 9, 1921, she gave

a history of repeated attacks of tonsillitis with arthritis. The tonsils

measured 1.5 cm. high by 1 cm. wide. Radium was applied to each tonsil

without the use of cocain. On the fourth day she had marked relief from

the arthritis; the tonsils were smaller and there was no irritation in

the throat. On the twenty-first day she felt well, had no sore throat and

no arthritis; the tonsils were slightly smaller. Three and one-half months

later the patient was very well indeed and the tonsils had disappeared. Six

months after treatment she was still free from arthritis and the throat

was in fine condition.

The following case is in contrast to those just cited:

Miss Z. had recovered from an attack of arthritis, but had acute

tonsillitis when she received radium treatment. After one application of

this remedy to the tonsils they were reduced to a very small size and gave

no further trouble, but as four weeks later there was another attack of

arthritis, a severe one, tonsillectomy was done without my being con-

sulted, the small size of the tonsils greatly facilitating the operation

yet neither operation nor radium prevented a recurrence of arthritis; in

less than three weeks after the operation she had another attack followed

in about four weeks by still another. At this time a roentgen-ray exami-

nation showed abscesses around two teeth; since the removal of these teeth,

three months ago, she has had no further attacks of arthritis.

This case suggests that we may be able to infer by the applica-

tion of radium whether or not certain complications have their

origin in the tonsils without resorting to tonsillectomy.

During the past winter the house officers at the Boston City

Hospital have chosen radium treatment instead of tonsillectomy

except one, who had decided on operation before he appreciated

what radium could do. He, however, chose radium for the removal
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of the part of the tonsil left after operation. This small group

of seven have since been free from their customary attacks of

tonsillitis.

Of these 101 cases, 44 had enlarged tonsils; 33 had tonsillitis,

2 acute and 31 with a history of recurrent attacks; 24 had enlarged

or otherwise diseased tonsils, with complications as follows: 14

arthritis, 7 cardiac disease, 1 cardiac disease and arthritis, 2

nephritis.

Of the 44 cases with enlarged tonsils the tonsils were reduced

in size in 41 cases; in 3 they were not reduced.

Of the 33 cases of tonsillitis the tonsils were reduced in size in

31 cases; the remaining 2 cases were lost sight of.

Of the 14 cases with arthritis, in 11 the arthritis diminished or

disappeared; in 1 it remained; in 1 it recurred after both radium

and tonsillectomy, but had not recurred when last heard from,

after the extraction of two teeth; 1 died of pneumonia.

Radium treatment, of course, had no effect on the old cardiac

disease of the 7 cases noted.

The case of cardiac disease and arthritis and the 2 cases of nephri-

tis were lost sight of.

Radium is a powerful agent both for harm and for good. The

physician should be well informed about radium before he ventures

to apply it, otherwise he may do harm to some patients or fail to

do the good that should be accomplished. Professional training

and experience are required to determine the conditions under

which it should be employed for treating the tonsils and the amount

and quality of the radiations which should be used.

Radium is useful for children and especially so for adults, to

whom operation may bring great discomfort, serious danger and

possibly death, as well as for those who on account of cardiac or

other disease are not suitable subjects for operation.

The radiations from radium salts are, I believe, more suitable for

the treatment of tonsils than the roentgen rays, because the former

are uniform in output and thus permit of accurate dosage; and

further, because the radiations from radium salts are applied through

the mouth to the tonsils and are mostly absorbed by the tonsil

itself, whereas measurements of the roentgen rays, made with a

Am Phys 14
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fluorometer, show that these rays, being applied from the outside

of the jaw to the tonsil, are absorbed to a large extent by the inter-

vening tissues, where they are not desired, the parotid gland being

especially susceptible to them, before they reach the tonsil.

I have shown chiefly thus far that the method here presented is

harmless; that tonsils have been reduced in size; that recurrences

of tonsillitis have been prevented, and that some patients suffer-

ing from arthritis have been relieved.

DISCUSSION ON THE PAPERS OF DRS. MEANS AND
WILLIAMS

Dr. Thomas McCrae, Philadelphia, Pa.: I wish to ask Dr. Means
his opinion as to operation on the thyroid gland winch has received roentgen-

ray treatment. Some surgeons are very emphatic in stating that operation

after radiation is sometimes very difficult. If this is true it is very impor-

tant for us to decide which patients are likely to be helped by the

roentgen rays and which ones should be operated on without radiation.

The communication of Dr. Williams is a very important one. We are

apt to think of the tonsil removal as a minor operation, but the total

number of accidents is large, although small relatively to the number of

patients operated on. The number of cases of pulmonary abscess follow-

ing tonsillectomy is surprisingly large. If we have treatment which

obviates the need of operation it is certainly a great advantage.

Dr. H. S. Plummer, Rochester, Minn. : It is with intense interest that

I have read and listened to Dr. Means 's report of the course of exoph-

thalmic goiter following roentgen-ray treatment. As far as I know I am
quite sure that the course of the disease in this series has been more accu-

rately determined by basal metabolism estimations and clinical obser-

vation than in any other series reported. It is without any intent to

criticize or discuss the relative merits of the methods of treatment of

exophthalmic goiter that I wish to point out the fact that the curve repre-

senting the average course of the disease uninterrupted by treatment is

not knowm; that is, there is no series of controls that can be used as a

standard by which to judge the results of any treatment. In reporting

the results of treatment, either surgical or medical, men have been very

brief in discussion of this lack of knowledge.

We can arbitrarily divide the cases of exophthalmic goiter coming under

the observation of the clinician, whether receiving some specific treat-
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ment or none, into three groups: (1) Those that subsequently run a

relatively intense and prolonged course; (2) those that run a relatively

moderate or short course; and (3) those terminating or dropping to a

relatively mild course soon after coming under observation. If treated

the results in this latter group often seem spectacular.

I am quite sure that no one knows even approximately the percentage

of cases that would, if undisturbed by treatment, fall into each .of the

above groups. Furthermore, I am quite sure that Dr. Means or anyone

else cannot point out to what degree, if any, these unestablished percent-

ages may be varied by roentgen-ray treatment or any other line of treat-

ment that does not almost routinely and quickly cause a rapid decline in

basal metabolism. The only procedure that causes such a result is a

thyroidectomy. It is my impression that roentgen-ray treatments to

some degree reduce the average intensity of the course of the disease.

However, it is also my impression that the natural course of the disease

is close to that determined for cases having roentgen-ray treatment by

Dr. Means.

Dr. Frank Billings, Chicago, 111.: A good many years ago I had a

large experience in the treatment of leukemia with the roentgen ray. My
study of the effect of the roentgen ray upon the patients showed, among
other things, that applied to any local cutaneous surface it produced a

leukolytic substance in the blood stream. The serum of the treated

patient dissolved the white blood cells in vitro, while the serum of

an untreated patient had no such effect. It was the production of tins

toxin, if one may call it such, in the blood stream which made the over-

use of the roentgen ray a dangerous procedure. The resolution of the

spleen occurred more rapidly when the rays were applied to the skin over

the spleen. I found that a combination treatment of the roentgen ray

and benzol was of greater effect than either one alone. Approximately

100 patients with leukemia of both acute and chronic form, and of both

types, were treated in the clinic between 1905 and 1914. There is no

doubt that the life of many of these patients was prolonged by the treat-

ment, but the final end-result was death.

For twelve years the clinic kept in touch with a laundress who suffered

from chronic lymphoid leukemia. She would not submit to roentgen-

ray treatment, and the medication consisted of small doses of arsenic

with iron. Her health remained good enough to enable her to carry on

her work as a laundress in this period of time. This is an example of the

long duration of this disease in some patients and indicates that meddle-

some treatment may do more harm than good.

Dr. J. H. Means, Boston, Mass.: In answer to Dr. McCrae's question,

I should say that it depends on what surgeon you ask. At the
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Massachusetts General Hospital, Drs. Porter and Richardson tell me that

in their experience previous irradiation does not make operation more

difficult.

Dr. Plummer's objection to our conclusions cannot be directly met.

In a sense he is perfectly justified in making it. We cannot get data on

untreated cases to serve as controls, because it is not legitimate to refuse

treatment to patients with exophthalmic goiter for the mere purpose of

studying the course of the disease. The absolute proof of the effect of

therapeutic agents will come only when the disease has been produced

experimentally. By clinical studies such as ours, then, we cannot expect

proof positive; nevertheless since such clinical studies are alone possible

at present we believe they are worth making, and we further believe that

they give evidence as to the beneficial effect of the roentgen ray, which

is highly suggestive if not absolute proof. Spontaneous recovery occurs

in exophthalmic goiter, but it would be highly unlikely that we should

have in two out of three cases started on roentgen-ray treatment at the

precise moment that they were starting a rapid spontaneous improvement.

It is possible, but on the chances distinctly improbable.

Dr. Francis H. Williams, Boston (closing): In regard to the dosage,

there is no single dose for any condition. The dose is the amount that

you think sufficient for the circumstances that you have before you- If

the doctor shows me a patient I shall be glad to state to him the amount

for that patient. I have no rule. I do not know enough about it. This

work is largely a question of finding out how to use radium without doing

harm. The second point is whether it will do any good. In my own
bacteriological examination in two patients there was a slight film over

one tonsil which came off very readily and left normal tissue underneath.

I never used any needles. I never observed any reaction in the lymphatics

and I never saw any sensitization to the radium.



ANEURYSM OF THE HEPATIC ARTERY

By JULIUS FRIEDENWALD, M.D.
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Aneurysm of the hepatic artery is an exceedingly uncommon
affection. Crisp, in a study of 591 cases of aneurysm in general,

in 1847, does not refer to a single case of hepatic aneurysm. Mester,

in 1895, was only able to record 20 instances collected from the

literature and added a case of his own; Grunert, 1904, collected

36 cases; Schupfer, in 1906, 38 cases, and Rolland, in 1908, 40 cases.

"Weiss, in 1921, described a case from McCrae's clinic in Philadelphia

which had previously been studied by McCrae himself, and was

able to add 14 additional cases from the literature, making 50 cases

in all. Since then we have collected 9 additional cases not pre-

viously reviewed and have added 1 case of our own, making 65

cases in all.

The following chart presents briefly an outline of the principal

data of all the cases so far observed in the literature. The scheme

followed is that of Rolland, from whose chart we have abstracted

the records of many of the first 40 cases.

The history of our case is as follows:

Case History. H. L. F., male, married, aged forty-eight years, a

merchant by occupation, consulted us on May 9, 1921, with the complaint

of jaundice. His family history is essentially negative. His father died

from Bright's disease; his mother is still alive and well; two brothers and

two sisters are living and enjoying good health; one brother died of Bright >

disease.
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Personal History. The patient's general health has always been excel-

lent. He has had measles twice but gives no history of any other infec-

tious diseases or other illnesses. There was a small cyst removed five years

ago from the outer surface of the upper gum in the midline by extracting

the four central incisors and curetting the jaw. Healing proceeded normally

following the operation, and this affection has never since given him the

slightest discomfort. The teeth are replaced by a removable bridge.

The patient was rejected from life insurance last fall on the ground of

the finding of albumin in the urine. This was inconstant, however, and

was not revealed in two succeeding examinations. At that time the patient

says nothing else abnormal was revealed.

Present Illness. About three months ago the patient began a course of

dieting, being under the impression that he was too obese. He lost twelve

pounds in weight in three weeks and then began to feel a "bit out of sorts."

He had indigestion following this occasionally but of a mild type, and was

affected with a slight diarrhea but not with pain. The patient discontinued

his reduction cure. He did not, however, feel quite up to normal, though

he had no real complaint or discomfort. Eight weeks ago he began to

notice a slight jaundice, which has gradually since been increasing. There

has never been any pain, and nothing abnormal was further revealed with

the exception of a rather marked itching of the skin, bitter taste in the

mouth, together with some loss of appetite, weakness, drowsiness and

gradual loss of eighteen more pounds in weight. The stools have never

been clay-colored but are rather the reverse, darker than normal.

Examination. The patient is a rather stout, well-developed man with

a moderately deep jaundiced skin and sclerotic.

Head. Normal contour. Cheeks and eyes do not seem particularly

sunken. Everywhere a marked degree of jaundice.

Eyes. Pupils round, regular and equal; moderately contracted; react

somewhat slowly to light and accommodation. Extraocular movements

are good. Ears and nose apparently normal.

Mouth. Four upper incisors are missing and are replaced by a removable

bridge. Beneath this is a well-healed scar of the operation on the gums,

which leaves a rather marked depression in the center of the upper jaw, just

beneath the septum of the nose. There is no infiltration of the gums about

the scar. There is considerable dentistry. The tongue is coated with a

brownish fur and protrudes in the midline; no tremor. The posterior

pharynx is moderately injected. The tonsils are small and normal in

appearance.

Neck. The neck is short and thick; no glands are palpable. The

thyroid is not enlarged.

Thorax. The thorax is well formed; is rather broad and deep; some

suggestion of barrel-shaping; expansion is good.
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Lungs. The lungs are clear throughout to percussion and auscultation,

except that the area of the liver dulness reaches up to just above the fourth

rib to the right, compressing the right lung slightly.

Heart. The heart is not enlarged. The sounds are clear and of normal

relative intensity. Xo murmurs can be made out.

Vascular System. There does not appear to be any palpable degree of

peripheral sclerosis. The pulses are of good volume and equal in force

and rhythm.

Abdomen. The abdomen is full and thick-walled. The edge of the liver

can be palpated almost as far down as the umbilicus. The liver itself is

rather smooth, not particularly tender to pressure, and no nodules can be

detected. The gall-bladder and spleen are not palpable. The lower

abdomen is apparently normal.

Extremities. The extremities are normal.

Glands. Xo glandular enlargements can be detected anywhere.

Reflexes. The knee reflexes are present and are moderately active and

equal throughout.

Blood Examination. Total leukocyte count, 7500; total red count,

4,200,000; hemoglobin, 60 per cent; color index, 0.71.

Differential Count. Polynuclears, 57 per cent; small mononuclears, 58

per cent; large mononuclears, 3 per cent; eosinophils, 1 per cent; basophils,

1 per cent. Morphological examination negative, with the exception of

evidences of a secondary anemia. Serum, bile-tinged.

Urinary Examination. The urine is of a specific gravity of 1025, and

presents a large bile ring and a few hyaline casts, but is otherwise negative.

Gastric Contents. Sixty cc obtained after an Ewald meal. Total acidity,

34: free HO, 24: bile-tinged; no blood.

The Stool. The stool is almost tar-colored, containing a few undigested

meat fibers; no parasites; large quantities of blood.

Duodenal drainage, according to the Lyon method, revealed a markedly

turbid bile which flowed freely; no gall-bladder bile obtained. Cultures

showed numerous colonies identified as the colon bacillus. Fractional

analysis of the pancreatic ferments, according to the Einhorn method,

revealed an imperfect steapsin and trypsin digestion.

Appearance.

Fasting Yellow turbid
One-half hour after breakfast . Yellow turbid
One hour after breakfast . . Yellow turbid
One and a half hours after

breakfast Yellow turbid
Two hours after breakfast . Yellow turbid

Roentgen-ray Examination. Stomach: Cow-horn type held to the right

under the gall-bladder region; deformity surrounding the pylorus, suggest-

Alka-
linity.
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ing a mass in the upper right quadrant. Liver enlarged. Chest: Roent-

gen ray of the chest negative.

On account of the age of the patient, his loss of flesh, absence of pain,

jaundice, blood in the stools, diminution in pancreatic ferments and the

roentgen-ray findings the diagnosis was made of carcinoma of the pancreas,

though the possibility of a stone lodged in the ampulla could not be entirely

ruled out.

The patient was admitted in the Union Memorial Hospital, for further

observation and possibly for operation, on May 15, 1921.

Clinical Notes. (May 16, 1921.) Patient was examined last night

and appeared in good condition when last seen at 11 p.m. At 3 a.m., while

on the commode, but before his bowels had moved, he had a sudden fainting

attack. He lost consciousness and his pulse became imperceptible. Tins

was associated with a very severe pain in the right hypochondrium just to

the right of the epigastrium. The patient was revived after the administra-

tion of camphorated oil, although his pulse remained very weak and his

respiration rapid; he was extremely pale and shocked. The pain in the

epigastrium continued, though less severe than at the onset. Half an

hour after the collapse the patient had a profuse bowel movement, but

there were no evidences of blood-clots or hemorrhage. Following this

there was a second partial collapse, which was again relieved by the

administration of camphorated oil.

During the remainder of the night the patient remained in a more or less

shocked state, but had improved somewhat by morning. The pain in

the epigastrium gradually subsided until now there is but little remaining.

The medication consisted in the application of an ice-cap to the epigastrium;

morphin, gr. |, every four hours. Nothing was allowed by mouth with the

exception of crushed ice. The pulse during this entire period did not exceed

90 beats per minute and the rate this morning was 76, j
ret the pulse is

extremely weak and the patient appears exsanguinated. The temperature

is subnormal, 96.8°; respirations, 22. There is no evidence whatever of

any lung complication. A transfusion of 500 cc of whole blood was given

in the afternoon; no reaction was noted. At night the patient feels and

appears much improved. The bowels have not been evacuated during the

day. There is neither nausea nor vomiting. Nothing abnormal can be

detected on palpation at the site of the pain. The abdomen is soft; there

is neither tenderness not rigidity. The attack remains unexplained.

May 17. Patient had a comfortable night; slept brokenly. Pulse is of

good quality, about 50 per minute. Temperature, 97°; respirations, 20.

He is allowed a slightly increased diet, together with water. He was

nauseated once in the afternoon but did not vomit; there are frequent

eructations following the ingestion of fluids. Large amounts of flatus are

expelled. The bowels have not been evacuated in spite of a water and

glycerin enema. The temperature rose to 100° in the evening. The patient
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ha.- voided but 250 cc of urine since the attack, now almost forty-eight hours.

He is perspiring almost constantly. His condition appears improved,

although theie is still no explanation of the attack, except the possibility

of an internal hemorrhage not uncommonly observed in jaundiced indi-

viduals.

May IS. The patient passed a comfortable night. He has been annoyed

at times by hiccoughing. He has voided urine very well since midnight.

Some blood-tinged mucus has been expectorated this morning, due appar-

ently to a general oozing from the nasopharynx rather than from a single

bleeding-point; a slight cough appeared this afternoon. An examination

revealed the abdomen to be soft without tenderness. The borders of

the liver extend to the umbilicus and up to just above the fourth rib.

The lung is much compressed in this area but is resonant. A very loud

coarse, to-and-fro rub is heard over the whole front of the right chest,

extending through to the back. Calcium lactate was prescribed in an effort

to control the bleeding. The patient appeared quite comfortable and in

an improved condition except for the rub over his right lung. The patient

has been ordered for operation in the morning.

May 19. A comfortable night was passed by the patient. At 8 a.m.

his temperature was 98°; pulse, 86; respirations, 20. At 8.15 he suddenly

uttered a cry, became pulseless and died. The diagnosis of hemorrhage

Was arrived at, the cause of which was not ascertained.

Autopsy Report. (May 19.) A partial autopsy only was permitted.

The peritoneal cavity was opened through a high right rectus incision. The

peritoneum was everywhere of dull appearance, the normal glistening

quality being absent. About two liters of blood escaped on incising the

cavity. Blood-clots in large amounts were removed from the right side

of the abdomen. The stomach and duodenum were inspected and found

to be normal in appearance. The liver was much enlarged and somewhat

of a pale yellowish color, apparently fatty. The gall-bladder was slightly

distended and contained a dark, viscid bile but no stones. A mass was

observed attached to the inferior surface of the liver posteriorly and adja-

cent to the gall-bladder. It appeared to be just anterior to the common

duct. The mass was about the size of a small orange and presented a

perforation on its anterior surface from which blood oozed following manipu-

lation. The mass, together with the pylorus, part of the duodenum portion

of the abdominal aorta, with the celiac axis and common bile duct, was

removed.

The mass is an aneurysm of the hepatic artery. It is 5 cm. in length

by 4.5 cm. in width and shows a perforation in its anterior surface 1.5 cm.

in length, from which it is evident the blood has escaped into the peritoneal

cavity. The hepatic artery widen- a- ir enters the aneurysmal sac, having

a diameter of 2.5 cm. at this point. The interior of the aneurysm is partly

filled with clotted blood extending into the branches of the hepatic artery.
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The jaundice noted can be easily explained on the basis of pressure of the

aneurysm against the hepatic and common ducts.

A microscopic examination made by Dr. Standish McCleary is as follows

:

Sections made from the sac adjacent to the point of rupture show laminated

fibers lying upon a much-thickened hyaline intima. The media as such has

disappeared and is represented by an atheromatous mass containing many

fat-ladened phagocytes. There is also present a deposit of minute masses

of calcium. The adventitia is thickened and has attached to its outer

surface a thin layer of normal hepatic tissue. There is not the slightest

suggestion of luetic process in the tissue. Sections were also made from

several of the smaller branches of the hepatic artery and all show well-

advanced endarteritis and in some cases early changes in the media.

Pathology. According to Mester, aneurysms of the hepatic

artery may be divided into two groups—the extra- and the intra-

hepatic forms. Of these, according to this author, the extrahepatic

is four times as frequent as the intrahepatic; while Rolland, following

the same classification, finds it three times as frequent. In our

collection of all cases previously recorded, in addition to our own

case, numbering 65 cases in all, there were 45 extrahepatic and 18

intrahepatic, while in 2 both intra- and extrahepatic aneurysm was

noted, as was observed in Sauerteig's and Hale White's cases, in

which the right branch revealed an extrahepatic aneurysm and the

left branch an intrahepatic.

In 60 of our 65 cases the main trunk was involved in 29 instances,

the left branch in 6 and the right in 23; in 2 instances the aneurysm

was noted as a part of the cystic artery (Chiari's and Hogler's cases).

The aneurysms were observed in 5 instances (cases of Steinhartner,

Sauerteig, Borcher, Hale White, Niewerth. In Chiari's, Rolland's

and Teacher and Jack's cases there wTere 3, and in Wetzold's several.

Aneurysms usually form adhesions to surrounding tissues, hepatic

duct, cystic duct, gall-bladder, common duct or surface of the liver,

and finally rupture occurs into the organs to which there has been

adhesions or into the peritoneal cavity, which may thus be the

immediate cause of death; usually repeated hemorrhages, however,

occur, the blood causing a coagulum in the sac which seals the

opening temporarily.

Of the 65 cases, rupture of the aneurysmal sac occurred in 45,

while 13 remained unruptured. The rupture was most commonly
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noted into the peritoneal cavity. In 33 instances of this series it

occurred into the abdominal cavity; in 21 into the bile passages;

and in 4 into other organs—the stomach in 1, the duodenum in 2

and the portal vein in 1. When, in intrahepatic aneurysms,

rupture occurs into the abdominal cavity this takes place through

the liver and is accompanied by a stripping of Glisson's capsule.

Sacquepee was the first to note the mportance of rupture of an

intrahepatic aneurysm as the cause of rupture of the liver. Similar

observations have been reported by Waetzold, Wilson and Rolland.

Occasionally the aneurysm may undergo spontaneous healing, as

was noted in Ledieu's case, where the patient died of renal disease

and in whom an aneurysm of the hepatic artery was demonstrated,

occluded by a thrombus, and which had not produced any symptoms

whatsoever.

In Merkel's case the patient died ten days following a resection

of the stomach and gastrojejunostomy. At autopsy an aneurysm

of the hepatic artery the size of a hen's egg was discovered, entirely

thrombosed and calcified, which too had not produced any symp-

toms.

The aneurysmal sac is usually single, though in 2 cases (Borcher's

and Xiewerth's) it was divided into two parts.

In 10 cases of this series the aneurysm itself was not the immediate

cause of death (Lestie, Heschel, Ledieu, Ross and Osier, Grunert,

De Vecchi, Libman, Quincke, Merkel and Fleckenstein's cases).

The size of hepatic aneurysms varies from that of a barleycorn

(Rolland's case) to a child's head (Wallman's case), the average

being that of a hen's egg. The extrahepatic forms are usually larger

than the intrahepatic.

Etiology. This disease is more common in males than in females.

According to Hogler the incidence in males to females is as 3 to 1,

and according to our own observations as 4 to 1. Of the 63 cases

in which the sex is recorded 50 were males and 13 females. The

ages of the individuals affected range between the fourteenth year

(Hansson) and eighty-third years (De Vecchi) ; the average age of

the 63 cases is thirty-eight years, the average age of the males being

thirty-six and the females forty-four years; females are evidently,

.as a rule, affected in a later period in life. According to Rolland,

Am Phys 15
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occupation plays but an insignificant role in the etiology of thi&

affection, the disease being met with in individuals following the

most diverse vocations.

As etiological factors in the production of this disorder infectious

processes play a very significant role. Of these, strangely, septic

endocarditis, typhoid fever, pneumonia and osteomyelitis are far

more frequent than syphilis. In many instances infective emboli

are probably the cause, following such infections as endocarditis

and suppurative processes. In a small proportion of cases syphilis

is a factor. According to Grunert, 73 per cent of the 36 cases

collected by him were due to infectious processes.

Trauma has been considered in some instances as a causative

factor in the production of these aneurysms, which may not only

act from without but also from within, as by the direct injury

against the arterial wall by gallstones.

In a number of instances of aneurysm embolism occurred as a

result of endocarditis, while a certain number of cases were directly

due to such infections as pneumonia, typhoid fever, osteomyelitis,

pleurisy and empyema. In a not inconsiderable number atherom-

atous changes of the aorta and other vessels were observed. In

vegetative endocarditis emboli may be thrown off and caught in the

arteries. Such vegetation ordinarily contains staphylococci and

streptococci. At the position of the embolic thrombus there is at

first an exudative inflammation produced, then an acute periarteritis

with destruction of the media and the adventitia and the intima

bursts. As the result of these lesions there is a bulging of the vessel

and in the wall of the dilatation all layers of the arterial wall are to

be found.

In Chiari's and Niewerth's cases atheroma was noted in the

hepatic artery itself, but was also observed in many of the other

bloodvessels, so that certain local conditions must be at hand to

determine the production of the hepatic aneurysm. In some

instances this may be in the form of a cholelithiasis, on account of

which direct injury to the weakened artery must be considered.

In syphilis there is an intense endarteritis, with visible damage to

the arterial wall together with changes in the surrounding connect-

ive tissue. This affection was present in Sacquepee's, Waetzold's,
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Rolland's, McCrae's, Teacher and Jack's, Anderson and Sojecki's

cases. Trauma as a cause of aneurysm was noted by Mester,

Sommer, Sauerteig, Brion, De Vecchi, Merkel, Bode and Kading.

In Sommer's case the patient fell in the dark and injured himself

in the abdomen. In Mester's case a kick in the abdomen by a

horse was noted as the cause. In Brion's case the patient was

subjected to frequent pressure on the abdomen with bars of iron

during his work.

In this series of 65 cases a definite causative factor was noted

in 50 instances. Of these a general infection was observed in 7;

typhoid fever in 2 ;
pneumonia in 5 ; pleurisy with empyema in 1

;

osteomyelitis in 3; arteriosclerosis in 12; cholelithiasis in 5; syphilis

in 7 and trauma in 8 cases.

Hepatic A.

Gastroducdenal A

Common Duct

Pancreas

Duodenum

Aneurism ..t Hepati

Fig. 1

Symptoms. The symptoms most frequently observed in

aneurysm of the hepatic artery are pain, hemorrhage, icterus,

enlargement of the liver, fever, fluctuating tumor in the region of the

gall-bladder, marked anemia and emaciation, together with attacks

of syncope, dizziness, headaches, weakness and indigestion. All

of these symptoms are rarely present in any individual case and

ordinarily there are but few, in many instances the patient dying

after a single attack of pain followed by hemorrhage without having

had any previous symptoms whatever.

Pain. Of the symptoms noted above, pain is rarely absent and

but few cases are recorded in which this symptom is not noted as an

early and important sign.
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According to Schupfer it occurred in 70 per cent of his cases.

It was present in 39 of the 49 cases of this series in which symptoms

are recorded (79 per cent). Pain was extremely moderate in

Stokes's and Irvine's cases and was entirely absent in Lebert's,

Stanhartner's, Ross and Osier's, Chiari's, Hansson's, Allesandri's,

Schupfer 's Tuffier's, Baruch's and in our own case. In the case

reported by us pain occurred but twice during the stage of hemor-

rhage at the very termination of the affection. The pain is usually

Fig. 2

paroxysmal, is of great severity, resembling biliary colic, and is

localized in the epigastrium and right hypoehondrium in the region

of the gall-bladder, descending, according to Hogler, toward the

lower abdomen and back. It occurs rarely in the upper left quad-

rant (Irvin's case). In the intervals between the paroxysms pain

is ordinarily absent.

The cause of the pain in the intrahepatic aneurysms is pressure on

the liver capsule, and in the extrahepatic forms to pressure of the

aneurysmal sac on the hepatic plexus of nerves.

During the attack of pain tenderness on pressure is observed in

the epigastrium and right hypoehondrium.
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Hemorrhage. Hemorrhage is a frequent symptom of this affection

and is not uncommonly noted in the form of hematemesis or melena,

or as both. Hemorrhages occurred in 31 of the 49 cases in which

symptoms were recorded (63 per cent). They indicate rupture of

the aneurysm, are often massive, intermittent, recur at irregular

intervals and are usually the immediate cause of death.

The hemorrhages may take place into the abdominal cavity or

bile ducts or into the gastrointestinal tract. Gastric and intestinal

hemorrhage is frequently occasioned in these cases as a result of the

rupture of the aneurysm into the biliary tract. In Irvine's case,

however, rupture occurred into the stomach; in Sommer's and

Babington's into the duodenum and in Reichmann's into the

intestine. Bleeding frequently checks itself by the rapid filling of

the bile passages with blood. Even though moderate, hemorrhage

usually occurs following colicky pain, and is associated with con-

stitutional signs of weakness, rapid pulse and anemia.

Jaundice. According to Grunert, icterus was noted in 64 per

cent of the cases of hepatic aneurysm, and according to Schupfer

in 62 per cent, and to Rolland in 40 per cent. In this series of 49

cases in which symptoms were recorded it occurred in 27 instances

(55 per cent). It may be temporary or permanent and is usually

increased with attacks of pain, though jaundice without pain has

been observed in a number of instances (Tuffier's Baruch's and in

our own case). Temporary jaundice was noted by Quincke,

Lebert and Mester. The jaundice is caused by the pressure of the

aneurysm on the biliary passages, or it may be due to hemorrhage

from the aneurysm into the larger biliary passages producing

obstruction by the formation of clots. The recurrent forms of

jaundice are produced, according to Bickhardt and Schumann, by the

latter condition.

Fever. A rise in temperature is occasionally noted. It occurred

in 16 of this series of 49 cases in which symptoms were noted (32

per cent), though in some of the cases it may be explained by

causes other than those due to the aneurysm. It may rise as high

as 103° or 104°, and usually occurs with the paroxysms of pain and

may be associated with chills. Fever was first noted by Quincke

in his case, and occurred in Standhartner's, Ross and Osier's,
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Borcher's, Caton's, Hale White's, Sauerteig's, Hester's, Hansson's,

Brion's, Sommer's, Allesandri's, Reichmann's, Baruch's, Teacher

and Jack's, and McCrae's cases.

The rise in temperature has been compared by Quincke with that

accompanying biliary colic, and is probably due to infection or in

some instances to the absorption of the blood following hemorrhage.

Tumor Formation with Enlargement of the Liver. Marked enlarge-

ment of the liver has been noted in a number of instances, especially

where the aneurysm had become massive. It was present in

Sauerteig's, Wallmann's and in our own case. Distention of the

gall-bladder was recorded in the cases of Stokes, Niewerth and

Allesandri.

In Stokes and Allesandri's cases it was due to pressure on the

bile ducts and to the retention of bile in the gall-bladder, and in

Niewerth's it was produced by hemorrhage into the gall-bladder.

A palpable mass, representing an hepatic aneurysm, noted in the

region of the liver, was observed in the cases of Riedel, Bickhardt

and Schumann and Tuffier.

In Riedel and Tuffier's cases the tumor was nonfluctuant, while in

Bickhardt's it fluctuated several days before death. While a

nonpalpable mass was revealed in the cases of Friedmann and

Hogler, a visible pulsation was noted over the region of the liver

associated with a sj'stolic murmur. These signs led to a correct

diagnosis.

In addition to the symptoms already noted, others more general,

such as indigestion, anemia, emaciation, weakness, dizziness and

fainting attacks, have frequently been observed.

Diagnosis. The diagnosis of this affection is usually exceedingly

difficult, as is evidenced by the fact that in but 2 cases of the 65

collected was the diagnosis correctly made during life, except in

those instances in which exploratory incisions were performed.

The signs of colic resembling those of cholelithiasis, hemorrhage and

icterus must be considered, especially when following upon such

infectious diseases as pneumonia, typhoid fever and acute endo-

carditis. The diagnosis becomes more positive if a pulsating tumor

is evident in the region of the liver, exhibiting a systolic bruit.

In the differential diagnosis, cholelithiasis, duodenal ulcer and
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pancreatic carcinoma must be considered. In cholelithiasis there is

usually an absence of hemorrhage and always of a pulsating tumor.

On the other hand, gallstones and aneurysm of the hepatic artery

may occur in the same individual, as was noted in Chiari's,

Schmidt's, Grunert's and De Vecchi's cases, which may render the

diagnosis even most difficult. In duodenal ulcer the pain is not

usually of the violent gall-bladder type; jaundice is usually absent

and the roentgen-ray findings are ordinarily sufficiently suggestive

to clear up the diagnosis. In carcinoma of the pancreas there is

usually an absence of severe abdominal pain and large hemorrhages

are unusual.

Duration. The average duration of this affection is from four

and one-half to five months, the shortest being two months, as was

noted in Boreher's case, and the longest eight and one-half months,

as in Mester's case.

Treatment. Zesas, 1 who has carefully reviewed the literature

of this subject in 1910, concludes that ligation of the hepatic artery

in cases of aneurysm is the only rational method of treatment,

and maintains that there should be no delay in performing this

operation once the diagnosis is established. Hogler very recently

likewise arrives at a similar conclusion and points to the fact that

Kehr was the first to perform this operation, with recovery of his

patient, establishing this operation as a justifiable surgical pro-

cedure. Previous to this period 3 cases were operated on with fatal

results: Sauerteig's, Xiewerth's (Heller operator) and Mester's

(Miculicz operator), in none of which was the artery ligated.

On the other hand, there has been considerable controversy

regarding the propriety of ligating the hepatic artery in cases of

aneurysm. Baruch refutes the advisability of performing this

procedure from his experiments on thirty animals and maintains

that necrosis of the liver may result in consequence; according to

his observations the more central the ligature is placed the less

liable is this complication to ensue. Behrend2 has also arrived at a

similar conclusion from his experimental work on animals and has

demonstrated that ligation of the hepatic artery terminates fatally,

1 Fortschritte der Medizin. 1910, S. 1313.
2 Surg., Gynec. and Obst., 1920, xxxi, 182.
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the interruption of the circulation resulting in an acute yellow

atrophy of the liver with large areas of necrosis. Zesas, however,

maintains, in opposition to this view, that animal experimentation

differs in many respects from the actual conditions observed in

human beings, in whom, on account of the length of duration of

the affection, sufficient time has elapsed for a collateral circulation

to have thoroughly established itself.

Since the first successful operation, performed by Kehr in 1903,

9 other cases have been subjected to surgery: The cases of Riedel,

Grunert (Habs operator), Allesandri, Tuffier, Friedman, Merkel,

Baruch, Anderson and Kading. Of these but 3 recovered, the

cases of Friedman, Anderson and Kading.

Finally, it is interesting to note that of the 13 cases on whom
operations were performed, in but 8 was the diagnosis correctly

made at operation, i. e., the cases of Kehr, Grunert, Allesandri,

Tuffier, Baruch, Friedman, Anderson and Kading.

In conclusion, it may be well to again draw attention to the fact

that aneurysm of the hepatic artery is a rather rare affection, but

65 cases in all having been recorded.

That the main symptoms of the diseases are colicky-like pain

occurring in the region of the gall-bladder, hemorrhage and

jaundice, and occasionally a pulsating tumor exhibiting a systolic

bruit.

That ligation of the hepatic artery is the only rational method of

treatment.



CHARACTERIZATION OF VARIOUS FORMS OF
ENDOCARDITIS 1

By E. LIBMAX, M.D.
NEW YORK

According to the studies which we have made, cases of endo-

carditis can for the present be best classed as rheumatic, syphilitic,

acute bacterial, subacute bacterial, and indeterminate.

The cause of rheumatic fever has not yet been discovered. There

exists, however, a lesion specific for the disease, the Aschoff body.

It is to be remembered that this is a perivascular lesion in contra-

distinction to the lesion later to be noted as occurring in cases of

subacute bacterial endocarditis. In rheumatic fever a secondary

infection by anhemolytic streptococci was found by Kinsella and

Swift in 20 per cent of the cases studied by them. At the post-

mortem examinations the organisms were present in 50 per cent

of the cases. They found no immunological reactions present

for these cocci, whereas in cases of subacute streptococcus endo-

carditis they observed, as we did, that a complement-fixation test

is uniformly present when the serum of the patient is tested against

the homologous organism. Rheumatic fever may occur in acute,

subacute, or recurrent form. It is the most frequent cause of

valvular defects.

Syphilitic disease of the valves of the heart is known to us prac-

tically only as an end-product. It is very likely that it occurs in

an acute and recurrent form. It is important to make studies in

this direction.

The groups called bacterial are so designated because they are

due to known bacteria. When the cause of rheumatic fever is

1 From the Medical Department, Mount Sinai Hospital, New York.
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discovered a better nomenclature can be introduced. The cases

of bacterial endocarditis running an acute course are due mainly to

hemolytic streptococci, pneumococci, staphylococci, the gonococcus,

and a variety of other organisms. The acute bacterial endocardi-

tides occur much less frequently than infections running a subacute

course. Cases lasting for six weeks or more are usually classed

as subacute. The acute cases were formerly called " acute malig-

nant endocarditis." The subacute cases are due in over 90 per

cent of the cases to an hemolytic streptococci (the so-called Strep-

tococcus viridans). The remaining cases are nearly all caused by

the influenza bacillus. Other organisms, especially the gonococcus,

can cause an infection giving a subacute picture, and, on the other

hand, the organisms found in the subacute cases may rarely origi-

nate an infection of short duration. These subacute cases have

been designated by a variety of names, the most frequently employed

being the following: Chronic septic endocarditis, septic rheumatic

endocarditis, chronic infectious endocarditis, chronic malignant

endocarditis, and endocarditis lenta. It is best to designate the

bacterial cases according to the course of the disease and the infecting

organism. As the subacute cases are almost entirely due to anhemo-

lytic streptococci and the influenza bacillus they are best desig-

nated as subacute anhemolytic streptococcus endocarditis or

subacute Bacillus influenzae endocarditis. For brevity one can

call the streptococcus cases subacute streptococcus endocarditis,

because we know that the hemolytic streptococci practically never

are the cause of a case of endocarditis of subacute type. Person-

ally I have seen no such cases.

What we call the indeterminate group consists essentially of

two types of cases: The first, those that we designate for the

present as atypical, and second, those usually described as terminal.

To explain what we mean by the atypical variety it is necessary

to revert to the subject of rheumatic fever. We have stated that

the Aschoff body is the characteristic lesion of this disease, and,

for scientific purposes, only those cases that show this lesion can

definitely be designated as rheumatic. In our studies of hearts

from cases clinically recognized as cases of rheumatic fever and

having at postmortem examination the typical verrucous lesions,
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only 18 out of 56 cases exhibited Aschoff bodies. When one studies

the clinical history of the other 38 cases one must come to the con-

clusion that not all cases of rheumatic fever are accompanied by

the specific lesion. At the same time we cannot state that all of

the cases not showing the bodies are cases of rheumatic fever.

Possibly some belong in the indeterminate group, which we will

now discuss.

Besides these cases, which present the clinical picture of rheu-

matic fever and typical vegetations on the valves, but not Aschoff

bodies, there exists a group of cases having a more or less typical

picture of rheumatic fever (having perhaps a greater tendency to

the occurrence of purpura and erythema) and showing at the

postmortem examination no Aschoff bodies, and accompanied by

lesions on the valves which do not correspond to those usually

found in rheumatic fever. The lesions are much larger or flatter

and have a tendency to extend for a fair distance along the surface

of the valves. They may show a somewhat crinkled appearance,

and in one case the lesion extended from the mitral valve for a

considerable distance over the parietal endocardium of the left

ventricle. Bacteria are not found with any ease in the vegetations

of this group. It is possible that some of them represent unusual

types of vegetations of rheumatic origin. There are no so-called

Bracht-Waechter bodies in the myocardium in these cases.

The other type of what we call the indeterminate group of cases

is represented by what has usually been described as terminal

endocarditis. This is a form of endocarditis that occurs without

recognized symptoms at the end of a chronic and debilitating

disease. It has been found most frequently in cases of diabetes,

gout, nephritis, old lesions of the nervous system, and Graves's

disease. We have been surprised by the frequency of its occurrence

in cases of leukemia, acute or chronic. The lesions are small

verrucae, and in the heart muscle and kidneys there are no known
characteristic changes. These cases need renewed investigation.

It may very well be found that some, at least, of these endocarditides

are instances of a terminating and not of a terminal disease. We
drew attention to the importance of this distinction a number of

years ago. It has been thought by some that the lesions in these
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cases may be toxic in origin. It is just as, or more likely, that they

are definite infections. In cases of chronic valvular disease of

rheumatic origin such an endocarditis may be found. The question

then arises whether we are possibly dealing with a terminal endo-

carditis of rheumatic origin without the presence of Aschoff bodies.

The fact that no symptoms are present does not constitute an

argument against the rheumatic origin of the lesion, because we
have seen cases of acute rheumatic endocarditis occur in the absence

of all recognizable clinical symptoms. In cases of subacute bacterial

endocarditis in the bacteria-free stage (which we will shortly define)

a so-called terminal endocarditis has been found by us.

Little is known as regards the inflammatory changes in the

valves in cases of exanthematous and other specific fevers, except,

of course, the occurrence of acute bacterial endocarditis. In

patients who had suffered quite some time before from scarlet

fever we have found an undescribed lesion of the mitral valve.

This we will discuss at another time. Tuberculosis of the endo-

cardium is a very rare disease. Atherosclerosis is not an inflam-

matory process, but it plays a great role in the production of val-

vular defects. Its importance in causing disease of the mitral

valve has not been sufficiently understood.

It will now be of value to take up briefly some of the pathological

and clinical characteristics of these varieties of endocarditis. It

will be possible to discuss only some of them. The syphilitic and

indeterminate cases will be only casually brought in for discussion

because our knowledge of them in a great many respects is very

deficient.

The first question that arises is in regard to the significance of

the presence of a previous valvular disease. Valvular defects

are caused by rheumatic fever, atherosclerosis, syphilis, congenital

disease, traumatism, and rarely by a bacterial endocarditis which

has ended in recovery from the infection. Rheumatic fever and

syphilis readily attack healthy valves. Acute bacterial endocarditis

usually attacks a valve which is the seat of a previously existing

valvular defect. Subacute bacterial endocarditis occurs almost

always on the basis of a previously damaged valve. It involves

most frequently valves previously affected by rheumatic fever,
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less often luetic valves, and still less often valves affected by athero-

sclerosis. Acute bacterial endocarditis is not at all an infrequent

occurrence in connection with all kinds of congenital cardiac defects.

The congenital lesion which we have most often found involved

in cases of subacute endocarditis is the open ductus arteriosus.

This may very well be so because that is the congenital lesion most

often found in adult life. The indeterminate cases of endocarditis

frequently occur in the entire absence of previous valvular disease.

The portals of infection in syphilis are well known. In rheu-

matic fever knowledge in this respect is lacking. The tonsils

appear in some instances to be the seat of the virus, but it has not

been proven that they represent the only or the main portal of

entry. The origin of acute bacterial endocarditis is usually found

in an evident purulent focus. In the subacute cases the invasion

occurs from what, following Billings and Rosenow, we call focal

infections. It is possible that the disease may be initiated by

organisms in the intestinal tract.

A study of the extensive material at our disposal (made with

the valuable assistance of Dr. Benjamin Sacks) shows that in fatal

proven cases of rheumatic fever the tricuspid valve was involved

in 12 of 18 cases, or over 66 per cent. Taking all the cases classed

clinically as rheumatic and showing typical vegetations at the

postmortem examination, but without Aschoff bodies, we find

56 cases, 31 of which were accompanied by vegetations on the

tricuspid valves, or 55 per cent. This finding did not surprise us

because we had for many years drawn attention to the high incidence

of more or less marked stenoses and organic insufficiencies of that

valve. Syphilis, as is well known, has an affinity for the aortic

valve. Nothing definite is known as to the involvement of the

mitral valve. In cases of acute bacterial endocarditis the heart

(tricuspid or pulmonary valves, or both) was found involved in

15 out of 56 cases, or 26.8 per cent. The mitral valve was involved

more often than the aortic, the same holding true of cases of sub-

acute bacterial endocarditis. In cases of the latter disease the

right side of the heart was involved once (tricuspid) in over one

hundred hearts and the lesion was slight. The atypical cases

involve the right side of the heart frequently, in one instance the
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pulmonary valve being affected. This valve was not found affected

in any definitely proven case of rheumatic fever. Terminal endo-

carditis appears to be a disease of the left side of the heart, the

mitral valve being the usual seat of the disease.

As regards the type of gross lesions found, in rheumatic endo-

carditis it is a small verrucous lesion which undergoes scarring and

leads to stenoses and insufficiencies. In acute bacterial endocarditis

one finds fibrinous deposits, ulceration, abscesses of and perforations

through the walls. In subacute cases the lesion may be small or

massive, but even when small is practically always larger than the

lesion found in cases of rheumatic fever. There is little tendency

to ulceration, and if ulceration does occur it is usually in the aortic

flaps. The disease occurs much more frequently on the mitral

than on the aortic valve. There is then frequent involvement of

the wall of the auricle and of the chordse tendineae. Healing often

occurs, with resulting fibrous tissue, with or without calcareous

impregnation. In the cases of terminal endocarditis the lesion

consists of verrucse, usually quite small.

The following statements concerning the microscopic appearance

of the various types of lesions were given to me by Dr. George

Baehr, who has made these studies and who will later report upon

them in full. In rheumatic endocarditis the verrucas in a given

attack all appear to be of the same age. The first change is a

productive inflammation over which the endothelial cells swell

and desquamate. The denuded areas are covered by agglutinated

blood platelets. The adjacent endothelium rapidly proliferates,

covering the surface of the blood platelet nodule and thus limiting

its size. This is the typical verruca. Later the nodule becomes

organized and thereby flattened and a ridge-like scar is found along

the closure line. In the atypical cases of the indeterminate group

and in the terminal cases the lesion is essentially the same as it is

at a later time. In acute bacterial endocarditis we find a purulent

infiltration over a very much wider area with resulting necrosis

and ulceration. A large blood platelet mass results, the so-called

vegetation. It is invaded by polymorphonuclear leukocytes and

by such large numbers of organisms that there is a veritable row

of colonies on the surface. Endothelium does not cover the mass.
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Organization occurs in the deep layers of the vegetations in cases

that do not die within the first few weeks. In cases of subacute

streptococcus and Bacillus influenzas endocarditis the primary

lesion, though small, is larger than it is in rheumatic fever. There

is no purulent inflammation, but a productive process with a

tendency to round-cell infiltration. The process spreads by con-

tiguity. The blood platelet mass that is formed is invaded by

large numbers of bacteria so as to form definite rows of colonies,

especially near the surface of the mass. The vegetations contain

but few polymorphonuclear leukocytes. The freshly formed

portions of the vegetations consist practically entirely of bacteria.

The endothelium of the adjacent endocardium is inhibited to a

great extent from spreading over the surface of the mass because

of the presence of the colonies of bacteria. In the deeper and older

portions the bacteria tend to disappear, and here an active fibro-

blastic invasion is always to be seen, and when healing occurs,

dense connective tissue with and without lime has formed.

Whatever lesions are found in the heart muscle in cases of acute

bacterial endocarditis consist in the main of polymorphonuclear

leukocytes. In cases of subacute bacterial endocarditis one finds

an essentially round-cell interstitial lesion, the so-called Bracht-

Waechter body. These lesions are not present in all cases. In

rheumatic fever, as stated above, Aschoff bodies may be present.

In syphilis, as is well known, luetic lesions of smaller or larger extent

may occur in the myocardium.

Pericarditis of various types, including the purulent, occurs in

the cases of acute bacterial endocarditis. In rheumatic fever

pericarditis is very frequent, a purulent effusion never being found.

We have observed one case in which there was found a recent

pericarditis accompanied by Aschoff bodies in the heart muscle,

but not by any lesion of the valves. In subacute endocarditis,

pericarditis is not part of the clinical picture. It might very well

occur when due to the presence of a pneumonia or some other com-

plication, or it might represent a mixed infection with rheumatic

fever. Embolic lesions occur with great frequency in the acute

and subacute bacterial cases. They consist of petechia', Janeway

papules, Osier (tender cutaneous) nodes, gross embolisms in the
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vessels, embolic aneurysms, and purpura. This last-named con-

dition as well as petechia? can, of course, occur without being embolic

in nature. Embolic lesions in cases of rheumatic fever or valvular

disease are due to secondary thromboses and not to the valve

lesion as such. Such emboli never produce tender nodes or embolic-

aneurysms. The Osier node occurs only in the subacute cases.

Subcutaneous fibroid nodules are found only in the rheumatic-

cases. The Janeway papules occur almost exclusively in the

cases of acute bacterial endocarditis. 1 In connection with sub-

acute bacterial endocarditis I have seen them only three times,

and in all these three instances they were quite small. In these

cases there were associated small oval areas of erythema scattered

over a smaller or larger part of the surface of the skin of the body,

a type of eruption that we have never seen in cases of acute bacterial

endocarditis. Typical erythema nodosum is not found in cases

of acute or subacute bacterial endocarditis, but can occur in cases

of definite rheumatic fever. Erythema multiforme in its typical

form occurs only in the rheumatic cases and in the atypical cases

of the indeterminate group. Atypical erythematous lesions are

seen in cases of acute and subacute bacterial endocarditis.

Petechia? occur frequently in cases of acute and subacute bacterial

endocarditis. When they occur in rheumatic fever it is only as

part of a purpuric eruption. Petechia? having white centers occur

in the acute and subacute cases, but more often in the latter. 2

Those with elevated white centers are found only in the acute

cases, and then usually indicate a general staphylococcus infection. 8

Purpura occurs in cases of rheumatic fever and in the atypical

cases of endocarditis, but is then not due to embolism. In cases

of acute and subacute bacterial endocarditis the purpura which

occurs can be either embolic or not embolic in origin.

1 These lesions were described many years ago by Edward G. Janeway as "small

hemorrhages in the palms and soles with slightly nodular character." In contra-

distinction to the Osier nodes these lesions are not tender. The lesions are of such

great value for diagnosis that we have thought it proper that they should have a

special designation and that this designation should carry the name of the eminent

clinician who emphasized the importance of them for diagnostic purposes.
2 Since reading the paper we have found white centered petechias in a case be-

longing to the atypical group of undeterminate endocarditis.
3 These petechias with elevated white centers or elevated petechia? can occur in

general infections which are not accompanied by an endocarditis.
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In the eyes we find lesions in both the rheumatic and in the

bacterial cases. The uveal tract may be involved in cases of acute

bacterial endocarditis. The lesion is usually a severe one, often

terminating in panophthalmitis. In the subacute bacterial cases

no such lesions have been found by us. In fact we have not seen

any cases in which the uveal tract was involved in even a mild

way in cases of the subacute type. This is rather remarkable

because the same focal infections that cause endocarditis are known

not infrequently to produce disease of the iris, ciliary body, and

choroid coat of the eye. In one case the patient suffered from a

choroiditis due to ethmoiditis, and soon afterward developed a

subacute streptococcus endocarditis, apparently of tonsillar origin.

In rheumatic fever uveal involvement occurs, but such a com-

plication is very unusual. The literature on this subject is quite

misleading. Apparently cases of disease on the uveal tract due to

the bacteria present in focal infections have been wrongly classed

as rheumatic. Optic neuritis occurs in the various types of bacterial

endocarditis. It is much more frequent in cases of subacute strep-

tococcus endocarditis than has usually been realized. Optic atrophy

may result. Besides hemorrhages in the retina, certain white

spots which were first described by von Roth, and which are often

termed Roth's spots, are found. They seem to occur much more

frequently in the acute than in the subacute type of cases.

In cases of rheumatic fever and of acute bacterial endocarditis

the skin over the joints may be red. In the subacute cases one

practically never sees this condition. When it occurs one must

think of the possibility of a mixed infection with rheumatic fever

being present. Pus is found in the joints only in cases of acute

bacterial endocarditis.

The study of the kidneys has given most interesting results.

In acute bacterial endocarditis, besides infarcts, one may find

purulent lesions. In the cases of rheumatic fever in which Aschoff

bodies were present there were not found any instances of diffuse

glomerular nephritis. In the cases classified as rheumatic and in

which Aschoff bodies were not found, glomerular nephritis was

found three times. In subacute streptococcus endocarditis, besides

infarcts, there occurred the embolic glomerular lesions which were

Am Phvs 16
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first described by Loehlein and fully studied by Baehr. These

lesions occur in no other form of endocarditis and very rarely in

other conditions. 1 The embolic lesions occurred in all but 2 of

68 cases studied by Dr. Baehr. Diffuse glomerular nephritis occurs

more than fifteen times as frequently in the bacteria-free stage of

subacute streptococcus endocarditis than in the bacterial stage.

When found in the bacterial stage it is acute in type, whereas in

the cases in the bacteria-free stage it presents the appearance of a

subacute or chronic diffuse glomerular nephritis. In one case of

rheumatic fever (Aschoff bodies present) necroses were found in

the renal cortex and also in the heart muscle, which were due to

a proliferative lesion in the endothelium of the arteries. A study

on this subject will be reported later by Drs. Baehr and Sacks.

In the cases of subacute bacterial endocarditis due to the influenza

bacillus (7 cases) we have thus far found no embolic glomerular

lesions. We do not yet know whether this observation has any

significance. The Osier nodes were found in some of these cases.

Diffuse glomerular nephritis was found in 1 case in the bacterial

stage.

It is important to remember that anhemolytic streptococci can

be found in the blood of patients suffering from conditions other

than endocarditis. Otherwise one would make the error of con-

cluding, from a report, that such streptococci had been found in

the blood of a patient that endocarditis was present. They have

been found in the following conditions:

1. In cases of subacute streptococcus endocarditis.

2. In cases of rheumatic fever and chorea. As stated earlier

in this communication, under these conditions they are believed

to be secondary invaders. The cocci found in such cases differ in

certain morphological and cultural characteristics from those found

in cases of subacute bacterial endocarditis.

3. In cases of combined rheumatic endocarditis and subacute

streptococcus endocarditis, their presence being due to the second

named condition. I shall at another time describe such a case.

1 We have found it in one case of actinomycosis, and in a case, the exact nature of

which was never cleared up and which at the postmortem examination presented an
adherent pericardium and focal necroses in the liver.
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4. As an invasion from active or quiescent focal infections,

especially the tonsils.

5. As an invasion from acute inflammatory processes in various

parts of the body, as, for instance, thrombosis of the lateral sinus,

postpartum infections, phlegmons, etc.

6. As a secondary or terminal invader in a variety of diseases.

In cases of verrucous endocarditis of the rheumatic of terminal

type. Reye recovered anhemolytic streptococci regularly from the

crushed vegetations. In sections they were found only with great

difficulty.

7. A secondary infection by anhemolytic streptococci may occur

in fatal cases of valvular defect or subacute Bacillus influenzas

endocarditis.

8. There has been described by Oille, Graham and Dettweiler

a curious group of cases. 23 in number, characterized by subfebrile

temperature elevations and the presence of anhemolytic strepto-

cocci in the blood. These patients all recovered. Because

embolic features were not present, and because there was other-

wise no absolute evidence of organic change in any of the valves,

one cannot oe sure that the endocardium was involved. Never-

theless one must admit that in at least some of these cases an

infection of the endocardium took place. Herrick and Warren

reported a small group of cases in which there occurred a general

infection by streptococci with recovery. Some of these were found

in the course of a valvular defect. Here also one cannot be sure

whether or how often the valves were involved.

Mixed types of valvular affections and mixed infections of

various kinds come under observation. Some of these are the

following

:

1. Atherosclerosis and syphilis, either being the earlier lesion.

2. Rheumatic fever and subacute streptococcus endocarditis.

We observed one case in which the bacteriological and pathological

studies proved definitely that both diseases were present at the same

time, the lesion of rheumatic endocarditis being present near the

free border of the mitral valve and the lesion of the subacute strep-

tococcus endocarditis, much larger in size, being present on the

ventricular aspect of the aortic flap of the mitral valve. Aschoff
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bodies, Bracht-Waechter's lesions and embolic glomerular lesions

were all present.

3. Valvular defect and verrucous (terminal endocarditis.

4. In cases of. subacute streptococcus endocarditis, secondary in-

fections by pneumococci, are occasionally found, being then generally

due to the presence of a pneumonia. In endocarditis in the bacteria-

free stage, secondary infection by an anhemolytic streptococcus

has been found once in a case of healing Bacillus influenzae endo-

carditis, and in another case of healing streptococcus endocarditis

there were some superficial lesions due to a secondary infection

by the Staphylococcus aureus. In the latter case there were present

purulent foci in the heart muscle, in which staphylococci were seen

in sections.

It will now be of interest to discuss the course of the various

types of endocarditis. The outcome of the syphilitic cases in the

form of aortic insufficiency is known to us, but little is known of

the history of the acute stage. The general course of rheumatic

endocarditis has been quite well studied. It is, however, necessary

to carry on renewed investigation concerning the life-history of

the disease and of the lesions. It is of interest to note that death

may occur in the first attack of rheumatic endocarditis. We have

definite pathological evidence on this point.

In the last twelve years we have learned much of the course

and outcome of cases of subacute bacterial endocarditis. Most

(over 90 per cent) of the cases have positive blood cultures sooner

or later in the disease. In the remaining cases the cultures are

negative throughout the life of the patient. What happens to

these patients? Nearly all of them die. When I had studied

150 cases I found 4 cases of complete recovery. In these cases

there was no proof that the particular method of treatment employed

was responsible for the result. By complete recovery I mean

the disappearance of the bacteria and the fever and all the other

symptoms (except, of course, the myocardial symptoms due to the

previously existing valvular defect) and the freedom from sequela?

such as are found in the type of cases to be soon described, cases

of subacute bacterial endocarditis coming under observation in

the bacteria-free or healing stage. During the course of further
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studies I found a fifth case of complete recovery. 1 The first 4

cases came under observation respectively nine, seven, five, and

five years ago. The fifth case was observed for most of the year

1921 and has been free from the infection since January of this

year. Some of the cases in which positive blood cultures are

obtained become bacteria-free and lose the fever, but go on to a

fatal termination within a few months or less, presenting symptoms

like those occurring in the cases that come under our observation

for the first time in the so-called bacteria-free stage.

In papers published in 1912 and 1913 and in subsequent com-

munications I have directed attention to a group of patients who

come under observation with a valvular defect and with a variety

of symptoms such as embolisms of the various types mentioned

above, progressive anemia, splenomegaly, progressive insufficiency

of the kidney due to subacute or chronic glomerular nephritis, and

a peculiar pigmentation of the face. These cases had generally

been considered to be instances of chronic rheumatic endocarditis.

From pathological, bacteriological, and clinical studies it was

definitely shown that such patients must have had a previous

endocarditis of the bacterial type, and had not come under obser-

vation in the bacterial stage, or had not been recognized as suffering

from such a condition. Such cases are designated as cases of subacute

bacterial endocarditis that have become spontaneously bacteria-free.

The lesions in the heart were of the same type as were found in

the cases in which positive blood cultures had been obtained, but

showed marked or complete organization2 with or without cal-

cification. In nearly all the cases the typical embolic glomerular

lesions were found, but in a healed stage. They were much less

abundantly present than in the cases that showed evidence of

active infection. In the few cases in which the embolic glomerular

lesions were not found the patient had presented typical Osier

nodes during life and the cases could therefore be accurately identi-

fied.

It is interesting to speculate on the probable great frequency

1 Since reading this paper I have found another case of complete recovery.
- In cases of subacute bacterial endocarditis in the active stage the surface of the

vegetations consists practically only of bacteria. When the bacteria are present in

small numbers the case is already going over to the bacteria-free stage.
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of subacute bacterial infection of the valves of the heart with

complete recovery in cases in which there is no history of the active

infection. We have shown that cases with positive blood cultures

may undergo complete recovery and have drawn attention to the

occurrence of cases coming to us with sequelae of the disease in

which there is no history of the active bacterial stage of the disease

(we have seen at least 50 such cases). It is therefore most prob-

able that there occur cases in which the infectious stage was never

recognized clinically and in which a complete recovery ensued,

leaving no evidence hehind of a type that we have hitherto

recognized.

During the last year we have made the novel observation that

recurrences of the disease exist. Thus far 4 such cases have come

under observation. They are as follows:

1. A case in the bacteria-free stage with fresh lesions due to

anhemolytic streptococci. There were very recent and also com-

pletely healed embolic glomerular lesions.

2. A case with positive blood cultures, then a bacteria-free

stage with the development of renal insufficiency, and later a

return of the fever and bacteremia and a fatal outcome.

3. A case with positive blood culture having fever for several

months, then a completely afebrile period lasting six months, and

a second attack of fever lasting three weeks with a general infection

by an anhemolytic streptococcus. In the first attack petechia?

were present and the spleen was enlarged. In the second attack

these features were absent. This case is being kept under obser-

vation.

4. A case apparently at the end of the active stage of the disease,

with fever, white centered petechia?, enlarged spleen, tender ster-

num, and marked anemia running a course of a number of weeks,

with negative blood cultures. All the symptoms then disappeared

and after ten months the fever returned for three weeks and white-

centered petechia? were repeatedly found and anemia developed

under observation. This patient now has no fever and is being

further studied.

All of these cases could be considered to prevent evidence that

recurrences of the infection may take place. Further studies in
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this direction are highly desirable. We believe that it will be

shown that recurrences are more frequent than we had thought

possible.

It is evident that I have presented the subject of the characteri-

zation of the various forms of endocarditis in a very broad way

only. It is realized that the various subjects that have been

discussed must later be taken up in a more detailed fashion. One

thing is clear: It is evident that the disease, which was considered

rare, subacute bacterial endocarditis, is now recognized as one of the

common diseases. Of great interest is the change in our view-

point. Formerly it was supposed to be a practically uniformly

fatal disease. Xow we are observing more and more partial or

complete recoveries. We find that very mild cases exist and

that there is a recurrent form of the disease. In other words, the

interest is shifted toward the question of healing. It will be of

the greatest value if an active campaign is undertaken for the

purpose of preventing the disease.



OX THE CARDIAC COMPLICATIONS OF GONORRHOEA

By W. S. THAYER, M.D.
BALTIMORE, MD.

The old concept of gonorrhoea as of a local process in which

complications arise largely through direct extension, or as a result

of secondary infections, has long since been abandoned. The chills,

prostration, leukocytosis and anaemia which are associated with the

common complications of gonorrhoea, epididymitis, cystitis, pyelitis,

synovitis, arthritis, the fever and more or less severe general symp-

toms which may attend the onset of an apparently uncomplicated

specific urethritis, are often, in their severity, quite out of proportion

to the apparent gravity of the focal process. They are indeed

manifestations which might lead us to suspect the existence of a

septicaemia. And since the communication of Hewes, in 1894,

there has been accumulated abundant evidence that gonococci

are often present not only in the focal lesions but also in

the circulating blood. Furthermore, it has been shown that 'tis

not only in those cases with grave general manifestations that sep-

ticaemia may be demonstrated. Gonococci have been found in the

circulation in instances of mild continued fever in apparently

uncomplicated gonorrhoea (Thayer, 1905).

The occurrence of endocarditis as a complication of gonorrhoea

and its direct dependence on the diplococcus of Neisser has now been

demonstrated by many observers.

Gonorrhoea, then, is an infection, focal at first, which spreads not

only by direct extension but in a considerable number of instances

through an involvement of the blood stream—a general septicaemia

associated with a variety of metastases, notably arthritis, synovitis,

myositis, and not infrequently endo- myo- or pericarditis.
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How frequently and under what guise do we meet with the

cardiac complications of gonorrhcea?

This is a very difficult question to answer and consultation with

the literature leaves one often in doubt because of the insufficiency

of the criteria on which diagnoses are made.

The one source of accurate information, at the onset, is the study

of those fatal cases which have been confirmed by necropsy.

There is a considerable literature, dating from the sixties and

before, concerning gonorrhceal peri- and endocarditis. At the outset

these complications were generally regarded as secondary infections.

Gradually, since the discovery of the gonococcus, and especially

since 1889, evidence has been accumulated which has demonstrated

that these complications are generally pure gonorrhceal infections.

The consecutive steps by which this conclusion was reached were

:

1. The demonstration of gonococci, microscopically, in the focal

lesions at necropsy.

2. The association of this observation with the negative results

of cultures taken intra vkam on ordinary media.

3. The obtaining of positive cultures, intra vitam, and the demon-

stration of the organisms, microscopically and by culture, in the

blood or valvular vegetations at the necropsy.

4. Reproduction of an acute urethritis in man by inoculation with

gonococci obtained at the necropsy from the affected valves.

In 1899, the writer had already collected thirty-two instances

of well-described ulcerative and vegetative endocarditis associated

with gonococcal infection, with post-mortem records, and fifteen in

which the purely gonococcal nature of the infection might fairly be

accepted.

The occurrence in the medical service of the Johns Hopkins

Hospital, in the summer of 1920, of a case of gonorrhceal endocarditis

of the pulmonary valves has turned our attention again to a subject

in which we have been interested for years. Since then we have

observed two additional cases. We have, accordingly, reconsidered

our experience with gonorrhceal endocarditis at the Johns Hopkins

Hospital during the last thirty-three years.

At the outset it may not be uninteresting to record briefly the

three recent cases above referred to:
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Case I.

—

Gonorrhoea; Ulcerative and vegetative endocarditis of pulmonary

valves. Cultures from the circulating blood, negative. Gonococci demonstrated

in the valvular thrombi at necropsy and cultivated from the kidney.

E. R. (Med., 44082; Path., 6319), a colored boy of nineteen,

between ten and eleven weeks before his death was seized with a stitch in

his right side associated with a palpable friction rub. This was followed

by fever, chills, sweats, cough, progressive weakness, increasing anaemia

(red blood corpuscles, 4,224,000; haemoglobin, 80 per cent— red blood cor-

puscles, 2,528,000; haemoglobin, 28 per cent), high leukocytosis (20,000 to

28,000). There was moderate cardiac enlargement with some dulness in the

first and second left spaces, and a loud to-and-fro murmur in the pulmo-

nary area, well transmitted throughout the chest; no essential change in

the aortic sounds. Irregular, intermittent fever (99.4° to 103.8°); albumi-

nuria; pus and blood in the urinary sediment.

Gram-negative diplococci, morphologically gonococci, were demonstrated

in the prostatic fluid. Cultures from the blood were repeatedly negative.

The patient failed rather rapidly. The transverse diameter of the

heart increased in extent and a systolic murmur became audible in the

tricuspid area. Severe diarrhoea set in with blood-stained stools. Eight

days later, ten weeks after onset, the patient died.

The course of events seemed to be clear. Acute ulcerative endocarditis

of the pulmonic valve; pulmonary embolism with infarction and pleurisy

causing the first subjective symptoms; intermittent fever, chills, progres-

sive anaemia, gonorrhoeal prostatitis, cystitis, pyelitis, nephritis, terminal

colitis, death.

The necropsy wholly supported our clinical diagnosis. The heart was

not remarkably enlarged. The aortic, mitral and tricuspid valves showed

no abnormalities. There was an extensive ulcerative endocarditis with

large irregular nodular vegetations on the pulmonic valve which showed no

evidence of a pre-existing stenosis. There were two infarctions in the right

lung, one older, in the right lower lobe, and partially organized, associated

with some pleural adhesions which occupied a position in the right axilla

corresponding to the area in which the patient had complained of pain at

the outset; the other, fresher, in the lower lobe posteriorly. There was

acute urethritis, hemorrhagic cystitis and pyelitis. The kidneys were large,

swollen, cloudy and dotted with small hemorrhages.

Smears from the thrombi on the valves showed numerous Gram-negative,

biscuit-shaped diplococci. Cultures from the kidneys revealed gonococci;

blood and vegetations negative. There was no evidence of a preexisting

pulmonic stenosis or indeed of any preexisting valvular disease.

Case II.—Acute vegetative and xdcerative aortitis with aneurysm formation.

Cultures from circulating blood negative. Gonococci demonstrated in the focal

lesions at necropsy.
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A. S. (Med., 45333; Path., 6545), a colored man of twenty-eight,

with an indefinite history of an attack, five years previously, of pain about

his heart followed by occasional sensations of palpitation on exertion, was

seized, eight weeks before death, with an arthritis in the right ankle and

shoulder and transient pains in the other joints. The symptoms of arthritis

soon disappeared but a cough set in, so distressing as to interfere with sleep.

The sputa were scanty, but on 21, March, three and a half weeks before

death, were blood-stained. There was progressive weakness, sweating at

night, and five weeks after the onset of his illness the severity of the symp-

toms brought the patient to the hospital.

On entrance there was orthopncea and severe paroxysms of coughing.

There was fever. The heart was enlarged and showed obvious evidence

of aortic stenosis and mitral insufficiency with failure of the right side-

enlarged, pulsating liver, oedema of the extremities. There was grave

anaemia (red blood corpuscles 2,832,000; haemoglobin, 47 per cent) and a

high leukocytosis (13,000 to 22,240). There was moderate albuminuria, and

on several occasions blood in the urinary sediment. Irregular remittent and

intermittent fever continued, 99° to 102.6°; persistent cough. Petechise-

appeared in the conjunctiva3 . Death followed a sudden paroxysm of

coughing eight weeks after the onset of his illness.

Cultures from the blood during life were repeatedly negative.

The symptoms were regarded as indicating an ulcerative endocarditis

of the aortic valve. The history suggesting pulmonary embolism (bloody

expectoration) pointed to the possibility of involvement of the valves of

the right side or thrombi probably in the right auricular appendage. The

slow course of the case, eight weeks' duration, was suggestive of an infection

with attenuated streptococci or gonococci and the negative results of

cultures supported the possibility of its being gonorrhceal.

At necropsy, not obtained unfortunately until five days after death,,

there was found old chronic fibrous aortic and mitral stenosis without

acute changes. Somewhat above the aortic valves, however, as shown in

the photograph, there was an acute ulceration of the aorta leading to an

aneurysmal sac from which there were accessory dilatations. Around the

edges of the sac and at its base were vegetations. The aortic wall had been

torn through, and from the sac there exuded a thick gray fluid showing

Gram-negative diplococci and a few Gram-positive cocci. Elsewhere the

wall of the aorta was normal. Owing to the condition of the specimens

no cultures were made.

The overwhelming prevalence in the smears of organisms presenting the

morphological and tinctorial characteristics of gonococci, when taken in

connection with the negative blood cultures intra vitam, led us to regard

the process as gonorrhceal. There were no other evidences of acute-

gonorrhoea.
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Case II. A. S.—Gonococcal endaortitis \vith_the formation of an aneurysm.
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Case III.— Vegetative and ulcerative endocarditis of aortic valves. Cultures

from circulating blood, negative. Gonococci obtained in pure culture from

the valvular lesions at necropsy.

M. M. (Med., 45977; Path., 6681), a healthy married woman, aged

twenty-one years, was seized ten weeks before death, with arthritis in knees,

ankles and hip, associated with irregular remittent and intermittent fever.

The arthritis, which was apparently at no time very acute, disappeared in

ten daj^s, but the fever continued. Signs of aortic insufficiency set in with

very collapsing pulse but without marked cardiac enlargement. There was

pronounced dyspnoea. The patient became anaemic, was dull and confused

mentally, and was brought to the hospital three weeks after the onset of

her illness. In the hospital there was irregular intermittent and remittent

fever (98° to 103.5°)
;
progressively increasing anaemia (red blood corpuscles,

4,236,000 to 2,464,000; haemoglobin, 58 to 28 per cent) and a marked

leukocytosis (13,520 to 39,080). There were no petechiae and no obvious

embolic phenomena. The pulse increased steadily in rate. Striking and

rapid changes occurred in the heart sounds and in the character of the pulse,

which was at first very collapsing, later much less so, while the intensity

of the diastolic murmur diminished and the first heart sound became

strangely accentuated at the base.

Persistent delirium ; fever; tachycardia. Progressive failure. Evidence

of chronic passive congestion (enlarged liver). Blood cultures, repeatedly

negative. Death, ten weeks after onset.

At first it was thought that the case might be an instance of acute rheu-

matic endocarditis, but the remarkably sudden onset of an aortic insuffi-

ciency of so high a degree and the relatively small heart— for in the young

hypertrophy soon follows an aortic insufficiency of any extent— suggested

an ulcerative endocarditis. This was borne out by the subsequent course

of the case— the remittent, high fever, the progressive anaemia, the high

leukocytosis and especially the sudden changes in the character of the heart

sounds.

As we cousidered the course of events, we could not help being im-

pressed by the possibility that this might have been an instance of gonor-

rhceal endocarditis. In several similar cases in which cultures intra vitam

were persistently negative this has proved to be the case.

Necropsy showed an extensive vegetative and ulcerative endocarditis of

the aortic valves, with large, white, crumbling vegetations, perforations

of the valves, and an abscess extending from the valvular lesions into the

muscle of the left ventricle. There was no evidence of preexisting valvular

disease, one curtain remaining delicate and unaffected. There were fresh

splenic infarcts and small haemorrhages into the pulp. The kidneys were

large. There were old adhesions between the omentum and tubes and round

ligaments, and thrombi in the pampiniform plexus. Gram-negative intra-

cellular diplococci were demonstrated in smears, and pure cultures of

gonococci were obtained from the focal lesions on the valves.
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Since the opening of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, nearly thirty-

three years ago, there have come to necropsy 327 instances of acute

endocarditis. In 133 cases the nature of the process was determined

bacteriologically,* either before death by blood cultures, or at

necropsy. To these may be added 16 fatal cases in which necropsy

was not obtained, although the nature of the process was determined

by cultures from the blood intra vitam, as well as 27 cases with

positive blood cultures in which the patients were removed from the

hospital unimproved, making 176 altogether.

Twenty, or 11.3 per cent of these instances, were due to gono-

coccus.

In 4 of these 20 cases there were terminal infections; in 2 with

streptococcus; in 1 with streptococcus and staphylococcus, and in 1

with pneumococcus. In all, gonococcus was evidently the primary

cause.

Of these 20 cases, gonococci were cultivated intra vitam (10) or at

necropsy in 14 instances.

Gonococci were demonstrated bacterioscopically at necropsy

following negative cultures intra vitam or post mortem in 6.

There were two further cases which, clinically and anatomically,

seemed to be gonorrhoea!, with negative cultures intra vitam,'m which,

owing to a misunderstanding, no bacteriological examination was

made at death. These we have included in some of our tables.

In addition, there were several other cases in which the endocar-

ditis may well have been gonorrhceal, although definite proof was

wanting. One was a characteristic instance of ulcerative endo-

carditis appearing in the course of an acute gonorrhoea with negative

blood cultures during life. No necropsy was allowed. These cases

have not been used in the tables, although in the last instance the

course of the illness, the negative blood cultures, and the sequence

on gonorrhoea render the diagnosis of gonorrhceal endocarditis highly

probable. The summary of this case may be found in the appendix.

This is a rather large material for one clinic, dependent, however,

probably on the circumstance that we have been on the lookout for

the condition.

Age. Of these patients the age varied from nine to forty-two.

Sex. There were 16 males; 6 females.

* There were others in which a bacteriological study was made but the records

and reports were destroyed in a recent fire in the Pathological Laboratory.
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Color. Eleven were white, 11 were negroes—a large proportion

of negroes, larger than was observed in other forms of endocarditis

excepting pneumococcus infections.

Time of Onset in Relation to the Gonorrhoea. But little evidence

could be obtained as to the relation of the onset of the symptoms

to the stage of the initial local infection. Among our 22 cases the

cardiac complications appeared almost with the onset of the gonor-

rhoea in 1 instance. In 4 they appeared about two weeks after the

onset; in 2 more within a month; in the others (15) the relation to

the time of onset of the gonorrhoea was uncertain. In several

instances all traces of the urethritis had disappeared.

Relation of the Onset of Cardiac Involvement to the Other Complica-

tions of Gonorrhoea. In like manner little light was thrown on

the relation of cardiac involvement to the occurrence of other

complications of gonorrhoea.

Of our 22 cases but 7, or 31.1 per cent, had had arthritis in the

course of the illness. This is in sharp contrast to the figures in cases

reported by other authors. Among 54 instances of proven gonor-

rhceal endocarditis collected from the literature in which there were

notes as to the presence or absence of involvement of the joints,

arthritis was noted in 37, or 68.5 per cent. It is not impossible

that this variance depends on the circumstance that where routine

bacteriological examinations are not made, the disease, in the

absence of obvious urethral discharge or arthritis, is often overlooked.

Symptoms. The symptoms were uniformly those of a grave

septicaemia. The onset was sometimes gradual, beginning with

headache, lassitude, pains in the loins, or more sudden and initiated

by a sharp chill. There was continued or irregularly remittent

or intermittent fever, often associated with violent chills and

sweating. Chills were present in the majority (63.6 per cent) of

our cases.

Blood. There was, as a rule, a rapidly developing anaemia. The
red corpuscles ranged from 5,467,000 to 1,248,000 per c.mm.; the

haemoglobin from 92 to 17 per cent. The longer the duration of the

case the more marked, as a rule, was the anaemia.

In all cases there was a well-marked leukocytosis. In but two

instances were figures below 13,000 recorded and in each instance

there was a leukocytosis later.
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The leukocytes were over 15,000 in 19 of 22 cases.

The leukocytes were over 20,000 in 14 of 22 cases.

The leukocytes were over 30,000 in 7 of 22 cases.

The leukocytes were over 40,000 in 4 of 22 cases.

In one instance with a terminal pneumococcus pneumonia and

septicemia the leukocytes rose to 78,000 and 100,000.

Embolic phenomena were common, occurring in two-thirds of the

cases—in skin, kidney, spleen, lungs, brain, heart muscle, skeletal

muscles.

Symptoms of these embolic phenomena were not uncommon dur-

ing life. Pulmonary infarction, for instance, gave rise to the initial

symptoms in the first of the 3 cases described at the beginning of

this communication. Renal infarction may be suspected by the

transient presence of blood in the urine. Blood corpuscles were

found in the urine of 10 of our cases. But occasional blood cor-

puscles are not uncommon in the nephritis so frequently present.

Pain and tenderness in the left hypochondrium may reveal splenic

infarction. In 2 of our cases there was a partial hemiplegia.

Cutaneous haemorrhages, usually in the form of petechia on limbs

or trunk or neck or mucous membranes of the mouth or conjunctive,

were frequent. These were recorded in 6 of our 11 white patients

—

in but 1 of the negroes. Had the conjunctivae and mucous mem-

branes been examined with greater regularity it is probable that

these figures would have been different.

An acute or subacute nephritis was present in the majority of our

cases. This was manifested clinically by the presence of a con-

siderable albuminuria with casts, leukocytes, epithelial cells and

often blood in the urinary sediment. In 4 cases of long duration

there was anasarca and hydrops. In general, the renal manifesta-

tions were more striking in the cases of longer duration.

The duration of our gonorrhceal endocarditis varied from three to

four weeks to eight months, averaging 9.7 weeks. If one subtract

4 cases in which there was a terminal mixed infection, the average

duration was 10.5 weeks.. In the majority of instances the course

of the disease was from four to nine weeks. The shortest case, the

duration of which was not over four weeks, was that of a little girl

with gonorrhceal peritonitis in which death was not the result of

the endocarditis. In many of our cases the picture was that of
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subacute vegetative endocarditis similar to that seen in infection

with Streptococcus viridans.

A comparison of these figures with those of endocarditis of other

origin is not uninteresting.

TABLE I.—DURATION OF FATAL CASES OF ACUTE BACTERIAL

ENDOCARDITIS.

Pneumo- L _„___J St. albus Gono-
>t

. a ureus -» i ,coccus :oj e _, 3-11 w. coccus
4d.-6m. <i*-~??t Av. 6.8 3 w.-8 m.
Av.4.3w. Av45w- w. Av.10.5w

Strep, all

strains
fewd.-9m.
Av.12.2w.

Strep.
vir.

3 w.-l y.

Av. 23.1

Influenza
11-26 w.
Av. over
6 m.

Under 13 weeks
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or over one-third, lasted thirteen weeks or more. Of these all were

probably instances of infection with Streptococcus viridans.

In 22 cases in which Streptococcus viridans was identified bacterio-

logically the duration ranged from three weeks to a year, averaging

23.1 weeks. In only three instances in which Streptococcus viridans

was isolated was the duration under thirteen weeks, and in one of

these instances it was a terminal infection in pernicious anaemia.

It would appear that hsemolytic streptococci are associated generally

with rapidly fatal infections.

There were three fatal cases of endocarditis due to organisms of

the Bacillus influenza3 group. These were all chronic, lasting from

eleven to fifty-three weeks.

Gonococcus seems to give rise to an endocarditis of a malignancy

between that depending on staphylococcus and pneumococcus on

the one hand and the slower viridans and influenza infections on

the other. The rapidity of the course and malignancy of bacterial

endocarditis rises, in our experience, in the following sequence

:

1. Bacillus influenzae.

2. Streptococcus viridans.

3. Gonococcus.

4. Staphylococcus albus.

5. Staphylococcus aureus.

6. Pneumococcus.

7. Streptococcus hsemolyticus.

Anatomical Lesions. The anatomical lesions were those of a

vegetative and ulcerative endocarditis, sometimes spreading to the

walls of the ventricles or upward into the sinuses of Valsalva,

associated often with extensive destruction of valves and aneurysm

formation, sometimes infiltrating the adjacent muscle as suppurative

myocarditis. In general the vegetations formed large, rather brittle,

yellowish-gray masses.

The only instance in which the vegetations were not large was

that of a girl of nine who died of a general gonococcal infection with

peritonitis. Here the lesions were on the wall of the aorta above the

valves and were of short duration—not over four weeks—probably

somewhat less. In one other instance—that of A. S., described at

the beginning of this communication—the lesions were those of a

vegetative and ulcerative aortitis.
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The abundance and size of the vegetations were commonly in

direct relation to the duration of the case.

Mural Endocarditis. The vegetations extended onto the wall of

the heart in 8 of 20 cases, involving the left ventricle, papillary

muscles and chordae tendineae in 5 cases, the right side in 4, the left

auricle in 1.

Vegetative and Ulcerative Aortitis. Two of the 20 cases coming

to necropsy showed a vegetative and ulcerative aortitis alone. In

2 other cases, in addition to the valvular lesions, there were vegeta-

tions on the aortic wall.

Acute pericarditis occurred in 4 of the cases.

In one case there was a peri-aortic suppuration in the loose con-

nective tissue just above the valves. There was pleurisy in 2 cases,

in one of which gonococcus was cultivated from the fibrino-purulent

fluid.

TABLE II.—ANATOMICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE LESIONS
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Our figures, as might be expected, show that the left side of the

heart is affected more often than the right, but the percentage of

right-sided involvement is remarkably high, considerably higher

than in those cases of gonorrheal endocarditis that we have collected

from other sources. This high proportion of affection of the right

side was also found in staphylococcus endocarditis, and is in rather

sharp contrast to that which is shown by the figures for pneumo-

coccus and streptococcus. In general, however, it is in accord with

the well-recognized relative frequency of acute ulcerative lesions of

the right side of the heart.

TABLE III.—
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TABLE TV.—EVIDENCE OF PREEXISTING VALVULAR DISEASE

Gonococcus. Staph, aureus. Staph, albus. Pneumococcus Streptococcus.

4/20 or 20% 10/24 or 41 . 6% ; 1/4 or 25% 9 25 or 36% 35/51 or 67.3%

There was evidence of preexisting valvular disease in only 20 per

cent of our gonorrhoeal cases; in 41.6 of the Staphylococcus aureus

cases; in 25 per cent of the four albus cases; in 36 per cent of the

pneumococcus infections as against 67.3 per cent for our strepto-

coccus cases. This is a striking contrast. It is clear that acute

streptococcus endocarditis was commoner in patients with chronic

valvular disease, whereas the contrary was true in infections with

the other organisms.

If, now, we consider, among the valves themselves, the relative

frequency in which the affection was found on previously undiseased

valves it appears that the valves involved were, so far as could be

determined, previously unaffected in the following percentages of

the several commoner types of infection.

TABLE V.—PER CENT IN WHICH THE ACUTE PROCESS INVOLVED

PREVIOUSLY UNAFFECTED VALVES

Gonococcus.* j Staph, aureus. Staph, albus. Pneumococcus. Streptococcus.

91.2% 65.5% 75% 65.7% 39.2%

* Not including the mural aortitis.

In other words, in more than half of our cases, 61 per cent, strepto-

coccus attacked previously diseased valves—in sharp contrast to

the behavior of the other chief causal agents of acute endocarditis,

notably of gonococcus. But the prevalence of mitral involvement in

chronic endocarditis is well known. If, as seems probable, strepto-

coccus generally attacks previously diseased valves, its predilection

for the mitral valve may well depend largely on the circumstance

that chronic mitral disease is very common.

Further light on this question might be obtained by a considera-
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tion of the relative percentage in which the individual valves are

involved among those primarily affected.

TABLE VI.—RELATIVE PERCENTAGE OF INVOLVEMENT AMONG THOSE

VALVES PRIMARILY AFFECTED

Gonococcus. 1 Staph, aureus. Staph, albus.
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In our experience involvement of the pulmonary orifice has been

rather common. Gonococcus usually involves healthy previously

unaffected valves. Mural endocarditis is common. Suppurative

myocarditis, as described in 1893 by Councilman, may occur.

Pericarditis is not infrequent.

Gonorrhceal endocarditis is generally a malignant process pursuing

a progressive and fatal course. In its virulence it occupies a position

between the slower and more subacute viridans and influenza

infections and the more virulent albus, aureus, pneumococcus or

Streptococcus hsemolyticus endocarditis.

But is gonorrhceal endocarditis always fatal? May recovery occur?

If so, what is its frequency and what is the prognosis?

Gonorrhoeal septicaemia with every evidence of endocarditis is

not necessarily fatal. Characteristic instances of acute endo- or

pericarditis have been recorded in which gonococci were cultivated

from the blood during life with subsequent recovery. Good

examples are the cases reported by Silvestrini, ^Yithington, Dieula-

foy, and Marfan and Debre.

Silvestrini records the case of a man, twenty-nine years of age,

who acquired gonorrhoea a month before entry into the hospital.

He was treated with injections of wine—an unworthy abuse of a

noble fluid. Eleven days after apparent recovery, anorexia,

malaise, chills, and sweats set in. On the third day there were pains

in the joints of the spine with swelling and redness of the accessible

joints. The patient's appearance was typhoidal. In the sub-

clavicular fossa3 there appeared erythematous patches with central

haemorrhages. The cardiac impulse was in the fifth space in the

mammillary line. There was an intense systolic murmur in the

mitral area, and a doubled second soimd. A pericardial friction

rub was audible. The spleen was enlarged. There was .a well-

marked leukocytosis. Gonococci were cultivated from the blood,

joints, and urethral discharge. The pericardial friction disappeared

and the patient gradually recovered.

The heart diminished in size, but a harsh systolic murmur at the

apex and a reduplicated second sound persisted. The patient left

the hospital with ankylosis of several joints and returned nine months
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after the onset of his trouble, still showing evidence of chronic

mitral disease with systolic and presystolic murmurs.

Withington had the opportunity of observing a man of twenty-

six who acquired gonorrhoea and, two weeks later, measles. Soon

after convalescence from measles, precordial pain set in, associated

with chills, irregular fever, and orthopncea. There was cardiac

enlargement, gallop rhythm and evidence of solidification at the

bases of the lungs. There was a left femoral thrombo-phlebitis. A
pericardial friction rub appeared and a short systolic murmur was

heard in the fourth intercostal space to the left of the sternum.

Cultures from the blood showed gonococcus.

Gradually the patient recovered, the temperature reaching

normal about three weeks after the onset of the symptoms pointing

to cardiac involvement. The heart returned almost to its normal

size but a systolic murmur persisted in the second left space.

Dieulafoy reports the case of a man of twenty-three who was

admitted to the hospital with headache, diarrhoea, high remittent

fever and sweating. Two days later a mitral systolic murmur

appeared, soon becoming loud and rough. There was a urethral

discharge in which gonococci were present. Cultures from the

blood, intra vitam, showed gonococci. The patient was very ill.

There was bronchopneumonia. After treatment by rest and

gonococcal vaccine the patient gradually recovered and left the

hospital well. The evidence of a mitral lesion remained.

Marfan and Debre report the case of a little girl, aged ten and

a half years, who, about a week before entry into the hospital, on

June 24, began to suffer from pain in the abdomen, fever and

exhaustion. There was obvious pelvic peritonitis. The heart was

somewhat enlarged with a slight systolic thrill and an intense, rough,

systolic murmur transmitted outward into the axilla. Five days

after entry there was a pericardial friction murmur. High, irregular

fever. Cultures from the circulating blood showed characteristic

gonococci.

Treatment with gonococcic vaccine and anti-meningococcic serum.

Gradual recovery after about three weeks, with persistent signs of

mitral insufficiency and adherent pericardium. Ten months after

the beginning of her illness the child still showed signs of adherent

pericardium and mitral insufficiency.
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Gourvich, in 1897, in an excellent study of the literature which

has passed almost unnoticed, brought together a considerable

number of instances in which transitory cardiac manifestations,

interpreted as endocarditis, had been observed in the course of

gonorrhoea. Many of these are suggestive, but most consist of the

description of systolic murmurs at the apex of the heart appearing

during the height of the process and disappearing with recovery.

Similar cases have been reported by other observers since the

article of Gourvich.

The recognition of mild, early endocarditis is often very difficult,

indeed impossible. Systolic murmurs at the apex and pulmonary

areas are commonly heard in the course of any acute infection, and,

in themselves, offer little basis for the diagnosis of endocarditis.

In man}' instances of rheumatic fever it is only through long-

continued observation of the patient that a positive diagnosis of

endocarditis is reached, and then only on the strength of the later

mechanical effects of scarring and retraction of the valves in the

production of permanent stenoses and insufficiencies.

The very frequency of gonorrhoea contributes to the difficulty of

ascertaining its relation to endocarditis. Few genito-urinary

surgeons, probably, examine the hearts of their patients as a routine

procedure, and without knowledge of the condition of the heart

at the time of onset of the gonorrhoea it maybe difficult or impossible

to reach a conclusion as to the relation of the malady to a chronic

valvular disease which is recognized later.

Our impression, and it must be acknowledged that it is but an

impression, is, that the analogy between the cardiac complications

of gonorrhoea and those occurring in pneumococcus and staphylo-

coccus infections is close; that while mild infections with a favorable

course may occur, gonorrhoeal endocarditis is generally a serious

affair, in no way comparable to the acute, verrucous, so-called

rheumatic endocarditis of uncertain origin, which affects so com-

monly the mitral valves, and tends toward recovery with scarring,

deformity and the production of chronic lesions which are

notoriously a seat of predilection for later streptococcal invasion

with the development of acute and subacute vegetative and ulcer-

ative lesions.
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How often endocarditis occurs in gonorrhoea we have no clear idea.

This, however, we do know. Gonorrhoeal endocarditis is not a very

infrequent malady, forming upward of 1 1 per cent of our fatal acute

endocarditides the bacterial nature of which has been determined

at necropsy.

Summary and Conclusions. The cardiac complications of

gonorrhoea occurring in thirty-three years at the Johns Hopkins

Hospital have been reviewed. Twelve hitherto unreported cases

have been added to our series1 and considered in connection with

60 cases collected from the literature.

In 176 instances of acute endocarditis of determined origin 20,

11.3 per cent, were gonococcal.

Gonococci wrere cultivated intra vitam (10) or post mortem in 14

instances; they were demonstrated bacterioscopically following

negative cultures intra vitam or post mortem in 6 instances.

There were two additional cases, in all probability gonorrhoeal,

with negative cultures during life in which no bacteriological

examination was made at necropsy, and several other instances of

more or less characteristic endocarditis occurring in the course of

acute gonorrhoea with negative blood cultures but without necropsy;

these latter cases were not considered in our tables.

But little evidence could be obtained as to the relation of the time

of onset of the cardiac involvement to the appearance of the disease

or other complications. Arthritis occurred in but 41.1 per cent of

our cases but in 68.5 per cent of 54 cases collected from other sources.

The cardiac complications of gonorrhoea, as we have seen them,

appear usually in the form of an acute or subacute vegetative and

ulcerative endocarditis which comes on at varying periods in the

course of the infection, often in the absence of other apparent

complications. The onset may be sudden or more gradual, but is

generally rather acute. There are usually chills and high remittent

or intermittent fever, rapidly developing amemia and considerable

leukocytosis. The constitutional symptoms, those common to all

grave general infections, are usually early and profound. There is

often a petechial eruption. Embolic phenomena are common.

1 See Appendix.
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There is albumin, casts, often blood in the urine, and in longer cases,

anasarca and hydrops give evidence of a grave nephritis.

The duration is usually from four to nine weeks, but longer sub-

acute cases may occur.

The aortic valves are those most commonly involved, but, as in

all acute endocarditides, the right side appears to be affected more

often than in the chronic so-called rheumatic valvular disease. In

our experience involvement of the pulmonary orifice has been rather

common. Gonococcus usually implicates healthy, previously

undiseased valves. Mural endocarditis is frequent.

The cardiac involvement is not restricted to the endocardium.

Endaortitis, pericarditis and suppurative myocarditis are not

unusual.

Gonorrhceal endocarditis is in general, a malignant process pursuing

a progressive and fatal course. In its virulence it occupies a position

between the slower and more subacute Streptococcus viridans and

Bacillus influenzae infections and the more virulent Staphylococcus

albus, Staphylococcus aureus, Pneumococcus or Streptococcus

haemolyticus endocarditides.

Milder instances of gonorrhceal endocarditis or pericarditis with

recovery may occur. How frequent these are is not clear. It is

our impression that they are relatively rare.

Gonorrhoeal cardiac infections, as a whole, are by no means very

unusual.
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Appendix. Ten of our 22 cases of gonorrhoea! endocarditis have

already been reported by Thayer and Blumer, Thayer and Lazear,

Harris and Dabney, Harris and Johnston and Thayer. In addition

to the 3 cases reported in the body of the article there remain 9

which are here given in summary. An additional tenth case with

negative cultures during life which did not come to necropsy is also

summarized because of its characteristic course.

Case IV.

—

Pregnancy. Ulcerative endocarditis of mitral (?) valve. Peri-

carditis. Gonococci obtained in pure culture from circulating blood. Obstinate

vomiting. Abortion. Death. Xecropsy refused.

A. B. (Med., 18490; 18505), a healthy woman, aged thirty-nine years,

who had had nine children, began, on the first week of May, 1905, to suffer

with stiffness of the legs and arms and, four days later, with pain, tenderness

and swelling of the dorsum of the right hand. Several days later chills,

fever and severe headache set in, recurring daily and associated with vomit-

ing and soreness in the epigastrium. She was about six months pregnant.

She entered the hospital something over three weeks after the onset of the

illness. There was anaemia (red blood corpuscles, 3.700.000 to 2,007,000;

hseenioglobin, 65 to 42 per cent). Moderate leukocytosis (10,800 to 16,800).

The urine showed a trace of albumin and many leukocytes and hyaline and

granular casts. Heart, enlarged: loud systolic murmur at the apex, trans-

nutted into the axilla and the back: second sound accentuated in the

pulmonary area.

The patient remained in the hospital for the greater part of the next five

weeks. There was high intermittent fever with chills. The leukocytes

rose at one time to 31,000. The anaemia was progressive. Petechia?

appeared on the trunk. Jaundice set in. Delirium. Progressive enlarge-

ment of the liver which on June 15 was 8 cm. below the costal margin in

the mammillary line. The patient aborted on June 17, without change in

her symptoms. Obstinate vomiting. Friction rub over the precordium.

On June 18, about six weeks after the onset of symptoms, she died.

Vaginal smears were negative for gonococci. After two negative blood

cultures on June 12, 12 cc of blood which clotted in the syringe were expelled

into a flask of bouillon and a flask of milk. In both flasks there appeared

in the clot colonies which proved to be characteristic gonococci: these

were transferred successfully to hydrocele fluid agar and human blood

serum. Xecropsy refused.
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CaseV.— Gonorrhoea. Arthritis. Ulcerative aortic endocarditis. Gonococci

obtained in pure culture from circulating blood. Death. No necropsy.

D. W. C, Jr., (Med., 19897), a horseshoer, aged twenty-six years. Second

attack of gonorrhoea, nine weeks before entry. Three weeks later, pain,,

swelling and redness in right knee-joint, and later in the muscles of the legs

and right big toe-joint. Headache. Recurring chills and fever. Short-

ness of breath. Precordial pains. Cough. .

Entered the hospital on July 13, 1906, six weeks after the onset of the

arthritis. At this time there was remittent fever (99° to 103.8°) and

leukocytosis (16,200 to 32,800). The heart was somewhat enlarged.

Loud, roaring systolic murmur at the apex, transmitted outward, with a

diastolic murmur along the left border of the sternum; to-and-fro murmur

in aortic and pulmonary areas; collapsing pulse. There was no urethral

discharge. The urine showed a trace of albumin, occasional granular

casts and a few red blood corpuscles in the sediment. The spleen was not

palpable. There were no petechia?.

Gonococci were isolated in pure culture from the circulating blood.

Anti-gonococcus serum was administered without result.

The patient became very dyspnceic; the anaemia increased. On July

24, seven to eight weeks after the onset of his symptoms, the patient lapsed

into unconsciousness and died. Necropsy refused.

Case VI.

—

Gonorrhoea. Vegetative and ulcerative aortic endocarditis. Cul-

tures from, blood during life, negative. Gonococci bacterioscopically in valvular

vegetations.

J. C. (Med., 20061; Path., 2765), a colored laborer with a history unim-

portant excepting that three weeks before, he had had a swollen ankle.

Urethral discharge for two weeks. At about the tune of onset of his-

urethritis he was seized with a chill, precordial pain, general weakness,,

headache and fever. On admission on August 20, 1906, he was a healthy

looking man with high fever, rapid pulse and a heart slightly enlarged with

a well-marked systolic thrill at the apex, a rather flapping first sound and

a loud, rough systolic murmur followed by a faint diastolic rumble, more

intense in the aortic area and along the left sternal margin. Pulse, collaps-

ing. Liver three fingers' breadth below the costal margin. Spleen not

felt. The leukocytes ranged from 28,700 to 40,100 per c.mm. Ansemia (red

blood corpuscles, 3,404,000; hemoglobin, 50 per cent). The urine showed a

trace of albumin; hyaline and granular casts. The temperature was

remittent and sharply intermittent, ranging from normal to 105.6°. The

patient failed steadily and died on September 10, about five weeks after the

onset of his symptoms. Cultures from the circulating blood (blood agar

and litmus milk) were negative on four occasions.

At necropsy the pericardial cavity contained about three times the

normal amount of fluid. The endocardium of the left ventricle close to
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the aortic valve showed a few scattered yellowish-white vegetations. The

three cusps of the aortic valve were greatly distorted, thickened and covered

with an irregular mass of fragile yellowish-white vegetations. A few

scattered vegetations were also seen on the intima of the aorta posteriorly

and scattered over the intima of the ascending arch. Anaemic infarcts of

spleen and kidneys. Cloudy swelling of all the viscera.

Smears from vegetations on the aortic valve showed Gram-negative

diplococci, morphologically and tinctorially gonococci. Cultures from the

pericardial fluid and heart's blood, negative.

Diagnosis: Acute gonorrhceal endocarditis.

Case VII.— Gonorrhceal urethritis, cystitis, endometritis, salpingitis. Vege-

tative and ulcerative aortic and mitral endocarditis. Pericarditis. Vegetative

aortitis. Mural endocarditis. Pure cultures of gonococcus from circulating

blood and pericardium during life.

C. C. (Med., 21977; Path., 2981), a housemaid, aged twenty-one years,

gave birth on November 25, 1907, to a full-term child. Two days later,

despite the presence of a fever of 102°, she rose from bed and insisted on

going to work. Fever continued. Profuse vaginal and urethral discharge.

Finally she was admitted to the gynecological service where she developed

a pericarditis. On entrance to the medical side on December 19, she was

very anaemic (red blood corpuscles, 2,320,000; leukocytes, 29,560; haemo-

globin, 41 per cent). There was an intense pericardial friction and a loud

to-and-fro murmur in the aortic area. The friction murmur almost

obscured the other cardiac sounds. There was a chronic arthritis of the

left hip-joint with a discharging sinus. The temperature was continuous,

99.2° to 102.4°; the pulse rapid. The urine showed considerable albumin,

many leukocytes and occasional red corpuscles.

Cultures from the blood on the day after entry showed, on blood-agar

plates, many small colonies which proved to be characteristic gonococci.

The patient failed rapidly. On December 24 a cloudy fluid with Gram-

negative diplococci was obtained from the pericardium. On Christmas

day, about eight weeks after the onset of her symptoms, she died.

The necropsy showed a subacute gonorrhceal urethritis, cystitis, endo-

metritis and salpingitis. There was a subacute fibrinous pericarditis with

effusion and bilateral pleurisy. Along the line of closure of the mitral

valve there were three pin-point, grayish elevations. The posterior aortic

cusp was covered by a large gray mass about the size of a terminal phalanx

of one's finger, which was very friable. On the left cusp there were several

masses of similar appearance and consistency measuring several millimeters

in diameter; these were also seen at the base of the aorta and on the ven-

tricular endocardium near the aortic orifice. The kidneys were enlarged;

cortex thickened and pale. The liver was rather large and showed evi-

dences of central necrosis and degeneration.
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Smears from the aortic vegetations, pericardial and pleural fluids, tubes

and endometrium showed gonococci, which were also found but in small

numbers in an area of bronchopneumonia.

Case VIII.— Vegetative and ulcerative endocarditis of mitral and aortic

valves. Arthritis. Multi-pie embolisms. Gonococci obtained in pure culture on

two occasions from the circulating blood and demonstrated morphologically

and tinctorially in the valvular thrombi.

H. B. (Med., 22529; Path., 3050), a negro, aged twenty-five years, delv-

ing venereal disease, had been seized seven weeks before entry with a

chill, and on the following day with pains in his knees and legs. This had

been followed by fever and a slight cough. From the onset he had been

obliged to stay in bed.

On admission on April 24, 1908, he was a well-developed colored man,

not especially anaemic (red blood corpuscles, 5,300,000; haemoglobin, 72 per

cent); there was a marked leukocytosis (19,300) and high fever with rapid

pulse. The heart was a little enlarged. There was a palpable systolic thrill.

At the apex the first sound was replaced by a high-pitched, long, blowing

murmur; second pulmonic, accentuated. The temperature ranged from

subnormal to 105°; sharp intermittent paroxysms. Urine: specific gravity,

1015 to 1020; trace of albumin; in the sediment, hyaline and epithelial

casts and occasional red blood corpuscles. The kukocytosis increased,

reaching at one time, 33,900. On May 1 there was a severe nose-bleed.

On May 2 small conjunctival ecchymoses appeared. On the same day

there was a sudden loss of power on the left side with increased reflexes.

A diastolic murmur developed along the left border of the sternum. The

patient failed rapidly, the urine became scanty, the pulse more rapid, and

on May 2, about eight weeks after the onset of Ins illness, he died.

Gonococci were twice obtained in pure culture from the circulating

blood. At necropsy there were numerous sub-epicardial hemorrhages. The

mitral orifice was almost plugged by a large thrombus attached to the right

half of the aortic cusp, measuring 2.5 x 1.5 cm.; there was another mass

of about the same size on the left half of the ventricular cusp of the valve.

Many of the chorda? tendinea? were covered with small, translucent, wart-

like growths as were the papillary muscles supplying these chorda?. About

1 cm. above the point of attachment of the mitral valve on the endocardium

of the auricle there were several wart-like vegetations. On the posterior

aortic cusp was a small thrombus mass attached by a pedicle. There were

multiple emboli in the brain. Anaemic infarcts in the kidney, conjunctiva?,

heart and muscles. Kidneys large, showing marked parenchymatous

degeneration. Morphologically and tinctorially gonococci were demon-

strated in the thrombi on the valves.
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Case IX.— Vegetative and ulcerative endocarditis of aortic and tricuspid

valves. Gonococci obtained in pure culture from the circulating blood and

demonstrated microscopically in the valvular thrombi.

W. W. (Med., 25152; Path., 3337), a colored janitor, began on December

31, 1909, to suffer from fever, exhaustion, cough with considerable expecto-

ration, sweating at night. At the end of a week he was so feeble that he

went to bed. On entry, two weeks after the onset of his symptoms, there

was high fever, rapid pulse, marked leukoc3i:osis, ranging during his illness

from 15.240 to 33,600; moderate anaemia (red blood corpuscles, 4,684,000;

haemoglobin, 75 per cent), albuminuria and cylindruria.

Heart slightly enlarged; the first sound at the apex booming, followed

by a loud systolic murmur transmitted to the axilla; faint diastolic heard

along the left sternal margin. Pulse, rapid and collapsing. Liver, enlarged,

2 cm. below the costal margin. Culture from the blood on entry, negative.

The patient steadily failed. There was high remittent and intermittent

fever and increasing rapidity of the pulse. On January 19 cultures from

the blood by Dr. Guthrie showed characteristic gonococci. Sudden death

on January 21, about three weeks after onset of symptoms.

Xecropsy. Just at the attachment of two cusps of the tricuspid valve,

below the foramen ovale, was a wart-like vegetation, friable and firmly

adherent to the wall. A few small vegetations on the left coronary cusp of

the aortic valve. The right coronary and posterior cusps of the aortic valve

showed large excrescences and ulcerations, one of which had extended

backward for some distance into the heart wall. There was an acute diffuse

nephritis; splenic infarction; bilateral hydrothorax. Bacterioscopically

gonococci were found in the smears from the thrombi.

Case X.

—

Gonorrheal vaginitis, metritis, salpingitis, pelvic peritonitis.

Hemiplegia. Vegetative aortitis. Blood culture negative. No bacteriologi-

cal examination at necropsy.

G. TV. (Surgical, 27762; Path., 3556), a colored girl, aged nine years.

Five days before entry, pain in the lower abdomen and about the umbilicus

with cramp-like exacerbations; vomiting. Entered the hospital on May
9, 1911, with severe abdominal pain, moderate distention, tenderness and

muscle spasm. Temperature, 99.8°. Physical examination, otherwise

negative. Leukocytes, 10,000 to 12,000. Purulent vaginitis with Gram-

negative intracellular diplococci, morphologically characteristic of gono-

cocci. Irregular remittent fever (99° to 102°), slowly rising.

May 22: The patient suddenly became stuporous, did not answer

questions, tossing the head from side to side; pupils dilated; reflexes

increased: ankle clonus; Babinski, positive. Lumbar puncture, clear

fluid. Pulse irregular. Loud systolic murmur in the pulmonary area.

May 24: Reflexes increased on the left; rigidity more marked on the

right. Abdominal reflexes absent. Blood cultures and cultures from the

Am Phys IS
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spinal fluid negative. The pulse became steadily more rapid, the leukocytes

increased to 13,000 and on June 1 the patient died. The specific gravity

of the urine varied from 1005 to 1016; there was a trace of albumin;

epithelial and pus cells in the sediment.

Necropsy. Acute urethritis, vaginitis, cystitis, pyelitis, endometritis,

bilateral salpingitis; acute and chronic pelvic peritonitis. Heart valves

and orifices showed no abnormalities. In the aorta, ''just above one of

the sinuses of Valsalva, is a small, round area, 4 mm. in diameter, on which

the intima is lost and the wall covered by soft friable grayish material which

extends into the lumen of the artery, 2 to 3 mm." . . . Brain: "The
basilar artery, posterior cerebrals and the right middle cerebral artery and

some of its branches are occluded by red friable casts. The carotids, left

middle cerebrals and anterior cerebrals are empty." ... On the

right: "The upper surface of the caudate nucleus in its anterior third is

found to be soft and of a rather hemorrhagic appearance. There is no

large blood clot, however, and the blood seems to be mingled with the

softened brain tissue. On section through the brain this softened area

appears to be about 3 cm. in lateral diameter and to extend for 7 to 8 cm.

antero-posteriorly, involving the caudate nucleus and the tracts just

outside."

Case XL

—

Gonorrhoea. Vegetative and ulcerative endocarditis of pulmonic

valves. Acute nephritis. Gonococcus obtained in pure culture from circulating

blood.

G. R. (Surgical, 35320; Path., 4222), a man, aged twenty-seven years,

with no history of gonorrhoea, began, about seven months before entry, to

suffer from general weakness, submaxillary swelling on the left side, fever,

abdominal pains and, a week later, chills recurring at irregular intervals.

Blood cultures at this time were negative. Fever, irregular and inter-

mittent and chills persisted. There was a leukocytosis of from 10 to 15,000.

Albuminuria and cylindruria. Petecnial eruption.

A slight improvement during the summer was followed by return of

active symptoms two weeks before entry on September 17, 1914. In the

hospital he was pale and somewhat emaciated. The heart was a little

large. "Over the apex the first sound is sharply replaced by a soft blowing

murmur which can just be heard in the anterior axillary line, but is much

louder and more distinct over the second and third intercostal spaces just

at the left sternal margin."

November 2: "Over the precordium a soft diastolic murmur can be

heard; this murmur is sharply localized to the area over which the systolic

murmur was heard on admission and follows the latter murmur, replacing

the second heart sound."

Spleen large and palpable. Liver, 2 cm. below the costal margin. Slight

tibial cedema. Petechia? on different parts of the body. Leukocytes on

entry but 8000, rapidly rising.
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Urine showed much albumin; hyaline, granular and cellular casts and

numerous red blood corpuscles in the sediment. Phthalein, September 13,

41 per cent; September 18, 34 per cent.

Repeated cultures from the blood showed numerous colonies of char-

acteristic gonococci growing only on blood-agar plates.

The anaemia increased. There was tenderness over the spleen. Trans-

fusions gave no permanent relief. There was an annoying diarrhoea. The

blood-pressure generally varied from 110/70 to 105/60, rising somewhat

after the transfusions. On one occasion it fell as low as 80/40.

Death, November 11, 1914, more than eight months after the onset of his

symptoms.

At necropsy there was found a chronic urethritis, cystitis, orchitis, pye-

litis. Numerous minute ecchymoses in the epicardium. The pulmonary

valve showed large vegetations which were friable and definitely attached

to the edges of the valve; the valve substance itself was apparently eroded

in places where the vegetations were not present and the free edges of the

valve were rolled and thickened. Acute hemorrhagic nephritis. Central

necroses in the liver. There was no note in the autopsy records as to cul-

tures post mortem, but the pathological diagnosis was: "Gonococcus septi-

csemia and endocarditis."

Case XII.

—

Gonorrhcea. Chronic urethritis. Prostatitis. Vegetative and

ulcerative endocarditis of aortic valve. Cultures from the blood during life,

negative.

H. P. (Med., 42732; Path., 6061), a colored laborer, aged twenty-three,

three weeks after the onset of a gonorrhcea which he thought had cleared up,

began to suffer from severe headaches followed, a week later, by smothering

sensations at night. There was diarrhoea and some slight stiffness of his

joints.

On entering the hospital November 11, 1919, he was a healthy looking

young colored man with a temperature of 103° and a rather rapid pulse.

The heart was a little enlarged; there was a soft, blowing diastolic murmur
along the left sternal border and in the aortic area, and, at the apex, a

rumble in diastole ending in a loud, ringing first sound. The pulse was

collapsing. Neither liver nor spleen was felt. There was a leukocytosis

of 19,760. The fever continued remittent, between 100.8° and 103.8°.

The urine showed a trace of albumin; hyaline casts and an occasional

red blood corpuscle in the sediment. Spleen not palpable. Cultures from

the blood and urine were negative. Spinal puncture was negative. On
November 15 he had a sharp, shaking chill. The patient failed steadily.

The respiration became rapid and shallow. Signs of bronchopneumonia

appeared and on November 18 he died.

At necropsy there was found a chronic urethritis and prostatitis. On the

mesial cusp of the aortic valve and ascending into the sinus of Valsalva
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ibehind it was a large, soft, pink, friable vegetation; the cusps of the valve

had almost been eroded away, and leading from the sinus of Valsalva is a

deep ulceration extending through the base of the aorta into the tissue of

the right auricle and ventricle; this ulcerated excavation is filled with

recent thrombus and forms a bulging mass partially occluding the tricus-

pid valve which was adherent to the protrusion behind it. The chordae

tendinese of the tricuspid were somewhat shortened and thickened.

There were small areas of lobular pneumonia in the lower lobe of the

Tight lung.

Most unfortunately, owing to a misunderstanding, no bacteriological

examinations were made at necropsy.

Case XIII.

—

Gonorrhoea. Arthritis. Irregular remittent and intermittent

fever with chills. Cardiac enlargement with evidence of mitral disease. Splenic

enlargement. Leukocytosis. Pleuro-pericardial friction. Cultures from circu-

lating blood negative. Death seven weeks after onset. Necropsy refused.

W. W. R. (Med., 7505), aged thirty-two years. Gonorrhoea eight weeks

before entry, June 26, 1897. Three weeks later arthritis of the hip and

later of the knees. Two weeks before entry, severe headaches, pain in the

back, chills, fever, sweating, nose-bleed, frequent vomiting, slight cough.

Has been in bed since the onset. On entry he was febrile; the pulse was

accelerated; the heart was slightly enlarged. The first sound at the apex

was replaced by a loud, blowing systolic murmur heard throughout the

axilla. Second pulmonic, a little accentuated. Spleen palpable. Five

years before, on a previous entry, the heart had shown no abnormalities.

There was a purulent urethral discharge containing diplococci. Leukocytes,

21,000. There was high, irregular, remittent fever. The leukocytes rose

to 23,000. The first heart sound became loud and very snapping; the

murmur changed considerably in character from day to day. A pleuro-

pericardial friction rub appeared. The patient steadily lost ground and

died on August 2, seven weeks after the onset of his symptoms which were

obviously those of an acute ulcerative endocarditis.



OBSERVATIONS OX HEART-BLOCK1

By PAUL D. WHITE, M.D.
BOSTON", MASS.

Occasionally there appears in the clinic a patient with heart-

block, and as such he is examined with a good deal of passing

interest. A few striking cases influence greatly our impressions

of the incidence, causes, complications and prognosis of the con-

dition. Further study and years of observation may not justify

all these first impressions. To obtain more accurate data on heart-

block, all of such cases electrocardiographed in my laboratory at

the Massachusetts General Hospital in the past seven and a half

years have been studied. Without the use of the electrocardio-

graph the all-important cases of intraventricular block would be

missed, as well as certain points of which I shall speak concerning:

auriculoventricular block. From the standpoint of general interest

I shall also include the few cases of so-called " sinoauricular block"

that I have seen. Postmortem examinations have not been carried

out in a sufficient number of cases to warrant detailed report in

this group.

At the outset it is necessary to define briefly the types of heart-

block :

Complete auriculoventricular block consists of complete disso-

ciation between auricular and ventricular contractions not due to-

excessive irritability of the ventricular pacemaker. Thus it is

necessary to distinguish between complete heart-block and com-
plete auriculoventricular dissociation. We have considered an

idioventricular rate of 00 as the borderline.

1 From the Medical Clinic and Cardiography Laboratory of the Massachusetts
General Hospital.
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Partial auriculoventricular block consists of partial dissociation

between auricular and ventricular activity in which the conduction

time, as expressed electrocardiographically by the P-R interval,

is abnormally long or in which there are dropped beats, and where

ventricular escape is not primarily the cause of the dissociation.

For the sake of clearness we have added to this series only those

cases with dropped beats or with a P-R interval of 0.2 second or

over. The borderline group with P-R intervals ranging from

0.18 up to 0.20 second we have omitted here so that there may not

be the least question as to the presence of partial block.

Intraventricular block is the expression used for delay or blocking

in the arborizations of the auriculoventricular conduction system

below the bifurcation of the bundle of His. The greater degree is

considered to be high-grade block in one of the two main branches

of the bundle which supply left and right ventricles respectively.

Such lesions give characteristic electrocardiograms.

Lesser grades of intraventricular block—produced by partial

blocking in the main branches of the auriculoventricular bundle

or by extensive lesions in the finer arborizations or by both—are

also determined electrocardiographically by deformity of the

ventricular complexes. In this series only well-marked cases have

been included. Cases of doubtful aberration have been omitted,

though without question there is a fairly wide borderline between

normal and abnormal electrocardiograms.

Finally " sinoauricular block" is the term generally applied

to that condition of the cardiac mechanism in which the sino-

auricular node itself fails to function, either at intervals, giving

rise to pauses of the whole heart about equal to the interval between

two normal beats, or with a distinct halving of the rate of the sino-

auricular pacemaker, or with a very slow regular sinoauricular

rhythm, or with auricular standstill and idioventricular rhythm.

The following table shows the frequency of the various types of

heart-block found among 3219 cases electrocardiographed at the

Massachusetts General Hospital from October 21, 1914, to March

15, 1922. 6719 plates were taken:
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Per cent.

Auriculoventricular block 156 4.8
Complete 27 0.8
Partial 129 4.0

Intraventricular block 130 4.0
Bundle branch 41 1.2

Lesser degrees ("aberration"; 89 2.8
All cases showing auriculoventricular or intraven-

tricular block 252 7.8
"Sinoauricular block" 11 0.3

Complete auriculoventricular block I have found 19 times in

the male and 8 times in the female. The extremes in age in

this series were six years and eighty-three years, but there were

only 4 cases under forty years of age. The probable etiological

factors were arteriosclerosis in 15 cases, or 56 per cent of the

total, syphilis in 4 cases, diphtheria in 3 cases, rheumatic fever in 2

eases, and doubtful in 3 cases. Digitalis may have been something

of a factor in but 2 cases. Heart failure was found in only 6 cases

at the time of first recording the presence of complete heart-block;

3 of these were of the anginal type and 3 of the congestive. Stokes-

Adams attacks occurred in only 6 cases, or 22 per cent. The

ventricular rates ranged from 25 to the minute up to 60, being in

the thirties in 13 cases. Electrocardiograms showed intraventricular

block in addition to complete auriculoventricular block in 15 of

the patients, or 56 per cent. Of these 3 showed well-marked bundle

branch block. Auricular fibrillation occurred in 2 instances. Of

24 cases followed, 20 of them right up to date, 12 have died from

heart failure, 7 of them within one year of the discovery of the

complete heart-block. Xine cases were "well" or in "fair

condition," though still showing heart-block when last noted,

from one to seven years after the first record of the complete

block. Of these 9, 5 had survived over five years, 4 of them being

the 4 cases under forty years of age and 3 of these probably diph-

theritic in origin. The fifth case was a man about fifty years of

age with well-treated syphilis.

Of the 129 cases of partial auriculoventricular block 91 were males

and 38 females. The age limits observed were birth and seventy-

nine years. 62, or 4S per cent, were under forty years. The

etiology of the heart disease in the group included rheumatic fever

in 57 cases, arteriosclerosis in 34, syphilis in 12, doubtful in 5,
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miscellaneous (including one congenital block case) in 12, and no

heart disease in 9. Digitalis was apparently chiefly responsible

for the partial block in 65 cases, or 50.4 per cent, as shown by the

characteristic flattening or inversion of the T wave of the electro-

cardiogram, by the amount of digitalis given, and by the recovery

from the block after digitalis was stopped. Angina pectoris occurred

in only 4 cases and congestive failure in 49. Stokes-Adams attacks

were found to have occurred in only 4 cases. The electrocardio-

gram showed a P-R interval varying from 0.20 second to 0.59

second. There was one case showing possibly a P-R interval of

0.85 second; this is more likely explained, however, by a dropped

beat with ventricular escape following. There were a number

of interesting variations in conduction time. One patient, for

example, showed a P-R interval at times of 0.32 second without

dropped beats and at other times with an interval of 0.17 second

showed frequent dropped beats without any progressive lengthening

of the interval. Another patient showed at one time a high-

grade partial block, with two or three to one rhythm, and normal

rhythm, with a P-R interval of 0.16 to 0.18 second on repeated

examinations at other times. The cause of the paroxysm of heart-

block in this case was not found out, though there was undoubtedly

an arteriosclerotic background, for the man had angina pectoris

also. Intraventricular block was found in 19 cases of the whole

group, or 15 per cent, being of the bundle branch type in 11 cases.

Auricular fibrillation was present in 9 cases, in fact all those cases

of auricular fibrillation with a ventricular rate of 45 or less being

arbitrarily added to the group, but not including 2 cases with

the regular idioventricular rhythm of complete heart-block. Of

these 9 cases of auricular fibrillation 8 showed a well-marked digi-

talization of the T wave; 78 of the 129 patients showing partial

auriculoventricular block have been followed to date; 47 have

had cardiac deaths and 21 are now in fair or good health.

Intraventricular block of the bundle branch type, found in 41

cases of the 3219 electrocardiographed occurred 34 times in

the male and 7 times in the female. All but 2 cases were over

forty years of age, the average being sixty years, the highest

of all the groups. The youngest case was twenty-nine years of
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age and resulted temporarily from quinidin. Arteriosclerosis

was apparently responsible in 33 of the patients, or 80.1 per cent;

rheumatic fever in 4 cases and syphilis in 3 cases. Although

many of the patients received digitalis for congestive failure no

relationship could be found which in this group would indicate

that digitalis was in any way responsible for the intraventricular

block. In 2 cases transient bundle branch block was produced

by quinidin sulphate and in 2 other cases there was no change in

the block when quinidin was administered. Angina pectoris

occurred in 8 cases and congestive failure in 23. Stokes-Adams

attacks occurred in 2 cases, one of which had also partial auriculo-

ventricular block. Hypertension was found in 24 cases, or well

over half. Auriculoventricular block occurred in 14 of the 41

patients,—complete in 2 and partial in 12. Auricular fibrillation

was found in' 7 cases and auricular paroxysmal tachycardia in 2.

The block was of the right branch type in 40 cases and of the left

branch type in only 1 case. Of 36 cases followed to date 26 have

died,—22 of cardiac failure, 13 of them within one year and 10 of

them within six months of the discovery of the block.

Lesser degrees of intraventricular block have been found in 89

cases, 57 males and 32 females. The age limits were twelve and

eighty-two years in the group, 17 of the patients being under forty

years of age. Arteriosclerosis was apparently responsible in 53

cases, or 59 per cent, rheumatic fever in 22 cases and syphilis in 7.

Digitalis did not appear to be a significant factor in any of our

cases, although it was frequently given because of the presence

of heart failure. Quinidin sulphate was the cause of transient

aberration in 4 cases, not including the 2 cases of bundle branch

block so produced. Congestive failure occurred in 37 patients

at the time of the discovery of the intraventricular block and

angina pectoris in 15 cases. Auriculoventricular block coexisted

in 20 of the patients, complete in 12 and partial in 8. Auricular

fibrillation coexisted in 15 cases. Of 69 cases followed to date

43 have died from heart failure, 25 of them (or 36 per cent of the

total number followed) within >ix months of the discovery of the

block.
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"Sinoauricular block" was found in 11 cases, 7 male and 4

female. The age limits were seven and seventy-nine years, the

majority of the patients being below forty years of age. There

was no heart disease in 7 cases while of the other 4 cases arterio-

sclerotic heart disease was present in 2, rheumatic heart disease

in 1 and hypertensive heart disease in 1. Digitalis was primarily

responsible in 6 cases, including the 4 with heart disease. There

were no Stokes-Adams attacks in this group. In 5 patients the

block was complete, giving rise to auricular standstill; in 4 cases

there were "dropped beats," in 1 case a very slow regular sino-

auricular rhythm of 38, and in 1 case the sinoauricular rate

suddenly halved after exercise. The P-R intervals when present

were within normal limits. The condition was transient in all cases

without effect on life.

Conclusions. 1. Intraventricular block is almost as fre-

quently seen in a large medical clinic as is auriculoventricular

block, 4 per cent having been found in 3219 cases observed at the

Massachusetts General Hospital as compared with 4.8 per cent.

2. Complete auriculoventricular block in the present series

showed one-fifth the frequency of unquestionable partial auriculo-

ventricular block.

3. Bundle branch block of high grade made up slightly less than

one-third of the total number of cases of intraventricular block.

4. Sinoauricular block was rarely found, less than half as often

as complete auriculoventricular heart-block.

5. Arteriosclerosis was apparently responsible for the majority

of the cases of complete auriculoventricular block and of intra-

ventricular block of all degrees, but especially of the bundle branch

type, where it figured as the chief factor in over 80 per cent.

6. In this series syphilis was a probable factor in 16 of 156 cases

of auriculoventricular block and in 11 of 130 cases of intraven-

tricular block. Antiluetic treatment in a number of these cases

followed has not abolished the block, although disappearance of

heart-block under treatment has been reported, and I have seen

one such probable case in France during the war.

7. In the series of partial auriculoventricular block digitalis

seemed to be chiefly responsible in more than half, on a back-
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ground of rheumatic heart disease more often than arteriosclerotic

heart disease. Digitalis was also largely responsible for 6 of the

11 cases of " sinoauricular block." The characteristic flattening

or inversion of the T wave of the electrocardiogram was here very

helpful in analysis of digitalis effect.

8. Less than one-quarter of the cases of complete auriculoven-

tricular block showed heart failure, either anginal or congestive,

at the time of discovery, and also less than a quarter gave a history

of Stokes-Adams attacks.

9. In every group the male sex was far oftener represented than

the female, the ratio being about 5 to 2 in the whole series.

10. In this series the mortality from heart failure in the last

seven and a half years has been slightly higher in the group with

intraventricular block than in the group with auriculoventricular

block. Several of the cases with complete heart-block were in

fairly good condition some years after the discovery of the block,

in fact 9 being in "good or in fair health" from one to seven

years after the first electrocardiographic evidence of complete

heart-block. Four of the 5 cases surviving in fairly good health

over five years after the discovery of the block were the 4 patients

under forty years of age.

11. Heart failure, especially of the anginal type, was found more

often in the patients with intraventricular block than in those with

auriculoventricular block. Angina pectoris was found about four

times more often in intraventricular block than in auriculoventric-

ular block.

12. It appears from this study that intraventricular block is

of greater significance than auriculoventricular block. For its

detection the electrocardiograph is essential.



DIGITALIS EFFECTS IN CHRONIC CARDIAC CASES
. WITH REGULAR RHYTHM IN CONTRAST TO

AURICULAR FIBRILLATION

By HENRY A. CHRISTIAN, M.D.
BOSTON, MASS.

In 1919, in a paper entitled "Digitalis Therapy: Satisfactory

Effects in Cardiac Cases with Regular Rhythm," 1 I ended with

these words: "These cases may serve as examples of what we

commonly observe in cardiac cases without arrhythmia and justify

placing much confidence in the effects of digitalis on cardiac patients

with regular pulses. They certainly justify a confident use of

digitalis in such cases even though the pulse-rate may not be rapid.

Even when the pulse-rate is not changed other striking changes

are produced and the patient is benefited by digitalis therapy when

it is properly administered."

Mackenzie2 believes that digitalis has its chief effect on heart-

rate, particularly when there is arrhythmia. "They" (drugs of

the digitalis group), says Mackenzie, "seem, however, to have

a very restricted action, chiefly limited to the slowing of the heart 's

rate in certain abnormal rhythms of the heart. This is probably

due to their action on some part of the regulating mechanism of

the heart's rate, chiefly if not entirely through the vagus. Whether

these drugs have any action beyond slowing is doubtful, except

it may be in their effect upon that somewhat mysterious function

of the heart muscle, tone.

"Digitalis. In an inquiry I have conducted for many years on

the action of this drug, in every instance where I got a good result

1 Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1919, clvii, 593.
2 Chapter on "Chronic Diseases of the Heart," Oxford Medicine, vol. ii.
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from its action on the heart it was accompanied by a diminution

of the heart's rate. . . . Apart from these cases in which

improvement occurred with slowing of the rate the only other

condition I have found benefited by digitalis was in dropsy, when

the digitalis acted as a diuretic.

" The best effect of digitalis is seen in cases of heart failure with

dilatation of the heart and dropsy. Eighty to 90 per cent of such

cases suffer from auricular fibrillation. . . . If we scrutinize

the published records of cases that have benefited by the drug we

find that the great majority of these results occur in one condi-

tion, auricular fibrillation, or its allied condition, auricular flutter.

. . . Indeed my experience has been that with normal rhythm

only occasionally does the digitalis slow the heart, and that to a

very slight degree." 1

My views evidently differ from those of my fellow-editor of the

Oxford Medicine. The views of Sir James Mackenzie, as out-

lined in the above quotations from him, have been concurred in

by numerous observers, with the result that there is a growing

feeling that unless the pulse is absolutely irregular and rapid

little is to be gained from digitalis therapy. My own experience

is so directly contrary to this that it seems worth while to restate

the views already expressed by me in the quoted article and to

support them with further data.

My own view with regard to digitalis is that it has, as a rule,

a striking effect on those changes in the patient which are

brought about by cardiac insufficiency, and this effect appears

irrespective of whether or not the pulse is irregular. The following

changes are the prominent ones in patients suffering from cardiac

insufficiency: increased heart-rate with and without arrhythmia,

dyspnea, cough, cyanosis, edema, decreased urine output, nausea.

vomiting, enlargement of the liver, pain. Some or all of these

are found in individual patients. Alteration of some or all of

these is to be looked for following digitalis therapy as evidence of

effectiveness of the drug. Some only of these changes can be

presented in a striking, graphic way. Some are rather apt to be

overlooked because the appropriate observations are not made on

1 Oxford Medicine, ii, 4S7 and Iss.
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the patients; moderate diuresis will not be noted unless the urine

amount and the fluid intake for each twenty-four hours are

recorded, and often loss of edema may be indicated graphically only

by decline in the patient 's weight, for the increase in urine output

may be but slight with a rapidly falling weight curve. Changes

in heart-rate, particularly if both apex and radial rates are charted,

show, in a striking way, on the clinical chart. It is to be remembered

that with arrhythmia, pulse-rate may be no index of heart-rate;

with arrhythmia it is essential to count the apex-rate. Dyspnea

is poorly, sometimes not at all, depicted by the charted rate of

respiration. Evidence of decreased dyspnea, cough and cyanosis

has to be found in the daily notes made on the patient's condition.

Decreases in edema are indicated graphically in the urine amount

and actually depicted in the weight curve. Improved renal function

is shown by an increased output and in improved figures for renal

function. Nausea, vomiting, and pain conditions must be de-

scribed. Shrinkage in liver size is to be noted in abdominal pal-

pation. Improvement in the patient's general condition as well

as in a number of these special symptoms is a matter of clinical

observation rather than of graphic numerical record, but these

are none the less important on that account.

If patients with cardiac disease are observed in these various

ways, and if the observations are systematically recorded, it is the

exception to fail to find definite evidence of a very considerable

result from digitalis therapy provided signs of cardiac insufficiency

were present prior to giving the digitalis, the digitalis used is potent

and given in sufficient amount, and there has been a fair interval

of time since any preceding digitalis therapy.

I often wonder if, perchance, the great reputation for efficiency

of digitalis in auricular fibrillation does not depend in large part

on the fact that the heart-rate in these cases is often very rapid

when the heart is decompensated, and it is so easy to be impressed

by its marked slowing, as shown on the clinical chart, after digitalis

has been given. True it is that it is rare to see so marked a slowing

from digitalis when cardiac rhythm is regular. This, however, is

due to the fact that digitalis in therapeutic doses, as a rule, slows

the rate to but 60 to 70, and if before its use the rate was 90 to 110,
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as is usually the case in decompensation with regular rhythm,

the decrease is not a very striking thing (Chart I), while if the rate

beforehand was 160 or more, as occurs in auricular fibrillation,

the curve on the clinical chart rightly may be termed a " dramatic

change" (Chart II).
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Chart I.—Male, aged twenty-eight years; chronic cardiac valvular disease.

mitral stenosis: rhythm regular. The first column of figures on the left-hand side

of the chart indicates the amount of urine output and the fluid intake for each
twenty-four hours expressed in cubic centimeters. The second column of figures

on the left of the chart indicates the apex and radial pulse-rates per minute. D =
three doses of 0.2 gm. each of powdered digitalis leaves every six hours, a total of

0.6 gm. on this day. D 1 = seven doses of 0.3 gm. each of powdered digitalis leaves

every six hours, a total of 2.1 gm. on this day. Total 0+0!= 2.7 gm. of powdered
digitalis leaves. P = pulse-rate counted at the wrist. F = fluid intake measured
in cubic centimeters. U = urine measured in cubic centimeters. The effect of

digitalis in this case was a slowed pulse (110 to 55) and on two days a marked
diuresis, with urine increase from 400 to 2700 and 2500 cc.

However these very rapid heart-rates are not so very frequent

in auricular fibrillation; in our series only 3 patients among 57

with auricular fibrillation had an apex-rate over 140 at the time

digitalis was given. Sixteen had an apex-rate under 90, 9 a rate
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of 90 to 100, 7 a rate of 105 to 110, 6 a rate of 115 to 120, 10 a rate

of 125 to 130, 6 a rate of 135 to 140. Consequently a heart-rate of

115 to 120 may be said to be fairly typical of auricular fibrillation,

foot

•3»<>c
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and at such a level the effect of digitalis on pulse-rate (Chart III)
w not very different from that in the faster heart-rates of patients
with regular rhythm (compare with Chart I). In contrast to
these patients with auricular fibrillation, of 40 patients with regular
rhythm 16 had a heart-rate under 90, 13 a rate of 90 to 100 3 a
rate of 105 to 110, 6 a rate of 115 to 120, 2 a rate of 125 to 130 and

of 0.7 gm. A = heart-rate counted with a stethoscope over the apex reJiou P -pulse-rae counted at the wrist. F = fluid intake measured in cubic centimeLlU = urine measured in cubic centimeters Tha „«•„„+ c j- -1 •

utJUUme iers.

a slowed anex-rate Man tV, sm S- '

e eCt °f dlSltalls m this case wasea aPex-rate (120 to 80), with disappearance of pulse deficit.

none faster. Hence a rate of 95 to 100 may be said to be an
average for cases with regular rhythm. Often I have seen these
slower rates, however, show other changes in condition fully as
dramatic" as the slowing of the fast pulse of auricular fibrillation

-as, for example, Chart [V, showing diuresis and drop in body
weight.

Am Phys 19
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Chart IV.— Male, aged forty-five years; chronic myocarditis, hypertension,

rhythm regular. The first column of figures on the left-hand side of the chart

indicates the amount of urine output and the fluid intake for each twenty-four hours

expressed in cubic centimeters. The second column of figures on the left of the

chart indicates the apex and radial pulse-rates per minute. The column of figures

on the right indicates the weight of the patient in kilograms. D = a single dose

of 2.3 gm. of powdered digitalis leaves given at 10.30 a.m. P = pulse-rate counted
at the wrist. F = fluid intake measured in cubic centimeters. U = urine measured
in cubic centimeters. "YV = weight of the patient in kilograms. The effect of

digitalis in this case was to produce a very marked diuresis with increase of urine

from 1000 to 6425, 5050, 2625 and 2600 cc, and a decrease in body weight of 21.4

kilos, or 47 pounds.
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For some years in my clinic at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital

all patients have had the daily fluid intake and urine output

measured and charted. All patients are weighed at frequent

intervals. All patients with irregular cardiac rhythms have the

cardiac rate counted with the stethoscope on the apex region

and the pulse counted at the wrist, and these are charted. With,

few exceptions cardiac cases have electrocardiograms made. The

clinical chart shows the amount of digitalis given each day, so that

digitalis therapy appears on the chart in relation to temperature,

pulse- and apex-rate, rate of respiration, fluid intake, urine output,

and patient's weight. This makes it relatively easy to note digitalis

effects. To check up my impressions I have reviewed the records

of 97 consecutive patients with some form of chronic cardiac dis-

ease in relation to digitalis effectiveness. With rare exceptions

all such patients have had digitalis therapy in moderate to large

dosage. Of these 97 patients, 72, or 74.2 per cent, show in their

records definite and considerable change following digitalis therapy;

8, or 8.2 per cent, show definite though slight digitalis effect, while

only 17, or 17.5 per cent, give no evidence that digitalis has

produced any change.

In this study a decrease in heart-rate of not less than thirty

beats per minute, a loss in body weight of at least 4 kilos (8.8

pounds), or a diuresis with urine output either for a day much in

excess of fluid intake or for several days considerably in excess of

fluid intake, provided these changes followed digitalis therapy,

were considered sufficient evidence of definite and considerable

effect of digitalis. If these changes were not shown in the chart

the patient's record was read particularly for evidence of other

changes; in one patient a marked decrease in liver size and in

another a marked improvement in dyspnea were accepted as

evidence of definite and considerable digitalis effect. With these

two exceptions all of the cases showed at least as much change

as indicated by the criteria set for pulse, body weight or urine

output change. Obviously very many patients showed much more

change than these minima and usually a number of symptoms
and signs were very definitely improved by the digitalis.

With extremely rare exceptions (intravenous strophanthin) no
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other drug of the cardiac group other than digitalis is used at

the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, and in almost every case the

same preparation, namely, pills of powdered leaves, is employed;

very occasionally other forms of digitalis are used. Fluid intake

is restricted in most of these cases, as shown by the charts. Very

cyanotic patients are bled. Copious catharsis is not employed.

Morphin is used for restless patients. Patients are in bed, for

the most part propped on a bed-rest. Digitalis is the sheet-anchor

in treatment. It is certain that essentially the same treatment

is followed for patients with regular and with irregular heart

rhythms. Consequently results are comparable in these two

groups. Treatment other than giving digitalis is, of course, impor-

tant, but it is not sufficient to produce the results attributed to the

digitalis, as has been shown in numerous patients in whom these

other procedures were instituted and digitalis then given after

four or five days of the other management.

Figures for the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital clinic are, with

rhythms regular (except, at most, for occasional extrasystoles or

delayed conduction time), 40 cases, of which 5 were diagnosticated

mitral stenosis and insufficiency, 1 aortic stenosis, 5 aortic regur-

gitation, 6 aortic regurgitation and mitral stenosis, and 23 chronic

myocarditis. With auricular fibrillation1 there were 57 cases, of

which 13 were diagnosticated mitral stenosis and insufficiency,

4 aortic regurgitation and mitral stenosis and 40 chronic myo-

carditis.
Per cent.

With regular rhythm considerable digitalis effect in 72.5

With auricular fibrillation considerable digitalis effect in . . . . 75 .

4

With regular rhythm slight digitalis effect in 5.0

With auricular fibrillation slight digitalis effect in 10.5

W7ith regular rhythm no digitalis effect in 22 .

5

With auricular fibrillation no digitalis effect in 14.0

The diagnosis of cardiac rhythm in all cases used in the above

tabulation is based on electrocardiographic study.

This tabulation shows that digitalis produces a considerable

change with almost equal frequency whether auricular fibrillation

is present or not. The striking thing is that, with so very few

1 In this series there was only one case with auricular flutter, and for simplicity

this is omitted from the tabulation.
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exceptions, evidence of definite, considerable digitalis action is

present. If we examine these cases further we find that usually

where digitalis effect is slight or absent (25 of 97 cases) it is because

patients really had no definite evidence of cardiac decompensation

(16 cases); less often the cause was found in the fact that the

patient was too near death for the drug to act (6 cases). Here,

however, it is remarkable that definite effects sometimes may be

obtained in patients who actually die within four or five days after

the digitalis effect is obtained.

As already quoted, Mackenzie in his experience found that

whenever he got a good result from the action of digitalis on the

heart it was accompanied by a diminution of the heart's rate.

Since increased cardiac rate is one of the commonest evidences

of cardiac insufficiency, obviously it will be found in the great

majority of patients to whom digitalis is given, for all agree that

digitalis therapy is indicated only when there is evidence of cardiac

insufficiency. If increased cardiac rate is present in cardiac insuffi-

ciency prior to digitalis therapy and the therapy is effective it

is to be supposed that the rate will be slowed. This is the case

except in those patients' in which the increased rate is due to a

paroxysmal tachycardia or paroxysmal auricular fibrillation associ-

ated with cardiac insufficiency. Here the rate may be irrespective

of digitalis therapy, a period of rapid rate, starting and ending

abruptly as it does without any relation to digitalis. Another

exception lies in those cases in which the increased rate is part

of a febrile condition. Here digitalis has little effect on rate.

However, there are cases in which the heart is decompensated and

yet the rate is slow. In these there may be very striking digitalis

effects, and they occur with both regular rhythm and auricular

fibrillation, as shown by the following examples (Charts Y and

VI). These are cases with dropsy and the striking effect is diuresis,

a possibility recognized by Mackenzie in the words, "The only

other condition I have found benefited by digitalis was in dropsy,

when the digitalis acted as a diuretic." However, weight decrease

with slight diuresis may be a result of digitalis therapy, as shown

by the following cases (Charts VII and VIII), and if diuresis alone

is taken as the criterion of an effect of digitalis on edema, some

striking effects such as these, may be overlooked.
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An enlarged liver may decrease in size with disappearance of

tenderness as a result of digitalis without there being either decreased

pulse-rate or diuresis, as shown by the following case (Chart IX).

The same thing may happen with regard to dyspnea and with

other symptoms of cardiac insufficiency, changes which cannot be

presented in any graphic way but which depend on words expres-

ChartJV.— Male, aged sixty years; chronic myocarditis, rhythm regular. The
first column of figures on the left-hand side of the chart indicates the amount of

urine output and the fluid intake for each twenty-four hours expressed in cubic

centimeters. The second column of figures on the left of the chart indicates the
apex and radial pulse-rates per minute. The column of figures on the right indicates

the weight of the patient in kilograms. D = eight doses of 0.2 gm. each of powdered
digitalis leaves every six hours, a total of 1.6 gm. P = pulse-rate counted at the
wrist. F = fluid intake measured in cubic centimeters. U = urine measured in

cubic centimeters. W = weight of the patient in kilograms. The effect of digitalis

in this case was a moderately slowed pulse-rate (85 to 60), a diuresis with urine

increase from 625 to 975 and 2300 cc, and a decrease in body weight of 7.8 kilos, or

17.2 pounds.

sire of judgments and opinions from day to day. These are no

less real, but as they have no numerical measurements they are

more open to the bias of the personal equation and hence not so

well suited to such a study as the present. However these other

changes, which may be expressed objectively and numerically,

are encountered so often in cardiac patients following digitalis

therapy that we may rest the case on them and say that in a very
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large per cent of all cardiac cases with insufficiency digitalis

produces definite objective changes which may be expressed

numerically, and this is true with little variation dependent on

Chart VI.—Female, aged forty-five years; chronic myocarditis, auricular fibrilla-

tion. The first column of figures on the left-hand side of the chart indicates the

amount of urine output and the fluid intake for each twenty-four hours expressed

in cubic centimeters. The second column of figures on the left of the chart indi-

cates the apex and radial pulse-rates per minute. The column of figures on the

right indicates the weight of the patient in kilograms. D = 0.5 gm. of powdered
digitalis leaves given at 3.35 p.m. D 1 = nine doses of 0.2 gm. each of powdered
digitalis leaves given four times a day, a total of 1.8 gm. Total D + D 1 = 2.3 gm.

of powdered digitalis leaves. A = heart-rate counted with a stethoscope over the

apex region. P = pulse-rate counted at the wrist. F = fluid intake measured in

cubic centimeters. U = urine measured in cubic centimeters. W = weight of the

patient in kilograms. The effect of digitalis in this case was a diuresis with urine

output of 2250 cc and a decrease in body weight of 7 kilos, or 15.4 pounds.

regular or irregular rhythm. In other words, digitalis is fully as

efficient with regular rhythm as with auricular fibrillation. The

change produced in auricular fibrillation may be more readily
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noted, but often it is not a whit more dramatic than changes found

in cardiac patients with regular rhythm and, by and large, digitalis

is just as efficient a therapeutic agent in chronic cardiac lesions
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Chart VII.— Male, aged fifty-nine years; chronic myocarditis, auricular fibrilla-

tion, arteriosclerosis, old right hemiplegia. The first column of figures on the left-

hand side of the chart indicates the amount of urine output and the fluid intake for

each twenty-four hours expressed in cubic centimeters. The second column of

figures on the left of the chart indicates the apex and radial pulse-rates per minute.

The column of figures on the right indicates the weight of the patient in kilograms.

D = a single dose of 1.8 gm. of powdered digitalis leaves. D 1 = 0.2 gm. of powdered
digitalis leaves. D 2 = fifteen doses of 0.1 gm. each of powdered digitalis leaves

every six hours, a total of 1.5 gm. Total D + D 1 + D 2 = 3.5 gm. of powdered
digitalis leaves. A = heart-rate counted with a stethoscope over the apex region.

P = pulse-rate counted at the wrist. F = fluid intake measured in cubic centimeters.

U = urine measured in cubic centimeters. W = weight of the patient in kilograms.

The effect of digitalis in this case was a delayed decrease in apex-rate (110 to 78),

with a moderate decrease in pulse deficit, a delayed but prolonged moderate diuresis,

and a decrease in body weight of 19 kilos, or 41.8 pounds.

with insufficiency whether there is auricular fibrillation or regular

rhythm. Certainly there is no reason to believe prior to trial, that

digitalis is unlikely to be an effective therapeutic agent because the

auricles are not fibrillating.
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Chart VIII.—Female, aged forty-three years; chronic myocarditis, hypertension,
rhythm regular. The first column of figures on the left-hand side of the charl
indicates the amount of urine output and the fluid intake for each twenty-four
hours expressed in cubic centimeters. The second column of figures on the left of
the chart indicates the apex and radial pulse-rates per minute. The column of
figures on the right indicates the weight of the patient in kilograms. D = a single
dose of 1.2 gm. of powdered digitalis leaves given at 9.30 p.m. D 1 = five doses of
0.2 gm. each of powdered digitalis leaves every six hours, started at 3.30 a.m., a
total of 1 gm. Total D + D 1 = 2.2 gm. of powdered digitalis leaves.
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If there is marked evidence in the patient of cardiac decompen-

sation, as indicated by such signs as rapid heart-rate, dyspnea,

cyanosis, edema, etc., digitalis, if potent and given in adequate

dosage, with few exceptions produces very evident changes. This

is shown by the experience just cited where among 97 unselected

cases such a digitalis effect was obtained in 72 (74.2 per cent) of

lioo
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strongly indicated as a therapeutic measure. In 6 more of the

25 cases the patients died so soon that it is not surprising that the

heart failed to respond to digitalis. Of the remaining 3, 1 with

slow pulse and edema had evident nephritis, which seemed to be

the cause for digitalis not producing a diuresis, 1 had an aortic

aneurysm which was in part responsible for symptoms, and in 1

there seemed no reason why a digitalis effect was not produced;

possibly the drug was not absorbed. Omitting the 16 cases with

slight signs of cardiac decompensation, SI remain in which there

were evident signs of cardiac decompensation, and of these all but

9 showed definite, i. e., 90 per cent showed definite, considerable

digitalis effect. Of the 9 failures the cause for 6 was found in

impending death, for 1 in chronic nephritis preventing diuresis

and for 1 in an aortic aneurysm, leaving but 1 failure, for which

there seemed no adequate cause. That auricular fibrillation plays

but little part in determining digitalis effectiveness is shown by

the results, adequate digitalis effect in 72.5 per cent of the cases

with regular rhythm in contrast to 75 per cent of the cases with

auricular fibrillation.

CONCLUSION. Digitalis is fully as effective in the treatment

of chronic cardiac cases without auricular fibrillation as it is in

those with auricular fibrillation. Even when the heart-rate is

slow, striking digitalis effects may be produced whether fibrillation

is present or not. If symptoms and signs of cardiac decompen-

sation are marked it is rare to fail to get a digitalis effect irre-

spective of what the cardiac rhythm is.



QUINIDIN IN AURICULAR FIBRILLATIOX : WITH
SOME OBSERVATIOXS OX ITS USE IN
COMBINATION WITH DIGITALIS*

By T. STUART HART, M.D.
NEW YORK

One of the most spectacular medical discoveries of recent years

is the effect which alkaloids of cinchona have on certain hearts

presenting the phenomenon of auricular fibrillation.

Quinin has been used for many years as a heart sedative, but

its use specifically in auricular fibrillation dates from a report of 2

cases published in 1914 by Wenckebach, 1 in which its administration

resulted in the restitution of sinus rhythm.

As a result of his studies of the effect of various alkaloids of

cinchona on patients suffering from auricular fibrillation, Frey2

came to the conclusion that quinidin was the least toxic and the

most potent of these derivations, and because of its better solubility

he advised the use of the sulphate instead of the pure alkaloid.

Since Frey's paper, in 1918, there have appeared in the literature

the reports of more than 300 cases of auricular fibrillation treated

with quinidin. In about one-half of these its administration has

been followed by a resumption of normal rhythm which has per-

sisted for periods varying from a few hours to several months.

We have as yet little accurate knowledge of the exact manner

in which quinidin accomplishes its results, its optimum dose, the

intervals at which it is best administered, its rate of elimination,

and its dangers. We know little of the type of case in which the

normal rhythm is likely to be restored, and the value of the resump-

tion of control by the normal pacemaker is still open to discussion.

* From the Medical Service of the Presbyterian Hospital.
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The advantages and disadvantages of combining the administration

of quinidin with other drugs has been but little studied.

It is only by accumulating considerable data that many of these

questions can be solved, and it has therefore been considered worth

while to place on record the clinical observations which we have

secured up to the present time, notwithstanding their limited

number and rather fragmentary character.

This report is based on a rather careful study of 15 persistent

and 2 paroxysmal cases of auricular fibrillation. These were

unselected cases, such as one meets in the medical service of a

large general hospital. The patients were carefully observed, were

subjected to the usual routine physical and laboratory examinations

of a well-ordered medical service, and were studied by means of

electrocardiographic records taken at frequent intervals.

The drug employed in all the studies has been the sulphate of

quinidin, administered in capsules each containing 0.2 gm. Our

routine has been to give two preliminary doses of 0.2 gm. each,

allowing twenty-four hours for evidence of individual suscepti-

bility to develop. After this 0.4 gm. was given after eating three

times a day over periods of variable length. As soon as a sinus

rhythm had been reestablished the drug was immediately dis-

continued. Noteworthy departures from this routine will be

mentioned in connection with the description of special cases.

Of the 15 cases showing persistent auricular fibrillation 5

recovered a normal rhythm after the administration of quinidin;

in all fibrillation recurred after a larger or shorter period (see Table

III); in 4 of these quinidin was again given and in each instance

the normal pacemaker assumed control of the rhythm; one of

these cases still maintains a normal rhythm after an interval of

5 months; in the other 3 a third period of quinidin was effective

in 1 and ineffective in the remaining 2 cases.

Flutter as a transitional mechanism preceding a sinus rhythm

was recorded in 2 cases. In 3 other cases the administration of

quinidin was followed by flutter (1 case) and impure flutter

(2 cases), but in these the sinus never regained its control as a

pacemaker.

In both paroxysmal cases sinus rhythm promptly followed small
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doses of quinidin. In Case 16 of our series the periods of sinus

rhythm were so brief and so similar to those of the control period

during which no quinidin was given that our observations appeared

to be of little or no value. The results obtained in Case 17 were

more striking and will be referred to later in more detail.

In our experience if quinidin was effective in producing sinus

rhythm this occurred within a few hours or at least not longer than

sixty hours after beginning the drug. In one case sinus rhythm

was restored in five hours after the administration of 0.4 gm. To

none of the cases in which it was effective was there given more

than 3 gm. In the cases which did not resume a normal rhythm,

quinidin, 1.2 gm. a day, was continued from one to three weeks,

but the prolonged administration seemed to have little or no effect.

Case 1, who on two occasions responded to small doses of quinidin,

and in a third period failed to respond, was given in a fourth period

0.6 gm. daily for forty consecutive days with no apparent change in

his rhythm or condition.

Selection of Cases. We are able to add very little new informa-

tion as to the type of case that is likely to be favorably effected by

quinidin. In Table I are grouped the cases in which the adminis-

tration of quinidin was followed by a sinus rhythm, in Table II the

cases in which fibrillation persisted. A comparison of the sexes,

ages, and length of duration of fibrillation in these cases affords

no explanation of the type of case in which quinidin exerts its

peculiar influence, nor does the clinical diagnosis help in solving

this question. Cases of chronic valvular disease, mitral disease,

general arteriosclerosis, chronic nephritis, chronic myocarditis,

hyperthyroidism and hypertension can be found in both groups.

There is one feature, however, to which we would like to call

attention which may possibly be of value in selecting the cases in

which the administration of quinidin may be followed by the

restoration of sinus rhythm. In reviewing our electrocardio-

graphic curves we have been impressed by the fact that those

patients who in their control curves (i. e., those taken in the period

before quinidin was given) showed relatively large auricular waves,

or those in which the coarse waves predominated over the fine

waves, were more likely to regain a normal rhythm than those in

which the control curves showed only fine auricular oscillations.
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Of the control curves of 15 cases of persistent fibrillation, 9

presented very coarse waves or a mixture of fine and coarse waves

in which the latter predominated, of these 4 reverted to normal

rhythm; 6 of these cases showed only the finer auricular waves,

and of these only 1 returned to a sinus pacemaker. A number of

those showing only fine oscillations had received digitalis over con-

siderable periods, and this is an important point to be considered,

as will be seen when we discuss the influence of digitalis. In this

connection it is of interest to recall that cases of auricular flutter,

TABLE I.—CASES IX WHICH THE ADMIXISTRATION OF QUIXIDIX

WAS FOLLOWED BY SIXUS RHYTHM

Case
No.
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in which auricular waves are, as a rule, relatively large, are more

likely spontaneously to recover a sinus rhythm than cases of

auricular fibrillation.

TABLE II.—CASES IN WHICH THE ADMINISTRATION OF QUINIDIN

WAS NOT FOLLOWED BY SINUS RHYTHM

Case
No.
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contraction of the auricles may tend to dislodge emboli from intra-
auricular thrombi.

Levy has noted the not infrequent occurrence of ventricular
tachycardia and suggests that a persistent use of quinidin in such
cases might lead to ventricular fibrillation with its obvious hazard.

It is not surprising that the administration of a drug so dramatic
in its effects should at times be attended with dangers, and in the
present state of our knowledge it should be used only with great
caution and under the closest supervision. None of our cases at
any time presented alarming symptoms. A few had ringing in
the ears, headache, nausea, vomiting, palpitation and increase in
heart-rate, but these were very temporary and usually disappeared
a short time after the drug was discontinued.

In two instances which did not ultimately return to a sinus
rhythm numerous ventricular extrasystoles were observed, but
these were never so frequent as to suggest the approach of a ven-
tricular tachycardia. One case after recovering a sinus rhythm
exhibited occasional auricular premature contractions.

It was our impression that the greatest discomfort of which our
patients complained was due to the palpitation and tachycardia.
At the beginning of our work, in order to siniplifv our experiment
as much as possible, we gave quinidin only to those patients who
had never received digitalis or we withheld it for two or three weeks
until we were sure that the heart was free from recent digitalis
influences. This, of course, was the cause of much tachycardia
and consequent discomfort. It was therefore thought it* might
be of some practical clinical value to compare in individual cases
the result of the administration of quinidin alone and also when
the subjects had been thoroughly digitalized.

The results of our observations have been collected in Table III
The table presents the cases in the order in which they were

studied, the "periods" represent successive intervals in which
patients were observed, the time intervening between the periods
varying greatly. For example: Case 1, suffering from rheumatic
mitral disease, was first under observation in the hospital for about
six weeks and was discharged after sinus rhythm had persisted for
lour weeks; six weeks later he began to fibrillate and on his secondAm Phj-3 20
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admission to the hospital was found to have been thoroughly

digitalized; without waiting for digitalis effects to wear off he

was given quinidin, which was promptly followed by a change to

sinus rhythm, which, however, lasted only two days; quinidin was

again administered, but this time without interrupting fibrillation.

In contrast Case 5, a subject of hyperthyroidism with a metabolism

rate of 56 above the normal, received quinidin in successive periods

separated by intervals of only two or three days; the first and

second periods resulted in a resumption of control by the normal

pacemaker; after this quinidin failed in abolishing fibrillation.

TABLE III.—QUINIDIN AND DIGITALIS
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are antagonistic. Stokvis4 in experimenting on the frog's heart

found that a combination of quinin and digitalis destroyed the

depressing action of quinin and modified the excitation due to

digitalis. Pezzi and Gere5 state that in dogs to which quinin had

been given the subsequent administration of large doses of digitalin

produced no toxic symptoms.

Schott6 has pointed out that in experimental animals quinidin

like digitalis may produce heart-block.

Frey was opposed to the simultaneous use of quinidin and

digitalis. Hewlett and Sweeney7 think that the administration of

digitalis may have lessened the chances of the recovery of sinus

rhythm in two of their cases.

In several papers 8 published the latter part of 1921, Lewis and

his associates, Drury and Iliesco, pointed out the fact that quinidin

caused an "invariable and conspicuous reduction in the auricular

rate." They obtained this evidence by applying special electrodes

to the chest wall and were thus able to secure more clearly defined

auricular waves in the electrocardiograms than when electrodes

were applied to the extremities.

Since these papers were published we have carefully scrutinized all

our electrocardiographic records taken by the usual leads from the

extremities. In these the auricular waves are often not prominent

enough to make accurate measurements of rate, but where these

could be made the administration of quinidin was uniformly found

to slow the auricles and make the auricular waves more prominent.

Our curves further show that when digitalis was given the

auricular waves usually became smaller and more rapid; when

it was withdrawn these waves became coarser.

On several occasions we were able to watch the effect in the same

patient of the administration of quinidin alone and later the com-

bined effect of quinidin and digitalis. Curves illustrating the

effect on the auricular activity are shown in Plates I and II. The

effect of giving quinidin to a case of auricular fibrillation who had

received no medication was to make the auricular waves coarser.

After a considerable period of quinidin, digitalis was added and

its effect was shown not only by a slowing of the ventricular rate

but also by a finer and more rapid auricular activity. Subsequently
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quinidin was stopped and digitalis continued alone when its

unopposed action was made evident by a further ventricular slow-

ing and still smaller auricular waves. This would appear to be

further evidence that there is an antagonism between quinidin

and digitalis.

In Case 1 a delayed conduction and in Case 3 a partial block was

observed during sinus rhythm; in neither instance could the effect

be ascribed to digitalis. Case 15 also showed a delay in the con-

duction period, but this patient was under the influence of both

digitalis and quinidin.

As far as evidence based on success or failure in securing sinus

rhythm goes we have no definite proof that quinidin and digitalis

are antagonistic.

An analysis of the 15 cases of persistent fibrillation recorded in

Table III shows that 10 received in the first period quinidin only,

in 3 of these sinus rhythm was promptly secured; there were 7

failures. Five cases received in the first period both digitalis and

quinidin; of these 2 recovered a normal rhythm.

While the patients listed in Table III as receiving in the "first

period" quinidin only were those who had taken no digitalis for

two or three weeks preceding the period of observation and so were

presumably free from its influence, it seems to us important to

take into consideration the fact that a number of them had been

digitalized more or less completely on earlier occasions. It was

not possible to obtain sufficiently reliable statements as regards

this feature from many of these patients, hence we have not recorded

our incomplete data on this point. The effect of digitalis in

diminishing the size of the auricular waves and the experimental

evidence that it can produce fibrillation suggest that digitalis may
have an influence in fixing a condition of fibrillation, and that a

heart once digitalized may, even after a very long period, resist a

return to sinus rhythm even though the more obvious influences

of digitalis have disappeared.

A brief discussion of the comparative effect in individual cases

of the administration of quinidin alone and of quinidin combined

with digitalis affords some points of interest.

We may briefly dismiss all those cases (Table II) in which a
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sinus rhythm was not secured by stating that in general the effect

of quinidin was to slow the auricular rate and accelerate the ven-

tricular rate while digitalis neutralized these effects, increasing the

auricular rate and slowing the ventricular rate.

In several of the cases (Table III) no comparative tests were

made. Case 5 responded to quinidin on two occasions and failed

to respond in the third. Case 15 was receiving digitalis through

the whole period of observation. On three occasions she was

given quinidin and this was followed by sinus rhythm each time.

She has disappeared and we have been unable to report subsequent

events. In this instance it does not appear that the digitalis seriously

opposed the action of the quinidin, yet it is quite possible that with-

out digitalis her periods of sinus rhythm might have been longer.

Case I responded promptly to quinidin; the normal pacemaker remained

in control for ten weeks; during tins period he had returned to his home and

when he again began to fibrillate he was digitalized under the advice of his

family physician: at this time he returned to the hospital and was admitted

for observation. The administration of quinidin was again promptly fol-

lowed by sinus rhythm, which, however, lasted only forty-eight hours;

quinidin was immediately repeated but a sinus rhythm was not secured.

It is difficult to say that this was due to the digitalis, but it is suggestive.

Case IX presents a number of features of interest: The patient is a

woman, sixty-eight years of age, who has been under constant super-

vision for over ten years. She is suffering from chronic nephritis and for

the past five years her systolic blood-pressure has ranged from 200 to 230

mm. Hg. ; diastolic 120 to 140 nun. Hg. Her heart is enlarged and the

mitral valve is incompetent. Except for occasional extrasystoles her heart

was regular until January. 1020. At that time she developed auricular

fibrillation which terminated in twenty-four hours; following this she had

paroxysms of fibrillation, each lasting one to three days, at four or five

week intervals, until May. when the fibrillation became continuous, she

was then effectively digitalized and the heart-rate was kept between 70

and SO. In May, 1921, after having fibrillated persistently for one year,

and while still thoroughly under the influence of digitalis, she was given in

the course of two days 1.4 gram of quinidin. This was promptly followed

by sinus rhythm and all medication was at once discontinued. A sinus

rhythm was maintained for seven months until December 9, 1921, when

she notified me about 2 a.m. in the morning that her heart was again

irregular. She was seen a few hours later and the heart was found to be

fibrillating with a ventricular rate of 140. Quinidin. two doses of 0.2 gram
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each, was given and the normal pacemaker resumed control five hours later.

The ventricular rate was 86. The sinus rhj'thm has continued up to the

PLATE I

s
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present time. In this instance the quinidin was equally effective both when

the patient was completely digitalized and when she was taking no digitalis;

but it may be noted that a smaller dose of quinidin was effective under the

PLATE II

Case 1.—Lead II. F. May 11. fibrillation, no drugs. G. May 14, flutter, after

quinidin, 2.4 gm. H, May 15. sinus rhythm after quinidin, 2.s gm. /, Jul;- 28,

fibrillation, no drugs for ten weeks. /, September 15, fibrillation, full digitalization,

ff waves very small.
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latter condition. At no time has this patient shown signs of cardiac insuffi-

ciency except of a most insignificant degree, but her experiences of relief

when the" tumultuous action of the heart was replaced bjr an orderly rhythm

left no doubt in the observers' minds as to the marked increase in mental

peace and subjective comfort induced thereby.

Such clinical evidence as we are able to present fails to demon-

strate just howT much influence digitalis exerts in opposing the

action of quinidin, but in the main it accords with the experi-

mental work in animals which indicates an antagonistic action of

the two drugs.

Paroxysmal Fibrillation. Case XVII, a man of sixty-eight, has been

under observation for something over four years. Without discoverable

cause he has had paroxysmal attacks of fibrillation since 1916. His heart

shows a very moderate enlargement and a slight systolic murmur at the apex

and occasional extrasystoles when the sinus is in control of the rhythm.

The roentgen ray shows an aorta measuring 7 cm. Between the paroxysms

he has no signs of cardiac insufficiency, but when the heart fibrillates he

becomes excessively nervous, passes urine of low specific gravity at frequent

intervals and becomes dyspneic on any attempt at exertion.- At first the

attacks lasted only a few hours and occurred at irregular intervals separated

by periods of several months; the3r had gradually increased in frequency and

persisted for a longer time. In June, 1921, his attacks recurred at intervals

of a few days and persisted for periods varying from nine to twenty-eight

hours. On June 23 he was seen a few hours after the onset of a paroxysm,

and it was decided to try the effect of quinidin. After his second dose of

0.4 gram he went to sleep and awoke at midnight with a regular heart. He
was advised that if his attacks recurred he should take a dose of quinidin at

once, and if the irregularity continued the drug was to be repeated in two

hours.

He was next seen on August 16 and gave me the following

account from carefully written notes

:

Date.
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Since it appeared that quinidin had an influence in shortening the attacks

he was directed to take a daily dose (0.4 gram) as a prophylactic measure

and to report the results in two weeks. Nothing, however, was heard from

him until he presented himself in January, 1922. Soon after his visit of

August 16 he decided to go to France and remained there until January,

1922. He reported that he had had no attacks and that he had taken one

dose of quinidin each day throughout the whole period. He was advised

to discontinue the quinidin, but felt so confident of the beneficial effects of

the drug and so fearful of a return of Ms paroxysms that up to the present

time (Majr, 1922) he has, on one pretext or another, put off the day upon

which this advice is to become effective. He has had no attacks since

August 10, 1921. His heart is doing its work efficiently and there are no

evidences of cardiac insufficiency.*

This experience suggests that quinidin may, in some instances,

be taken over very long periods with no ill effects and that it may
act as a prophylactic measure to ward off these attacks, which may
be of a most distressing nature.

Effect of the Restitltiox of Sinus Rhythm. Quite aside

from the possible dangers involved in converting a condition of fibril-

lation into one of sinus rhythm the question arises as to whether

the patient is or is not benefited by substituting a sinus pacemaker

for the impulses arising in a defective auricle. A priori, one would

say that the resumption of the normal rhythm should be of advan-

tage, and this we believe is true. In those cases in which cardiac

insufficiency has been outspoken the improvement in the general

circulation following the return to control of the normal pacemaker

has not been better or worse, more rapid or shorter, than similar

cases efficiently treated with digitalis. In this connection it may
be recalled that the efficiency of the heart depends almost wholly

on the integrity of the ventricular muscle, and if a reasonably slow

rate can be secured it makes very little difference whether the

agent is an effective sinus pacemaker or digitalis. However,

there is no question that the patient is far more comfortable when

the delirious heart activity has been abolished; they are quite con-

scious of the change and dread the recurrence of the sensations

produced by the fibrillating heart. I believe the mental attitude

* Seen Aug. 1, 1922. Xo attacks up to this time. Has taken dose of quinidin
daily.
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consequent to the disappearance of palpitation is a valuable asset.

If sinus rhythm persists for any considerable time there is the

additional advantage of discontinuing the administration of drugs

for long periods.

Summary. 1. Quinidin administered to 15 cases of auricular

fibrillation was followed by sinus rhythm ten times in 5 cases. In

2 paroxysmal cases it was followed by sinus rhythm in both

instances.

2. Cases exhibiting electrocardiograms with coarse auricular

waves appear to be more readily affected by quinidin.

3. There is some experimental and clinical evidence that the

action of quinidin and digitalis are antagonistic.

4. Quinidin decreases the auricular and augments the ventricular

rate. Digitalis increases the auricular and slows the ventricular rate.

5. A case of paroxysmal auricular fibrillation is reported in

which under the daily administration of quinidin no paroysms have

occurred for nine months.

6. The advantages of the sinus rhythm over that of fibrillation

are discussed.
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THE ARSENICAL TREATMENT OF CHRONIC
INFECTIOUS ENDOCARDITIS

By JOSEPH A. CAPPS, M.D.
CHICAGO, ILL.

By the term "chronic infectious endocarditis" we refer to the

group of cases known also as chronic malignant or ulcerative endo-

carditis running a course of three months to two or more years.

This group is sharply distinguished from the chronic rheumatic

endocarditis by the fact that the latter is associated with poly-

arthritis and by bacteria-free blood. It is convenient to separate

this group also from the acute forms of infectious endocarditis which

present the clinical picture of acute septicemia. The organisms

grown from the blood of these acute cases are the virulent strains of

hemolytic streptococcus, pneumococcus, or gonococcus, while the

organisms found in the blood of the chronic infectious type are the

less virulent Streptococcus viridans or closely allied pneumococcus.

The diagnosis of chronic infectious endocarditis is somewhat

difficult to make, because the patient is often up and about and may
consult the physician only after weeks of malaise, weakness, slight

fever, palpitation, and loss of weight. Sometimes the occurrence

of daily fever and sweats suggests tuberculosis; occasionally the

development of abdominal tenderness and enlargement of the liver

leads to a diagnosis of cholecystitis; frequently a high fever, enlarged

spleen, and leukopenia simulate typhoid fever ; or, in the absence of

fever, the rapid pulse, sweats and loss of weight resemble a thyro-

toxicosis. Later the true nature of the affection is revealed by the

appearance of cardiac murmurs and emboli. When the emboli

reach the brain, transitory loss of consciousness and motor symp-

toms may ensue; when they go to the spleen, the organ becomes
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large and tender; when they affect the kidney, blood and albumin

appear in the urine. Upon these findings the clinical diagnosis

may be made, but the final proof rests with the recovery of Strepto-

coccus viridans or pneumococcus, or rarely influenza bacillus in

blood cultures. Skilful technic on the part of the bacteriologist

and repeated examinations of the blood are essential in obtaining

positive cultures. Even then, according to Libman, the majority

of cases will yield negative results.

The purpose of this paper is to enter into a discussion of symp-

tomatology only so far as it affects the diagnosis of the disease.

The diagnosis established, our interest is in the prognosis and the

result of various methods of treatment.

A review of the literature (see Table I) brings out the frequency

of an earlier and supposedly a healed rheumatic endocarditis. The

mitral valves are most often involved, but the aortic may also

be inflamed either alone or in combination with the mitral valves.

Blood cultures were not taken by the early observers and are not

recorded by many recent writers. The positive cultures obtained

show a marked preponderance of Streptococcus viridans, next in

frequency the pneumococcus and a few scattered instances of

influenza and staphylococcus.

Harbitz and Bartel both made important observations in large

series of necropsies in chronic infectious endocarditis. They

described even in these fatal cases evidences of healing of the valve

lesions and suggested that recovery was possible.

In 1909, Osier stimulated a fresh clinical interest in the subject.

Until the year 1885 he had seen only the acute types of septic

endocarditis, all terminating in death within three months. From

1885 to 1909 he observed 10 cases of chronic infectious endocarditis,

running a course from four to thirteen months, and all ending

fatally. He drew a clear picture of the condition, emphasizing the

frequency of a previous rheumatic infection, the daily remittent

fever, the petechia?, the occurrence of emboli in the brain, kidney

and retina, and the occasional development of characteristic painful

nodular swellings under the skin. In six of his patients blood

cultures were taken, three of which were negative, two showed

streptococcus, and one staphylococcus.
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Soon after Osier's publication Billings reported 14 cases of the

chronic type. The notable feature of his contribution was the

success in securing positive cultures from the blood in every case,

an achievement made possible by frequent and repeated efforts in

taking the cultures. In 11 Rosenow found pneumococcus and in

3 Streptococcus viridans, which may be considered as identical.

Some of this series were treated by autogenous vaccines and some by

antipneumococcic and antistreptococcic sera. One patient of the

14 recovered, but she had received no specific therapy. Billings

concludes that vaccines and serum therapy are of no value in

treatment.

Schottmuller states that one of his 5 cases recovered, but this

patient subsequently died of the disease (Libman).

Latham and Hunt record an interesting case with apparent

recovery after fifteen months. Blood cultures six times yielded a

growth of Gram-positive cocci and later they became negative.

They attributed this result to administration of autogenous vaccine

by mouth.

Jochmann says that in his experience chronic infectious endo-

carditis is caused almost exclusively by Streptococcus viridans,

whereas the acute type is usually due to Streptococcus hemolyticus.

He reports 7 cases with 2 recoveries. Three cases were treated

with antistreptococcus serum, 1 of which recovered and 2 died.

The other recovered patient received no specific therapy.

Libman, in 1912, as a result of a very extensive clinical and

bacteriological experience, states that the organisms responsible

for chronic infectious endocarditis are Streptococcus viridans in 95

per cent and influenza and gonococcus together in 5 per cent of cases.

He describes a large series with typical clinical picture, but in the

" bacteria-free " stage. He believes healing of the valves does occur,

" although the evidence of complete recovery from the clinical side

is still very meagre." " Nearly all cases in which we found bacteria

in the blood went on to fatal termination, with bacteria still in the

blood. In but few cases did the blood cultures become negative,

and these patients also succumbed."

In a recent discussion (1920), however, Libman refers to four

recoveries in a group of 150 well-observed cases.
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Starling recently referred to 38 cases of chronic infectious endo-

carditis, no mention being made of blood cultures. Three of these

patients he considered had recovered, but sufficient time had not

elapsed to settle this point.

Sir Thomas Horder, in a discussion of 150 cases that had come

under his observation, says that the diagnosis of chronic infectious

endocarditis rests on a triad of symptoms, namely, active endo-

carditis of chronic type, occurrence of emboli, and the recovery of

streptococci in the blood. On any two of these symptoms the

diagnosis may be made with reasonable certainty. Only one

patient in his series recovered.

Miinzer's case deserves mention because of his experiments with

collargol injections, which proved to be of no value.

Oille, Graham, and Detweiler have made an interesting study of

8 mild cases of this disease. Three of the group developed arthritis,

3 had hematuria, 1 only exhibited a large spleen and none had

petechia?. In all, however, there was a distinct heart murmur, and

in every case the authors succeeded by the Rosenow method in

growing Streptococcus viridans in blood cultures. The cases were

so recent that the final outcome could not be included in the table.

But the striking success in obtaining positive cultures in such mild

types of the disease should be a stimulus to more intensive bacterio-

logical studies in all suspected cases.

A summary of the end-results obtained in the combined series of

Table I is as follows

:

Of 419 cases reported, 12 recovered, or less than 3 per cent.

Two of the 12 patients who recovered received vaccine. The

remaining 10 cases received no specific treatment.

It is altogether probable that spontaneous recovery does occur in

chronic infectious endocarditis far more often than these statistics

would indicate. The testimony of pathologists is that healed ulcer-

ative lesions of the heart valves are not infrequently encountered

at necropsy in persons dying of some other affection. Libman, in

particular, has emphasized the likelihood of recovery in many cases

that are never diagnosticated.

Personal Observations . During the past twelve years we have

treated all of our cases of chronic infectious endocarditis with daily
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injections of sodium cacodylate (usually intravenously), continued

over a period varying from seven weeks to four months. In many of

these patients we failed to find bacteria in blood cultures, although

the other clinical findings were sufficiently characteristic for making

the diagnosis. But for the purpose of determining the results of a

specific therapy it is best to limit our study to those cases alone in

which the clinical evidence was corroborated by positive cultures

from the blood. Eight cases were proven up by blood cultures,

and these are described in Table II.

The clinical features of these cases are so similar to the excellent

descriptions of Billings, Osier, and Libman that little detailed

comment is called for.

Two of our patients died and 6 survived. The duration of the

disease in the fatal cases was six and thirteen months respectively.

The observation of the 6 surviving cases extends over periods of

eleven years and six months, five years and one month, five years,

two years and one month, six months and three months respectively.

As the infection runs such a chronic course we can draw no conclu-

sions from the last 2 cases. The remaining 4 cases having remained

in good health for two years and more, may be reasonably classified

as recoveries.

The only specific therapy attempted was the prolonged use of

sodium cacodylate in daily doses of 1 to 4 grains. The drug was

pushed until a strong garlic odor was expelled with the breath.

The preparations sold in the market in ampule form are not very

dependable, so that it is advisable to make a fresh preparation every

few days of a reliable drug. No untoward effects were observed in

any case. If the bowels became loose the dose was decreased for

two or three days. Rest in bed was insisted upon during the period

of treatment.

The results of blood cultures were of special interest. Strepto-

coccus viridans was the organism found in all cases.

In 1 fatal case six consecutive cultures were positive. In the

second fatal case three negative cultures were followed by one

positive.
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All the healed cases showed the disappearance of bacteria from the

blood during recovery. But it is never safe to give a good prognosis

from negative cultures alone, since patients frequently die under

these conditions.

Experimental Work. The experiments of Allison, upon the

effect of arsenic in the form of a watery solution of salvarsan,

diarsenol and arsenobenzol on streptococcus, have an important

bearing on the rationale of this treatment. "These preparations,"

he asserts, "possess a distinct bactericidal power against virulent

strains of streptococci in vitro in dilutions up to 1 to 3000 and an

inhibiting power for at least twenty-four hours in weaker solutions.

They possess bactericidal action against streptococci also in the

blood stream of experimental animals. They produce no untoward

effects on animals in which large doses were frequently repeated.

They possess hopeful possibilities for the treatment of streptococcus

infections in human subjects, as shown by limited human
experience."

Our own experience with the arsenic treatment inclines us to

believe that the drug in the ordinary dosage is "inhibiting" rather

than bactericidal, and that it should therefore be given over a long

period in order to bring about the death of the organisms.

We have employed cacodylate of soda because of its apparent

safety, but other forms of arsenic may prove superior.
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DISCUSSION OX THE PAPERS OF DRS. FRIEDEXWALD,
LIBMAX, THAYER, WHITE, CHRISTIAN, HART, AND

CAPPS

Dr. Joseph L. Miller, Chicago, 111.: It is difficult to determine just

what should be included in this group known as subacute endocarditis.

It should include, no doubt, a group of cases which show very wide varia-

tions in intensity of symptoms, from the relatively low-grade infections

to a form which merges into the acute septic endocarditis. There is one

form which is of considerable interest: Patients who enter the hospital

with a history of an old endocardial lesion years previous and have gone

along comfortably with good compensation, then without known cause

their compensation is disturbed. On entering the hospital they might

simply pass as having a broken compensation, due to an old lesion. Many
of these will go for days without fever, and only at infrequent intervals

have 99.2° to 99.6°— just enough to excite suspicion that there may be

an acute process present. I have followed several of these cases to autopsy

and have been surprised to find they had a subacute form of endocarditis.

In this group of cases the blood cultures are practically always negative.

There is no enlargement of the spleen and there are no emboli, and con-

sequently no glomerular nephritis. At present we are very suspicious

when a patient enters the hospital with a history of an old lesion but who
has had good compensation for a time and has recently developed decom-

pensation, that we are dealing with an acute process, and the presence of

even a very moderate degree of fever helps to sustain this view.

Dr. S. Marx White, Minneapolis, Minn.: As to Dr. Christian's paper.

We are now using with great satisfaction preparations of the Minnesota

leaf of digitalis, standardized by the department of pharmacy, University

of Minnesota. This preparation is very uniform in its effect and the results

can be fairly well predicted with careful dosage. In our work at the

University Hospital we have been studying results with digitalis in cases

of cardiac insufficiency with regular rhythm, i. e., without auricular fibril-

lation. We have seen some benefits therefrom, but our results in these

cases in general have not been as satisfactory as those of Dr. Christian.

I would ask whether, in the series he describes, he has had cases in which

partial block with the development of an irregular pulse occurred, and

whether he has used digitalis in his cases when first admitted with decom-

pensation or whether it has been first given after a period of study to

determine the effect of rest without digitalis. The margin between good

digitalis effects and those in which partial block develops seems to me to

be often very narrow, and for this reason I am a trifle skeptical as to the

advisability of using digitalis routinely in all cases of decompensation
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with a regular pulse. A physician who is sufficiently skilled and careful

of digitalis effects can determine the development of partial block in a

case with previously regular pulse without the aid of the electrocardio-

graph or even the polygraph. Would Dr. Christian use digitalis in cases

with regular pulse but with a prolonged P-R interval? We have a number

of such cases in patients with old valvular lesions of rheumatic origin.

This condition can be determined only by graphic methods; digitalis

tends to set up a partial block here more readily than in the presence of

a normal conducting mechanism, and it seems to us that there is a definite

danger in such cases in the use of digitalis by the physician who has not

the advantages of graphic methods of study.

It is true that while we have seen a number of cases in which with a

previously regular pulse digitalis has caused a partial block with an irregular

pulse, we have yet to see any measurable deleterious effects therefrom;

but I cannot question the undesirability of inducing such a condition,

and must believe that it has positive dangers.

As to quinidin: I have been trying the clinical results with quinidin

administered at a time when the full effects of digitalization are wearing

off. Dr. Hart states that he has been using the two drugs together, but he

did not say whether he had been using them in the way I have suggested.

Whether the use, combined in this manner, of the two drugs will have

any value I do not yet know, but suggest the possibility of getting quinidin

effects with a less amount of the drug thus used. In the first patient, a

man of fifty-eight, who developed auricular fibrillation following pros-

tatectomy, I first used the digitalis for five days to bring the rate as nearly

as possible to normal. At this time the pulse deficit disappeared and

apical and radial rates were about 80 per minute. The administration

of digitalis was then suspended, and at the end of the seventh day follow-

ing the suspension of digitalis moderate increase of apical and radial rates

was noticed. At this tune we administered 0.3 gm. quinidin by mouth

at four-hour intervals for three doses, i. e. 0.9 gm. in all, within a period

of eight hours. Two and one-half hours after the last close a regular pulse

was noted and the pulse has remained regular since that time. I have

seen 1 gm. of quinidin administered in a similar manner, as the effects of

digitalis were wearing off, result in the discontinuance of fibrillation, and

am interested to know whether others have tried it in this manner.

The reason for its use by this method in the first case cited was that

the patient with his auricular fibrillation was extremely uncomfortable,

was orthopneic, felt profound depression, and I did not dare use quinidin

until the heart-rate had been improved over a period of several days.

This patient had been examined previous to operation and no sign of

valvular or myocardial disease found. He seemed, therefore, a valid case

for quinidin even though the fibrillation was of recent origin.
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Dr. Frank Billings, Chicago, 111. : I shall confine my remarks to the

action and usage of cacodylate of soda. Some of you will recall that Dr.

Richard Pearce investigated the fate of cacodylate of soda in the animal

body. The drug was excreted in the urine in the form of oxide of arsenic.

It appeared to be nontoxic in its effect upon the experimented animal.

Following the publication of the report by Dr. Pearce, I began to use the

drug, and in the beginning applied it in the treatment of chorea with good

results. In 1905, I was in consultation in regard to a patient, a boy of ten

years, who suffered from acute rheumatic fever associated with a severe

type of chorea and also pancarditis, including pericarditis with serofibrinous

effusion. The boy's condition was very serious. Chloral was given by

rectum to quiet the patient, and because of the serious nature of the chorea,

made more dangerous because of the great pain due to the violent move-

ment of the infected joints, heroic treatment was instituted. The first

twenty-four hours 8 gr. of cacodylate of soda were given in divided doses

subcutaneously. Within thirty-six hours there was a marvelous change

manifested by subsidence of the chorea, the disappearance of the fever

and swollen joints and a practical resolution of the effusion within the

pericardium. The drug was discontinued and within another thirty-

six hours there was a complete recurrence of all the symptoms, including

a renewal of the effusion within the pericardium. The drug was again

given in the same dosage, and after the subsidence of the acute mani-

festation, which occurred again within forty-eight hours, it was continued

in somewhat smaller dosage for a week or longer. Since that time I have

continued to use the drug with the same positive good results in acute

rheumatic pericarditis with effusion. Since that, date I have not found

it necessary to perform paracentesis of the pericardium. This experience

with the drug justified the belief that it had some specific effect in certain

infections, notably acute chorea and in acute rheumatic pericarditis.

Perhaps this specific effect may be a chemotherapeutic one.

This experience also led to the use of the drug in chronic infectious

endocarditis with Streptococcus viridans bacteremia. The drug is appar-

ently nontoxic even when used in relatively large doses, either subcu-

taneously or intravenously. We have given it with a few patients in a

maximum dosage of 1 gm. intravenously every two or three days. No
unfavorable toxic effect has been observed. I believe that a lesser do- i

is quite as effective, and would advise those who use it to make the daily

dose not greater than 6 or 7 decigrams, which may be used either sub-

cutaneously or intravenously in one dose.

One who has had an opportunity to observe the morbid anatomy of the

endocardium in this disease will see the enormous growth of vegetations

and entangled within them large amounts of fibrin. These masses of

vegetation make a good culture medium for the bacteria. They are also

the sources of the emboli; the very nature and character of these morbid
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changes are what make the disease so fatal. The bacteremia is likely to

persist in spite of any treatment. One must remember the principle

announced by Dr. Welch that in chronic infections such as this the

infectious agents immunize themselves against the host.

In the early stages of the disease, before the time of the overgrowth of

the vegetations upon the endocardium, the intravenous use of cacodylate

of soda may be very helpful. We have noted the disappearance of the

bacteremia coincident with the use of the drug in the treatment of a few

patients who were brought to the clinic in the early stage of the disease.

Dr. E. P. Carter, Baltimore, Md.: In connection with any discussion

of the use of digitalis in cardiac therapy, it seems to me that we should

not forget our obligation to the work of Drs. Hatcher and Eggleston, who
have contributed more than anyone else in recent years to our exact knowl-

edge of the pharmacology of the drug. I have long made use of Dr.

Eggleston 's dictum, both in my teaching and in my care of patients, that

"the indication for digitalis is the degree of cardiac failure and not the

cause."

I have been greatly interested in Dr. Christian's results. We have also

been studying the effect of digitalis in the presence of a normal mechanism

with particular reference to its effect upon the cardiac rate and lowering

of the blood-pressure following its administration. These cases, all show-

ing evidences of marked cardiac failure, have been put to bed and kept

at rest without digitalis until the heart reached and maintained a rate

at a constant level for each individual case. We then digitalized them

and have found in a large percentage of the cases, in addition to the marked

clinical improvement, a very striking slowing in the cardiac rate and even

in some instances an actual shortening in the conduction interval and

improvement in other phases of the galvanometric record, in addition to

the fall in blood-pressure. One concrete instance may be cited: The

individual with a normal mechanism and extreme cardiac failure, with

a rate of 120, was kept at rest until her cardiac rate fell to and remained

constant at 90. We then gave her digitalis in the form of the tincture.

Our digitalis tincture is made from leaves recommended by Dr. Hatcher, is

biologically standardized and has been diluted so that its cat unit strength

theoretically agrees with the tincture in use at the Rockefeller Institute

and at the Massachusetts General Hospital, namely, 1 cc of our tincture

equals 100 mg. of the drug. This patient received in all 66 cc of the tincture

in eleven days. Following the digitalis her cardiac rate fell below 60,

when the drug was discontinued. The surprising fact was that in this

instance the heart maintained this low level for a period of nearly three

weeks after the withdrawal of the drug.

With the suggestion raised in this discussion as to the possibility of

digitalis being equally as dangerous as quiniclin as a cause of sudden death,
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I cannot agree. Before the introduction of quinidin I attempted to see

in how many cases of fibrillation I could, if possible, bring about a com-

plete A-V dissociation by digitalis. This was tried with the purpose of

studying the changes in the dynamics of the circulation in these cases and

also in connection with certain observations upon the escape of the digi-

talized heart under atropin. I thought that if I could induce a regular

idioventricular mechanism the individual would be more comfortable and

that we could show an improvement in the circulation.

I was successful in producing a complete dissociation in three cases only.

Surely in these instances were the danger from digitalis at all a real one,

as suggested, I should have met with a catastrophe. One other point

which should be brought out in connection with the action of digitalis in

the presence of a normal mechanism is the work of Drs. Cohn and Levy,

in winch the}' showed, in their experiments upon dogs, that following the

administration of digitalis the greatest shortening of the cardiac muscle

fibers coincides with the maximum degree of change in the "T" wave,

and that the actual output of the heart per beat was increased in a large

percentage of their observations.

In reference to the use of quinidin, may I add a word in conclusion?

It is true, I think, that we often learn as much from our failures as from

our successes. In Baltimore we have had but a small series of cases of

fibrillation treated with quinidin, but we have studied tins series in a

very careful and thorough way. It is a matter of great regret that in

our series of 16 cases we have had 2 catastrophes of sudden death

occurring shortly after the return to normal mechanism, 1 in a young

woman and 1 in an individual over sixty. In 1 case the postmortem

showed the presence of auricular thrombi and numerous emboli; in the

other no autopsy was allowed.

Dr. S. Solis-Cohen, Philadelphia, Pa.: If Sir Arthur were right and

we could ouija to the departed masters our discussions of today, doubtless

the spirits of Wood and Bartholow would be both gratified and amused

by the recrudescence of positive therapeutics on the floor of this Associa-

tion.

May I ask Dr. Christian whether he has any data— I mean in a general

way, not exact— concerning the relative numbers of cases of valve disease

and cases of muscle disease without valve lesion among the cases in which

he observed positive effects from digitalis? Also, whether he observed

any difference in effect that seemed to be dependent upon the presence

of any special lesion of the valves? Further, let me echo Dr. Hare's

question as to dose. In chronic cases, at least, and whether or not there

is fibrillation or flutter, I expect better results from long-continued moderate

dosage than from the newer method of enormous initial doses with lessen-

ing or omission later. Of course, I am not speaking of emergencies— they
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are a law unto themselves. Also, it is hardly needful to say that in the

continued use of digitalis there must be periods of intermission and that

the drug must be stopped when the indications for it no longer exist.

Now a word as to these indications. I have nothing new to contribute,

and I scarcely thought it would be necessary to quote the old clinical

teachers, but it does seem needful in view of what has been said in the

present discussion. Digitalis does three things definitely: It slows the

heart by prolonging the diastole; it strengthens the contractions of the

ventricles; and it improves the nutrition of the cardiac muscle. I am
not sure that we can deny to it all action upon the kidney, but we may
concede that the diuresis it brings about is chiefly the result of the improved

cardiac action. AU this is familiar and elementary. The point is this:

That irrespective of the lesions and considering only the mechanics

—

or, if you choose, dynamics— of the circulation and of its effects upon

respiratory and renal function— and whether we are dealing with cases of

myopathy without affection of the valves, or with cases of valve defect

with ruptured compensation, which thus become virtually cases of muscle

disease— and whether or not there is disturbance of rhythm— the indi-

cations or counterindications for digitalis are to be found in the advisa-

bility or inadvisability of doing the three things mentioned: slowing the

heart; increasing the ventricular force; improving the nutrition of the

organ. By so doing we diminish the effort and increase the effectiveness,

augmenting both the outflow— the quantity of blood that leaves the heart

at each systole— and the force— the vis a tergo— that sends it through the

vessels. To get this result there must, of course, remain a sufficient

quantity of muscle substance capable of response to the influence of the

drug, both that exerted directly and that which comes about through

stimulation of the vagus. It will not revive the dead, and it will not be

useful in cases of advanced muscular degeneration, and it will do harm

when there are certain forms of lesion in the atrioventricular bundles;

but to look upon fibrillation or disturbance of rhythm as the only or chief

indication for its use is to ignore not only the clinical lessons of generations

but also pharmacologic studies which cannot be set aside lightly. The

electrocardiograph is useful but it affords only one line of evidence, which

must be interpreted, not of itself alone, but as part of a whole. One useful

warning it has given us: It has confirmed the old clinical observations of

the danger attending the misuse of the drug— especially its interference

with conductivity— and I was very glad to hear this fact brought out in

the very valuable and interesting contribution upon heart-block.

There was once a tendency among physicians who practice routinely

to prescribe digitalis for the name "heart-disease," whether or not a study

of the symptoms presented by the individual patient when studied in the

light of the mechanism of the circulation and related functions gave the

three indications cited. Now one has to deplore an equally— shall I say
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foundationless?— reaction, so that the drug is omitted in cases in which

it should be used— with discretion, of course, but without fear. When
one understands its action there is no agent that can be used with greater

certainty or with greater benefit in suitable cases.

Dr. L. A. Conner. New York City: I should like to ask Dr. Libman

if he can give some idea of the proportion of his cases of Streptococcus

viridans endocarditis that occurred in hearts with normal valves. I can-

not recall in my own experience ever having seen a case of viridans endo-

carditis which had not developed in a heart already the seat of some form

of valvular damage, and I have felt that this was a point of considerable

diagnostic importance.

As to Dr. Hart's paper, I feel that his study of the comparative effe -

antagonistic and otherwise, of digitalis and quinidin is of much importance.

I have felt much at sea as to the wisdom of combining them or as to the

proper sequence in using them; but in our New York Hospital series (per-

haps 25 or 30 cases) I have gradually gained the very definite impression

that the chances of successful restoration and maintenance of a sinus

rhythm is much greater when heart failure is present if the patients have

been thoroughly digitalized before quinidin is begun.

Dr. Alfred Stengel, Philadelphia, Pa.: I have not had the same

experience with cacodylate of soda as mentioned by Drs. Capps and

Billings. I think there might be danger in the heavy doses. In regard to

termination of cases, not all cases of endocarditis end fatally. I can refer

to many cases in children up to the age of twelve in which there was an

intermittent fever for three or four months, and ultimately the patient

recovered.

Dr. E. Libman, Xew York City: The studies made by Drs. Oppen-

heimer and Rothschild at the Mount Sinai Hospital agree with those made
by Dr. White as regards the infrequency of auriculoventricular block as

compared with intraventricular (or arborization) block. Dr. White has

well emphasized the value of electrocardiographic examinations for the

diagnosis of intraventricular block. Occasional exceptions should not

deter us from using a diagnostic method. It is necessary, of course, to

carefully check up the electrocardiographic results by the clinical findings.

As to the paper by Dr. Capps, the results are of great interest and we
will at once try his method of treatment. It is to be noted that the results

were obtained mainly in cases that had but little fever. It will be necessary

to contrast the results in such cases with cases with the same grade of fever

which have not been subjected to any but hygienic and dietetic methods

of treatment. It must be remembered that Oille, Graham and Detweiler

published a series of 23 cases with slight fever, in which positive cultures
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were obtained, and all of which recovered without any special method

treatment being applied. Whether these cases had an involvement of

the endocardium or not could not be determined. Embolic features

were absent.

Salvarsan, arsacetin and other arsenical preparations have been used

quite extensively. Lorey published one case winch recovered while

arsenical preparations were being used, and I observed one case of sub-

acute streptococcus infection implanted on a luetic valvular defect winch

recovered while salvarsan was being administered. Many other cases

have not yielded to these methods of treatment, and therefore the out-

come in the cases observed by Lorey and myself may have been independent

of the arsenical therapy.

The important matter is prevention. These cases of subacute strep-

tococcus endocarditis are due almost, if not entirely, to focal infections.

The profession should concentrate on the problem of eradicating the disease.

The valuable work of Billings and Rosenau may well lead to this impor-

tant result.

Dr. Henry A. Christian, Boston, Mass.: In answer to the question

as to whether patients had rest in bed for several days prior to digitalis

therapy, to see how much of the change might be due to rest alone, I

would say that this has often been done in my clinic, so that in these cases

we know that digitalis produces a marked effect beyond that produced by

rest; but this was not done in most of the cases in this particular series.

In answer to the questions as to dosage, some had the large single, so-

called physiologic dose, some had a modified large dosage, while others

had a smaller dosage, such as 0.1 gm. of powdered leaves of digitalis three

times a day. The results were much the same by all methods, only the

larger the doses the sooner they became effective.

With regard to heart-block, in patients with regular rhythm I observed

no clinical evidence of such. I think if Dr. White had continued digitalis

in his patients without reference to the occurrence of electrocardiographic

evidence of slighter degrees of heart-block he would have obtained better

results from digitalis in his cases.

In answer to the question as to whether these patients had valvular

lesions, about two-thirds were cases of chronic myocarditis without evidence

of any organic valve lesion, but good effects also were obtained with digitalis

in cases with organic mitral and aortic lesions.

Someone asked why I had not used active catharsis. Active catharsis

was not needed because patients lost their fluid promptly without it, and

it has seemed to me that frequent urination was more delectable than fre-

quent defection, both to the patient and to his ward mates.
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Dr. T. Stuart Hart, New York City: In answer to Dr. White, I would

say that I have had no opportunity to study the cases in which the digitalis

effects were passing off.

As to Dr. Conner's question, our studies have been very limited and

fragmentary. They indicate a method which may furnish a means of

going ahead and finding out how digitalis and quinidin can be used together.

In our experience we saw no bad effects from the administration of

quinidin. At the present time, however, I feel that a drug so spectacular

in its effects as quinidin should be used with the greatest caution.

Dr. J. A. Capps, Chicago, 111. : The dosage of cacodylate of soda in the

series of cases I observed was never very large. I followed the routine

of moderate dosage— 2 to 4 gr. a day— over a long period in preference to

giving a very large dosage for a short period. It is quite possible, as Dr.

Libman suggests, that Case 4 and possibly Case 3 of the series may be of

a mild type, such as is described by Detweiler, but the other cases were

of a more severe type. You may recall in Detweiler 's cases that petechia?,

splenic enlargement and blood in the urine were rather exceptional find-

ings, whereas these evidences of emboli were the rule in this series.

Dr. E. Libman, New York City: There are a great many questions in

the study of the various forms of endocarditis that need a good deal more

ventilation. I think it is very difficult to differentiate between the severe

cases and the mild cases. I do not believe temperature is always reliable,

as we have often had patients go to death without high temperature.

Dr. W. S. Thayer, Baltimore (closing): In answer to Dr. Stengel,

there is a sharp line of distinction between the bacteria in ordinary endo-

carditis and those of the severe forms. There were 4 streptococcus cases

in which the fever lasted thirteen weeks and 1 pneumococcus case for the

same length of time. In regard to Dr. Conner's remark, in 60 cases of

Streptococcus viridans endocarditis, in 32 patients, or 7 per cent, there

was no history of preexisting cardiac disease as far as we could judge, but

one cannot be entirely sure.

Dr. Paul D. White, Boston, Mass.: It has been my experience that

digitalis is much more effective in heart failure with auricular fibrillation

(previously untreated) than in heart failure with normal rhythm (pre-

viously untreated).

Dr. H. A. Hare, Philadelphia, Pa.: I should like to ask Dr. Christian

what effect rest has in relation to the effect of digitalis therapy, and
whether it proved effective in cases of cardiac disease other than those

belonging to the type winch Mackenzie has described? Our thanks are cer-
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tainly due to Dr. Christian for emphasizing the fact that, however remark-

able Mackenzie may be as a cardiologist, in this case he has taken a view

beyond the point at which we can all agree with him. If he is correct in it,

digitalis is only worth while in cases in which there is auricular fibrillation

with irregular and rapid pulse. We all know it is possible to influence per-

fectly normal hearts if the dose is appropriate. I am sorry that Dr. Christian

did not specify the amount of the dose. Many years ago Gaskill seemed

to show that the vagi exert a trophic effect on the heart. Some years ago

I carried out experimental work in which I divided two litters of pigs into

two lots. I fed one lot with digitalis for six months and left the others

non-digitalized. They were then killed and the heart measurements

taken. In the instance of the digitalized pigs the heart had undergone

increase in weight, and the animals which had taken digitalis were far

better in growth and strength than the ones which had not been digitalized,

except in one instance, a small pig which did not grow at the rate of its

brothers and sisters. The microscope showed that the individual heart

fibers were increased in size. In accord with Dr. Christian, I would go to

the extreme of saying that digitalis often fails utterly in cases of disordered

rhythm, but not in every case of definite myocardial disturbance.

In regard to cacodylate of sodium, for many years it has been my custom

in cases of decompensation to use a combination of arsenic, as in Donovan's

solution, and I have obtained very good results. I believe that cacodylate

of sodium is a very useful drug, but not unless there is evidence of some

definite infection. I hope that members of this Association will try the

effects of Donovan's solution. In one particular instance I gave a man
five drops of this solution three times a day without much benefit. I then

increased the dosage to twenty a day. He went away for a month and

then came back highly elated by his wonderful improvement. When
asked the quantity, he said he had been taking twenty drops three times

a day.

We are all prone to follow Mackenzie's teaching, but I think he has done

harm in the views expressed on digitalis except in the conditions referred

to. Mackenzie warns us that when digitalis has been given quinidin

should be imployed with. care.



THE URINARY NITROGEN EXCRETION IN

DIABETES

By ELLIOTT P. JOSLIX. M.D.
BOSTON", MASS.

In the course of the metabolism experiments conducted with

diabetics by Prof. Benedict and myself at the Nutrition Laboratory

and the New England Deaconess' Hospital between 1909 and the

close of 1917, some 1500 estimations of the daily excretion of urinary

nitrogen were made. It was only when the results obtained were

separated by the date (June, 1914 L which represented the transition

of treatment by overnutrition to undernutrition, and were then

calculated per kilogram body weight of the individual patients.

that their significance was apparent. From Table I it is evident

that before June, 1914, the average nitrogen excretion was 265 mg.

per kilogram body weight, and after June, 1914, it was 185 mg.,

which, as a matter of fact, is about the normal excretion of the

average adult individual weighing 60 kg. In total nitrogen for

the entire day this latter figure represents 11.1 gm.

If one compares the metabolism of all the cases before with that

obtained for all the cases after June, 1914, it is found that with the

high nitrogen excretion the metabolism was 12 per cent above the

Harris and Benedict standard and with the lower nitrogen excretion

it was 11 per cent below standard. It would be easy to relate the

nitrogen excretion and metabolism closely to one another if the

question were allowed to rest here. A suspicion that something

is wrong with such reasoning is raised by the fact that, despite the

nitrogen excretion for the second period being normal, the metab-

olism averaged 11 per cent below normal. This supposition was

also strengthened by a study of individual cases.
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table i.—total urinary nitrogen in diabetes

Date.

Before June, 1914
After June, 1914

Number of
analyses.

Average Average
nitrogen per

j

metabolism
kilogram, per cent,
grams. H. and B.

0.265
0.185

+ 12
-11
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olism while on a low diet with a weight 57 per cent above the

normal standard for sex, age and height, and the other low values

while on a low diet and in a state of inanition. With this second

patient, however, a year and a half later, when inanition had

reached the extreme degree as shown by reduction of weight to

51 per cent below normal, the urinary nitrogen had risen to the

extremely high value of 515 mg. per kilogram body weight, and

yet the metabolism fell still lower. So great a nitrogen excretion

in so emaciated an individual immediately suggests a phenomenon

similar to the prelethal rise in nitrogen observed with fasting dogs,

and this impression is confirmed by the early death of patients, of

whom this one served as an example. Another case—No. 1085—

presents a similar picture. The association of extreme inanition,

high nitrogen excretion, and low metabolism led to a comparison

of these factors for all the cases.

In Table II are selected those experiments with cases before

June, 1914, when, as a matter of fact, they nearly all occurred,

presenting a metabolism of 15 per cent or more above normal, and

those experiments after June, 1914, when the metabolism was

15 per cent or more below normal. Before June, 1914, the metab-

olism varied with the nitrogen excretion, and after June, 1914,

the same is true, but in the reverse direction. In other words, the

highest values for metabolism before June, 1914, were associated

with the highest nitrogen excretion, and the lowest metabolism

values after June, 1914, were associated also with the highest

nitrogen excretion. In explanation of this peculiarity is the weight.

Thus the overfed diabetics with little loss of weight showed the

highest metabolism. They were also evidently in a stage of acidosis,

as evidenced by their respiratory quotient of 0.73. The diabetics

who were almost in a prelethal state of inanition showed the lowest

metabolism but had a high nitrogen excretion, due to drain upon

body protein. That this very low metabolism and high nitrogen

excretion were associated with a relatively high respiratory quotient

proves the absence of acidosis and indicates the oxidation of car-

bohydrate. As this was not present to an appreciable extent in

the diet the explanation lies near that carbohydrate was being

derived from protein disintegration. This may be one of the
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explanations of the high respiratory quotients observed both at

the Cornell and Nutrition Laboratories in severe diabetics who,

according to the dietetic fashion of the day, were much under-

nourished.

From these urinary nitrogen determinations, therefore, it would

appear:

1. That protein metabolism alone does not control the total

metabolism.

2. That exogenous protein may be more stimulating to the

metabolism than endogenous protein.

3. That a very high nitrogen excretion in a severe and extremely

thin diabetic may represent the prelethal rise of nitrogen.

4. That even such a feeble and famished diabetic may still

retain the power to oxidize carbohydrate to a degree which is often

not appreciated, but obviously should be utilized. It is not how

much fat a diabetic can bear, but how much carbohydrate he can

burn which should engage our attention. If he can burn carbo-

hydrate in a prelethal state he should certainly burn it when in

better nutrition. In diabetes our chief concern is the oxidation

of carbohydrate.



THE EFFECT PRODUCED ON DIABETES BY
EXTRACTS OF PANCREAS

By F. G. BANTING, M.D., C. H. BEST, M.A., J. B. COLLIP, Ph.D.,

W. R. CAMPBELL, M.D., A. A. FLETCHER, M.D., J. J. R.

MACLEOD, M.D., and E. C. NOBLE, M.D.
TORONTO, CANADA

(From the Physiological Laboratory and the Medical Clinic University of Toronto)

In the final report of his investigations on the effects of extir-

pation of the pancreas in 1893, Minkowski 1 does not speculate as

to the manner of action of the gland. He considers the possibility

that the pancreas acts in some way on the organs which use sugar

so as to set free the "affinities" by which these attract the sugar

molecules prior to metabolizing them. Although there is no

mention of a possible internal secretion of the pancreas, the fore-

going suggestion implies that Minkowski thought one might exist;

but it is particularly to Hedon and Lepine that we owe the now
popular hypothesis which definitely supposes this to be the case.

Lepine thought that he could show that this hormone develops

its function by causing glycolysis, and that the blood of a depan-

created animal (and also of a diabetic patient) possesses a diminished

capacity to break down sugar. This has been shown to be incorrect.

Hedon sought to demonstrate the presence of the pancreatic

hormone by transfusing blood from normal into depancreated

animals. He found that this diminished the glycosuria of the

latter, but subsequent investigations showed that the cause was

not that greater consumption of dextrose had occurred, but that

the excretory function of the kidney had become altered.

1 Arch. f. exper. Path. u. Pharm., 1893, xxxi, So.

Am Phya 22
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In spite of the failure of these investigators to demonstrate that

the diabetes which follows pancreatectomy is due to the removal

of some pancreatic hormone that is essential for proper utilization

of carbohydrate, the belief has steadily grown that such is really

the case, and every now and then a paper appears in which attempts

are described to demonstrate its presence. Many of these investi-

gations have been of doubtful value because the sugar excretion

by the urine has alone been studied, but more recently, since

methods have become available for measurements of the percentage

of sugar in the blood and the respiratory quotient, more definite

results have been obtained. The problem has been to see whether

changes are produced in the blood sugar or the respiratory quotient

of diabetic animals when various forms of extracts of pancreas are

administered.

In a general way it may be said that although results indicating

a beneficial influence of such extracts have not infrequently been

obtained in the experimental form of pancreatic diabetes, these

have not been considered to be sufficiently constant or definite

to warrant intensive study of the problem with a view to seeing

whether favorable results might be obtained by similar treatment

in human diabetes. The most noteworthy successes have

undoubtedly been obtained by Murlin and Cramer, by Kleiner,

and by E. L. Scott.

In none of the researches referred to, with the possible exception

of that of Scott, is there any indication that sufficient attention

was given to the possibility that the uncertainty of the action of

the extracts might be due to the fact that these must usually con-

tain powerful proteolytic enzymes which could digest or destroy

any internal secretion also present. One of us (F. G. B.), impressed

with this fact, undertook to reinvestigate the problem by using

extracts in which the proteolytic enzymes were reduced to a

minimum. It was decided to attempt this by taking advantage

of the observation made first of all by D'Arnozan and Vaiclard, and

afterwards confirmed by Sscobolew and by W. G. MacAllum, that

ligation of the pancreatic ducts is not followed by diabetes, although

apparently all of the acinar cells degenerate and disappear, leaving

intact, however, some of the cells of the islets of Langerhans.
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In two papers2 Banting and Best have described in detail the effects

which are produced on the metabolism of sugar in completely

depancreated dogs by administration, subcutaneously and intra-

venously, of extracts of the residue of the degenerated gland made

at ice-cold temperature with either isotonic saline or weak acid.

Definite reduction of the percentage of blood sugar, lasting for

several hours, accompanied by a marked decrease in the sugar

excretion in the urine and by greatly augmented power of the

animal to retain injected sugar, was observed. The extracts lost

their potency by boiling and by digestion with pancreatic juice,

but retained it for several weeks when kept in neutral reaction

near the freezing-point. Similar extracts of other organs and

tissues did not have these effects, except slightly in one case with

extract of thyroid gland. There was no evidence that changes

in the water content of the blood were responsible for the lowered

percentage of sugar.

It was repeatedly observed that the animals were greatly improved

in their general condition by satisfactory injections of these extracts,

and in one case (in which, however, whole gland extracts were used)

life was prolonged to seventy days after the pancreatectomy,

the average duration without treatment in our experience being

within fourteen days and never greater than twenty-one. So far

as could be judged by observation of this animal during life it was

completely diabetic. It was killed by chloroform on the seventieth

day and no trace of pancreas could be detected by naked-eye post-

mortem examination. Serial sections of the duodenum, however,

revealed a small isolated nodule of what appeared to be pan-

creatic tissue embedded in the mucosa. Further investigation

of the longevity of diabetic dogs treated with extract is therefore

necessary.

The success obtained by using extracts of degenerated pancreas

and the uncertainty in the results of previous workers who used

extracts of intact glands seem to support the hypothesis that the

active principle, whatever it may be, is destroyed by the proteolytic

(autolytic) enzymes also present in the latter. Encouragement

was therefore given to seek for methods by which the destructive

2 Journ. Lab. and Clin. Med., 1922, vii, pp. 251, 664.
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action of these enzymes could be circumvented in extracts pre-

pared from slaughter-house material. Since it is known that

active trypsin is not present in extracts of the pancreas of the fetus

of the ox until the fourth month, and since it is possible, as has

been supposed by Carlson and Drennan, that the internal secretion

which controls carbohydrate metabolism appears somewhat earlier,

simple extracts were prepared from the pancreas taken from fetuses

measuring about 40 cm. or less. These were found to be decidedly

potent.

At the same time the trial was made to circumvent the de-

structive action of the proteolytic enzymes in adult gland extracts

by using alcohol in place of weak saline solution as the extracting

medium. 2 Working with small quantities of gland one of us

(J. B. C.) succeeded by this method in preparing highly potent

extracts that contained a low concentration of inorganic salts, no

fats, only small amounts of protein, and were sterile bacteriologically.

The clinical cases to be referred to later were treated with this

extract which we propose to call "insulin." It is apparently quite

harmless both to laboratory animals and to man when given in

proper dosage, but in excessive amounts certain toxic symptoms

supervene. It is partly because we desire to determine as accurately

as possible the dosage necessary to cause these effects and partly

because we wish to furnish the description of a method for the

production of the extract in bulk and of constant potency that

further details of this part of our work are at present withheld.

Sqme delay has been caused by great difficulties encountered

in passing from small scale to large scale production, the oppor-

tunities for undertaking the latter being generously afforded by

the Connaught antitoxin laboratories of the University of Toronto.

For two months, although apparently the same procedure was

followed as in the small scale process, it has been found impossible

to secure extracts on the large scale which are of adequate potency

to justify their use in clinical practice.

Seven cases of diabetes mellitus have so far been treated with

the extract under the personal supervision of two of us (W. R. C,

2 An injection of an acholic extract had previously been made by one of us
(F. G. B.) in a diabetic dog with the result that the blood-sugar was lowered by
about 25 per cent.
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and A. A. F.), and the preliminary results have been published

elsewhere. 3 These have shown that subcutaneous injection of

insulin causes the blood sugar to become markedly reduced even

to the normal level, with disappearance of both sugar and ketone

bodies from the urine. Evidence that these effects depend on an

improved utilization of carbohydrate in the body was obtained.

by observing the respiratory quotient. In two severe cases this

value rose decidedly within a few hours after giving the extract,

a result which confirms that of similar observations on a diabetic

patient and on depancreated dogs in the laboratory, the details

of which will be published shortly. Xot only were the objective

symptoms of diabetes practically removed but a definite improve-

ment was observed in the general condition of the patients, who

also reported a subjective sense of well-being and of increased

vigor for a period following each injection.

While it would be out of place here to give in detail an account

of the numerous further observations which we have recently

made on laboratory animals, there are certain of them which we

believe should be alluded to partly because of their application in

the control of the method of preparation of the extracts and

partly because of the light which they throw on the mechanism of

its action.

The following will be reported: 1. The effect of insulin on the

blood sugar of normal rabbits and the occurrence of convulsions

when this falls below a certain level.

2. The effect of insulin on rabbits rendered hyperglycemic in

various ways.

3. The effect of insulin on the respiratory quotient of depan-

created dogs and of diabetic patients.

4. The percentage amounts of fat and glycogen in the liver and

other organs of diabetic animals and the effect of administration

of insulin on these.

1. The Effect of Insulin on the Blood Sugar of Normal
Rabbits axd the Occurrexce of Coxvulsioxs When this Falls

below a Certaix Level. In rabbits fed, as a rule, on oats.

subcutaneous injection of from 2 to 10 cc of extract causes the

3 Can. Med. Asso. Journal, March, 1922.
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percentage of blood sugar to fall more or less rapidly, depending

on the strength of the extract. This has made it possible for us

to determine whether or not the various steps taken in the puri-

fication and concentration of the extracts were having the desired

effect. When the extract is inactive the blood sugar of rabbits

either remains constant or it may rise somewhat. As a result of

123 observations in which the blood-sugar curve fell it was decided

to use as a standard of dosage the amount of extract necessary to

lower the percentage of sugar by 50 per cent of the original in one

hour, but this basis may have to be modified later. When the

blood sugar reaches 0.045 per cent in a vast majority of cases typical

symptoms make their appearance. The characteristic feature of

these is that the rabbit lies on its side in a more or less unconscious

state, often with the head retracted, and at the slightest stimulation

(such, for example, as shaking of the floor) passes into violent

convulsive movements which involve the entire body, causing the

animal to throw itself about violently and roll over sideways,

always in the same direction. In other cases the animal continues

to lie on its side, but the extremities contract and relax as in run-

ning. This latter type of convulsive movement may apparently

come on without exciting cause. The rectal temperature is usually

about normal. These convulsive seizures recur at varying intervals,

the animal becoming progressively more and more comatose in

the intervals between them, and the breathing very shallow and

rapid and frequently periodic in character. If left untreated the

animal ultimately dies.

That these symptoms are related in some way to the lowering

of the sugar is known by the fact that subcutaneous injection of

4 or 5 gm. of dextrose is followed by an immediate recover}', the

animal sitting up and becoming perfectly normal in its attitude

and movements. This recovery may persist or the convulsions

may reappear after an hour or so, and when they do so, recovery

may again be effected by injections of dextrose. The maximum

of blood sugar at which convulsions were observed to occur was

0.045 to 0.047 per cent, with one exception at 0.067. The minimum

at which no convulsions were observed was 0.037 per cent. The

relationship of the convulsions to the degree of hypoglycemia
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corresponds remarkably with the observations on Eck fistula dogs

by Mann, and they undoubtedly indicate some important function

between the sugar of the blood and the nutrition of the nerve

centers.

2. The Effect ox Rabbits Rexdered Hyperglycemic in

Various Ways. For these experiments most of the rabbits besides

being fed on oats were sometimes given cane sugar, so as to make sure

that a large quantity of glycogen was present in the liver. They

were then injected with active extract and shortly afterward were

submitted to one or other of the methods usually employed for

bringing about experimental hyperglycemia. These were piqure,

subcutaneous injection of adrenalin, carbon monoxide and mechan-

ical asphyxia. It was found that none of these methods produced

hyperglycemia in the injected animals. Occasionally the blood

sugar, previously lowered by the extract, might rise somewhat but

never to anything like the extent ordinarily observed. Glycogen

estimations of the liver after the experiment showed considerable

quantities present. The importance of these results depends on the

fact that they demonstrate the fundamental action of the extract on

carbohydrate metabolism.

3. The Effect of Ixsulix on the Respiratory Quotiext of

Depaxcreated Dogs axd on a Diabetic Patiext. This part

of the work is not as yet complete, but sufficient observations

justify us in stating that administration of cane sugar or dextrose

plus extract to completely depancreated dogs causes the respira-

tory quotient to rise much higher than it does when cane sugar

alone is used. Thus in one experiment on a dog forty-eight hours

after pancreatectomy ingestion of cane sugar caused the respiratory

quotient to rise from 0.64 to 0.67; two days later a similar quantity

of sugar plus extract caused it to rise to 0.85. The most striking

effect, however, was obtained on a diabetic patient observed in

the laboratory; cane sugar in this case caused no rise of the quotient

,

which stood at 0.75, whereas cane sugar plus 5 cc extract sub-

cutaneously raised it to 0.94 after a delay of a little over two hours.

This latent period in the effect of the extract seems to correspond

to a certain stage in the lowering of the blood-sugar percentage,

but it will take considerably more work before we can state this

relationship precisely.
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4. The Percentage Amounts of Fat and Glycogen in the

Liver and Other Organs of Diabetic Animals and the Effect

of Administration of Insulin on These. In confirmation of

Minkowski, Cruickshank and others we have never found more

than a trace of glycogen in the liver of completely depancreatised

animals even after the ingestion of large quantities of sugar. The

heart, on the other hand, contained usualty about 1 per cent,

which is considerably more than that of normal animals. Very

different results were obtained when extract, as well as cane sugar,

was given; thus in two cases 12.58 per cent and 11.4 per cent of

glycogen were found in the liver, with 0.725 per cent and 0.570

per cent respectively in the heart. We have several other results

of a similar nature. These striking differences indicate that one

effect of the extract is to stimulate the glycogenetic function of

the liver, and this, coupled with the fact that it also raises the

respiratory quotient in an hour or two after its administration,

suggests the possibility that carbohydrates can be utilized in the

body only after they have gone through the glycogen stage. The

fat has also been determined as fatty acid in the liver and blood

and other organs with significant results; thus in the liver of

diabetic animals without extract the percentage of total fatty acid

in three cases was found to be 12.25 per cent, 14.1 per cent, and

9.9 per cent. In two animals treated with extract, on the other

hand, the percentages were 7.42 and 2.19. The total fatty acid

in the blood in two dogs without extract was 1.21 per cent and

1.12 per cent, whereas in two animals treated with extract it was

0.33 per cent and 0.51 per cent.

While these observations demonstrate conclusively that the

pancreatic extracts, which we employed, contain some substances

of great potency in controlling carbohydrate and fat metabolism

in normal and diabetic animals as well as in patients suffering from

diabetes mellitus, we cannot as yet state their exact value in clinical

practice. We believe that dietetic treatment must still retain

its place, but we expect that insulin will be of great assistance

in carrying the patient over the various crises which are so frequently

uncontrollable by other means.

The extract by which the foregoing observations have been
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made was prepared on a small scale, and for the past three months,

with the aid of the Connaught Laboratories, we have been

endeavoring to work out in detail the preparation of large

quantities. In this part of our work we have met with serious

difficulties, but these we believe are now overcome, and we hope

in the near future to be in a position to publish our method in

detail.

DISCUSSION

Dr. S. Solis-Cohen, Philadelphia, Pa.: Let me voice my admiration,

and I believe the admiration of all present, for tin's extremely valuable

and in many respects remarkable study. The idea of using the pancreas

for the relief of diabetes has been in the minds of many ever since the

observations of Lancereaux and those of Mittkowsky, but success has

been reserved for Dr. MacLeod and his associates. I can appreciate their

work the better for having been among those who have long vainly tried

to find the road to the goal which they have reached. I suppose I have

been worrying the life out of a certain physiological chemist who has been

working upon tins problem. About six months ago he thought he had

succeeded; by in my last communication from him, about a month since,

he said that he was not yet ready for clinical work.

I may, however, add this much to the discussion: At the Jewish Hospital

of Philadelphia we have been using in my service for the last five years

an imperfect preparation of the pancreatic enzyme, or hormone, or what-

ever it may be. Dr. David Kramer, my assistant there, is at present

engaged in analyzing the results. We have had this experience repeatedly

—unfortunately not in all cases, but in a sufficient number to encourage

us to continue the use, even of this imperfect substance, and to make us

devoutly wish for the better one that Dr. MacLeod has now found : Upon
admission the patient is so dieted— only in very rare instances starved

—

that the urine becomes sugar-free. The diet is then gradually increased

until the limit of carbohydrate tolerance is passed and sugar recurs in

the urine. The pancreatic preparation is then administered, sometimes

cutaneously, sometimes by mouth. The diet is maintained at its high

level or even augmented, but the urine again becomes sugar-free, the blood

sugar shows corresponding reduction and a higher limit of carbohydrate

tolerance is definitely established. The fact that this higher level some-

times persists after withdrawal of the remedy is subject to different inter-

pretations. It is a fact, but I will not now discuss its meaning.

If results of this character can be obtained— although not invariably
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with an inferior extract of the pancreas, we may surely have high hopes

of the benefits to come from the active preparation of which we have

heard today.

This study so careful and comprehensive, this work so thorough in its

execution and so clear in its presentation, may justly be called epoch-

making. I am glad that I have been privileged to hear the paper.

Dr. R. T. Woodyatt, Chicago, 111. : Having heard what Dr. MacLeod

has had to say of this work in the meeting and out of it, I am convinced

that he and his associates have actually had extracts containing the active

principle of the internal secretion of the pancreas, and I think that this

work marks the beginning of a new phase in the study and treatment of

diabetes. It would be difficult to overestimate the ultimate significance

of such a step. Heretofore we have managed diabetes by providing

dietetic crutches. Out of this work there will develop in time a specific

treatment. Apart from any immediate effect that it may have on the

treatment of a single disease it must add significantly to our knowledge of

metabolism and affect our thinking about the general problem of endocrine

physiology. I move that the Association tender to Dr. MacLeod and

his associates a rising vote expressing its appreciation of their achievement.

Dr. F. M. Allen, Morristown, N. J.: Undoubtedly we are all agreed

in congratulating Dr. MacLeod and his collaborators upon their almost

miraculous achievement. Others have reduced glycosuria and hyper-

glycemia with pancreatic extracts. I have done so myself; but the obvious

reason why these experiments have proved nothing is found in the great

toxicity of such extracts, so that the animals receiving them were injured

instead of benefited and the fall of sugar could be attributed to intoxication.

If, as seems to be the case, the Toronto workers have the internal secretion

of the pancreas fairly free from the toxic material, they hold unquestion-

able priority for one of the greatest achievements of modern medicine,

and no one has a right to divide the credit with them.

In the animal experimentation which we have begun at Morristown

within the past few months we have apparently demonstrated a reduction

of diabetic glycosuria and hyperglycemia by pancreaticoduodenal serum

in contrast to the negative results with serum from systemic blood. I

had originally hoped to attack the problem in this indirect way, learning

the solubility and precipitation reactions of the hormone in the relatively

nontoxic pancreatic mixture. Tins investigation may perhaps still yield

information of some value, even though it has been forestalled by the

remarkably brilliant success of the Toronto group.

One word of warning may be proper concerning the practical possi-

bilities : The discovery of the internal pancreatic secretion is not equivalent

to a cure of diabetes. Unless means can be found for giving the extract
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otherwise than by injection, and for securing more prolonged effects, the

practical application of the discovery may be limited. We all hope for

some practical benefits in supplementing the present diet restrictions and

perhaps in acute emergencies such as coma, but the facts thus far known

do not warrant any expectation of discarding diet treatment altogether.

Dr. J. J. R. MacLeod (closing): I wish to thank the Association very

much in the name of my associates and myself for this very encouraging

reception of our work. In regard to possible dangers in the use of the

extract, I would point out that toxic effects are undoubtedly to be watched

for. At the same time the patients treated by us were decidedly unproved

in their general condition, and there were no toxic symptoms. One of

the patients (a young boy) had been lying in bed some time and had shown

no interest in anything. Upon injection of the extract this condition

changed wonderfully: The boy became much more interested in his envi-

ronment and he showed a general improvement which was very striking

to his relatives.

In dogs there is absolutely no doubt of the beneficial influence of the

extract. The general well-being of the animal improves, the eye con-

ditions become changed, the animal becomes anxious for his food and

runs around the laboratory, where before he had no desire for food and

never left his box.



INSUSCEPTIBILITY TO SENSITIZATION AND
ANAPHYLACTIC SHOCK

By WARFIELD T. LOXGCOPE, M.D.
NEW YORK

(abstract)

The object of the experiments which I am about to describe was

to gain further information concerning the factors which determine

the variations that species and individuals show toward certain

forms of intoxications. Such variations are often well defined

between species but are more difficult of investigation in the members

of a single species.

The mechanism selected for these studies has been the develop-

ment of sensitization toward foreign proteins.

In some previous experiments made with Dr. Mackenzie, and

later completed by Mackenzie and Leake, the immunological

processes involved in the production of serum disease in the human
being were selected as a problem for investigation. It is well known

that the incidence of serum disease following the injection of thera-

peutic sera increases roughly in proportion to the amount of serum

injected, so that up to a certain point the susceptibility to serum is

dependent upon the size of the dose. After a dose of approximately

75 to 100 cc of serum is reached the incidence to serum disease

remains about stationary at 80 to 95 per cent, and no matter how

much more serum is administered a small proportion of individuals

always escape the manifestations of serum disease.

It was therefore the protective mechanism possessed by this

small proportion of individuals that it was desired to investigate.

It was found that these individuals differed from the susceptible,

inasmuch as they did not produce demonstrable antibodies in the
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form of precipitins and anaphylactic antibody, and inasmuch as the

antigen or horse serum remained in the circulation as an apparently

innocuous substance for periods of weeks or months after it was

injected. In the susceptible individuals precipitins were usually

formed in large amounts and the antigen disappeared rapidly from

the circulation with the subsidence of serum disease. It seemed,

therefore, that the insusceptible individual possessed some mechan-

ism which inhibited the union of antigen with the cells of the body

and thus prevented the effects which follow the rapid and usual

reactions between the foreign protein and the tissues of the host.

According to Metchnikoff a similar form of mechanism explains the

insusceptibility of certain cold-blooded animals to diphtheria and

tetanus toxin. And according to Coca, Russell and Baughman the

partial impermeability of the cells of the rat to diphtheria toxin

explain- their great resistance to this poison.

Individual variations to sensitization by foreign proteins is known

to occur in all laboratory animals, but in the guinea-pig or even the

rabbit it is so rare that experiments with these animals seemed

unprofitable.

The white rat is known to be highly refractory to protein sensitiza-

tion and has been shown by Novy and de Kruif to be very resistant

to the effect of anaphylatoxin, and for this reason the white rat was

selected for the following investigations. Horse serum was used as

the protein.

In twenty-eight experiment- attempt- were made by various

methods to sensitize white rats to horse serum-. In effort- to

produce sensitization single and repeated injections of horse serum

were given subcutaneously, intraperitoneally, intravenously and at

times intracranially, and as a criterion for shock in the rat the

symptoms produced by injections of histamin and peptone Avere

used.

After an appropriate interval of at least twenty-one day- an

injection of horse serum was made intraperitoneally, intravenously

or intracranially, but in no instance were definite symptoms of

anaphylactic shock obtained. Occasionally slight symptoms were

observed in these animals, but none which did not al><> occur at

times in the normal controls subjected to the same procedures.
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Since the reaction of the uterine muscle of sensitized guinea-pigs

is considered to be the most delicate test for sensitization a series

of six virgin rats was given four intraperitoneal injections of horse

serum at two-day intervals, and after a period of at least thirty

days the reaction of the uterine muscle suspended in Locke's

solution tested to horse serum. In these experiments no sign of

reactions of the uterine muscle to doses of horse serum as large as

1 cc have been observed.

The reaction of the skin of seventeen rats subjected to repeated

doses of horse serum was tested by the intracutaneous method for

sensitiveness, but these experiments proved also negative.

Since it was possible to demonstrate by these methods that white

rats were entirely resistant to anaphylactic shock the next step was

to determine upon what factors this depended. This might be

explained by at least one of two hypotheses: First, that the tissues

of the rat were insusceptible to the poisonous effect which follows

the union presumably by antibody and antigen in the highly sen-

sitized animal when a second injection of antigen is administered;

or second, that the tissues of the rat were for some reason unable to

form a hypothetical anaphylactic antibody or were in some way

prevented from accomplishing this.

To answer the first question experiments were made to determine

whether the serum of supposedly immunized rats contained ana-

phylactin and was capable of transferring passive anaphylaxis to

guinea-pigs. The serum of fifteen rats subjected to repeated

injections of various amounts of horse serum did not passively

sensitize guinea-pigs.

It seemed therefore evident that the tissues of rats did not produce

anaphylactic antibody.

Experiments were therefore instituted to determine whether the

second hypothesis was correct and to discover whether the same

protective mechanism toward sensitization existed in the rat as I

have described for the human being. It was surprising to find that

this was not the case. By employing the precipitin reaction it

could be shown that antigen (horse serum) when injected intra-

venously into white rats in doses of approximately 1 cc to 100 gm.

body weight did not persist in the circulation but disappeared in
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from ten to fourteen days, a period which is really shorter than that

required by the rabbit to dispense with the antigen.

It was thought that the kidney of the rat might be permeable to

the horse serum and thus allow of its escape from the body, but

precipitin reactions upon the urine of white rats injected with horse

serum failed to demonstrate antigen in the urine from the time of

injection to the time Of the disappearance of the horse serum from

the circulation.

It was necessary to search for some other explanation. Although

it seemed, a priori, improbable that the white rat, which was refrac-

tory to sensitization, would form precipitins, still tests were made for

specific precipitins in the serum of white rats receiving single and

repeated injections of horse serum, and it was found to our surprise

that these animals were capable of forming such precipitins in fairly

high concentration. Precipitins for horse serum could be demon-

strated first on the fourth day after the last inoculation and increased

in intensity up to the seventh or eighth day, when they were present

with great regularity. After this time there was a rapid decline

with the disappearance of the precipitin reaction about the twelfth

day. It was also found that it was during the high concentration

of precipitins in the serum that the antigen disappeared from the

circulation. The mechanism of precipitin formation and the

relationship between precipitin and precipitinogen (horse serum)

proved, therefore, to be much the same as it was in the rabbit.

Thus though sensitization to horse serum did not occur the cells of

the white rat had apparently an avidity for horse serum which was

as great as or even greater than that of the rabbit.

The work of Doerr and Russ and the amplification of their experi-

ments by Weil seemed to show that the anaphylactic antibody and

precipitins were identical or inextricably associated, and at the

present time this view is held by most observers. The present

experiments demonstrate, however, that in the white rat at least

these two phenomena are entirely independent of each other and

that precipitin formation and sensitization to foreign protein

represent in this animal two distinct and different immunological

processes.



THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF INTESTINAL
TUBERCULOSIS

By LAWRASOX BROWN, M.D., H. L. SAMPSON, M.D.

AND

J. N. HAYES, M.D.
SAHANAC LAKE, N. T.

Three years ago we described before this Association a method

of diagnosis of intestinal tuberculosis, basing our conclusions on a

study of 135 cases. Today we should like to place before you the

results of a further study based on 1036 cases, of which 323 (31

per cent) were positive and 713 negative. ' Of these 947 were

studied because intestinal tuberculosis was suspected clinically and

89 cases were studied routinely on admission to the Trudeau

Sanatorium to determine the frequency of intestinal tuberculosis

in cases of early pulmonary tuberculosis.

The method, as you will recall, is based on a fluoroscopic and

radiographic study of a barium meal (barium 4 ounces, flour, sugar

and cocoa 1 ounce each in milk to 15 or 16 oimces) at the end of

six, seven, eight and nine hours, and again at twenty-four hours.

In certain cases a barium enema was used, but, as we found in some

definite cases it gave practically negative findings, we did not place

as much dependence upon it as upon the meal. Hypermotility,

localized or general, and filling defects were the most significant

findings. Such data, we believe, indicate only ulceration of the

colon which, when it occurs in a patient with pulmonary tuberculosis,

is practically always tuberculous in nature. Persistent and recur-

ring segmentation and dilatation of certain loops of the small bowel

are very suggestive of a similar lesion in this location.

In the 89 cases at Trudeau which we studied routinely we found

5 cases to be positive. Several of these cases presented no symp-

toms suggestive of intestinal tuberculosis.

Of the roentgen positive cases 39 have been operated upon and 4

have come to autopsy. The findings in these have agreed with our
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diagnosis in all but 1 . In this case we attempted to base a diagnosis

upon an apparent filling defect found in the transverse colon which

is most unwise, for she had only a chronic appendicitis. Of the

roentgen negative cases 24 have gone to operation and 2 to autopsy,

and with two exceptions have been found negative. One of these

had a tuberculous appendix with the disease extending into the

cecum, where there was a small ulceration. A "glorified" appen-

dectomy removed all the diseased tissue. The second case was

operated upon for probably chronic appendicitis, but tuberculous

colitis was borne in mind by Dr. Archibald (who also operated on the

previous two cases ) . An extensive tuberculous condition involving

small and large bowel and the appendix was found and the abdomen

was closed without further operative interference. Neither before

nor since the operation has the patient shown any symptoms

suggestive of intestinal tuberculosis. A very recent roentgen-ray

study was still negative.

Apart from these 3 cases all others, positive or negative by the

roentgen-ray, were confirmed at operation or autopsy.

We feel less certain of the diagnosis of tuberculous enteritis, but

in 4 cases at operation and 1 at autopsy, in which we made a negative

diagnosis of tuberculous colitis but a positive diagnosis of tuberculous

enteritis operation or autopsy, confirmed the roentgen-ray finding.

In our experience pulmonary tuberculosis is rarely complicated with

tuberculous enteritis without the presence also of tuberculous colitis.

In a study of the blood of 35 of these patient- we found a leuko-

cytosis of 10,000 or more in 31, while 1 had 9500 and 3 had between

6000 and 7000 leukocytes per c.mm. The figures are given in

Table IV. It is of interest to recall that studies of the blood in

pulmonary tuberculosis by Ullum and Craig showed a definite

leukocytosis in cases with cavity formation. Miller, Lupton and

Brown in a later study found the most usual count to be between

10,000 and 1 1,0( )< >. with 24 to 28 per cent of lymphocytes in early

and moderately advanced stages to 14 per cent in former cases.

It is of interest to note the low percentage of lymphocytes as well

as an absolute decrease of these cells. As far as we can determine

treatment by ultraviolet rays seemed to exert little influence on our

counts.

The primary object of our study was to discover a method by
Am Phys 23
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which we could diagnosticate early intestinal tuberculosis, for our

early operative results were not satisfactory. We hoped that

earlier diagnosis might lead to earlier and more successful operative

proceedings. It is true that the technic of operation had been

worked out on some of these cases, and many today would not be

considered as suitable for operation, or, if opened, would be closed

without further interference. However out of 16 cases in the

experience of one of us 13 died, 2 early cases had successful complete

resection of the cecum and part of the ascending colon and 1 with

extensive disease had only his appendix removed. All have done

well.

If we exclude those cases not studied roentgenologically and

consider only those submitted to operation after such study we find

that out of 39 cases 25 have died. The operation at first was

excision, but the shock was too great, and later, thanks to the

untiring efforts of Dr. Edward Archibald, short-circuiting was

performed. But this in advanced cases often gave very unsatis-

factory results. The production of an artificial anus subjects the

patient to a prolonged ordeal. Today in extensive cases the best

results will probably be obtained when the two ends of the tubercu-

lous portion of the bowel are brought out through the abdominal

wall in one or two operations and fistula? established.

Patients with pulmonary tuberculosis are never too good surgical

risks and we have tried to develop other means of treatment. We
have treated for years like many other physicians an occasional

case of intestinal tuberculosis with heliotherapy, but we were now

confronted with many cases of early and late tuberculous colitis.

In affording them treatment we were forced for several reasons to

turn to artificial heliotherapy, which we had found of little or no

avail for uncomplicated pulmonary tuberculosis. We have used

the mercury-quartz vapor lamp, which gives considerable ultra-

violet ray and is so simple that the patient can apply the treatment

himself. We have used daily treatment, beginning with the ankles

and with the lamp at a distance of thirty-six inches, increasing the

exposures until we gave ten-minute treatments over each of four

fields, including most of the body, with the lamp at a distance of

twelve inches. Most patients tan, some more than others, and

those who tan apparently do better than those who do not.
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TABLE I

1036.

713
negative

24
Operative

Autopsy

16 negative for tuberculous colitis.

4 ileal tuberculosis.

1 tuberculous salpingitis peritonitis.

1 tuberculous, appendix.

1 cecal tuberculosis, 1 ulcer.

1 extensive tuberculous, colitis.

1 ileal tuberculosis.

1 negative for tuberculosis.

323
positive

39
operative \

4
autopsy

38 positive at operation.

1 negative at operation.

4 positive at autopsy.

Routine
sanatorium

examinations
89

Negative
84

positive

TABLE II.—RESULTS OF TREATMENT OF 146 CASES OF PULMONARY

TUBERCULOSIS WITH TUBERCULOUS COLITIS

Form of treatment.
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TABLE IV.—NUMBER OF LEUKOCYTES
Total. No. of cases.

6 to 7,000 3

9 to 10,000 1

10 to 15,000 12

15 to 20,000 14

20 to 30,000 5

35

The results of such treatment depend directly upon the duration

and possibly upon the extent of the intestinal tuberculosis. Early

cases with definite roentgen-ray findings may lose all symptoms and

become negative by the roentgen ray after three or four months'

treatment. Cases of longer standing require more time. Advanced

cases in many instances show little improvement, for all resistance

seems lost. In some instances we have been unable to give some of

our poorer patients treatment with the ultraviolet ray, and these we

have subjected to roentgen-ray treatment, employing as an average

dose 5 ma. minutes, 90 kilo-volts, 2\ to 3 ma., filtration with 5 mm.

of aluminum, tube-skin distance 35 cm. The results here, too,

have been striking in some. As a usual thing, however, we have

resorted to roentgen therapy only when the ultraviolet lamp failed

to yield the desired results. Consequently we have usually com-

bined these treatments and obtained some satisfactory results.

It must not be forgotten that some cases of intestinal tuberculosis

do recover under the ordinary hygienic and dietetic treatment, but

in our experience such recoveries are too uncertain. We have

attempted to control the effect of the ultraviolet light by simple

exposure of the skin to a high candle power Mazda nitrogen-filled

daylight bulb.

We wish to thank Dr. Archibald and our colleagues in Saranac

Lake who have permitted us to use the results of the study of their

•cases.

DISCUSSION

Dr. S. Solis-Cohen, Philadelphia, Pa. : What is the basis of the roentgen-

ray diagnosis? I do not quite grasp Dr. Brown's reasoning. Why do

filling defects indicate intestinal tuberculosis?

Dr. Lawrason Brown (closing): An ulcerative condition is indicated.

We interpret that as an ulcerative colitis of a tuberculous nature.



A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE CEREBRAL PATH-

OLOGY OF HUMAN BOTULISM RESULTING FROM
CANNED SPINACH

By ALDRED SCOTT WARTHIX, M.D.
AXX ARBOR, MICH.

Our knowledge of the cerebral pathology of human botulism is

very limited, as is evident by the accounts gathered from the

literature by Dickson in his monograph published in 1918. l Up
to the year 1915 the pathology of botulism is practically an animal

pathology wholly, the descriptions of the lesions of this affection

being based upon examinations of the tissues of animals dying from

experimental botulism. The first important study of human botu-

lism pathology was made by Paulus, 2 who regarded the lesion as an

acute degenerative polioencephalomyelitis hemorrhagica. His chief

findings were marked congestion of meninges and brain with numer-

ous hemorrhages, particularly in the gray matter in the region of the

ventricles, in the basilar nuclei, and in the floor of the fourth

ventricle. He found no evidences of inflammation, no round-cell

infiltration, and no proliferation of the neuroglia, but laid much

stress upon the degenerative changes in the ganglion cells, which

were especially marked in the region of the nucleus of the fourth

nerve and slightly less so in the nucleus of the third. These

degenerative changes varied from simple cloudy swelling to

complete cytolysis.

In the previous year Wilbur and Ophiils3 had reported a series of

1 Botulism: A Clinical and Experimental Study, Monographs of the Rockefeller

Institute for Medical Research, 1918, No. 8.
2 Jour. Psychol, u. Neurol., 1915, xxi, 201.
3 Arch. Int. Med., 1914, xiv, 589.
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12 cases of botulism with one autopsy. The pathological findings

in the brain were hyperemia, numerous thrombi rich in fibrin and

polymorphonuclear leukocytes, and scattered perivascular hemor-

rhages. The thrombosed vessels were especially numerous in the

region of the basal ganglia. No degenerative changes in the

ganglion cells were found. No bacteria were found in the thrombi

by various staining methods, including a modified Gram's. Anae-

robic cultures made from blood and tissues were also sterile. In the

other autopsy cases reported by Dickson the changes in the brain

and cord are similar to those described by Ophiils, and consist

-essentially of marked congestion, hemorrhage, and thrombosis, with

absence of degenerative changes in the nerve cells. A peculiarity

of the thrombi consists in their richness in polymorphonuclear

leukocytes. In his conclusions Dickson states that thrombosis in

the bloodvessels of various organs of the body is a characteristic

lesion which is produced by the action of the toxin of Bacillus

botulinus, but that the mode of action of the toxin is unknown.

He regards it as probable that there is a direct damage to the

endothelium of the bloodvessels and that the hemorrhages and

thrombosis are secondary to that damage, and that when degenera-

tion of the ganglion cells occurs it may be an ischemic degeneration

due to the thrombosis of the vessels supplying the area. He

believes, further, that the evidence is against the view that the

clinical symptoms are dependent either upon the degenerative lesions

in the nerve cells or that they are secondary to the thrombosis.

Since the publication of Dickson's paper various outbreaks of

botulism in different parts of the country have occurred, but the

autopsy studies when made have added nothing to the pathology of

human botulism beyond what has already been mentioned. The

pathological descriptions have repeated the findings of hyperemia,

hemorrhages, and thrombosis with or without degenerative changes

in the nerve cells, all of these changes being particularly marked in

the region of the third and fourth ventricles. This scant ensemble

of gross and microscopic changes has become the stock pathology

for the many articles written upon botulism during the last three

years. In none of the cases up to 1921 have inflammatory cellular

changes been described as an essential part of this pathology, and
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the demonstration of bacilli in the brains of cases of human botulism

had not been made. Nevertheless a number of the earlier workers

had isolated Bacillus botulinus from the liver, spleen, blood, etc.,

of^experimental animals, and a few writers 1 regarded botulismus as

an infectious disease and not purely an intoxication.

In 1920, Orr2 announced that the injection of toxin-free spores,

heated at S0°C. for thirty minutes, either per 03 or subcutaneously,

produced symptoms of botulism in guinea-pigs within forty-eight

hours with death in two to four days. Control animals given

protective doses of botulinus antitoxin at the same time as the

toxin-free spores remained alive. Bacillus botulinus was recovered

from the spleen and liver of many of these animals after death.

In one case the presence of botulinus toxin in the brain tissue was

identified by mouse inoculation and also by precipitin test. He

believes that some cases of botulinus poisoning may be due to a true

infection.

In January, 1921, there was sent to the pathological laboratory

of the University of Michigan, by Dr. B. N. Colver, of Battle Creek,

Mich., a brain said to have been taken from a patient dying of

lethargic encephalitis. The pathological examination of this brain

made by me showed pathological changes so different from those

found in cases accepted as characteristic for epidemic encephalitis

that I returned a diagnosis of possible botulismus. It then turned

out that this case was one of a group of five, with two deaths,

following the use of canned spinach, and that the attending phy-

sicans had, after a preliminary diagnosis of epidemic encephalitis

suspected the real condition to be botulismus. The clinical history

of this group of cases has been given in full by Colver3 and need not

be reported here. The brain examined came from Case 1, Miss

W. M. B., aged twenty years, duration of disease two and a half

to three days.

The brain was removed from the body within two hours after

death, and was put at once into formol. When it reached me it was

in perfect condition and well fixed throughout. The macroscopical

1 David: Deutsch. med. Wchnschr., 1899, xxv. 127.
2 Abstracts of Bacteriology, 1920, lv, 10. Proc. Am. Bacteriologists, 1919.
3 Jour. Michigan State Med. Soc, 1921, xx. 38*
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examination revealed only signs of marked hyperemia of meninges

and brain substance. Blocks were made of all regions of the brain,

particularly from the region of the ventricles, basal ganglia, and
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Fig. 1.—Low power view. Two small thrombosed vessels in the wall of the third

ventricle. Battle Creek case.

brain stem, and portions of the cervical cord. These were embedded

in paraffin and stained with various stains, including hot methylene

blue and Gram's for bacteria. The pathological findings were as

follows

:
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Marked congestion of all meningeal and cerebral vessels, increas-

ing in degree in the neighborhood of the ventricles, basal ganglia,

pons, and medulla. The dilated vessels showed varying degrees of
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Fig. 2.—Thrombosed vessel with necrosis of the vessel wall in basal ganglion. Battle

Creek case.

leukocytosis, this also increasing in the region of the basal ganglia.

A marked generalized edema was also present, but around many

vessels this reached an extreme degree. In these perivascular

edematous areas red blood cells in varying numbers were present
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and an increased number of leukocytes. Around the larger vessels

toward the region of the ventricles and in the neighborhood of the

basal ganglia the perivascular lymphatics showed marked distention

with a fluid more albuminous than the lymph of ordinary stasis and
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Fig. 3.—Thrombosed vessel with leukocyte infiltration of the vessel wall; edema of

the surrounding brain tissue. Case H., Grand Rapids.

containing more leukocytes. Occasional small perivascular hemor-

rhages were found throughout the cortex, increasing in number and

size in the region of the basal ganglia, pons, and medulla. These

hemorrhages were in the majority of cases around vessels showing
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varying stages of thrombosis. The thrombi partly or entirely

blocked the vessels, consisted of fibrin chiefly, and were often rich

in polymorphonuclears. Few hyaline blood-plate or agglutination

Fig. 4.— Small vessel from near the wall of the third ventricle with leukocyte infil-

tration and perivascular edema. Battle Creek case.

thrombi were seen. The red blood cells in the thrombosed vessels

showed varying degrees of hemolysis Definite degenerative

changes appeared in the endothelium of the thrombosed vessels,

varying from swelling and vacuolation of the endothelium to
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complete necrosis of the vessel wall. In many of the thrombosed

vessels the leukocytes showed a marginal arrangement, in others

the walls were infiltrated with one or two rows of leukocytes, while
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particularly in the region of the nuclei of the third and fourth nerves.

They occurred particularly frequently also in the near neighborhood

of the ependyma. These inflammatory infiltrations were much

Fig. 6.—Dilated vessel containing gas, fibrin threads. In the latter under higher

power bacilli are found. Battle Creek case.

less numerous than in the cases of epidemic encephalitis that I have

seen and more sharply localized to the region of the basal ganglia.

The most striking finding, however, was the presence of micro-

scopical gas-bubbles in the region of the thrombosed vessels and
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infiltrations. Many of the small vessels showed local distention

with gas-bubbles in the lumen, developing in the thrombi, but the

majority of the gas-bubbles were in the perivascular lymphatics,

Fig. 7.—Marked perivascular edema with beginning infiltration. Early formation

of gas-bubbles in vessels and perivascular lymph spaces. Grand Rapids case.

and every stage of formation from small minute multiple bubbles

up to large confluent bubbles compressing the vessel could be seen.

There was a distinct relationship between the degree of damage to
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the endothelium, the thrombosis, perivascular edema and hemor-

rhage, hemolysis, leukocyte infiltrations, and the formation of gas-

bubbles. In some cases the gas-formation in the vessel caused

•
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the ependyma of the third ventricle. Only in sections are the

bubbles large enough to be seen with the naked eye.

Fig. 9.— Dilated vessel containing gas and remains of fibrin clot with marked
perivascular infiltration. Grand Rapids case.

Staining of these gas-bubbles for bacteria with cold methylene

blue was negative. With prolonged staining with warm methylene

blue and with Gram's bacilli in small numbers were found in the

walls of these bubbles and in the perivascular edema and in some of

the thrombi. Morphologically they resembled Bacillus botulinus,
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but showed no spore-formation. Unfortunately no cultures were

made from this brain at the time of autopsy.

j •
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only of scattered vascular thrombosis, perivascular edema, and

small hemorrhages.

Fig. 11.—Bacilli in gas-bubble. Battle Creek case.

The formation of gas-bubbles in this case cannot be an artefact or

due to a postmortem invasion; the autopsy occurring within less than

two hours after death, the immediate complete fixation, the locali-

zation, and the accompanying pathological changes make it certain

that this was an intravital dissemination of gas-forming organisms.
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The pathological study of this case adds, therefore, three

important points to the pathology of botulism: The evidence of

direct vascular injury in the form of degeneration and necrosis of

the endothelium in the thrombosed vessels; the occurrence of a

definite, although sharply localized, inflammatory reaction and the

apparently intravital or agonal production of minute gas-bubbles

in the affected regions with the occurrence in the lesions of small

numbers of bacilli that tinctorially and morphologically resemble

Bacillus botulinus, although these resemblances are not sufficient

to make a positive differentiation from other gas-forming bacilli.

The pathological diagnosis in this case would be, therefore:

Botulism, acute infectious—toxic polioencephalitis, localized espec-

ially in the region of the basal ganglia, involving particularly the

nuclei of the third and fourth nerves and characterized by degenera-

tive vascular changes, thrombosis, hemolysis, perivascular edema

and hemorrhage and intravital dissemination of gas-forming bac-

teria.

This case, therefore, presents a pathology for human botulism

differing from that previously observed and gives proof for the first

time in tissue-examinations that the condition is probably, in part

at least, an infection with bacilli of the botulinus type or a commen-

salism with some gas-former. A statement to this effect is included

in Dr. Colver's report in October, 1921. Canned spinach from the

food supply showed the presence of Bacillus botulinus, Type A.

Fed to chickens the discarded spinach produced an epidemic of

limberneck.

During the same month, January, 1921, there occurred a similar

outbreak of botulismus due to the eating of canned spinach in

Grand Rapids, Mich. Through the courtesy of Dr. M. Wells,

director of the hospital in which the cases occurred, and Dr. G. L.

Bond, pathologist for the same institution, the brains of three fatal

cases were sent to me for pathological study. These brains had

been removed within a very short time (one to two hours after

death, but were kept in the laboratory for several hours for bacterio-

logical purposes before fixation. Any growth of organisms within

these brains during the interval between death and fixation must

have been due to an intravital infection.
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The pathological study of these three brains from the patients

H., C, and S. showed a picture identical with that found in the

Battle Creek case, the localized hyperemia, thromboses, perivascular

hemorrhages and edema, inflammatory infiltrations, vascular lesions,

and gas-bubble formation varying only in degree in the three brains.

In the brain of the patient H. the gas-bubbles and the inflammatory

infiltrations were more marked and the Gram's stain showed more

bacilli in the localized lesions. The pathological diagnosis in the

three cases is therefore the same as for the Battle Creek case:

Acute infectious—toxic polioencephalitis, botulism from canned

spinach.

From one of these brains Dr. Bond obtained from material taken

at the autopsy a culture of a gas-producing organism which was not

further studied. From the spinach samples and from the intestinal

contents of the fatal cases there was isolated by Dr. Graham, of the

University of Illinois, Dr. Emerson, of the University of Michigan,

and Drs. Geiger and Meyer, of the U. S. Public Health Service,

a motile, Gram-positive, spore-bearing, anaerobic bacillus of the

botulinus type. In the cultures in the laboratory of Dr. Emerson

this organism is an abundant gas-producer and produces a very

potent toxin of the Type A. Dr. Emerson regards it as closely

related to the strain obtained from the Detroit outbreak due to ripe

olives. The organism stains poorly with cold methylene blue and

rather faintly with Gram's, but is more deeply stained with hot

methylene blue. With the exception of the absence of spore-

formation in the tissues it corresponds morphologically and tinc-

torially with the bacilli found in the brain sections. Experimental

work is now being carried on by Dr. Emerson and the writer to see

if the pathological findings in the brains of these four cases can be

duplicated in animal pathology.

In two other brains, Cases A. B., and S., sent by Dr. Bond, of

Grand Rapids, Mich., at the same time to us, identical pathological

changes with the above were present. Both cases ran a longer

course and had been diagnosticated epidemic encephalitis. One

had been in the same hospital in which the outbreak occurred, but

there is no knowledge that any spinach had been served to him;

the other case had been in another hospital and the history is vague
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and incomplete. Both of these cases are discarded because of

imperfect history. In two other brains sent to the laboratory by

private practitioners with a diagnosis of epidemic encephalitis,

death occurring within four to five days, similar pathological changes

were found. In one case the patient became ill after eating a pan of

cold baked beans. Although probably botulism, these cases must

be rejected because of vague and imperfect history. They serve to

emphasize, as do the four undoubted cases, the clinical difficulties

attending the differential diagnosis of botulism and epidemic

encephalitis. The writer is convinced that true ca-es of botulism

have been mistaken for the latter condition. On the other hand

the reverse diagnosis might also obtain in some cases. A micro-

scopic study is necessary to separate the two conditions in all

doubtful cases.

Through the kindness of Dr. P. Morse, of Detroit, the writer has

been given an opportunity to study material from one of the fatal

cases from the Detroit outbreak due to ripe olives. No gas-bubbles

were found in the sections from this case; thrombosis, perivascular

edema and hemorrhage and a few vessels showing perivascular

infiltrations in the region of the ventricles appear in the sections so

far studied.

Since the writer's report of the finding of bacilli in the brain of the

Battle Creek patient, Geiger 1 has reported a case of botulism in

San Francisco diagnosticated by Dr. Ophiils at autopsy as encepha-

litis lethargica, from the medulla of which Dickson isolated bacilli

of the type of Bacillus botulinus.

In November, 1921, Graham and Barger'2 report on the finding of

Bacillus botulinus, Type A, in the excretions (urine and feces) of

children during the convalescent period of an affection diagnosticated

as poliomyelitis. While sweeping conclusions should not be drawn

from the findings of Or, Dickson, Graham, and the writer, they are

of greatest importance in piling up the evidence for the infectious-

toxic nature of botulism, and that the essential lesion is an acute

polioencephalitis involving particularly the basal ganglia and the

region of the ventricles. Whether the gas-formation in these four

1 Public Health Reports, July 22, 1921. xxxvi. 1663.
2 University of Illinois Bulletin, October 17, 1921.
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cases, intravital as it seems to be, is the result of infection by the

botulinus organism alone, or of a mixed symbiotic infection with

some other gas-former, remains to be decided by experimental work.

The more recent investigations of Tanner and Dack 1 showing the

occurrence of Clostridium botulinum (Type B) in soil, sewage,

human and hog feces would indicate that these organisms are prob-

ably widely distributed, and the problems of botulismus become

still more complicated. These workers also recovered the organism

from the brains of guinea-pigs dying with botulismus.

DISCUSSION

Dr. William H. Welch, Baltimore, Md. : I should like to say a few

words about the gas-bubbles. My suspicion is that these gas-forming

organisms are in no respect different from Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus

(Bacillus perfringens) or, as sometimes termed, the Bacillus of Welch.

As my name has been attached to it I am concerned on that point. I

have been very much interested in the brains with gas cysts. All I have

seen have been due to the presence of the gas bacillus. There was a great

deal of study on this during the war, and this showed that it is really a

group of bacilli, and this group is one of the most widely distributed families

of organisms that there is. It exists in the intestinal tract and every-

where, so that it would be remarkable and surprising if it were not present

in the material containing Bacillus botulinus. I have not regarded the

gas bacillus as a pathogenic organism, but there is evidence that when the

gas-bubbles form within an hour or two after death that they must have

been distributed by the circulation. I have tried to work this out experi-

mentally by determining the length of time it takes the gas bacillus inocu-

lated into the heart or ear vein of the animal which is killed to form

gas-bubbles. At the right temperature this takes place within an hour,

so that the fact that they were found within a short space of time is no

evidence that they were antemortem. It is simply evidence that they

are present. I have attempted to discuss evidence of infection by gas

bacilli. I have not found satisfactory evidence except in one case of criminal

operation, due to entrance of air into the vein. I have had opportunity

to examine cases, and in every case the gas bacillus has been found. I

think it is an entirely open question whether the gas was formed during

life. It cannot be proven; it cannot be disproven. The gas bacillus must

1 Jour. Infect. Dis., August, 1922, p. 92.
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have been distributed very widely or we could not get gas formation.

I have seen gas form within a few minutes postmortem. How is one to

determine precisely the generation of gas in the circulatory stream during

life?

Dr. William H. Park, Xew York City: Dr. Warthin alluded to the

fact that he found this organism in the urine of a child with poliomyelitis.

In those cases in Xew York we tried to find an organism in the urine but

did not succeed.

In regard to the abortion cases, there is almost always a mixed infection

by different bacilli.

Dr. A. S. Warthix (closing) : I believe that the statement that this is

a mixed infection is probably the most reasonable solution. The further

history of one of these cases is very interesting. When the spinach was

thrown out on the field the chickens got it and they developed limber neck.

This adds another point to the story. The most important point is

not the gas formation but the fact that there was an active defensive

inflammatory process. I believe defensive reaction means infection; it

means more than intoxication. Botulism, therefore, represents more than

a pure infection; it is an infective-toxic process or it may be an infectious

process primarily.



RELAPSING FEVER IN CALIFORNIA

By Le ROY H. BRIGGS, M.D.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

True relapsing fever arising from a focus in California seems

important enough to warrant the reporting of two cases.

Prior to the announcement of Obermeier, in 1873, that relapsing

fever was a spirochetosis, a number of cases had been reported

throughout the Eastern States as well as an epidemic among the

Chinese population of Oroville, Calif., in 1874. These cases were

frequently associated with typhus and no absolute diagnosis could

be made. Since the demonstration of the spirochete, however,

the number of proven cases in the United States has been very few,

and with the exception of the Colorado instances all limited to direct

importations. Those of Ward 1 and Tuttle2 were in Armenians.

Carlisle's* first patient was a ship's steward from eastern tropical

America and his second a laboratory infection from the first.

Hunter and Cope4 reported a case in a man just arrived from

Turkey and a second in an Armenian who had been living with

him. Goldfarb's5 two cases were in a mother and daughter living

in New York City who had received their infection from a relative

just arrived from Russia and suffering from the same disease.

Christian's6 case was in a Macedonian.

In October, 1915, Meader 7 reported before the Colorado State

Medical Society 5 related cases arising from Bear Creek Canyon,

Col., with a doubtful contact from a band of wandering gypsies.

Unquestionably these are the first known instances of relapsing fever

from an endemic source in the United States. Two years later

Waring 8 9 reported before the Denver Medical Society a sixth case

in a young boy coming from the same locality as Meader's patients.
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Since then the Index Medicus gives no reference to relapsing fever

in this country.

The 2 present cases acquired their infection at Polaris, on the

Truckee River, Calif. This river, a famous fishing stream con-

stantly visited by campers and sportsmen, is the outlet of Lake

Tahoe and runs northeast to empty into Pyramid Lake, Nevada.

Its course in California is through a fairly well-timbered granite

country at about 6000 feet elevation. From Truckee to Reno the

main line of the Southern Pacific Railroad parallels the river.

Polaris is a siding two and a half miles east of Truckee, where ice

is cut in the winter, loaded into sheds, and used daily during the

summer months in refrigerating the overland fruit cars. Many
tramps, put off trains at Truckee, find a day or so of employment

here, only to move on. It is quite evident, therefore, that there are

great opportunities for the dissemination of vermin by a nomadic

population.

Case Histoky.— Air. X. and his wife were seen at their home on August

21, 1921, having returned that morning from a fishing and camping trip on

the Truckee River. The}' had traveled up by automobile, stopping over-

night, on July 30, at Auburn, a town on the eastern edge of the Sacramento

Valley, where malaria is moderately prevalent. On the river they had

occupied a rough cabin, used in the winter by a watchman employed by the

ice-harvesting company, but unoccupied in the summer. The bedding was

their own. On the morning of August 3, Mr. X. discovered a blotch of

blood on his sheet and small urticarial marks of what were apparently

insect bites on his legs. Three mornings later his wife discovered the same
thing, noting blood spots on her sheets and marks of bites on her legs.

A careful search for bedbugs had been made previously and was repeated,

but with no results. Xo ticks were seen at any time during the trip.

On the morning of August 11, without prodromes, Mr. X. awoke with a

severe headache. At three in the afternoon he felt chilly and nauseated,

and at six had a heavy chill. The temperatures were noted carefully by his

wife, and it is from her excellent records that the accompanying charts

were constructed later. For the next two days he had heavy sweats, fever

and generalized aching pains. Labial herpes were present. There were no

symptoms of any respiratory infection. The pulse varied from 62 to 74.

He was seen on August 11 and again on August 13 by Dr. Bryant, of

Truckee, who found nothing except the marked disproportion between

pulse-rate and temperature. On August 1-4 his fever disappeared and

frequent observations between that date and August IS always showed a
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subnormal temperature. During this interval there was very decided

weakness. On August 18 fever was noted again, and that evening he had

another chill. For the next three days a repetition of the previous paroxysm

occurred, to be followed by another four-day remission with weakness.

On August 14 his wife was taken with what seemed to be an exactly similar

illness, except that no herpes were present and vomiting was a marked
symptom. Her paroxysm lasted three days with six days' normal tempera-

ture following.

Fig. 1.—Temperature curve. Mr. X.

Mr. X. is forty-six. Other than for a branchial cjrst as a child, which was

repaired, and an appendectomy his past history is negative. He has lived

in California all his life with the exception of two short business trips to

Honolulu. His work is that of an office executive. His habits are excellent.

His usual weight is around 175, although he is about fifteen pounds under

that now. The only complaint is of weakness. Complete physical

Fig. 2.—Temperature curve. Mrs. X.

examination was quite negative. Temperature and pulse normal. Xo
herpes and no skin rash. Xo sign of any respiratory tract infection. The
spleen was not enlarged to percussion nor was it palpable. Xo tenderness

anywhere. Xo icterus. The urine was quite negative. The hemoglobin

was 95 and the result of the blood count is shown in the accompanying

table. There was nothing remarkable in this or in any of the subsequent

counts, but they are tabulated together in the table. Although plasmodia
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were looked for carefully, neither they nor any other parasite were seen.

The red cells showed no abnormalities.

No therapy was given. His weakness lessened daily and he went about

his business, watching his temperature twice a day. On the afternoon of

August 24 a rise to 101 .6 ° was noted and he had a slight headache. He went

to his office the next morning but returned later in the day with a severe

headache, back pains, chill, and a temperature of 103.6°. He was seen

late that afternoon with a temperature of 104°, pulse 80, respirations 18.

His face was flushed ; he was bright mentally ; had no complaints and did not

Fig. 3.—Smear of peripheral blood—showing typical spirochete.

especially feel ill. Examination again was entirely negative. The spleen

could not be felt nor was it tender. The leukocytes were 16,200 with a

slight increase in the neutrophiles. No plasmodia were found but a

moderate number of spirochetes were present. These will be discussed

later. By the afternoon of August 26 he was normal again and continued

so until August 30, when he reported that he felt chilly, and by evening had

a temperature of 100.8°. At this date the urine for the first time showed

very rare hyaline casts but no albumin. His temperature rose all the next

day until by 6 p.m. it had reached the maximum of 105°. There was
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considerable depression and headache, but nothing else. Spirochetes were

present in greater numbers, about ten being seen in making a differential

count of 200 cells. Twenty cc of blood were drawn from a vein for animal

inoculation and he was given 0.45 gm. of neoarsphenamin intravenously

in concentrated solution. The only manifestation of a reaction was an

attack of vomiting during the night. The next day he felt much improved,

although weak, and had a subnormal temperature. The urine on this day

showed no albumin but showers of hyaline casts. From this time on for the

next three weeks his temperature varied from 9° to 98.6°, and he rapidly

i

>
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Fig. 4.—Smear of peripheral blood—showing typical spirochete.

regained his usual weight and strength. His urine promptly became

normal.

As mentioned above, Mrs. X. had had a paroxysm August 14 to 18.

She had been seen at intervals for the past three and a half years. Points

of interest in her past history are that she lived in Egypt from eleven to

thirteen years of age, and while there had what was probably typhoid fever.

Her appendix and tonsils have been removed. She was first seen in 1918 for

a streptococcus infection of the throat, which subsided in a week without

event. During 1919 she was under observation for a slight tuberculous
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infection in both apices. There had been loss of weight for over a year,

slight cough and morning sputum for a few months, but no rise in tempera-

ture was ever found. Crepitant rales Were present in both apices and

persisted for many months, but for the past year she has been in excellent

health.

She was not examined on August 21, except that the lung apices were

listened to and found clear. She had no symptoms and seemed to have

recovered entirely from her febrile attack of five days before. On the

morning of August 23 she felt nauseated and chilly, had a severe headache

and moderate backache. When seen about noon her temperature was 102°,

pulse 76, respirations 16. Her face was flushed but she did not look

specially sick. Physical examination was negative except for tenderness

in the upper left quadrant, noticed in attempting to palpate the spleen.

No enlargement of this viscus could be made out. There was no rash nor

herpes. The urine was normal. The leukocytes were only 4600. As she

was thought to have a plasmodial infection a specially diligent search was

made for these parasites, and it was during this that the spirochetes were

found accidentally, two days later to be sought for successfully in her

husband's blood during his paroxysm. At this time she was given a simple

anodyne and antipyretic. The next day, August 24, there was considerable

prostration and some vomiting, although the head and back pains were

better. Physical examination was, as before, negative except for slight

tenderness along the left costal margin. The leukocytes had increased to

10,000. For the next three days the temperature was normal and she was

up and about, although somewhat weak.

On August 28 her third paroxysm started and continued four days with

much nausea and vomiting, high fever of a septic type, and much headache

and backache. Her temperature reached a maximum of 105.2° on the

evening of the fourth day. The spleen could not be felt during this time

and examinations were not noteworthy in any particular. The urine on the

last two days showed a few hyaline casts but no albumin. Spirochetes

were found in the blood both on August 30 and 31, being especially numerous

on the latter date. On August 30, 20 cc of blood were drawn from an arm

vein for animal inoculation. On the evening of August 31 she was given

0.45 gm. neoarsphenamin intravenously. This was followed by a moder-

ately severe reaction characterized by vomiting and diarrhea, which con-

tinued throughout the night. The next day she was much improved and

had a subnormal temperature. Her subsequent course had been exactly

that of her husband, no further relapses and a fairly prompt return to

normal.

Summary. A man and his wife, while camping in California,

are probably bitten by some suctorial insect, presumably a bedbug
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or a tick, although this cannot be proven. In each case, eight days

later, a paroxysm of chills, fever, malaise and prostration ensues and

lasts three days. In the case of the husband, three relapses occur,

each more severe than the preceding. With the wife two relapses

occur, also of increasing severity. During the four observed

paroxysms spirochetes were found in the peripheral blood in increas-

ing numbers. Intravenous injection of 0.45 gm. neoarsphenamin

promptly terminated the infection in both instances.

Several points demand comment.

Nature of the Vector. There can be hardly any doubt but that

the infection was introduced during sleep by the bite of some

suctorial insect. The finding of bite marks and blood spots on the

bedding and the definite eight-day incubation period in each

instance point toward this. Lice, ticks and bedbugs are known to

transmit this type of spirochetosis to man. From the habits of the

patients, as well as the fact that the bites were on the legs, lice

undoubtedly can be ruled out. There are in California a number

of species of ornithodorus, the genus of tick which so far has been

incriminated in the transmission of relapsing fever, but from the

description of the bite marks one would suspect the bedbug rather

than the tick as the offender. The infection is thought to be

transmitted not by the actual bite but by the rubbing or trampling

of infected feces and other excretions of the carrier into the abrasion.

It has been definitely shown, by Dutton and Todd, that in ticks

spirochetes may be transmitted from infected parent to offspring

and that such infected progeny are capable of passing on the disease

to laboratory animals. This fact may be of importance in explain-

ing the occurrence of the Colorado and the present cases in regions

where the disease has not been known before. How long the

spirochetes can live in the body of the vector and throughout how

many generations it can be carried down are points which as yet are

not definitely known. The nature of the floating population along

any of the main railroad lines is such that the distribution of a

vermin-carried disease may be readily accomplished over a wide

area.

The Parasite. As noted in the case reports, spirochetes were

discovered accidentally in the blood of Mrs. X. on the first day of
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her second paroxysm while searching for malarial parasites. They

were very few in number, one being found to about two hundred

oil-immersion fields and on the next day none were seen. One day

later, at the onset of the husband's third paroxysm, spirochetes

were found in his blood in greater numbers, one to about fifty fields.

They became even more numerous in the other two paroxysms, ten

to eighteen being found in a differential count of two hundred

leukocytes. Morphologically the organism corresponds to the

description of the spirochete of relapsing fever, one of the chief

characteristics being the lack of constancy in length, shape, and

number of curves. They take the ordinary Romanowsky blood-

stains well, especially if overstained or if the stain is a trifle over-

alkalinized. The length varies from one to two and a half times the

diameter of a red cell. The ends practically always taper out to a

near point, and occasionally in the longer forms the central portion

as well seems to thin out. This was noted by Norris et al.
w

who felt it was evidence in favor of transverse division. Three

times during the examination of the blood smears two short forms

were found in close apposition, but this was interpreted as being

due to simple fracture in making the preparations. No undulating

membrane nor flagella could be demonstrated.

Blood was drawn from a vein in both cases during their last

paroxysms, run into citrated tubes and injected into mice and

monkeys as soon as possible. It was observed, however, that

motion in the spirochetes had ceased and, as animal inoculation was

unsuccessful, there is little doubt but that the parasites were killed

by the citrate. This was most unfortunate, as by then the patients

had received their neoarsphenamin. Furthermore, as it is impos-

sible to say from the morphology of the parasite which of the four

varieties of relapsing fever we are dealing with in a given case, it was

doubly unfortunate that the animals were not taken directly to the

bedside of the patients and injected, since identification depends

mainly on animal inoculation. Final differentiation of the type,

therefore, must remain in doubt. Dr. Karl Meyer, professor of

tropical medicine in the University of California Medical School,

to whom my great thanks are due for material help and suggestions,

believes from the clinical course that it was not the European variety

Spirocheta obermeieri.
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The Blood. Except for the presence of the parasites the blood

showed little of note. The hemoglobin did not change. The

leukocytes were counted in three of the four observed paroxysms

and showed a moderate increase except on the first day of the

second paroxysm of Mrs. X., when there was a leukopenia. The

differential picture showed the usual febrile absence of eosinophiles.

In three of the four paroxysms there was a slight increase in the

neutrophiles, although in the last one of Mrs. X. the formula was

about normal, notwithstanding the fact that this was the most

severe of all. The red cells and platelets showed no change.

The Urine. A number of observers have reported marked urinary

changes from renal irritation during the paroxysms. This was not

evident in the present cases, although in their last and most severe

relapse a few hyaline casts appeared but no albumin. Mr. X. on

the day after his last paroxysm and twelve hours after the injection

of neoarsphenamin had showers of casts, but two days later the

urine was normal. This phenomenon did not occur with his wife.

Miscellaneous Clinical Features. Splenic enlargement was never

demonstrated, another fact at variance with most observations.

It may be noted that there was tenderness in the region of the spleen

in the case of the wife. The maximum temperature with the

subsequent crisis occurred at night in six out of seven paroxysms,

a fact mentioned by Strumpell and others. Even during these high

temperatures of 104° to 105° the patients did not seem very ill and

were more uncomfortable than anything else. Neoarsphenamin

was most efficacious, half a dose intravenously terminating the

infection immediately. In one case it was given at the start of a

paroxysm and in the other toward the end, but no difference in the

result could be seen.

How extensive or permanent a focus we have in California can

only be determined by a thorough medical and entomological survey

of the district and by the discovery of other cases elsewhere. Here,

where we are constantly seeing malaria, it is imperative that careful

microscopic examination of the blood be made before therapy is

instituted. It would be a ready assumption that the natural fall

of temperature at the end of a paroxysm represented the anti-

plasmodial effect of quinin had that drug been given blindly. The
Am Phvs 25
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demonstration of any further geographical distribution of this

disease depends therefore on the invariable use of the microscope in

all cases of acute remittent fever.

Once again it gives me great pleasure to express my indebtedness

to Prof. Karl Meyer for his willing help and advice as well as for the

photomicrographs.
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EXPERIENCES IX THE NEW YORK HOSPITAL WITH
THE TREATMENT OF LOBAR PNEUMONIA BY

A SERUM-FREE SOLUTION OF PNEUMO-
COCCUS ANTIBODIES

By LEWIS A. CONNER, M.D.
NEW YORK

During the past two years all the cases of lobar pneumonia

admitted to the adult wards of the first medical division of the

New York Hospital have been treated by the intravenous use of

a serum-free solution of pneumococcal antibodies prepared accord-

ing to the method of F. M. Huntoon 1 and supplied to the hospital

by the Mulford Biological Laboratories. The study of the effects

of this antibody solution has been made in cooperation with

the second medical division of Bellevue Hospital, where the same

method of treatment has been employed during the same period

of tinie.-

The preparation of the solution is based upon the capacity of

bacteria to absorb their specific antibodies from immune serum.

Pneumococci of the three fixed types are exposed to the action of

a polyvalent immune serum. The organisms are then centrifu-

gated out and washed to remove the serum proteins. These

sensitized bacteria are then treated with a mildly alkaline salt

solution in which some of the attached antibody splits off and

becomes free. It is this solution containing the freed antibodies

which, after some further treatment and standardization, is used

therapeutically. The solution contains 0.85 per cent of sodium

1 Tr. Philadelphia Path. Soc, 1920. xxii. 75. Jour. Immunol., 1921, vi, 117. Hun-
toon and Etris: Jour, immunol., 1921, vi, 123. Huntoon and Craig; Jour.
Immunol.. 1921. vi. 235.

3ee Cecil and Larsen Jour. Am. Med. Assn., 1922, 79, 343.
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chloride, 0.25 per cent of sodium bicarbonate and a small amount

of bacterial proteins. The serum proteins remaining are too small

in amount to detect by chemical means. The solution in test shows

antibodies against all three fixed types of pneumococci, although

its potency is much greater against Type I than against the other

two types.
*

In view of the fact that the medical service is a comparatively

small one, it was thought best to subject all the pneumonia patients

to this method of treatment rather than to attempt to run simulta-

neously a series of control cases, and in order that the mortality

figures under this method of treatment might fairly be compared

with those of the hospital in other years, all cases not frankly

convalescent, even those with an obviously hopeless outlook,

were included in the treatment. The experiment was carried over

two winter seasons in order to lessen somewhat the chance of error

due to seasonal variation in the severity of the disease, and the

treatment was limited to adult cases because of the much more

favorable course that the disease is known to run in children.

Among the 120 adult cases diagnosticated as lobar pneumonia

only 4 failed to receive treatment by the antibody solution. One

of these four was admitted in coma with pulmonary edema and

the diagnosis was established only by autopsy. The 3 other cases

failed to receive the treatment either because they were convalescent

when admitted or because the solution was not available at the

time. These all recovered.

In addition to the use of the antibody solution the patients

received the usual symptomatic treatment. Digitalis was admin-

istered only to such patients as seemed to demand special cardiac

support.

The routine practice has been to give the first intravenous

injection of the solution just as soon as the diagnosis could be

definitely established, without waiting for the report of the sputum

typing, and to repeat the injection daily thereafter until the temper-

ature showed no further disposition to rise materially or until it

was obvious from other indications that the patient was out of

danger. One patient received nine injections, several received

six, a majority of the cases received either two or three and 34
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cases were given but a single dose. After some experimentation

the routine dosage decided upon was 50 cc of the solution for men

and 25 cc for women. Occasionally smaller doses were given when

the general condition of the patient seemed to demand caution.

The immediate effects of the injection are very similar to those

frequently seen, especially in febrile cases, after the intravenous

injection of any foreign protein. After an interval varying from

twenty-five to forty-five minutes there is usually a sharp rigor

lasting from twenty to thirty minutes, with a rapid rise of

temperature of from 2° to 4°. Temperatures of 106° or 107° F. are

not very uncommon. During the chill the pulse becomes rapid

and small, the color dusky and cyanotic, and if the reaction is

severe there may be a transient mild delirium. The rise of

temperature is promptly followed by a sharp drop which in the

course of a few hours may amount to 6° or 7°. This fall in temper-

ature is usually accompanied by profuse sweating, marked slowing

of the pulse and a striking improvement in all the subjective

symptoms.

In favorable cases this drop in temperature may mark the end

of the febrile stage and the beginning of convalescence. In most

cases, however, the fever begins to rise again within twelve hours,

and within twenty-four hours may reach its former level. Very

often, however, the temperature does not go quite so high and the

patient 's general condition will have changed so much for the

better that a second injection may seem unnecessary. The response

to a second injection is usually quite similar to that of the first.

Occasionally the reaction is less pronounced and in a few instances

a second or a third injection has been followed by a more severe

reaction than the first. Rarely a case is met with in which no

distinct reaction occurs and no fall of temperature results.

Among the 116 cases treated the infecting bacterium was iden-

tified in all but 13 cases Among these 103 cases in which the

exciting organism was known were 13 in which the bacterium

incriminated was not the pneumococcus. In 9 of these latter a

hemolytic streptococcus was found, in 1 a nonhemolytic strepto-

coccus and in the remaining 3 the Friedlander bacillus.

In Table I is shown the total number of cases treated in each
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of the two seasons, with the percentage mortality and also the

mortality figures among the cases caused by organisms other than

the pneumococcus It will be seen that for the 116 cases represent-

ing the entire number treated the mortality was 14.6 per cent.

Among the 13 nonpneumococcus cases, however, the death-rate

was 46.1 per cent.

TABLE I.—MORTALITY OF ALL PNEUMONIA CASES TREATED, AND OF
THOSE TREATED CASES WHICH PROVED TO BE DUE TO ORGANISMS
OTHER THAN THE PNEUMOCOCCUS.
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Table III shows the relative proportion of the different types

among the 90 proved pneumococcus cases together with their

respective death-rates. Type IV is conspicuous by reason both of

its high incidence and of its very low mortality.

TABLE III.—TYPES OF PNEUMOCOCCUS. ANALYSIS OF 90 CASES.

Types.
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of leukocytes was considerable and seemed to be permanent, while

in a few profound changes in the leukocytes were observed. For

example, in one patient who on admission showed a leukocytosis of

21,800 and a polymorphonuclear percentage of 89, the count

thirty minutes after the first injection and at the beginning of the

chill was 5100 and the polymorphonuclear cells were 90 per cent;

thirty minutes later, at the end of the chill, the leukocytes numbered

only 1500 and the percentage of polynuclear cells was 40; forty

minutes later the count was 3750 and 90 per cent, with many

transitional cells; four hours later the leukocytes numbered 18,000

with 91 per cent of polynuclears and many transitionals, and twelve

hours later the leukocytes had again fallen to 4000 with 77 per

cent of polynuclears. In only a very few cases was an increase

in the leukocytes observed, and in these the change was slight and

insignificant. It seems safe to conclude, therefore, that whatever

the nature of the action of the antibody solution the beneficial

effects cannot be ascribed to any stimulation of the phagocytic

leukocytes.

Effect upon Resolution. In those cases in which the effect of

the treatment was sufficiently early and decisive to give value

to the observations, it was found, as was to have been expected,

that no such prompt and striking effects were produced upon the

anatomical changes in the lungs as were seen in the constitutional

manifestations of the disease. Evidences of the beginning of

resolution usually appeared within twenty-four to forty-eight

hours after the critical defervescence, but the process seemed rather

more deliberate than after a normal crisis. Nevertheless in a

good many cases one had the impression that both defervescence

and the completion of resolution had been hastened by the treat-

ment.

Complications. The series of cases studied was too limited to

enable one to draw any satisfactory conclusions as to the effect

of the treatment on the tendency to complications. Among the

103 pneumococcus cases empyema occurred six times (Type I,

2 cases; Type III, 1 case; Type IV, 3 cases) and pericarditis three

times (Type II, 1 case; Type IV, 2 cases).
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Discussion. In attempting to estimate the effectiveness of

any form of treatment in lobar pneumonia one must rely chiefly

upon the influence of such treatment upon the death-rate. There

are, however, two other criteria which are entitled to some weight,

namely, the ability of the treatment to cut short the disease when

administered early and the results of treatment in cases associated

with a demonstrable bacteremia.

In the present series we have unfortunately no group of control

cases carried on simultaneously with which to compare the mortality

rate of the treated cases, and must rely upon the record of the

hospital in past years. Taking the official figures of the hospital

for the last twenty years for which these are available up to and

including 1917 (the years 191S and 1919 having been influenza

years), it is found that with the exception of three years the mortality

of lobar pneumonia ranged constantly between 30 and 39 per cent.

In the three exceptional years the mortality was respectively 27.

26, and 20 per cent. The average for the twenty years was 32.2

per cent. It should be emphasized, however, that these figures

include not only the adult cases but also all those occurring in

children in whom the death-rate from lobar pneumonia is, of course,

very much lower. The cases of pneumonia in children constitute

from 20 to 30 per cent of the total pneumonia cases, so that the

mortality figures for the adult cases alone would be considerably

higher than those given above. In contrast to these hospital

figures we have for the period between July 1, 1920, and April 20,

1922, 116 treated cases with a mortality of 14.6 per cent, or if we

include the 4 cases not treated with the antibody solution, 120

cases with a mortality of 15 per cent. One must assume then

either that in these two last years the pneumonia cases ran a much

milder course than that of other years or that the special treat-

ment had a distinct effect in reducing the mortality. As to the

former assumption there are certain facts which seem to indicate

that the disease may have been somewhat milder than usual.

These are the high incidence of Type IV cases, amounting to 54

per cent of the proved pneumococcus cases, and the small percentage

of positive blood cultures found among this group. On the other

hand the impression one received from the appearance and con-
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dition of the cases upon admission was that they were quite

of average severity. In respect of their degree of constitutional

disturbance and of the extent of lung involvement they gave no

indication of being especially mild cases.

If we exclude from the 116 treated cases the 13 known to have

been due to organisms other than the pneumococcus, in which no

effect from the treatment could reasonably be expected, we have

103 cases with a mortality of 10.6 per cent.

From statistics collected by Cole 1 from all available sources he

concludes "that when the disease is not influenced by specific

treatment the average hospital mortality rate in cases associated

with the different types of pneumococci is about as follows:

Mortality rate.

Cases associated with Type I pneumococci . . . 25 to 30 per cent.

Cases associated with Type II pneumococci . . . 25 to 20

Cases associated with Type III pneumococci . . . 45 to 50

Cases associated with Type IV pneumococci . . . 15 to 20

Among the 90 proved pneumococcus cases in the present series

the mortality rate in each of the four types was respectively 13,

22.2, 33.3 and 4.1 per cent. The number of the cases of Types II

and III is too small to be of much value statistically, but there is

nothing in the mortality figures to suggest that the treatment

had any special influence upon these cases. With respect to

Types I and IV, however, the percentage mortality is so much

below that of the averages for these types that it is difficult to

resist the conviction that the treatment did actually have a favor-

able influence upon the death-rate.

The question whether or not the treatment by the antibody

solution is capable of cutting short the disease is one that is difficult

to answer positively, for one can never be certain in a given case

that the crisis may not occur spontaneously as early even as the

third or fourth day of the disease. Such early crises are seen in a

small percentage of the cases under any form of treatment. Never-

theless in the present series, when the opportunity was afforded of

using the treatment in the early days of the disease, a permanent

fall of temperature followed immediately after the injection in

1 Lobar Pneumonia, Nelson Loose-leaf Medicine, i, 203.
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such a considerable proportion of the cases that one can hardly

escape the conclusion that in these cases the early defervescence

was the direct result of the treatment.

aivittes »prii •t.vj-ii
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but in such cases the likelihood is much greater that this critical

drop may have been merely a coincidence.

ADMITTED
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It is hardly necessary to say that the temperature charts presented

are not intended to represent the effect of the treatment in the

ADMITTED
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siderably less than that expected under the ordinary form of

symptomatic treatment. In Cole's series of cases at the Hospital

Chart VII

of the Rockefeller Institute there were (excluding Type I cases in

which specific treatment was employed) 119 cases in which blood

cultures were positive, and among these the death-rate was 67.1

per cent. 1

ADMITTED
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series of cases does actually possess some curative qualities in lobar

pneumonia, the question at once arises as to what the nature of

these curative qualities is. Are the effects the result solely of the

Chart IX

content of the solution in antibodies of the three fixed types of •

pneumococci; or does the solution, in addition to the specific

antibodies, contain perhaps some group protective bodies of less

specific nature; or, finally, are the effects entirely nonspecific and of

*:' — —
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of cases solely to the presence in the solution of antibodies of the

three fixed types for the reason that some of the most striking

effects were seen in cases associated with Type IV pneumococci.

Not only was the mortality rate among this group of cases extremely

low (4.1 per cent), but some of the most convincing evidence as to

the ability of the treatment, in certain cases at least, to abort the

disease is found among Type IV cases.

ADMITTED
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do increase the amount of circulating antibodies in immune animals.

Recently, Larson, 1 as the result of experimental work, has sug-

gested that many bacteria, such as streptococci, pneumococci,

etc., are imperfect antigens in that while they are capable of pro-

ducing antibodies they lack the power of setting free these anti-

bodies from the tissue cells, and that this latter effect can be brought

about by foreign protein injections. In other words, Larson

believes the stimulus necessary to excite the cells to the production

of the antibodies is specific, but that needed to cause the cells to

throw off the antibodies—the exfoliative stimulus— is not necessarily

specific. In accordance with this theory one might assume that

the effects observed in the present series were due not so much to

the specific antibodies contained in the solution as to the anti-

bodies liberated from the patient's own cells by some nonspecific

action (protein or otherwise) of the injections.

But there are several difficulties in the way of accepting the

theory of purely nonspecific action. Apart from the fact that

the solution is known to contain only minute quantities of protein

(since practically all of the serum proteins have been removed by

washing), there is the striking difference in its action upon the

pneumococcus pneumonias and upon those due to the streptococcus

and Friedlander 's bacillus. Among the 13 cases associated with

these latter organisms the mortality rate was 46.1 per cent, and

there was nothing in the clinical course of any of the cases to sug-

gest that it had been influenced favorably by the treatment. Finally

there is the objection that although foreign protein injections have

often been used in lobar pneumonia the results have been generally

disappointing. Petersen,2 upon theoretical grounds, is inclined to

believe that little can be expected in pneumonia from this form

of therapy.

The hypothesis that the solution may contain besides the specific

type antibodies some group protective substances of less specific

nature would seem, perhaps, best to explain the results observed,

but until much further evidence is secured the nature of the thera-

peutic action of this method of treatment must remain in doubt.

1 Minnesota Medicine, 1919, ii, 332.
- Protein Therapy and Nonspecific Resistance, New York, L922, p. 125.

Am Phys 26
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Advantages and Drawbacks of the Method. It is clear that any

methods of treatment which permits of the introduction into the

circulation of the specific pneumococcus antibodies in a serum-

free solution has, a priori, certain obvious advantages over the

methods of rational therapy in present use. The possible risk of

anaphylactic shock and the serious discomforts of serum sickness

are entirely avoided. Moreover the fact that treatment need not

be withheld until sputum typing has been done and the causative

organism definitely determined means a saving of from twelve to

twenty-four or more hours—a point of no inconsiderable importance,

since time is a factor to be reckoned with.

The treatment under consideration certainly possesses these

advantages. In none of the cases treated was there any suggestion

of an anaphylactic reaction or of subsequent serum sickness. More-

over the quantity of liquid to be injected is relatively small and

the technic simple The method has, however, one serious draw-

back in that the immediate or so-called thermal reaction is some-

times very severe and may even result in death. In one of the

present series of cases death seemed to be directly due to the

severity of this reaction. A previously healthy man of thirty-

six years, admitted on the evening of his third day of illness, showed

suspicious signs in his right upper lobe with evidences of very

severe intoxication—rapid pulse, great prostration and mild

delirium. The following morning there were frank signs of con-

solidation and he was given an intravenous injection of 50 cc of

the antibody solution—the routine dose for male patients. Thirty

minutes later he had a severe rigor. His temperature rose rapidly

to 109°; he became unconscious and cyanotic, with involuntary

stools; extremely rapid, feeble pulse; labored breathing, and

profuse sweating. The hyperpyrexia continued for four hours,

when death ensued. No sputum was obtained for typing but a

postmortem lung puncture yielded a growth of a nonhemolytic

streptococcus. Although this was the only fatality that could in

any way be ascribed to the treatment, the reaction in several other

cases was for the moment distinctly alarming. It was the

occurrence of these severe thermal reactions that forced the decision

to limit the dosage in women to 25 cc. Even this amount occasion-
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ally produced a severe reaction. Indeed there seemed to be no

very distinct quantitative relationship between the amount of the

solution injected and the severity of the thermal reaction. In one

individual 25 cc or even 10 cc might produce a more severe immediate

effect than would 50 cc in another, and even in the same patient

the injection of 50 cc might cause no greater reaction than would,

25 cc.

The question as to whether this thermal reaction is an essential

part of the therapeutic mechanism could not be definitely answered.

The general impression has been that the beneficial effects were

apt to be more distinct in cases which responded with a sharp

thermal reaction, and yet in a few instances a prompt and per-

manent drop in temperature was seen when the injection was

followed by no chill and by no distinct rise in fever.

As a result of our two years of experience with the use of this

method of treatment, I feel that the evidence that it has some

actual curative value is too strong to be disregarded. This evidence

relates chiefly, though not entirely, to cases associated with Type I

and Type IV pneumococci. If the therapeutic effects depend

altogether upon the specific type antibodies contained in the

solution one must then assume that the bodies of one or more of

these types are effective in neutralizing the toxic products generated

by at least certain of the organisms comprising the heterogenous

group known as Type IV. Aside from the theoretical importance

of Huntoon's work in obtaining antibodies free from immune
serum, the method seems to me to mark a step forward along the

path toward a satisfactory form of rational treatment for lobar

pneumonia. That this method at present constitutes such a satis-

factory form of treatment cannot be asserted. Much further clinical

study is needed and some means must be found of controlling-

the severity of the immediate reactions before it can safely come

into general use.

Summary. The effect of treatment by the intravenous injection

of a serum-free solution of antibodies of the three fixed types of

pneumococci was studied in a series of 116 adult cases of lobar

pneumonia covering a period of two years. All cases admitted

to the service were treated without any attempt at selection.
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The death-rate for these 116 cases was 14.6 per cent. Among this

group of cases were 13 in which the exciting organism was shown

to be a streptococcus or the Friedlander bacillus. The mortality

rate for these cases was 46.1 per cent. Of the remaining 103 cases

90 were proved to be due to the pneumococcal and the others,

because of the low death-rate among them, were regarded as prob-

able pneumococcus cases. For these 103 cases the death-rate

was 10.6 per cent. Among the 90 proved pneumococcus cases

Type IV pneumonias were conspicuous both by their high incidence

i(54.4 per cent) and by their very low mortality (4.1 per cent).

Although the series of cases studied is too small to justify any

positive conclusions the figures suggest that the treatment had

some real curative value with respect to Type I and Type IV cases

at least, and this impression is supported by the fact that in a

considerable proportion of the cases in which treatment could be

instituted early the progress of the disease was stopped short, and

by the further fact that recoveries among the cases associated with

positive blood cultures were more frequent than is usual under

ordinary methods of treatment. The nature of the therapeutic

effects of the solution is obscure in view of the apparent effectiveness

of the treatment in Type IV cases. It is difficult to ascribe these

solely to the contained type antibodies unless it be assumed that

some of these may be effective against certain of the organisms of

Type IV. The difficulties in the way of explaining the beneficial

results of the treatment on the score of some purely nonspecific

action are discussed. The method is free from the disadvantages

incident to the injection of large amounts of serum. It has, how-

ever, one serious defect in that the immediate reactions following

the injections are often severe and are occasionally dangerous.

In one case death seemed to be directly traceable to the severity

of this reaction. The method is believed to represent a step for-

ward in the direction of a satisfactory form of rational treatment,

but further clinical study is needed and some means of controlling

the severity of the immediate reactions to the injections must be

lound before it can safely be introduced into general use.
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The recently reported isolation, by Huntoon, of pneumococcus

antibody in a serum-free aqueous solution marks an important

advance in the study of pneumococcus immunity. Such a solution,

as prepared by Huntoon, possesses a protective power against

pneumococcus Types I, II and III equal or superior to the most

potent polyvalent pneumococcus serum, yet is almost entirely free

from the proteins of horse serum. The pneumococcus antibody

solution also contains in addition to antibody a small amount of

pneumococcus protein, which may conceivably act in the capacity

of a vaccine and which when administered intravenously may
produce typical foreign protein reactions.

The opportunity presented itself 1 for testing the therapeutic

value of this product on an extensive scale in the wards of Bellevue

Hospital. Through the kind cooperation of the other medical

services it has been possible during the past two years to include

all cases of lobar pneumonia admitted to the medical wards in one

large therapeutic experiment. The investigation was carried out

as follows:

* From the Second Medical (Cornell) Division of Bellevue Hospital, and the
Hygienic Laboratory of the U. S. Public Health Service. This study was also aided
financially by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Influenza Funds.

1 The pneumococcus antibody solution employed in this work was very generously
supplied by the Research Laboratory of H. K. Mulford & Co.
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The twelve medical wards were divided into two groups. On
six wards all cases of lobar pneumonia were treated with the anti-

body solution. The other six were used as control wards. In

these wards cases of pneumonia received no antibody, but in other

respects were treated in practically the same way as the patients

receiving antibody. It was first determined that no selection of

any kind was practised by the admitting office in assigning cases

to the various wards. In Bellevue Hospital new patients are

distributed by rotation, without regard to the character or severity

of the disease. The control seemed therefore to be a fair one from

every point of view.

An effort was made to determine the type of infection in every

case included in the series. For one reason or another this effort

was unsuccessful in a few instances, but in a great majority of the

cases (92 per cent) the exciting agent or agents was determined.

The mouse method was used almost exclusively in the deter-

mination of types. This method was supplemented by direct

cultures from the sputum, precipitin tests on the urine, and cultures

from the blood and other body fluids. Fatal cases were cultured

by lung punctures, or in case an autopsy was performed, by post-

mortem cultures from the lungs, heart's blood, or spinal fluid.

All cases of clinical pneumonia from which pneumococci were

isolated were included in the series. Practically all of these were

frankly lobar in type. Cases with frank consolidation of one or more

lobes were also included even if cultures failed to reveal pneumococci.

Antibody treatment was started as soon as the diagnosis of

pneumonia was made. The solution was given intravenously in

most cases, the technic being similar to that of serum adminis-

tration. The dose was 50 to 100 cc given once, sometimes twice,

occasionally three times a day.

The reactions produced by this solution have been one of the

most striking features of the study and deserve especial attention.

The typical reaction may be described as follows: There is no

immediate reaction. Twenty to forty minutes after the injection

the patient begins to shiver and is soon in the midst of a hard chill.

The cyanosis and dyspnea become more marked and the patient

often shows extreme anxiety. The chill lasts fifteen to thirty
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minutes. At its conclusion the patient complains of fever and

the temperature may have risen to 106° or even to 108° or 109°.

In rare cases the temperature may rise to 110.° In one case the

rectal thermometer was fractured in situ and a careful reading of

the scale recorded 113.1°. The patient was wildly delirious during

this period of hyperpyrexia, but ice-packs caused a rapid drop,

and on the following morning he showed a normal temperature

and made an uncomplicated recovery.

The high temperature usually lasts only a short time, thirty to

sixty minutes. The rapid fall is accompanied by a profuse per-

spiration which often drenches the patient's linen and may persist

for several hours. The fall may be slight but is usually extensive,

often reaching normal or even subnormal limits. It may be tem-

porary or permanent. It is more likely to be temporary if treat-

ment is started early; permanent if the injection is given when the

crisis is about due. In some cases, however, one or two injections

appear to abort the infection completely and the temperature

remains normal on the third or fourth day of the disease.

These reactions have every appearance of a foreign protein

reaction and are probably referable to the pneumococcus protein

present in the antibody. They usually follow each injection of

antibody but tend to become somewhat less severe with each

paroxysm.

In three cases the antibody reaction appeared to be the immediate

cause of death. In these three patients the symptoms were very

similar; severe chill followed by high fever (106° to 109°), delirium,

cyanosis, dyspnea, rapid weak pulse, diaphoresis, coma, and death.

It is possible that these lives could have been saved by prompt

and vigorous antipyretic treatment. Antibody treatment was

usually continued until the temperature came down and remained

below 100° permanently. The average number of injections given

was 3.6. The average amount 250 cc per patient.

The results of the experiment are shown in Table I. It will be

observed that 424 pneumococcus pneumonias occurred on the anti-

body wards and 410 on the control wards. Nearly all the cases

on the antibody wards were treated with this solution, the only

exceptions being cases that were convalescent or moribund on
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admission. There was considerable difference in the mortality

rate for Type I cases, 13.3 per cent for the 158 treated cases as

compared with 22.2 per cent for the 162 untreated cases. In the

Type II groups the difference was not quite so marked, but here

again the treated cases showed a death-rate of only 27.7 per cent

as compared with the control death-rate of 40.3 per cent. In the

Type III group the percentage of fatalities was practically the

same for the two groups, 39.7 per cent for the treated and 40 per

cent for the untreated. Strangely enough a considerable difference

in mortality rate was noted in the Type IV group— 16.4 per cent

for the treated and 24 per cent for the untreated cases. Altogether

the treated pneumococcus cases showed a death-rate of 21.4 per

cent while the control pneumococcus series presented a rate of

28.3 per cent.

TABLE I.—COMPARISON OF
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the control wards the death-rate for Type I pneumonias admitted

during the first four days was 24.7 per cent. In the case of Type

II pneumonia the difference in the death-rate for the two groups

was negligible (29.2 per cent against 28.5 per cent). In Type III

pneumonia the death-rate as in Type I pneumonia was (cut half)

(in two,) (17.6 per cent against 33.3 per cent). Almost as marked

a difference was noted in the Type IV groups (15.8 per cent against

25.8 per cent). In the entire pneumococcus series of 162 cases

treated during the first four days of the disease the death-rate was

17.9 per cent, whereas in the control wards the total series of 209

pneumococcus cases admitted during the first four days of the

disease had a death-rate of 26.8 per cent. \Yhen treatment, there-

fore, was instituted during the first four days of the disease quite

a striking difference was observed in the death-rate for the two

series.

TABLE II.—COMPARISON OF DEATH-RATE IN CASES TREATED DURING

THE FIRST FOUR DAYS WITH CONTROLS ADMITTED DURING

THE FIRST FOUR DAYS

Type.
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the controls reached normal in the same length of time. On the

other hand only 31.8 per cent of the treated cases continued to

have fever until the tenth day of the disease or thereafter, while

42 per cent of the controls ran temperatures for ten days or more.

TABLE III.—DURATION OF PNEUMONIA IN CASES

THAT RECOVERED

On or before fifth day .

On or before sixth day
On or after tenth day .

Antibody
Total
number
treated. T. 99
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rate was less for the antibody series in the case of each of the severe

complications.

A critical survey of the figures which have been presented impels

the inquiry, What advantages, either theoretical or practical, does

pneumococcus antibody possess over antipneumococcus serum?

On the theoretical side it must be recalled that the antibody

solution contains a small amount of pneumococcus protein which

may stimulate a certain amount of active immunity in addition

to a passive immunity conferred by the protective substance which

it contains. Furthermore, it is quite possible that antibody in

aqueous solution is more readily available for service in the human
body than it would be when dissolved in horse serum.

The sharp reactions associated with antibody injections are

often very uncomfortable and in certain cases are probably actually

injurious to the patient. It has been claimed, of course, that

foreign protein reactions have therapeutic value in pneumonia

and other infectious diseases. There is no evidence, however,

in the present study to support such a theory. If the foreign

protein reactions were actually beneficial one would expect to see

a decreased death-rate in all of the various groups of pneumonia

studied. Such a difference was not observed. In Type III pneumo-

coccus and streptococcus pneumonia antibody treatment caused

no reduction whatever in the death-rate.

Patients treated with antibody have never shown any symptoms

of serum sickness, and this, of course, is a great point in its favor.

Furthermore, there is no danger of anaphylactic symptoms in the

treatment with antibody.

The most important feature -of antibody is its polyvalent nature.

It contains protective substance against the three fixed types of

pneumococcus. Furthermore, statistics on Type IV pneumonia

indicate that it has the same therapeutic value in this type also,

probably due to some cross-protection afforded by the pneumo-

coccus antibody. It is true that no improvement was indicated

in the treatment of Type III pneumonia with antibody, but fortu-

nately this group constitutes a very small part of pneumococcus

pneumonia. In the treatment of 424 pneumococcus pneumonias

the death-rate was 21.4 per cent, while in 410 control cases the
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death-rate was 28.3 per cent. In other words the figures appear

to indicate that in every 100 cases of pneumococcus pneumonia

treated there was a saving of 7 lives. This difference is not startling

but certainly must be given some significance. It is still a problem

just how general the use of pneumococcus antibody will become.

The expense attached to its preparation makes it almost prohibitive

for general hospital use and for a considerable part of general

practice. There is no reason to believe that it possesses much

benefit when administered late in the disease. Indeed the severe

reactions which follow intravenous injections are probably harm-

ful on account of the weakened circulation at this stage of the

disease.

It is possible that considerable benefit can be derived from

antibody by administering it subcutaneously. In the present

study it has been employed in this manner on a number of occasions

and has never produced constitutional reactions. Our experience,

however, with this form of administration is still too limited to

permit of any deduction as to its therapeutic value.

The desideratum at the present time would appear to be a con-

centrated antibody solution entirely free from pneumococcus

protein. Such a product could probably be injected intravenously

in large amounts without exciting severe reactions.

DISCUSSION ON THE PAPERS OF DRS. CONNER AND CECIL

Dr. N. P. Larsen, New York City (by invitation) : The result of the

use of antibody-solution treated cases as compared with the control cases

shows a distinct reduction in the duration of the attack. Some of the

cases, of course, approached the death level no matter what one did ; some

never approached the death level, and some nearly touched the death level

but were prevented from crossing the line, so that we feel that by the use

of the solution a certain percentage of cases was saved from a fatal

termination.

Dr. B. M. Htjntoon, New York (by invitation): This is a colloidal

solution of serum proteins plus antibody. If you add pneumococci to

this material you get a rearrangement of constituents. The antibody
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attaches itself to the organism. This material is centrifuged and the

serum protein remains in solution. The sediment is antibody plus organism.

The serum is then thrown away and the sediment washed with salt solution

and the serum eliminated. It is held in mild alkaline solution, and this

is further passed through a Berkefeld filter to sterilize it and filter the

proteins. There then remains a solution containing the following factors:

Sodium chloride; sodium bicarbonate; a biological trace of horse serum;

the latter can be proved by testing guinea-pigs. There is also a small

amount of bacterial protein which is unavoidable. There is also antibody

present in such concentration that 0.2 cc will protect mice from a lethal

dose of type I; against type II, 100,000, and against type III, 10,000 and

hardly at all against type IV. We do not know whether the effect is due

to antibody or to protein shock.

Dr. Lewis A. Conner (closing): The hospital mortality records were

based on three years ' lobar pneumonia figures and were under 30 per cent.

One year it fell to 20 per cent. These figures included the lobar pneumonias

of children. With adult cases the figures would have been higher.

Dr. Russell L. Cecil (closing): I should like to mention one point.

We used rather larger doses than at the New York Hospital. The first

winter we used 50 to 100 cc; then the second season we used 50 cc;

the average amount was 250 cc for each patient. It did not make any

difference in the death-rate one way or the other.



MILIARY CARCINOSIS: REPORT OF A CASE WITH
NECROPSY STUDY

By ELMER H. FUNK, M.D.

AND

B. L. CRAWFORD, M.D.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Metastatic malignant disease of the type exemplified by the

present case is so uncommon that we believe it worthy of recording.

Case Report.— E. A., K-2306, female, white, aged twenty-eight years,

was admitted to the Department for Diseases of the Chest of the Jefferson

Hospital, September 15, 1921, and died September 20, 1921.

Family History. Negative.

Personal History. Measles and pertussis in childhood. Influenza in

1918. Some mental disturbances in the summer of 1919, for which she was

a patient in the Philadelphia General Hospital for four months. She

recovered entirely from this trouble. Abdominal section in February, 1920,

for tuberculous peritonitis. At operation an ovarian cyst was found and

removed. Menses normal. Four children living and well.

Present Illness. Following exposure to wet on July 4, 1921, the patient

was seized with a sharp pain in the right side aggravated by deep breathing

and associated with a dry cough. The pain lasted for two weeks, during

which time the cough became worse and slightly productive. Shortly

afterward "sweatings" occurred and were associated with progressive

weakness. Early in the course of the illness shortness of breath developed.

It was slight at first but increased in severity until she was compelled to

go to bed for this symptom as much as for the distressing cough and weak-

ness.

Condition on Admission. When admitted to the hospital she was quite

weak, dyspneic, cyanotic, feverish, and distressed by a frequent hacking

cough. At times this cough was productive of a considerable amount of

yellowish sputum which on one occasion was blood-tinged. She had no
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pain. Emaciation was marked and her relatives told us that she had lost

all of her weight since the onset of the illness. She had weighed 146 pounds

in 1913, and this was about her average weight before the present illness.

Her last weight, about two weeks before admission, was 111 pounds. She

was so sick upon admission that it was not possible to weigh her. The
physical examination revealed a pallid conjunctiva; pupils equal and reacting

normally; ocular movements normal; ears normal; tongue coated with a

whitish fur; lips cyanotic; throat red and injected. The neck showed no

palpably enlarged glands. The examination of the chest revealed rapid and

shallow respiration (35 to 40 per minute) with greater limitation of move-

ments on the right side. The percussion note was hyperresonant through-

out the pulmonary area. The breath sounds were generally somewhat

suppressed except over the apices, where they were quite harsh. The
expiration was almost inaudible, but when heard seemed prolonged. Aus-

cultation of the breath sounds was quite difficult in places because of the

enormous numbers of fine and coarse crackling rales everywhere. The
heart action was rapid and the sounds weak. The abdomen was slightly

distended but not rigid or tender. Xo masses were palpable. An old scar

of previous operation was visible in the midline below the umbilicus.

The extremities showed distinct cyanosis of the finger nails but no clubbing.

The temperature ranged from 100° to lOlf ° and the pulse averaged 120.

The urine examination revealed an acid reaction, light cloud of albumin,

numerous pus cells, and a few granular casts. Xo studies for tubercle

bacilli in the urine were made. Four sputum examinations were negative

for tubercle bacilli. The leukocyte count was 12,900. Xo differential

count was made.

Diagnosis and Progress. The clinical history and physical findings

suggested an acute tuberculosis either of the localized type known as acute

bronchopneumonic tuberculosis or the pulmonary form of acute miliary

tuberculosis. We were uncertain but rather inclined to the latter diagnosis.

Shortly after admission the patient became rapidly worse, with profound

prostration and delirium, and died on the fifth day. A necropsy was

secured, and instead of finding a miliary tuberculosis the lesions present

were those of a miliary carcinoma. The gross appearance of the lung

was so like that of a miliary tuberculosis that at first glance it was con-

sidered tuberculous. A feature which caused some comment was the

absence of any evidence of an old lesion of tuberculosis at the tops of the

lungs. Upon examining the other organs, however, especially the liver,

the malignant character of these miliary nodules became quite apparent.

In the liver they were somewhat larger, several approaching ^ to 1 cm. in

diameter, rather sharply defined against the surrounding liver tissue and
firm on section, and free from any evidence of caseation. It was at this

point that it occurred to us that the ovarian cyst removed February ti, 1920,

almost twenty months before, may have had malignant changes. Subse-
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quently we were able to obtain the cyst specimen and sections revealed the

changes of adenocarcinoma.

Necropsy Report (Abstract). Pleural Cavities. The left pleural cavity

contains considerable blood-tinged fluid. A number of dense adhesions

are present between the layers at the apex and posteriorly. On the right

there are numerous dense adhesions and several hundred cubic centimeters

of reddish fluid. Lungs: The left lung weighs 850 gm. The organ

contains consolidated areas throughout; the greater portion of the lower lobe

and the lower third of the upper lobe are practically airless. The remainder

of the upper lobe contains numerous small nodules throughout; on section

the lung tissue offers little resistance. The incised surface is red and

dotted with numerous yellowish foci; on pressure a rather thick, yellowish,

blood-stained material exudes. The bronchial mucosa is very red and

covered by a thick, stick}*- mucus. There is no evidence that the lung

tissue is breaking down. The peribronchial nodes are only slightly enlarged

and red. The right lung weighs 970 gm. and is heavy, nodular, and firm.

The pleural surface is red. The lower lobe and posterior portions of the

upper lobe contain nodular and consolidated areas. The incised surface is

red and dotted with innumerable small yellowish foci and exudes a sticky,

yellowish fluid. The bronchial mucosa is uniformly red and covered with

sticky mucus. The peribronchial nodes are slightly enlarged and red.

The spleen weighs 150 gm., is soft in consistency and normal in shape.

The incised surface is soft and deep red. The left kidney weighs 140 gm. and

is normal in shape and consistency. Circumscribed yellowish foci are

adherent to the capsule and extend into the parenchyma. The normal

markings are distinct and the tissue is slightly congested. The right kidney

weighs 140 gm., is red in color and the markings are fairly distinct. No
nodules are observed in this kidney. The liver weighs 1370 gm. and is

rather soft. The surface presents a number of small, sharply circumscribed,

grayish nodules varying in diameter from 2 mm. to 1 cm. The incised

surface of the organ appears normal. The gall-bladder and bile ducts are

apparently normal. The adrenals show no macroscopic change. The

stomach and intestines show no gross lesions. A number of the mesenteric

and perigastric lymph nodes are enlarged, firm, and grayish in appearance

on section. A number of lymph nodes along the vertebral column are

enlarged, firm, and gray. On the right side of the vertebral column,

opposite the first lumbar vertebra, the thoracic duct is markedly dilated and

contains a thick yellowish fluid. The uterus and vagina are normal. The

right tube and ovary are absent as the result of removal at the previous

operation. The left tube is enlarged, red, and adherent to the pelvic

tissue. The left ovary is enlarged and cystic. In the right side of the

pelvis at the site of the previous operation is a firm, irregular nodular mass

about the size of an English walnut, densely adherent to the inner surface

of the ilium; and just above the brim of the pelvis are a number of enlarged
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postperitoneal lymph nodes. The aorta and other large bloodvessels appear

normal.

Gross Diagnosis. Acute bronchopneumonia. Diffuse consolidation of

both lungs •with numerous miliary foci scattered throughout. Chronic

adhesive pleuritis with superimposed acute serous pleuritis. Acute sal-

pingitis (left). Probable tumor metastases to liver, lung, postperitoneal,

and mesenteric lymph nodes, left kidney and pelvis tissues.

Histologic Diagnosis. (See Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4) . Adenocarcinoma, metas-

tatic, involving lungs, liver, left kidney, mesenteric and postperitoneal

lymph nodes, thoracic duct and pelvic tissue. Bronchopneumonia. Papil-

lary adenocarcinoma (primary) of right ovary removed at operation twenty

months before death of patient. Xote: The origin of the tumor found at

necropsy could not be definitely determined until the right ovary previously

removed was sectioned and examined. This ovarian mass consisted of

large cysts which had been opened. The walls were thick and contained

small cysts filled with gelatinoid material.

Comment. A retrospect allows of certain comments from the

clinical and pathological viewpoints. In a recent clinical con-

tribution 1 attention was directed to one group of cases with malig-

nant disease of the lung in which the clinical features are not

unlike those of acute miliary tuberculosis. A primary focus is

common to both, and secondary miliary deposits occur from invasion

of the blood stream by bacterial emboli in tuberculosis and neo-

plastic emboli in carcinosis. The knowledge of the existence and

character of the primary focus suggests the diagnosis in many
cases. In others the obscure character of the primary lesions

makes the diagnosis almost impossible. The primary tumor may
be in the bronchus, as in the case reported by Elisberg.2 West3

refers to two reported cases in which patients with cancer of the

face developed cough and expectoration with loss of strength and

flesh; the necropsy revealed the lungs studded with minute nodules

of newgrowth and dissemination in various organs of the body.

Fagge's4 patient, a man, aged fifty years, died of bronchitis with

pneumonia. The necropsy revealed both lungs studded with

nodules, the largest being the size of hempseed. There were also

small nodules in the pericardium, left ventricle, liver, and spleen.

In the absence of any obvious primary growth, miliary carcinosis

is more likely to be mistaken for acute tuberculosis than acute

Am Phys J 7
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tuberculosis for miliary carcinosis. The sputum examination

offers little help when negative, since it usually is negative for

tubercle bacilli in miliary tuberculosis unless there is an associated

old open lesion at the apices. The presence of the tubercle bacillus

in the sputum may not be conclusive evidence of the miliary nodules

found post mortem, since both diseases have been found in the

same lung. In 1878, S. W. Gross5 reported before the Pathological

Society of Philadelphia a case in which at necropsy both metastatic

deposits and tubercles were found: The patient, a woman, was

known to have a scirrhous carcinoma of the breast for seventeen

and a half years. During the last year of life she had suffered from

cough, occasional slight hemoptysis, and other signs of tuberculosis.

At necropsy both lungs showed tubercles, especially the right, in

which several small cavities were discovered. The lungs were also

filled with metastatic scirrhous deposits which varied in size
'

' from

a small shot to a cherry." The history of a known malignant

focus or a known tuberculous focus in the body ought to suggest

the character of the acute illness in this group of patients. It

might be argued that our bacteriologic and histologic knowledge

has increased since Gross's time and that the "tubercles" which

he found in addition to the "metastatic deposits" may have been

metastatic lesions of a different character and that tuberculosis

really did not exist. Gross's knowledge of pathology and the

presence of small cavities lead one to believe, however, that he was

right in his assumption of the presence of the two diseases. That

the history may mislead in the diagnosis is emphasized by the

experience of Hadden, 6 who, reports the case of a man who, follow-

ing an operation for anal fistula, developed symptoms suggesting

acute tuberculosis. Death occurred within a fortnight and at

autopsy the naked-eye appearance of the organs was that

of acute tuberculosis, but the microscope revealed disseminated

malignant disease. In our patient the lack of knowledge of the

malignant changes in the previously removed cyst, together with

the lapse of time between its removal and the development of

acute symptoms, led us into error.

Schmidt 7 reports two cases of miliary carcinosis, in one of which

the correct diagnosis was made during life. The first patient, a
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woman, aged thirty-six years, had symptoms suggesting miliary

tuberculosis. The normal lung findings, afebrile course, and

negative diazo reaction were taken as evidence against the diag-

nosis of miliary tuberculosis. The intense dyspnea and the presence

of enlarged lymph nodes in the left supraclavicular region suggested

malignant disease. Death in two months with necropsy studies

revealed miliary carcinosis. In the second case the carcinosis

was assumed during life and post mortem to be miliary tuber-

culosis until the microscope revealed the carcinosis. In both

patients a very small cancer was found in the stomach, and Schmidt

thinks that this is generally the rule, i. e., minute primary cancer

plus greater tendency to metastasis, large primary cancer with

less generalized metastasis. Among nine patients which Schmidt

gathered from the literature the age incidence varied from twenty-

three to thirty-six years, except one aged seventy-four years. He
concludes that miliary carcinosis affects mostly young individuals.

Our patient was twenty-eight years of age.

Stmmary. 1. A case report of miliary carcinosis.

2. Twice during the life of a female, aged twenty-eight years,

an incorrect diagnosis of tuberculosis was made. Upon the first

occasion tuberculous peritonitis proved by operation to be an

ovarian cyst. Twenty months later an acute illness diagnosed

by us as acute tuberculosis proved by necropsy to be miliary car-

cinosis.

3. The delayed study of the ovarian-cyst specimen showed the

probable primary focus an adenocarcinoma in the cyst wall, thereby

linking up the first and second illnesses wrongly diagnosed as

tuberculosis.

4. The delayed and subsequently acute metastases probably

resulted from invasion of the blood stream by way of the thoracic

duct.

5. The long interval between the removal of the malignant ovarian

tumor and the dissemination of the secondary growths. It was

evident from the small size of the nodules in the various organs

that dissemination must have been quite recent. We are unable

to explain what factors determined the latency of the tumor cells

and then their sudden invasion of the blood stream, or the freedom
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from involvement of the peritoneum which is so frequently the

site for secondary growths from this type of ovarian tumor.
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EXPERIMENTAL ERYSIPELAS*

By F. P. GAY, M.D.
BERKELEY, CALIF.

It seems probable that erysipelas was the first recognized of those

human infections which we now know to be due to the streptococcus.

This form of streptococcus disease is of great interest to the bac-

teriologist as the one from which Fehleisen, 1 in 1881, first isolated

in pure culture the etiological agent. Fehleisen 1 further proved

beyond question the relation of cause to effect by carrying out

Koch's postulates in detail. He was able with pure cultures of his

Streptococcus erysipelatis, as he called it, to produce erysipelas in

the rabbit's ear by scarification and rubbing in the cultures, and also

reproduced the disease in a similar manner in several human beings

who were suffering from carcinoma. In the immediately succeeding

years this work was repeatedly confirmed by other investigators,

among whom may be mentioned Hajeck,2 Koch and Petruschky,5

Denuce, 4 Metchnikoff, 5 Roger,6 and Cobbett and Melsome. 7 s

Discussion for a time centered about the specificity of strains

isolated from cases of erysipelas in producing this disease, and it was

soon found that streptococci from other human infections might

equally well produce the same lesion.

Another point of great interest in the clinical study of erysipelas"

was likewise first attacked experimentally by Fehleisen. It has

been and still is the general clinical observation that erysipelas

frequently recurs; indeed, this undoubted fact is perhaps the most

persuasive one in inducing us to believe that there is little active

immunity following streptococcus infections. Some of the more

* From the department of Bacteriology and Experimental Pathology, University
of California.
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recent clinical considerations of erysipelas question the importance

of true recurrences in this disease, and we may well inquire why if

there be no active immunity of at least a transitory sort the disease

is ever self-limiting, as it usually is. We know, indeed, from the

statement of Nobel and Zilczer, 9 that although recovery occurs,

living streptococci are still present. At all events the experimental

observations of Fehleisen 1 and his successors are of importance in

this connection. Fehleisen 1 found on reinjecting 2 of the 6 human

cases in whom he had originally produced erysipelas, in from three

to four weeks subsequently, that no erysipelas followed, which

facts, as he points out, were certainly suggestive of a transitory

immunity. Meierowitsch, 10 in studying the experimental lesion

in rabbits, found that recovery from erysipelas protected against

second inoculation and similar observations were later made by

Denys and Leclef11 and by Cobbett and Melsome. 7 8 The exact

conditions, however, which surround this undoubted active immu-

nity have, so far as we are aware, not been carefully determined.

Indeed, there has apparently been little interest in the study of this

experimental lesion in animals for many years.

Our own observations are a part of a study of localized strepto-

coccus infections which has extended over several years. We have

been studying experimental streptococcus bronchopneumonia and

empyema in rabbits and found that it may readily be produced by a

passage strain of Streptococcus pyogenes originally derived from a

human case of empyema. Although at first and at present the

original strain of this microorganism has little effect on rabbits,

the passage pleural strain has become not only extremely pathogenic

when inoculated directly into the pleura, but its properties can be

retained for indefinite periods by conservation of the cultures in the

pleural fluid derived from an animal dead of this syndrome. This

pathogenicity for rabbits is very marked, as we have stated, on

intrapleural inoculation, but the passage culture also has increased

pathogenicity when given intravenously or intracutaneously. Much

larger doses, approximately 100, are, however, necessary by these

routes than when the culture is given by the pleura. But inasmuch

as the original cultures was pathogenic only when injected intra-

pleurally, there is no reason to assume that a specific elective
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pathogenicity, in the sense of Rosenow, 12 has been obtained by

passage. Indeed, when this passge pleural culture is injected directly

into the circulation it never localizes in the pleura. Death occurs

of septicemia at varying periods subsequently and frequently is

complicated by arthritis. When injected intracutaneously on the

back in a dose of 0.1 cc of a twenty-four-hour broth culture it pro-

duces invariably an exquisite form of erysipelas, which follows the

course of the lymphatics with raised, sharply delimited margins,

extending from the midline of the back to the midabdominal region

and then a few centimeters forward. In this rather precise dosage

the lesion is invariable. If twice the dose is given the animal sub-

sequently dies of septicemia in most instances, and if a much smaller

dosage is given nothing happens. The original stock culture does

not produce erysipelas.

This erysipelatous lesion reaches the midabdominal line in three

or four days, and with the exception of a slight extension anteriad

does not increase in extent. The center of the lesion, which meas-

ures about 3 cm. in width, breaks down and a few drops of pus may
be expressed at various points. The margins heal by granulation,

desquamate, and the skin returns in three to five weeks to approxi-

mately normal condition. Beginning about three weeks after the

original inoculation, intradermal reinoculation with the same passage

culture produces no lesion irrespective of the point of second injec-

tion. This active immunity lasts for at least three months, with a

few exceptions, in the later days of this period.

Immunity against erysipelas may also be conferred by several,

though not by a single injection, of the stock culture, which, as

stated, produces no* lesion. Repeated doses of heat-killed or alcohol-

killed streptococcus vaccines do not protect. Several injections of a

lipoid vaccine exactly similar in dosage and in the initial stages of

preparation to the alcohol-killed vaccines do, however, protect in the

majority of cases. The lipoid vaccines, of course, remain localized

for a longer period of time than the saline vaccines, and this fact,

with a growing series of observations on other streptococcus infec-

tions in respect to the route of immunization, has led us to suspect

that a true local or tissue immunity exists in these condition s. We
have, for example, strong indications that protection against
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experimental empyema may be better assured by previous inocula-

tion directly into the pleura of very small doses of living stock

culture or of oil vaccines than when the same amount is injected

either intravenously or intradermally. The existence, however, of a

local intrapleural immunity I do not wish at this time to assert.

In the case of the local intradermal immunity our data are already

much more convincing. Animals perfectly protected intradermally,

by previous intradermal infection, are frequently not protected

against intravenous inoculation, and yet the fatal dose of our pas-

sage culture intravenously is practically the same as the intradermal

symptomatic dose. The reverse is also true ; intravenous immuniza-

tion produces better protection against intravenous inoculation than

it does against intradermal inoculation.

This line of experimentation gives a method of determining the

existence of a true local immunity, concerning which there has been

much dispute, and, furthermore, may eventually prove of practical

importance in the prevention and cure by specific means of localized

streptococcus infections, in which field there has been little encour-

agement to date. Without going into detail it should be said that

the recent observations on the active resistance of individual war

wounds claimed by Levaditi13 and the more extensive and interesting

experiments of Besredka14 15 16 17 bearing on the whole question of

local immunity at the portal of entry in paratyphoid and anthrax

infections in experimental animals are in perfect harmony with the

growing conceptions of the importance of local immunity which

our observations suggest to us.
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A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE AMOUNT OF DIPH-
THERIA DEVELOPING AMONG 90,000 CHILDREN
WHO HAD BEEN TESTED BY THE SCHICK

TEST AND, IF POSITIVE, INJECTED
WITH TOXIN-ANTITOXIN AND

90,000 UNTREATED
CHILDREN

By WILLIAM H. PARK, M.D.
NEW YORK

During the past seven years the experiments with the toxin-

antitoxin mixture and the Schick test have been carried on in

several directions.

The first investigation was concerned with the reliability of the

Schick test in determining the amount of antitoxin present in

the body. An enormous experience indicates that if the proper

amount of toxin is injected, and this be given strictly intracuta-

neously, that the Schick reaction is a reliable indication of the

presence or absence of antitoxin. The next step was to use the

Schick test to determine what proportion of children and adults

in whom antitoxin was absent developed immunity through the

stimulus of injections of toxin-antitoxin and also the time this

immunity was established.

It was found that the development of antitoxin was slow, so

that until about the sixth week there was very little change. By
the end of three months about 85 per cent of the children were

found to change from a positive to a negative Schick test. The

next effort was to determine the duration of this antitoxic immunity.

It was known from the work of Theobald Smith and others that

in guinea-pigs this lasted about two years. It was also known
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that under the conditions of life in the United States about 80

per cent of the children in cities and about 60 per cent of the

children in smaller towns and in the country developed before

adult life sufficient antitoxin to give them immunity. It occurred

to me that if we stimulated this development of antitoxin at an

earlier age it might be permanent. We now know that with few

exceptions those who develop antitoxin either with or without the

stimulus of the toxin-antitoxin injections hold this immunity for

at least six and one-half years.

The last investigation has had to do with perfecting the toxin-

antitoxin used for the injections. Originally my idea was that a

large amount of toxin suitably neutralized with antitoxin so as to

be safe would give better results than a smaller amount of toxin.

When, however, the correctness of this idea was tested by giving

mixtures containing different amounts of toxin we discovered that

those having much smaller amounts than we were accustomed

to use gave equally good results. We are now changing from a

mixture which contained either three or five L plus doses of toxin

to one containing one-tenth of an L plus dose. In both the old and

the new preparation 1 cm. of the mixture regularly causes in guinea-

pigs a severe and unusually fatal paralysis. The final test of the value

of toxin-antitoxin immunization and of the security given us by a

negative Schick test is whether diphtheria develops among the Schick

negative children or not. In order to put this to the test, 100,000

school children have been indexed and 100,000 additional school

children who have been tested and given toxin-antitoxin injections

have also been indexed. These 200,000 are being followed up

with the idea of determining the relative amount of suspected

diphtheria developing in the two groups. It is my intention that,

beginning with next fall, all these cases be looked up and a careful

study made of those occurring in both groups. It must be

remembered that those who are diphtheria carriers and who are

also immune to diphtheria may develop an ordinary streptococcic

tonsillitis like any other individuals, and that if cultures are made
of these cases they will, because of the laboratory findings, be

diagnosticated as diphtheria, when, in fact, they are simply diph-

theria carriers with an ordinarv tonsillitis. On the other hand we
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must recognize that the amount of antitoxin sufficient to give a

negative Schick test may be insufficient to prevent a slight diph-

theritic development when the tonsils have been subjected to

some infection or to some influence which lowers their vitality.

Such a disease, if our ideas are correct, should never go onto a

developed diphtheria and should never cause paralysis. We
have reason to believe that an amount of antitoxin sufficient to

give a negative Schick test is more than sufficient to neutralize

any absorbed toxin from an infection.

We know, from a very large experience from giving immunizing

doses of antitoxin, that very few cases of suspected diphtheria

develop after these injections until after the lapse of two or three

weeks. By this time the antitoxin has disappeared to such an

extent that a positive Schick test is again attained. In some

30,000 children who were in families in which diphtheria occurred

and received immunizing injections only thirty developed a sus-

pected diphtheria and none of these were severe. The results in

the first 180,000 indexed of these 200,000 children are shown in the

following table:

number of suspected cases of diphtheria developing during

4 months in 90,000 untreated school children and in 90,000

who had been schick-tested and when positive given

two or three injections of toxin-antitoxin
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school children of the same ages who were Schick tested last spring,

and when positive given two or three injections, only 12 developed

the disease.

Of the 90,000 children about 80,000 where either originally or

after the injections found on retest to be negative to the Schick

test. Only four of these developed suspected diphtheria. These

were mild in character and in two of them no diphtheria bacilli

were found. This demonstrated that a negative Schick test indi-

cates an almost complete immunity to diphtheria.

Among 8200 who were originally Schick positive and were not

retested after the injections four cases developed. These were,

as a rule, among the latest to receive the injections. The 1800

who in spite of the injections developed insufficient antitoxin to

prevent a positive Schick test showed the highest incidence of

the disease. This result emphasizes the necessity of a Schick

retest several months after the injections and a revaccination of

those giving a positive reaction.



THE EFFECT OF SALINE PURGATIVES ON THE
ABSORPTION OF OTHER DRUGS

By DAVID I. MACHT, M.D.

AND
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(Abstract)

It is well known that the pharmacodynamics of saline purga-

tives consists chiefly in the poor absorbability of certain ions,

such as those of magnesium, sulphate, phosphate, etc., and the

accumulation of fluid in the intestinal canal through the osmotic

action of the unabsorbed salt, which, instead of being absorbed,

actually draws fluid into the intestinal lumen. This peculiar

phenomenon led the authors to inquire into what effect the admin-

istration of such purgatives may have upon the absorption of

other drugs given by mouth simultaneously or a little after the

laxative. Accordingly experiments were first made with phenol-

sulphonephthalein. This drug, it is well known, is rapidly absorbed,

whether given by injection or by the stomach, and is equally as

rapidly excreted by the kidneys.

Several dogs were given a quantity of a solution of phenol-

sulphonephthalein by stomach tube and the amount excreted in

the urine at the end of one and two hours was determined quan-

titatively by the colorimetric method. Several days later, after

the drug had been completely excreted, the same amount of dye

with the same amount of fluid was administered to the same animals

by the same method, with the exception that the dye was this time

mixed with a solution of sodium sulphate (5 per cent) instead of

plain water. The excretion of the dye by the kidneys was studied
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at the end of each hour, as in the first series of experiments. It

was found that the excretion of the phenolsulphonephthalein was

markedly delayed by the simultaneous or previous administration

of sodium sulphate. The same was true of magnesium sulphate

and other saline purgatives, but no such effect was produced by

the administration of other cathartics of nonsaline character,

such as castor oil or cascara sagrada.

To study the mechanism of the above phenomenon more in

detail, experiments were then made on cats. The animals were

anesthetized, laparotomy was performed and two loops of intestine

of exactly the same length were tied off, in some experiments in

the same animal and in other experiments in two separate animals.

Into one loop 1 cc of standard phenolsulphonephthalein solution

mixed with a given volume of water was injected. Into the other

loop exactly the same amount of dye was mixed with exactly the

same volume of sodium sulphate solution. The intestines were

replaced in the abdominal cavity and the abdomen closed. At

the end of an hour the animals were killed and each loop of the

intestine was cut and its contents carefully measured. It was

found that in the control loops—that is, the loops containing a

solution of the dye in water—much of the fluid was absorbed and

the amount of dye remaining in the contents of that loop, plus

any dye that could be rinsed out of the intestinal mucosa, examined

colorimetrically, indicated a marked absorption (in some cases as

high as 60 or more per cent) at the end of an hour. 'When the

contents of the loops containing the dye with the saline solution

were examined it was noticed at once that the volume of fluid in

the loop was greatly increased, due to osmotic drawing of fluid

into the lumen. A quantitative determination of the dye content

in these loops showed that over 90 per cent of the dye had been

unabsorbed at the end of an hour. On dipping the mucosa of each

loop in weak alkali a striking picture was obtained: Whereas the

normal or control loops became intensely red , indicating the passage

of dye into the villi and the circulation, the appearance of the

other loop (the "saline" loop) was very pale and showed very

little red color, thus indicating the very poor absorption of the

dye.
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Following the above experiments with phenolsulphonephthalein

an extensive investigation was undertaken on the effects of saline

purgative's on the absorption of a large number of drugs. Details

will be published in the full paper. In this place suffice it to say

that representatives of various classes of drugs were tested.

Among these may be mentioned: Digitalis; various antipyretics,

such as salicylates, acetanilide and antipyrin, etc.; a number

of salts, such as urotropin, iodides, etc.; a number of opiates,

various alkaloids, bichloride of mercury and other substances. It

was found that almost every kind of drug that was examined

was delayed more or less in its absorption by the previous and

even by the simultaneous administration of sodium sulphate,

magnesium sulphate and other saline laxatives. These effects

were determined in some cases by physiological tests and in other

cases by chemical examinations. In case of nontoxic drugs the

observations were corroborated by tests on human volunteers.

It is deemed that the results obtained will be of immediate

practical therapeutic significance, and for this reason the first

report of this investigation is presented before this society.
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Ix 1913, Rowntree, Hnrwitz and Bloomfield, 1 in making a resume

of all known methods for testing the functional capacity of the

liver, concluded that they were all of little value in that they did

not deal with functions specific of the liver. They made the

possible exception of the urobilinogen test, which they found

positive in most mild diseases of the liver. But it gave no infor-

mation as to the extent of liver injury, as it entirely lacked the quan-

titative side. It was of no value, therefore, from the standpoint of

prognosis.

During the course of a pharmacological search for a cathartic

of protracted action it was discovered by Rowntree and Abel, 2

in 1909, that phenoltetrachlorphthalein was eliminated entirely

by the liver. They found it to be an odorless, tasteless, crystalline

substance, insoluble in water and forming deeply colored hydro-

lizable salts with alkalies. Its avidity as an acid was not far

removed from phenolphthalein. Its ionization constant has not

been determined. The dye was first prepared by OrndorfT and

Black 3 in 1908.

Rowntree and others first advocated the use of tetrachlor to

te-t the functional capacity of the liver. They injected 8 cc

(400 mgm. of dye) diluted to .100 cc with normal salt solution

intravenously by the gravity method. Catharsis was instituted at

6 a.m. with Epsom salts and the dye injected at noon, followed by

* From the Gastroenterological Clinic of the Graduate School of Medicine of the
University of Pennsylvania.

Am Phys 28
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cathartic pills if necessary. Little attention was paid to the diet.

Stools were collected for forty-eight hours following the injection.

The dye was separated from the stool and the amount excreted

was estimated in the Rowntree-Geraghty modification of the

Autenrieth Konigsberger Colorimeter. They experimented on

dogs with biliary fistulas and found that the dye appeared free in

the bile in fifteen minutes following its intravenous administration,

and that in forty-eight hours 35 to 55 per cent of it could be recovered

in the feces. Their studies indicated that the excretion of tetrachlor

would be useful in the estimation of the functional capacity of the

liver.

Whipple, Pughtal and Clark4 showed that the normal output

of dye in the feces of dogs was remarkably constant and that the

drop in tetrachlor output ran parallel to the amount of liver injury.

Passive congestion of the liver of moderate degree produced slight

impairment of function and showed a normal output of dye. The

destruction of liver tissue by the actual cautery caused a prompt

drop in the tetrachlor output. Delay of dye excretion from such

an injury was present but could not be demonstrated in work with

the feces. They found the urine of dogs free from dye or at most

only a trace (pink upon adding alkali) following the injections.

Sisson5 obtained 35 per cent of the dye in the feces in normal cases.

He reached no definite conclusion as to the clinical value of the test.

Chesney, Marshall and Rowntree6 found the lower limit of dye

elimination in the feces to be 30 per cent of the amount injected

in forty-eight hours. The dye was never present in the urine in

health after the administration of 400 mgm. according to these

observers.

Krumbhaar, 7 in 1914, in summarizing the status of functional

liver tests, concludes that although no satisfactory single test for

the functional capacity of the liver has yet been accepted, the

tetrachlor test of Rowntree promises the greatest value. McLester

and Frazier, 8 in 1915, following Rowntree 's technic, concluded

that "this test taken alone in its present form is of no value

clinically." Kahn and Johnston9
, in 1915, following the same

technic reached a similar conclusion after studying a series of

34 cases.

In 1916, McNeil 10 modified the Rowntree method by inserting
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the duodenal tube into the duodenum and injecting 400 mgm. of

the dye. He recorded the time of the first appearance of the dye

in the bile. The bile was obtained by aspiration. All of the bile

excreted in two hours was collected and the percentage of dye was

estimated. The difficult and cumbersome technic of the feces

method and the conflicting opinions regarding its value stimulated

him in the study. He found that the dye first appeared in the bile

normally (6 cases) in from twelve to twenty-one minutes and that

the total amount recovered through the duodenal tube in two hours

varied from a trace to 10 per cent. The greater part of the dye was

excreted during the first hour. The first appearance time of the

dye in 5 cases of Laennec's cirrhosis varied from twenty-eight to

forty-five minutes. A normal output of dye was obtained in 3

of these cases and practically no dye was recovered in 2 cases.

He concluded that the dye elimination was of little value but that

its appearance time was decidedly delayed in certain pathological

conditions of the liver. Kahn, 11 in 1921, modified this procedure

somewhat by stimulating the flow of bile into the duodenum. He

administered a solution of magnesium sulphate and aspirated every

ten minutes.

Aaron; Beck and Schneider 12 modified the duodenal technic and

introduced a stable preparation of the dye. They believe that

the quantitative estimation of the dye excreted is of little value

owing to the uncertainty of the quantity passed out through the

bowel. Consequently they were satisfied with estimating the time

of appearance of the maximum color. Aaron and his associates

made it possible to get a much more reliable appearance time of the

dye by establishing a drip from the tube. This was accomplished

by administering 500 cc of water by mouth and injecting the dye

after a steady drip from the tube was established. They reported

17.2 minutes as the average appearance time of the maximum color

in the bile in 1G normal cases, whereas the average in 6 pathological

cases was thirty-two minutes.

Summarizing the work which has been done we conclude that

the study of Rowntree, Hurwitz and Bloomfield and of Whipple,

Pughtal and Clark, carried out both clinically and experimentally,

have proved the following

:

1. That since phenoltetrachlorphthalein is eliminated solely in
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the bile in health it makes an ideal substance for testing the func-

tion of the liver.

2. That the forty-eight-hour output of dye in the feces is fairly

constant in health.

3. That the time of appearance of the dye in the bile is of decided

importance, but it cannot be determined by the feces method.

4. That the dye output decreased as the hepatic parenchymal

damage became more extensive. Chesney and others and Krum-
bhaar confirmed their clinical findings, whereas Sisson, McLester

and Frazier and Kahn and Johnston concluded that the test was

of no clinical value.

In view of the difficulty of carrying out the test and the lack of

.

sufficient clinical confirmation it has not been widely adopted.

The more recent work of McNeal and Aaron and others with the

duodenal tube has, we believe, opened up a new field for investi-

gation. We were stimulated to go on with this work and attempt

to arrive at some definite conclusion, feeling that, in view of the

demonstrated merit of tetrachlor, a technic could be developed

which would make this test in some measure comparable to the

sulphonphthalein kidney test. After following Aaron's technic

in a few cases it was decided to enlarge on it in order to gather

a maximum amount of information. The series presented includes

50 cases, normal and pathological. The data recorded include

the appearance time of the first faint pink, the appearance time

of the maximum color, and the number of milligrams of dye elimi-

nated by the liver and obtained from the duodenum during a

period of two hours and collected at half-hour intervals.

It is interesting to note that in a number of cases, seen after

the test was completed, the urine failed to show the presence of

any of the dye.

Outline of Procedure. 1. The duodenal tube (any tube) is

passed into the stomach so that the tip is at a point approxi-

mately twenty-one inches from the lips. It is introduced in the

morning on a fasting stomach for two reasons: (a) The tube

passes through the pylorus more quickly on the morning fasting

stomach
; (6) the liver is always in the same physiological condition

at this time, its digestive fmiction not being exercised.
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2. The stomach is washed by giving two glasses of water by

mouth and aspirating until clean. Introduce 60 cc of water into

the stomach, to be retained.

3. The patient is turned on the right side and the tube is very

slowly pushed downward by the patient until the tip is at a point

twenty-seven inches from the lips. Lyon's method was used,

allowing twenty minutes for the introduction of the tube to this

point, the patient being instructed to breathe deeply and swallow

slowly. If the tube does not pass the pylorus it is pulled out to

the twenty-one-inch mark and the procedure is repeated. The

passage of the tube into the duodenum rarely takes longer than

one hour, barring organic obstruction, adhesions, persistent pyloro-

spasm, or severe degrees of atony or ptosis. To ascertain whether

or not the tip of the tube is in the duodenum does not present

difficulty. The following points indicate its presence in the duo-

denum :

(a) Presence of the duodenal tug, i. c, if the tube is in the duo-

denum the plunger will return to its previous position when traction

is made upon it. It pulls out easily, as a rule, when in the stomach.

The water left in the stomach can usually be aspirated if this is

the case. An exception occurs to this rule if the tube is kinked

in the stomach.

(6) Appearance of pure yellow alkaline bile upon aspiration.

(c) Appearance of golden-yellow froth.

(d) Failure to obtain water in the syringe upon aspirating after

a half-glass has been taken by mouth.

(e) Lyon's stethoscopic method.

(/) Allow 30 cc of warm water to run into the duodenum by

gravity. Lower the tube and siphon it back. If the tube is in

the duodenum the water will return bile-stained. This procedure

opens the sphincter of Oddi and causes bile to be expelled. This

is probably the most reliable method when all others fail. It has

not been necessary to resort to a fluoroscope. If the procedures

are carried out in the order as given above a definite decision as

to the location of the tip can usually be made.

4. Just as soon as the tube enters the duodenum, 500 cc of water

are given by mouth. The dye is not injected until a steady drip
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of bile-stained fluid is coming from the tube. This step, introduced

by Aaron and his coworkers, is an important one.

5. Inject 150 mgm. of the disodium salt of phenoltetrachlor-

phthalein as prepared in ampouls by Hyrson, Westcott and

Dunning (each cubic centimeter containing 50 mgm.) into the

vein. Record the time of injection.

6. Allow the bile to drip out into a white basin containing 3 or

4 cc of 40 per cent hydroxide of sodium.

7. Record the time of appearance of the first faint pink color.

The syringe is not to be used. If it is necessary to aspirate the

appearance time cannot be considered reliable. Aspirating every

ten minutes, as advocated by Kahn, would render the appearance

time of little value. A delay of over nine minutes might thus

escape recognition. Kahn suggested the use of magnesium sulphate

to stimulate the flow of bile; this is unnecessary when the water is

given by mouth. As Einhorn has shown, a solution of magnesium

sulphate when introduced into the duodenum stimulates the liver.

It seems more rational to study the functional capacity of the liver

when it is not under the influence of a drastic stimulating solution.

8. Record the appearance time of the maximum color, which is

a deep purple.

9. Each half-hour's output is allowed to drip into a separate

basin. Each basin must contain not more than 5 cc of a 40 per

cent sodium hydroxide solution. It is important to avoid using

an excess of alkali, as it makes the bile pigments more difficult to

precipitate. In addition it gives the solution a reddish tint which

cannot be compared with the standard dye. The time of injection

was taken as the starting-point of the two-hour period and not

the time of first appearance of the dye.

10. A continuous slow drip from the tube should be maintained

throughout the two-hour interval. This can be accomplished by

having the patient drink a glass of water every half-hour.

To estimate the amount of dye eliminated the procedure is as

follows: In the absence of a suitable colorimeter we made up

standard solutions containing a known amount of dye dissolved

in 1000 cc of water; 100 cc of each of these known solutions of the

dye were placed in a thoroughly washed 100 cc bottle and tightly
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stoppered. The bottles used as standards represent the following

amounts of dye in milligrams: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 8, 9, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5 and 20. These solutions will remain

practically imchanged for from four to six weeks, when a slight

precipitate forms, due to the alkali of the disodium salt uniting

with the silicate of the glass bottle.

Each half-hour 's output is run through as follows

:

(a) Pour the sample of dye-laden bile into a 1000 cc stoppered

graduate. Add sufficient 40 per cent sodium hydroxide to bring

out the maximum intensity of color. Avoid an excess for the

reasons given above. If this occurs a few drops of nitric acid

should be added and the fluid realkalinized with hydroxide until

the color appears again. Dilute to 1000 cc and shake.

(b) Measure out 100 cc of this solution in a graduate and add

about 3 cc of a saturated solution of basic lead acetate and 2 cc

of a saturated solution of calcium chloride. The acetate solution

precipitates the bile pigment and the calcium chloride seems to

assist particularly in those specimens which contain a considerable

quantity of bile.

(c) Pour into a 100 cc test-tube and heat in a water-bath until

the precipitate is agitated. This requires but a few minutes.

(d) Filter to remove the precipitate.

(e) Pour into a bottle similar to those containing the standard

and make comparative reading.

Dr. Edgar X. Cowan, of the department of biochemistry of the

graduate school of medicine of the University of Pennsylvania,

very kindly worked out this method of precipitating the bile coloring

matter.

Of the 50 cases studied, 35 suffered from a great variety of

clinical conditions; 15 cases had normal livers. In order to make

the results more intelligible at a glance they have been arranged

into four groups (Tables I, II, III, IV).

Table I. As far as could be ascertained clinically these cases

have normal livers. Three of them were tested before the technic

for the quantitative estimation was perfected. They were placed

in this group because their livers were clinically negative and their

dye appearance time more closely conformed to the average time
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appearance for this group. In 2 of the cases the output for the

first hour only was taken. Their first hour output corresponds

to the average first hour elimination for this group. Seven of the 15

cases had no disease or their diagnosis was undetermined. Xone

of them had fever or any indication of toxemia. In 4 cases a

diagnosis of chronic cholecystitis had been made. There was 1

case each of chronic appendicitis, psychoneurosis, gastric neurosis,

and pernicious anemia. The patient with pernicious anemia was

in good condition. His red cell count was 4,000,000, having had

a transfusion recently. The ages of this group ranged from seven-

teen to sixty years. The youngest, a girl of seventeen, had the

highest output of dye (27 mgm.) A young man of twenty-one

was next with an output of 25.2 mgm. The average elimination

for two hours was 22.5 mgm., the output ranging from 19 to 27

mgm. The average elimination for the first hour was 13.1 mgm.
and for the second hour 8.9 mgm. The greatest output of dye

occurred during the first hour in health. The first appearance

time varied from five to eleven minutes with an average of 8.6

minutes. The appearance time of the maximum intensity of

dye varied from 8.75 to fifteen minutes, with an average of 11.6

minutes. The first appearance time in McNeil 's series of 5 normal

cases was from twelve to twenty-one minutes. We believe his

later appearance time may be explained by two factors: (1) Use

of the gravity method of administering the dye, and (2) the unre-

liability of the aspiration method. In certain cases when the

sphincter of Oddi is not open the aspiration method may give

erroneous results, as pointed out above in discussing the technic.

McNeal emphasized the fact that the entrance of bile into the duo-

denum is controlled by contraction of the gall-bladder and that

some cases of supposedly delayed excretion time might be due to

failure of the gall-bladder to contract. The contraction of the

gall-bladder is not necessary in order to obtain a flow of bile into

the duodenum. Almost any solution poured into the duodenum

will cause an opening of the sphincter and a pouring out of bile

even in the absence of a gall-bladder. It is not necessary to obtain

gall-bladder bile in this test, although we believe that a variable

amount is usually expelled. The administration of water by mouth.
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thus ensuring a steady drip from the tube, is enough to keep the

bile flowing.

Aaron and others report 17.2 minutes as the average maximum

color appearance in 16 normal cases, using 75 mgm. of dye as com-

pared to our average of 11.6 minutes with 150 mgm. of dye. We
feel that this latter amount of dye should be used when a quanti-

tative estimation is to be carried out, as it is easier to w-ork with

larger amounts of dye in making comparisons with the standards.

Table II. This includes 17 cases in wrhich the elimination is

from 10 to 19 mgm. Three of these cases have only the appear-

ance time recorded. They wrere classified here because the time

of appearance of the dye was similar to the average for this group.

Three patients had definitely enlarged livers. Their dye output

was very nearly identical, averaging 11 mgm. (50 per cent of the

normal). The output of dye in three diabetics averaged 11 mgm.,

there being but 1 mgm. difference between the extreme figures

(10.5, 11, 11.5 mgm.). Seven cases can be classified as chronic

infectious processes, in any one of which the liver might easily

become secondarily involved. This subgroup includes 1 case each

of infectious arthritis, osteoarthritis, chronic catarrhal sigmoiditis

and chronic ulcerative colitis and 3 cases of chronic cholecystitis,

one complicated by chronic appendicitis and another by chole-

lithiasis with obstruction and periduodenal adhesions. However,

there was nothing which clinically suggested hepatic insufficiency.

It is in this type of case in which the liver is clinically negative that

the test should be of particular value. There is 1 case each of

multiple sclerosis, convalescent pneumonia, and carcinoma of the

stomach in this group. The average first appearance time is

11.2 minutes as compared to 8.6 minutes of the normal group.

The average maximum color time is 14.8 minutes as compared with

11.6 minutes of the normal group. The average dye output is

12.79 mgm. That for the normal group is 22.4 mgm.

Table III. This includes 8 cases in which the elimination is

from 5 to 10 mgm. Three cases of advanced cardiovascular disease

upon whom a diagnosis of liver disease had not been made show

a distinctly lessened dye output and a slightly delayed appearance

time. A definite diagnosis of cirrhosis of the liver had been made
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on another. Still another presented active manifestations of

tertiary lues but no evidence of liver disturbance. One patient

was convalescing from a severe streptococcus pneumonia which

may account for his low dye output. The other two were suffer-

ing from chronic infectious conditions in the abdomen. Whether

these infections were severe enough to cause liver disturbance we
could not determine. The average first appearance time was

9.87 minutes as compared to 8.6 minutes of the normal group.

The average maximum color time was 15.75 minutes as compared-

with 11.6 minutes in the normal group. The average dye output

was 6.96 mgm. That for the normal group was 22.4 mgm.
Table IV. This table includes 10 cases in which the elimination

is under 5 mgm. In this group we have placed those cases whose

clinical diagnoses include liver incompetency and whose dye out-

put was less than 5 mgm. (under 25 per cent of normal). Three

of them had far advanced cardiovascular disease, one portal cirrhosis

and another a moderately congested liver. In three of them the

delayed appearance time and decreased dye output were due to

common duct obstruction. Naturally one gathers no information

as to the functional capacity of the liver in such cases. In another

the lessened dye extraction was due, at least in part, to a grossly

distorted duodenum from adhesions. A case of tabes had a dye

output of only 1.6 mgm. in one hour. He had a four-plus Wasser-

mann and a questionable syphilitic hepatitis. 13.6 minutes was

the average first appearance time for this group as compared with

8.6 minutes in the normal group. The average maximum appear-

ance time was 11.6 minutes in the normal group as compared with

23.22 minutes in this group. The average dye output was 2.71

as compared with 22.4 mgm.

TABLE V.—COMPARISON BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND HOL'R

OUTPUTS OF THE FOUR GROUPS

First hour average. Second hour
average.

Group I (15 cases)

Group II (17 cases)

Group III ( 8 cases)

Group IV (10 cases)

Output 19 mgm. up 13.15 mgm.
Output 10 to 19 mgm., 8.97 mgm.
Output 5 to 10 mgm., 4.23 mgm. 2.57 mgm
Output under 5 mgm., 1.82 mgm. 0.85 mgm

8.96 mgm.
4.05 mgm.
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Table V. This table shows at a glance the hourly excretion.

There "was so much individual variation in the half-hour output

that we feel it is of little clinical significance. In each group, how-

ever, the average output for the first hour was greatly in excess

of that for the second hour. In certain individual instance- in

both normal and pathological subjects the second hour's output

was in excess of that for the first hour. McNeal's observation that

in diseased livers the greatest output of dye occurred in the second

hour is not confirmed by this investigation. A great many more

pathological livers will have to be studied before any definite con-

clusion can be reached.

Table VI. We have tabulated in Table VI the average dye

output and appearance time for each group. In a general way the

smaller the amount of dye excreted the slower it is in making its

appearance. At least this is true for the appearance of the maximum

intensity of color. The latter appears to be of more significance

than the time of appearance of the first faint pink. It will be

noticed that in Group II the dye is slower in making its appearance

than in Group III, whereas the dye output in Group II is twice

that in Group III. This is not true of the appearance time of the

maximum color. The maximum color is twice as long in making

its appearance in Group IV as it is in Group I, whereas the dif-

ference is not nearly so marked in the first appearance time. . We
have tabulated the minimum and maximum figure of appearance

time in each group (Table VI). It will be noticed that the range

of variation is extensive. For this reason we believe the time of

appearance of the dye is of less importance than the estimation

of the quantitative output over the period of two hours. The

average dye output in Group IV is less than one-eighth of the

output in the normal group, whereas the average maximum color

appearance time in Group IV is only twice as great as the normal

figure. Considerable variation in the appearance time obviously

may depend upon the personal equation of the observer as well

as upon technical difficulties such as the temporary plugging of

the tube with mucus. For these reasons we believe that the quanti-

tative estimation of the dye output is of more significance than

merely recording the appearance time.
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In considering the value of estimating the quantitative output

of dye when obtained through the duodenal tube the question arises

as to how* much comes out through the tube and what quantity

passes on down through the bowel. With the patient in the

recumbent position, either on the right side or the back (preferably

the right side), the second or descending portion of the duodenum

is the most dorsal part of the gut. As pointed out by Knight it

constitutes a U-shaped trap, with the second part of the duodenum

at the bottom of the U. It is this portion of the gut which fills

rapidly but empties slowly. Into this portion, about four inches

below the pylorus, the bile empties. The tip of the tube should

be passed down to a point 27 inches from the lips. If the tube is

passed to this point it will rest in the U-shaped trap. Care should

be taken to keep the tube in this position throughout the exami-

nation. The amount of dye and bile obtained in normal individuals

with thoroughly patent duct systems was found to be so nearly

constant that we feel the quantitative estimation of the dye out-

put is of decided importance.

Conclusions. 1. We have presented here a technic in detail

which it is believed will yield information of decided value concern-

ing the functional competency of the liver.

2. Owing to the fact that the duodenal tube is now being used

universally this test can be added to the curriculum at the average

clinic with ease.

3. When a larger number of cases are accumulated and our normal

standards become more definite it should be comparable to the

sulphonphthalein kidney function test, as there seems no good

reason for believing that the liver reserve is any greater than that

of the kidney when these two organs are compared as to size and

their relative importance in the body economy.

4. A record was taken of the appearance time of the first faint

pink color and that of the maximum color (deep purple). The

dye output for two hours was collected in one-half hourly quantities

and estimated without the use of an elaborate colorimeter, but by

a readily available colorometric method.

5. In a series of 50 cases we found that in a general way a delay

in the appearance time of the dye was proportionate to a decrease

Am Phys 29
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in the output. The estimation of the dye output in two hours is

of more importance than recording the appearance time, but we

believe both should be recorded.

6. In grossly pathological livers the appearance time of the

maximum color was twice as long as that in normal cases (23.2

minutes as compared to 11.6 minutes) and the dye output averaged

but one-eighth of the output in normal cases (2.71 mgm. as con-

trasted with 22.4 mgm.).

7. Thirty to 35 per cent of dye was recovered in the feces by

the older method in forty-eight hours in normal individuals. We
recovered 15 per cent of the dye in two hours in normal cases by

the duodenal tube.

8. We suspect that the output of dye in normal cases will vary

with the age, the younger the individual the greater the amount

of dye which should be recovered.

9. Lastly and most important we believe in this test we have

a method of learning something of the functional capacity of the

liver when it is but slightly disturbed and when it is clinically

negative to other methods of examination. It is in this group of

cases particularly which the estimation of the quantitative two-

hour output will be of more assistance than that of the appearance

of the dye.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. W. S. Thayer, Baltimore, Aid.: This is an important and valuable

contribution. An interesting report came out recently in which the liver

function in a series of diabetics was studied. The liver passed off a greater

amount of dye and during a longer period than observed in other experi-

ments. Has Dr. Piersol observed a similar phenomenon?

Dr. G. M. Piersol, Philadelphia, Pa. : In reply to Dr. Thayer's question,

I would not say that we have not seen any cases in which there was a

marked increase in the permeability of the liver to the dye. In one case,

in a girl, aged seventeen, 27 mg. of dye were eliminated in two hours;

this was the maximum elimination observed by us.



HEMOGLOBINURIA IN HEMOLYTIC JAUNDICE

By HERBERT Z. GIFFIN, M.D.
ROCHESTER, MINN.

My purpose in presenting this paper is to supplement the evidence

in favor of the occasional occurrence of spontaneous hemoglobinuria

in hemolytic jaundice. Three cases of this type in which the

diagnosis of hemolytic jaundice is well established and an occasional

case of questionable diagnosis have been reported in German and

French. However I have been unable to find a case reported in

the English literature. In view of the rarity of the condition and

the interesting phenomena which are associated with the mechanism

of hemolysis the case which I shall report is of more than ordinary

interest

:

Case A354493.— Mrs. A. F., an extremely pale, somewhat jaundiced,

short, stout woman, aged thirty-two years, presented herself for examination

in April, 1921. She had enjoyed unusually good health until she had suf-

fered a moderately severe attack of influenza three and one-half years

before. Convalescence had been protracted but seemed to be complete,

with the exception of pallor and probably slight icterus. Nine months

before she had become definitely weaker and more anemic and dyspneic

on exertion. Six months before she had had an attack of diarrhea and

vomiting. In one week she developed marked jaundice and began to pass

highly colored urine. The stools were said to have been of normal color.

She improved somewhat on medical treatment at her home, but for the

last few weeks she had been more anemic and more jaundiced. Her

appetite had remained good; in fact, her weight had gradually increased.

On two or three occasions, without apparent cause, following a day or two

of weakness, depression, headache, and increasing jaundice, the urine

had become dark for a day or two.

The patient was obese, weighing 186 pounds, and very anemic; her skin

had a lemon-yellow hue. The liver and spleen did not seem to be enlarged;
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examination was difficult, however, because of the patient's obesity.

Examination of the eye-grounds showed somewhat dilated and tortuous

veins and one or two rather large, irregular hemorrhages in the periphery,

not, however, the type of hemorrhage usually seen in pernicious anemia.

The hemoglobin was 25 per cent, the erythrocytes were 1,060,000, giving a

color index of 1.1; the leukocytes were 3800. A relative lymphocytosis

was present and an occasional normoblast. There were slight anisocytosis

and poikilocytosis. The blood picture was suggestive of pernicious anemia.

However there was no glossitis; two test-meals showed slight hyperacidity

and the neurologic examination was entirely negative. In the absence of

these characteristics of pernicious anemia the existence of hemolytic

jaundice was immediately suspected in spite of the fact that marked splenic

enlargement was not present. It is to be noted also that the color index

was very rarely over 1 ; subsequent counts gave the color index varying from

0.6 to 0.9. Examination of the duodenal contents was attempted, but was

unsuccessful because of lack of cooperation. The calcium time and pro-

thrombin time were prolonged, but otherwise the various coagulation tests

and the bleeding time were normal. The platelet count was 92,000.

Purpura was not present. Two tests showed an increased fragility of the

erythrocytes. The reading each time was 0.5 for initial hemolysis and 0.38

for complete hemolysis with control at 0.42 for initial and 0.34 for complete.

The first specimen of urine examined did not show albumin or casts. Later

a small amount of albumin was often present and occasionally a large

amount. Casts were not found. The blood sugar was 0.12 mg. for each

100 cc. Examinations of the stools were negative for parasites and ova.

There was no indication of loss of blood.

Evidence could not be obtained that members of the family had had

jaundice, splenomegaly, or other diseases of the blood.

While the patient was under observation, one month after admission,

a severe crisis with hemoglobinuria occurred without apparent cause. An
immediate examination of the blood serum showed hemoglobinemia. A
cystoscopic examination made at this time revealed bilateral hemoglobinuria

with very dark, chocolate-colored urine from both ureters. Specimens of

urine from the ureters did not contain erythrocytes. Horse serum (12 cc

serum, 6000 units of antitoxin) seemed to check this attack of hemoglobin-

uria within three clays.

During April, May, and June three transfusions were given. In June

the patient's erythrocytes were 2,260,000 and hemoglobin was 45 per cent,

the highest in the course of our observation. She maintained a fairly good

condition during the summer. In August, 1921, the erythrocytes again

dropped to 1,580,000, without the occurrence, however, of hemoglobinuria.

The patient was very weak but had a ravenous appetite.

A thorough investigation for syphilis was made at this time with negative

results. An examination of the cerebrospinal fluid was negative. A
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therapeutic test of five doses of neoarsphenamin was given without apparent

improvement.; one of the treatments was followed by a reaction consisting

of cardiac pain, dizziness, fever, and syncope, which may have been partly

owing to the concomitant onset of hemoglobinuria. It was learned after-

ward that the jaundice had begun to deepen before the neoarsphenamin

was given.

The patient had four protracted attacks of hemoglobinuria while under

our observation and her condition became very low with each. The onset

of the attacks was with malaise, weakness, mental depression, headache,

and slight fever. Within a day or two the jaundice deepened and within

three or four days the hemoglobinuria appeared. Although the patient

had nausea and abdominal distress, she had never had an attack of gall-

bladder colic. During attacks she felt very ill, largely because of general

prostration and headache, although she did not seem to be in a serious

condition. Besides these severe crises she often complained of milder

attacks of nausea, weakness, headache, and a deepening jaundice without

hemoglobinuria. In other words her attacks of hemoglobinuria seemed to

be superimposed on the crises of hemolytic icterus.

At various times coagulen (Ciba), horse serum, ox serum, calcium by
mouth, and transfusions were given in attempts to check the hemoglobinuria.

In general these agents seemed to fail in this effect, although it is possible

that horse serum and ox serum may have been of some value.

During one of the patient's remissions she was given a cool bath without

the development of hemoglobinuria. At one time ice-bags were placed

over the loins with no deleterious effect. The patient said that she had

often taken cool baths, and that being chilled from exposure had no effect

in causing an attack. She did not believe that exposure or exertion in any

way played a part in initiating attacks. In fact, hemoglobinuria occurred

while she was at absolute rest and carefully guarded from exposure in the

hospital; it seemed most likely to occur after satisfactory improvement in

the blood. Whenever the erythrocytes rose approximately to 2,000,000

an attack was likely to occur. This was repeated so often that eventually

the patient dreaded improvement as much as she dreaded the prostration

of severe anemia for fear of another crisis with hemoglobinuria.

The important features of this case were (1) slight jaundice and

anemia which had probably existed for three years, (2) marked

jaundice and anemia of six months' duration, (3) crises similar to

those of hemolytic jaundice without, however, gall-bladder colic,

(4) a blood picture which at times approached that of pernicious

anemia, (5) the presence of bile in the stool and its absence from

the urine save in crises, (6) a markedly increased fragility of the
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erythrocytes on two examinations, (7) an increased reticulated

cell count, (8) seven severe crises which were associated with

hemoglobinuria, in one of which hemoglobinemia and bilateral

hemoglobinuria were demonstrated, (9) the absence of any effect

of cold or exposure on the occurrence of the hemoglobinuria, (10)

the absence of hemoglobinuria after transfusion, and (11) the

recurrence of the hemoglobinuria when the erythrocytes reached

approximately 2,000,000.

In the year 1900, Bettman gave an excellent description of a

case of hemolytic jaundice with hemoglobinuria. The attacks of

hemoglobinuria occurred with some of the acholuric crises. Bett-

man's patient, a man, aged twenty-nine years, first seen April 3,

1899, had been jaundiced since childhood and had had "nose-

bleed" occasionally for many years. There was no evidence of

syphilis. The spleen was considerably enlarged; there was a

definite history of crisis associated with very dark urine. Blood

pigment and a few erythrocytes in the urine had been reported

one year previously. Jaundice was brought on by overeating and

overdrinking, by physical exertion, by emotional excitement, and

especially by cool weather. Hemoglobinuria was not produced

by placing the hands in ice water, although the urine contained

a few erythrocytes and hemoglobinemia was demonstrated. Sple-

nectomy was not performed and necropsy is not reported.

In 1908, Chauffard and Troisier described a case of hemolytic

icterus which was accompanied by attacks of hemoglobinuria.

This might be regarded as a transition case between acquired

hemolytic jaundice and jaundice of congenital origin, for the

patient had always been pale but had developed jaundice late in

life. There was no family history of jaundice. In 1901, there

had been slight jaundice; in 1902, after a fit of anger jaundice had

been marked and after that constant. In 1906, the patient had

been operated on by Koch and the liver found to be normal, while

the gall-bladder contained thickened bile with bile sand but no

calculi. Six months later the biliary fistula closed but jaundice

persisted. Three times without chilling, and with increased

jaundice, there had been an attack of fever and the urine became

"malaga colored." Spectroscopic examination revealed the pres-
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ence of hemoglobin in the urine; urobilin was abundant. Exami-

nation of the stool revealed an excess of stercobilin. The fragility

of the erythrocytes was increased 0.50 to 0.4G. The reticulated

cell count was increased to 12 and 14 per cent. The erythrocytes

fell to 1 ,000,000. The spleen had been found to be slightly enlarged

;

the liver was not palpable.

Hijmans van den Bergh, in 1911, reported a similar case, that

of a man, aged forty-seven years. The family history was negative.

The jaundice had been present for twelve years. Attacks of hemo-

globinuria had occurred for six years. During the attacks the

patient became very ill and anemic, but had maintained a fairly

satisfactory condition between times. This patient eventually

developed severe anemia with high color index. The erythrocytes

became reduced to 1,156,000. The stools were normal in color

and there was no bile in the urine. Increased fragility of the

erythrocytes was demonstrated and the reticulated cell count was

high, 18 per cent. A diagnosis of hemolytic jaundice seems to be

well established in spite of the fact that the spleen was not demon-

strably enlarged. The patient was not followed to operation and

the article contains no report of the subsequent course of the case.

Donath and Landsteiner, Hoover and Stone, and others have

demonstrated that the hemolysis in paroxysmal hemoglobinuria

is due to an autohemolysin which combines with the erythrocytes

after a mixture of the patient's serum and his own or another's

erythrocytes is cooled; when the mixture is warmed to body tem-

perature, hemolysis occurs. The red corpuscles themselves are

not altered (Hoover and Stone). Complement is necessary in

the cooling mixture. Zinsser concludes that there is considerable

variation in the mechanism even in paroxysmal hemoglobinuria

due to chilling.

The mechanism of hemolysis in the hemoglobinuria of hemolytic

jaundice is probably quite different from that of paroxysmal hemo-

globinuria due to chilling. Widal has called attention to the fact

that experimental hemolysis caused by chemical poisons results

in icterus if the dose is small, and in hemoglobinuria if the dose is

large. It is likely that in hemolytic jaundice there is a constant

destruction of erythrocytes continuing over a period of years.
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This slight destruction permits the change from hemoglobin to

bilirubin in a normal manner; the presence of icterus doubtless

means an increase of destruction, the products of which can be

partially cared for, possibly by the endothelial system, but which

cannot be properly eliminated by the liver; the presence of

hemoglobinuria means a still greater and probably very sudden

increase in hemolysis.

Pearce has placed the limit of hemoglobin which may be free

in the blood of the dog before hemoglobinuria occurs as 0.06 gm.

for each kilogram of body weight. Sellards and Minot, in 1916,

in a very important piece of experimental work estimated the

tolerance to the intravenous injection of hemoglobin of normal

persons and of persons with the various types of anemia. A ery

much less hemoglobin was required to produce hemoglobinuria in

hemolytic jaundice than in the anemias secondary to hemorrhage.

It may be that a renal factor is also present. Gilbert and Lere-

boullet, in 1900, discussed the possible occurrence of a "renal form

of simple acholuric icterus." Silvestri, in 1921, concluded that

the kidney may secrete substances which have a destructive action

on erythrocytes within its vessels. An excellent summary of this

viewpoint has been published by Cumston. There may be, there-

fore, in hemolytic jaundice with hemoglobinuria a renal factor

besides sudden, severe hemolysis, which consists of either a reduction

of the renal threshold or an actual hemolytic process in the kidney

itself.

Ashby has made immunologic studies in a case of hemolytic

jaundice (Case A387430), now under my observation, which in its

clinical aspects is almost identical with the one herewith reported,

save that hemoglobinuria has occurred only after each transfusion

and not spontaneously. The patient's blood was in Group II.

Ashby tested the patient's serum against his own corpuscles and

against Group II corpuscles from a normal person, with and with-

out icebox incubation. Tubes were incubated in the icebox for

one hour and at 37.5° C. for one and one-half hours, with negative

results. The dilution of serum to corpuscles was 20 to 1. The

action of the serum was therefore strikingly different from that

which has been reported in connection with paroxysmal hemo-

globinuria.
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From a study of both the clinical and immunologic data the

conclusion seems justifiable that the hemoglobinuria of hemolytic

jaundice is not due to syphilis, that it is not brought on by exposure

to cold, and that the mechanism of hemolysis is not analogous to

that in paroxysmal hemoglobinuria due to chilling.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. N. E. Brill, New York City: The case reported by the reader is

of interest as furnishing another instance of the rare occurrence of hemo-

globinuria appearing in the course of a hemolytic icterus. These instances

are so few as to suggest that possibly they relate to some other form of

the disease.

It certainly is true that neither the congenital and familial form of

the disease described by Minkowski nor the acquired form described by

Hayeni are, except very rarely, accompanied in their course by hemo-

globinemia or hemoglobinuria. Four cases of hemolytic icterus with

hemoglobinuria may be found in the literature— the fourth case omitted
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by Dr. Giffin was one reported by Marchiafava. On examination, however,

it will be observed that these cases show one peculiarity, a much smaller

spleen than that which characterizes the ordinary cases of the disease, which

is better named chronic splenomegalic hemolytic icterus. The size of

the spleen in the four cases mentioned, if I remember correctly, is stated

either as a moderate enlargement or as one whose edge is palpable. In

the ordinarj- cases the spleen is greatly enlarged and well deserves the

designation of splenomegalic. Its enlargement is the pathological feature

of the common form of the disease, and in some instances it reaches to the

crest of the ilium. Its histological pathology would tend to support the

theory of Eppinger that the red blood cells which have become effete are

even under physiological conditions shunted out of the closed circuit of

the blood stream in the spleen into its open pulp spaces, where they become

exposed to the direct influence of the extravascular cells, the lymphoid

cells, and are thus prepared for their further katabolism by the Kupfer

cells and acinus cells of the liver for the chromogenic needs of the body.

In this disease the characteristic pathological feature of the spleen is

the tremendous increase in the blood cells in the open pulp spaces of the

spleen, which gives the appearance as if these spaces were filled by a hemor-

rhage into the pulp. The spaces reek with red blood cells. So full are

these spaces that the normal histology of the rest of the spleen can only with

difficulty be recognized, because one must be very sharpsighted to make
out the sinuses of the spleen, which are so compressed by the crowding of

the pulp spaces with blood as not to be easily visible. While the spleen

in addition shows an increase in the number of reticular cells, nowhere

can any evidence of the fibroadenic cells of Banti be observed.

The pathological feature of the liver is the marked increase in the size

and the number of the Kupfer cells, varicose distention of the biliary radicles,

which varicosities contain accumulations of biliary secretions, to winch

Eppinger has given the name of biliary thrombi, and finally tears or rents

in these biliary duct radicles. Nowhere can evidences of a connective-

tissue fibrosis be observed.

The explanation of the jaundice in these cases may therefore be found

in these changes in the spleen and liver, namely, that it is partly due to

the small tears in the biliary duct through which the bile pigments in the

ducts escape, to be absorbed by bloodvessels and lymphatics of the liver,

and more largely due to the preparation by the spleen for the hemolysis

of the greatly increased number of the red blood cells in the splenic pulp;

the hemolysis is finally completed by a part of the reticuloendothelial

apparatus of the liver, namely, the Kupfer cells. The Kupfer cells with

increase in function multiply and increase in size, their product in the

katabolism of the hemoglobin is furnished to the liver cells, which distribute

it to the biliary radicles and biliary ducts. The increase in function gives

rise, according to theonr
, in an increased production of bile pigment, a
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pleiochromia, which the liver cells cannot distribute in the ordinary channels

of the biliary radicles, the surplus being absorbed by way of the blood and

lymphatic channels. Therefore the jaundice in these cases seems to be

partly mechanical from stasis and rents in the biliary radicles, partly

hepatogenic from pleiochromia.

Hemoglobinemia does not seem to be a factor in the production of

jaundice in these cases. If hemoglobinemia were the cause of jaundice

the latter should appear commonly in cases of paroxysmal hemoglobinuria.

We well know that jaundice is almost invariably absent in that peculiar

disease.

Hence, I think, because hemoglobinemia and hemoglobinuria occur so

rarely in the cases of hemolytic icterus, and because in the cases in which

it has been noted the spleen is not greatly enlarged as it is in the other

cases of hemolytic icterus, we may assume that these few cases of hemo-

globinuria probably represent a different species or type of the disease,

known as chronic splenomegalic hemolytic icterus.



METABOLIC STUDIES IN PERNICIOUS ANEMIA 1
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AXD
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It should require considerable courage to add to the voluminous

literature on the pathogenesis and chemistry of the so-called idio-

pathic pernicious anemia of Addison and Biermer. Our excuse

is a threefold one: First, to investigate with the aid of modern

microchemical methods the metabolism of the blood lipoids as of

probable diagnostic if not of etiological significance; second, to

determine the nitrogen metabolism both in regard to its diagnostic

as well as to its prognostic value; and third, to test the efficiency

of Whipple's high-iron diet when given to human cases of idio-

pathic anemia.

AVe have had the opportunity to study 11 cases of pernicious

anemia, several of which have been available over considerable

periods of time or during subsequent admissions. As controls and

in order to obtain comparative data on the anemias, 4 additional

cases have been employed; these comprised a case of aplastic

anemia with von Recklinghausen's disease, a pregnancy anemia,

a hemolytic icterus case, and a splenic anemia.

I. General Procedure. Each patient, after the usual clinical

and laboratory investigation had established definitely the diag-

nosis, was transferred from the general medical ward to the special

metabolic unit. There were available a special dietitian and two

graduate nurses experienced in metabolic work. In this way a

* From the Medical Clinic and the Research Laboratory of the Medical Clinic

of the University Hospital, the State University of Iowa.
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reasonable assurance can be given that the food intake and urine

and fecal collections were carefully controlled.

Two diets have been employed in all except our earliest metab-

olic runs. These included fruits, green vegetables, lima beans,

sweet potatoes, egg yolk, and liver (daily), the constituents being

selected to provide an iron-rich ration and relatively low in fat.

Diet No. 1 contained 10.64 gm. of nitrogen and 45.6 mg. of iron

(by Wolter's modification of Neumann's method 1

) and yielded

about 1900 calories. Diet No. 2 contained 12.04 gm. of nitrogen,

26.9 mg. of iron, and was equivalent to about 1500 calories; this

diet was planned for cases which could not consume completely the

previous diet, or it was used increased by half at other times.

Correction for extraneous iron in charcoal given to differentiate

stools and in a yeast vitamine preparation used was made. Food

not consumed was analyzed and allowance made accordingly.

While the iron values we have obtained for these diets are higher

than the calculated values from the commonly available food tables,

our figures were checked on diets prepared at different times and

by several analysts; iron determinations on the urine and stools

were made by the same method. An adequate vitamine supply

and sufficient cholesterol, which is easily absorbed (Knudsen2
), are

provided in such a ration; cholesterol may have especial signifi-

cance because of the low blood content of this substance in per-

nicious anemia along with its known antihemolytic action. The

diets in a way are in accord with Thompson's recommendations3

with a consideration of the work of Whipple and his associates on

blood regeneration.

Blood samples for the study of the blood and plasma lipins were

taken at the beginning and conclusion of the metabolic periods,

and at such other times as the blood counts or the clinical course

of the cases made further observations of interest.

Further details as to procedure will be given in the appropriate

sections of this paper.

II. Plasma and Blood Lipins with Especial Reference to

Iodin Absorption Values in Pernicious Anemia. The investi-

gations of Schaumann,4 Tallquist, 5 and Faust6 7 on the lipoid

hemolytic substances of the Bothriocephalus latus have had a pro-
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found influence on our views as to the origin of pernicious anemia.

These investigators apparently proved conclusively that the active

hemolytic substance is oleic acid (present in the worm as the

cholesterol ester which made up 10 per cent of the solids of the

proglottides of the parasites). The "lipoid substance" was strongly

hemolytic in vitro. When injected into dogs and rabbits it gave

rather disappointing results, producing only a mild and transitory

anemia of the secondary type; in fact the anemia was so slight as

to be attributable by impartial critics of the protocols to inanition

and anorexia following the administration of any toxic substance.

Further, it was discovered by Schmincke and Flury 8 that dogs'

red cells acquired an immunity in vitro as well as in vivo to the

hemolytic action of oleic acid. It is true that two years later

Adler 9 reported the production in rabbits of blood crises resembling

those of pernicious anemia by feeding nontoxic amounts of olive

oil and cottonseed oil, both of which are, needless to say, rich

in unsaturated fatty acids. A careful study of Adler 's protocols,

however, leaves one as nonenthusiastic if not as entirely uncon-

vinced as did those of Faust and Tallquist. Joannovics and Pick 1 *

also attempted to explain hemolytic anemia by oleate hemolysis.

They showed that as the result of subacute toluylenediamin poison-

ing in the dog the ether soluble hemolytic substance (chiefly oleic

acid) is increased in the liver to at least forty to fifty times the

normal. They11 also found in acute yellow atrophy and in phos-

phorus poisoning in man and animals that hemolysins of great

activity could be obtained from the liver and that fatty acids could

be found in large quantities in the blood. They explained the

hemolytic effects of liver extracts in these conditions as due to the

unsaturated fatty acid content.

Beumer and Burger, 12 13 14 from their studies of the blood in per-

nicious anemia, chlorosis, leukemia, and icterus, considered that

the quantitative relations of the lipoids in the serum and cor-

puscles were of significance. They do not consider it definitely

proven that the gastrointestinal mucosa contains lipoids capable

of producing anemia.

McPhedran15 has demonstrated in a very convincing manner

that "the idea that toxic hemolysis in disease, in poisoning by
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phosphorus or by toluylenediamin results from the liberation of

specially hemolytic fatty acids from the fatty complexes of disin-

tegrating cells is not well supported by evidence; none of the fatty

acids, still less any of the fatty complexes from which these acids

can be obtained in any of the organs examined, either in this work

or in the work of others that has preceded it, show on analysis

any evidence for the existence of fatty acids more toxic than the

common oleic acid which is constantly being set free by hydrolysis

from common fat in health."

More recently Seyderhelm16 has shown that it is not the lipoid

fraction of the gastrophilus larvse (present in the stomach of the

horse) nor of the Bothriocephalus proglottis that is hemolytic in

the body of the host; the alcoholic precipitate, however, is strongly

hemolytic to the red cells of rabbits when introduced parenterally,

though inactive in vitro. The composition of this blood poison

is not given by Seyderhelm, but he has named it according to its

origin "cestrin" and "bothriocephalin."

Finally, Beumer17 has again tested out the hemolytic action of

oleic acid by feeding young dogs (three weeks old) in the belief

that they might be more susceptible. As a matter of fact the two

dogs so tested revealed no anemia.

However, before the necessary time had elapsed to permit of

the repetition and control of Faust and Tallquist's experiments

attempts were repeatedly made to assign the phenomena of idio-

pathic anemia to the presence of a powerful hemolysin circulating

in the body presumably of a nonsaturated fatty acid nature. Con-

sequently the attention of the clinical investigators was. directed

to the study of the lipoids of the blood. Eppinger18 in collaboration

with King19 and Medak20 reported an increase in the total blood

fats above the normal while the free cholesterol was decreased to

varying degrees. "The striking finding, however, was the very

high value for the iodin numbers. It is significant that the blood

with the highest iodin number showed the lowest value in free

cholesterin" (King). While the findings of Eppinger, King, and

Medak as regards the low cholesterol figures have been substan-

tiated by Feigl21 and by Rosenthal and Holzer22 in Germany and by

Csonka,23 Bloor and MacPherson,24 Denis25 and Kipp26 in America,
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their conclusions have not escaped the criticism of Feigl and of

Rosenthal and Holzer as one might expect from McPhedran 's

observations previously quoted. The main cause for criticism is

the high iodin number for the blood fat found by Eppinger and

others. However, if one takes into account the definite statement

that the iodin values are multiplied by ten with the proba-ble pur-

pose to establish a pro mille basis their figures are not actually

high as compared with those of other observers. Yet one must

admit that Eppinger and others considered them abnormally

high and stated that their results " suggested that hemolysis was

due to the unsaturated fatty acids." At the beginning of our

work we felt in accord with Bloor and MacPherson, who wrote

that " while the results offer no certain evidence that abnormalities

in the blood lipoids are responsible for anemia, the low values of

the cholesterol, which is an antihemolytic substance, and the high

fat fraction, which may indicate the presence of abnormal amounts

of hemolytic lipoids in the blood, are possible causative factors,

of which further investigation is desirable."

We have made iodin absorption, fatty acid, and cholesterol

determinations on the whole blood and plasma in our series of

cases. For the iodin values one of us (Gibson) has adapted the

Hanus method for microanalysis, using the filtrates from the Bloor

blood fat extraction after the fat and cholesterol (Autenrieth and

Funk) have been determined. We have thus been able to obtain

figures for the nonsaturated fatty acid groups at more frequent

intervals than if we had to employ large quantities of blood for

the usual determination of the iodin number.

Three cc of whole blood or plasma are extracted with alcohol-

ether mixture and the filtrates made up to 100 cc as in Bloor 's

method. 24 Duplicate extractions are made. Ten cc from each

extraction are used for the nephelometric determination of the

blood fat and 10 cc more for the cholesterol. The SO cc remaining

are evaporated in a glass dish on the steam-bath and removed just

as dryness is reached. The residues are washed three times with

10 cc of chloroform, each time pouring through small filters into

100 cc Ehrlenmeyer flasks. The flasks are then placed on the

steam-bath and evaporated just to dryness, so that when removed
Am Phys 30
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from the bath enough chloroform condenses within the flask to

take up the fat residues. One cubic centimeter of chloroform is

added to each flask and to 3 control flasks, 2 cc exactly of Hanus 's

iodin solution is introduced into each one of the series, the con-

tents thoroughly mixed by rotating, corked, and placed in a dark

locker for one hour. Fortieth normal sodium thiosulphate solution

is used for the titration after adding 0.5 cc of 15 per cent potassium

iodide solution and 10 cc of water, with starch paste employed as

an indicator toward the end of the titration in the usual way.

The titration difference X 0.305 divided by the grams of fat in the

alcohol-ether extract used equals the iodin number. The iodin

absorbed per 100 cc of blood may be taken as an indication of the

nonsaturated fatty acid groups present.

We do not find, as did King and also Bloor, abnormally high

blood fats in our pernicious anemia cases (Table I). In fact very

low blood and plasma fat contents accompanied the severe anemic

condition in Cases I, IV, X, and XI, and these were increased with

improvement in the blood picture. Very small fat figures have

been found in pernicious anemia (two cases studied) by Denis27

also. The low blood fats seem to be associated with higher iodin

numbers in the pernicious anemia cases, though the amounts of

the unsaturated fattjr acid groups as evidenced by the total iodin

absorbed were small. Case VII, with a red blood cell count of

less than one million and a hemoglobin of 25 per cent, had a

normal fat, iodin number of 64, and the iodin absorbed was 0.43

gm. per 100 cc of blood; very similar figures obtain for Case VI

with an anemia of mild degree only. The highest concentration

of nonsaturated fatty acid groups (0.86 gm.) appears in the aplastic

anemia case (XII) in the analysis of the whole blood sample for

March 7.

Blood and plasma cholesterol figures were low in the pernicious

anemia cases with pronounced anemia and tended to increase to

normal as the blood regenerated. High cholesterol figures were

found for Case VI, a patient with marked cord changes but with

a mild degree of anemia only. Three out of the four pathological

control cases (XII, XIII, XIV) showed a normal or high cholesterol;
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it is of particular interest that the fourth control (XV), a case of

splenic anemia, had low plasma and blood cholesterol figures.

TABLE L—FAT, CHOLESTEROL, AXD IODIX ABSORPTION VALUES FOR WHOLE

BLOOD AXD PLASMA

Blood.
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fatty acids in the blood cannot be a factor for hemolysis in per-

nicious anemia the problem has been attacked in a different way.

Recently, Winifred Ashby28 has studied the length of life of trans-

fused corpuscles in pernicious anemia and concluded that there

was no hemolytic toxin producing the anemia in this disease.

"Wearn, Warren, and Ames29 have confirmed Ashby 's experimental

observations, though conservatively questioning her conclusion.

They have found also in a single observation that red blood cor-

puscles from a patient with pernicious anemia when transfused

into another patient with pernicious anemia behaved as did the

corpuscles from normal donors.

III. Nitrogen and Iron Balances and the Nitrogen Par-

tition. Metabolic studies on pernicious anemia were first directed

to the nitrogen balance. Neither von Noorden30 nor Halpern31

was able to show that protein katabolism was increased character-

istically in this condition, while Rosenquist32 found periods in

which increased nitrogen excretion and retention alternated.

According to Mohr33 a nitrogen retention may obtain in some

cases even on a low protein intake and in others a loss of nitrogen

may be observed when a high protein diet is given; the nitrogen

exchange is not dependent on the diminution of the hemoglobin.

The difficulty in obtaining nitrogen balances is evident in the

later contributions on the anemias with or without splenic disease

(Umber,34 Minot,35 McKelvey, and Rosenbloom,36 Goldschmidt

and Pearce, 37 Goldschmidt, Pepper, and Pearce,38 Pepper and

Austin39
), though slight nitrogen retention may occur. Positive

nitrogen balances are indicated in Denis's27 series of anemia cases

both before and after splenectomy; the diet was high caloried but

low in protein. Mosenthal40 readily obtained a favorable nitrogen

balance with improvement in the blood picture for three cases of

pernicious anemia and one case of secondary anemia when given

high protein and energy diets.

Von Noorden found a lower percentage of the total nitrogen

excretion as urea nitrogen for some cases, though he cites higher

figures from earlier workers. Minot 's case before transfusion and

splenectomy had a very low urea nitrogen elimination—on one

day only 34.5 per cent of a total nitrogen of 14.6 gm. Figures
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cited by von Noorden from the older literature for the ammonia

nitrogen excretion are normal or relatively low; ammonia nitrogen

averaged 0.42 gm. per day in Minot's case and still less in Denis's

cases. Uric acid elimination is variable, Rosenquist reporting

minimal and maximal purine nitrogen (endogenous) of 0.173 to

0.409 gm. In the later literature Pepper and Austin, and also

Denis, give uric acid figures for pernicious anemia; the daily

excretion may be rather high but not abnormally so. Kahn and

Barsky41 consider the nitrogen fractions of the urine normal except

for an increased elimination of oxyproteic acid nitrogen; con-

jugated sulphates and neutral sulphur were increased.

As the result of splenectomy preceded by a transfusion the

slightly negative nitrogen balance in Minot's case was changed

over to a slight retention; the urea nitrogen was increased from

an average of 54.3 per cent to 79.6 per cent of the total nitrogen,

but there was no change in the ammonia nitrogen excretion. Pepper

and Austin obtained a more favorable nitrogen balance and a

drop in the uric acid excretion as the result of transfusion and

splenectomy; the daily iron elimination in the stool fell from 17

to 10 mg. The effects of splenectomy were not constant in Denis 's

observations nor were the sulphur partition figures significant.

Gettler and Lindeman42 found in thirty-two cases of pernicious

anemia blood nonprotein nitrogen, urea nitrogen, and creatinin

values higher than normal; uric acid figures were quite high and

the amino-acid nitrogen was increased also. The blood sugar, too,

was abnormally high.

Peters and Rubnitz43 determined the total nitrogens of the whole

blood and of the blood plasma of four cases of pernicious anemia;

the determination, of course, includes the protein nitrogen. Inas-

much as the corpuscles are richer in total nitrogen content than

the plasma, the total nitrogen of which remains within normal

limits or tends to increase, they establish a "nitrogen index" or

ratio of the whole blood nitrogen to the plasma nitrogen; this is

diminished in proportion to the degree of anemia and may therefore

be used as an indication of the state and progress of the anemic

condition.

Our own work has been directed chieflv to the study of the
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nitrogen and iron balances when the "pernicious anemia diet"

was given; figures on the nitrogen partition were also obtained.

These data are summarized in Table II. Figures are averages

of four- or five-day periods. Xo medication was employed while

the patients were in the metabolism unit and the diet was given

two or three days or longer previous to actually starting the balance

runs. The commonly used analytical procedures were followed

for the determinations of the nitrogen partition. Because of the

undigested food residues frequently appearing in the pernicious

anemia stools and due to the characteristically deficient gastric

secretion, it was necessary to use the dried and thoroughly ground

feces for analysis.

The total nitrogen elimination is not excessive. On a very

moderate protein intake of 61 to 75.5 gin. and with a relatively

low calorie value, Cases II, III, IV (period 1), VI (period 2 after

splenectomy), VII, VIII (period 2), and IX have given positive

nitrogen balances. Cases X and XI, on a higher protein intake,

have eliminated a greater amount of nitrogen, as might be expected,

but have shown a favorable balance. Slight or moderate nitrogen

losses obtained for Cases I, IV (periods 2 and 3), VI (period 1),

and VIII (period 2), while a considerable nitrogen excretion and

loss occurred for Case V. Of the controls, Case XIV (hemolytic

icterus) showed consistently a negative nitrogen balance, though

the nitrogen excretion was markedly diminished in the post-

splenectomy period 3; the diets for periods 1 and 3 were probably

too low in calories, the patient being a large man and active at

these times.

In the case of the iron balances it might be expected that the

results would be influenced by the deposition in or discharge of

stored iron from the tissues. However the iron balances quite

consistently follow the gain, the stationary state or the fall in

blood cell counts and hemoglobin percentages. Thus favorable

iron balances were observed for Cases I (period 2), II, IV, V, VI

(increased after splenectomy), VII, IX, and XI, with coincident

betterment of the blood picture. Approximate iron equilibrium

was found for Case III and for Case X when little change in the

blood findings obtained. Case VIII exceptionally presented a
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considerable loss of iron during the first period and a much less

figure for the second period; an increase in the blood count with

little change in the hemoglobin percentage was recorded at this

time. The nonpernicious anemia cases all showed favorable iron

balances except the splenic anemia, for whom a slight iron loss of

1.7 mg. per day was noted. That positive iron balances may
accompany a daily loss of nitrogen to the body is shown in the

data for Cases I (period 2), IV (periods 2 and 3), V, and VI (period

1), and for the nonpernicious Cases XIII (period 1) and XIV.

In four of our studied cases of pernicious anemia (VIII, IX,

X and XI) we have tried the effect of the addition of a moderate

amount of fat to the diet. In view of a possible marked stimu-

lation of hemolysis, though not indicated by our blood studies,

we have employed butter as the source of the fat, since this has

a moderate iodin absorption value only. The less favorable figures

obtained for Cases IX and X suggest that further investigation

of fat ingestion in pernicious anemia should be carried out.

As regards the nitrogen partition the pernicious anemia cases

tend to show low urea nitrogen figures. Moderate or low ammonia

nitrogen figures may be found— Cases I, IV, V, VI after splenectomy

and VII, X, and XL Rather high uric acid nitrogen figures obtain

even when the patients were on a nonpurin diet (Cases I, II, and

III) ; exceptions are Case VI after splenectomy, Case VIII (period

2), and Case IX. Of the other anemias the aplastic, Case XII,

presented a nitrogen partition similar to that of pernicious anemia

except for the ammonia figures, while the pregnancy anemia, Case

XIII, is quite suggestive of the pernicious anemia findings. The

hemolytic icterus, Case XIV, gave a low urea nitrogen percentage

of the total nitrogen, but the other constituents are normal for

period 1; an ultimate effect of splenectomy is not reflected in the

nitrogen partition figures for period 3. The splenic anemia, Case

XV, picture was characterized by a high ammonia excretion only;

following an attack of gout the uric acid elimination was some-

what increased.

Our findings may be summarized briefly for this section. Favor-

able nitrogen and especially iron balances have been established

in pernicious anemia and in some other types of clinical anemias
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(excepting iron in our case of splenic anemia) when given diets

rich in food iron and with comparatively low calorie and protein

values. Slightly negative nitrogen balances and coincident iron

retention may obtain. Low urea nitrogen excretion and low or

moderate ammonia nitrogens along with rather high uric acid

nitrogen figures are characteristic but not constant findings; these

results are in general accord with most of the figures available in

literature.

TABLE III. —EFFECTS OF TRANSFUSION OF BLOOD OF SIMILAR

GROUPING

Case.
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TABLE IV.—FAT UTILIZATION AND STOOL FATS IN ANEMIA

CASES (THE FAT ANALYSES ARE IN PERCENTAGES OF THE

DRIED FECES)
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Dietetic deficiency in the sense of avitaminosis has not been

considered an etiological factor in pernicious anemia, though

Fayrer45
(in 1882) suggested that pernicious anemia in Europe

resembled beriberi in the Orient. According to Castellani and

Chalmers, 46 beriberi shows a certain degree of anemia, with leuko-

penia and a diminished number of polymorphonuclear leukocytes.

Again, secondary anemia may occur in infantile scurvy (Hess47
),

in pellagra (Hillman48) as the result of continued reduced diets

(Benedict49
;, and in rice-fed rabbits (Downs and Eddy50

). As

yet we have little information as to whether or not vitamines

play any part in hematogenesis. Vitamine deficiency may well

be a predisposing factor for the acute exacerbation and may delay

the onset and progress of the remissions in pernicious anemia.

For the limited number of cases reported here to whom we have

given adequate and iron-rich diets we have found little difficulty

in establishing favorable iron balances along with clinical improve-

ment and lessened recourse to transfusions. Our results would

tend to confirm Whipple and his associates, 51 who found that in

experimental hemorrhagic anemia in dogs, blood regeneration is

hastened on a diet containing meat, liver, or other iron-rich food-.

However, Musser52 has found that his dogs rendered anemic by

repeated small bleedings were not so amenable to a high iron diet.

He frankly admits that the factor of damaged blood formation in

the clinical anemias of man was not, of course, present in either

Whipple's or his own dogs. We realize that caution must be

exercised in concluding from our few cases that an iron-rich diet

hastens blood regeneration in pernicious anemia where spontaneous

remissions may occur. And while we may suggest that every effort

should be made to have the patients consume such a diet in the

hospital, and that they should receive instructions as to diet when

discharged, we still feel justified in continuing the administration of

iron, in the form of Blaud's pills, and arsenic, as Fowler's solution.

Summary.

Eleven cases of pernicious anemia and for comparative data one

case each of an aplastic anemia, pregnancy anemia, hemolytic icterus,

and splenic anemia have been studied.
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Low whole blood and plasma fats were found in the severe per-

nicious anemia cases and tended to increase with improvement in

the blood picture for the individual cases. The low blood fats

seem to be associated with higher iodin numbers (by a micro-

adaptation of the Hanus method), though the amounts of the unsat-

urated fatty acid groups as evidenced by the total iodin absorbed

are not excessive. An increased unsaturated fatty acid content,

therefore, should not be a factor for hemolysis in pernicious anemia.

That blood and plasma cholesterol figures are low in pernicious

anemia cases and increase as the blood is regenerated is confirmed.

Low figures were found also for one splenic anemia case.

More favorable nitrogen, and especially iron balances, may be

readily established in pernicious anemia and some other anemias

(excepting iron in our case of splenic anemia), when diets rich in

food iron (Whipple) and comparatively low in calorie and protein

values are given. Negative nitrogen balances and coincident iron

retention may obtain.

Characteristic but not constant alterations in the nitrogen

partition in pernicious anemia are low urea and moderate ammonia

nitrogens and high uric acid figures. The immediate effects of

blood transfusions on the daily nitrogen partition (two cases) are

an increase in the total, urea, uric acid, and creatinin nitrogen

elimination, persisting over at least two days.

A fat utilization of from 72 to 89 per cent by our pernicious

anemia cases is quite satisfactory when the low fat of the diet is

considered. Our data furnish no evidence of the intestinal for-

mation of fatty acids of high iodin absorption values.

In view of our experience the use of iron-rich and vitamine

adequate diets in the anemias is urged, but we do not feel that

established therapeutic measures to promote hematogenesis should

be neglected.
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A FEW OBSERVATIONS ON IMMUNITY TO
TUBERCULOSIS 1

By ALLEN K. KRAUSE, M.D.
BALTIMORE, MD.

Fifty or more types of acid-fast bacteria have been described.

Several will bring about progressive disease in animals; they are

accordingly called pathogenic or virulent. The greater number will

not flourish at the expense of the animal economy; these are known

as nonpathogenic or avindent acid-fast bacilli.

Strictly speaking, the term nonpathogenic is a misnomer for the

latter. All of them will provoke tissue change; and that this is

not a mere foreign body reaction, comparable in every respect to

that induced by such objects as grains of sand or strands of fiber,

etc., is indicated by the circumstance that they render animals

allergic to them and their congeners and stimulate the production

of immune bodies—precipitins, agglutinins, complement-fixing

substances, and what not. They arouse tissue reaction— lesion, if

you will. They are therefore pathogenic to the extent that they

set up pathological changes in the animal body. Nevertheless

their capacity of life and growth and multiplication in the body

are slight; and if we take these attributes of the virulent tubercle

bacilli as our gauge or norm of parasitism we come to the opinion

that the parasitism of the non-pathogenic acid-fasts is negligible

or even nonexistent.

Virulence, of course, is always a complementary concept. There

can be no virulence of germ without a corresponding susceptibility

of animal. When several members of the same animal species

1 From the Kenneth Dows Tuberculosis Research Fund of the Medical Clinic

of the Johns Hopkins University and Hospital.
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differ in reactivity to similar infections with the same strain of

microorganism we are likely to think in terms of susceptibility

(resistance). When the same animal, under identical conditions

of infection, responds in variable manner to several different types

of germ we interpret the result in the language of virulence. Never-

theless, in either case, the event is determined by the interplay

of two forces, one of the infecting agent and one of the host, which

in every particular instance will act by summation or in opposition.

To be intelligible in any discussion of resistance or immunity one

must present the case from the point of view of a single participant

—either germ or recipient— in the infection; any other method of

treatment courts confusion. It is therefore the author 's desire to

bring forward a few observations by way of a very partial analysis

of resistance to tuberculosis from the point of view of the host.

This short paper aims to raise a few questions and to settle none.

Since 1900 events in the tuberculosis immunology field have

crowded fast. It is just nineteen years since Trudeau exhibited

his specimens to this Association in Washington and brought

forward at the same time his brilliant proof that small animals

can be made specifically overresistant to tuberculous infection.

Trudeau 's almost apologetic remarks about an acquired immunity

coming into play in tuberculosis are illuminating as regards the

general opinion of the time on tuberculous immunity. Since then

the latter 's actuality has been abundantly demonstrated, with a

finality that the humblest and least professional worker in tuber-

culosis takes it as a matter of course. Yet its nature and modus

operandi remain as obscure as ever.

The practice of inoculation of animals with all types of acid-

fast bacilli brings to light features of body response which take

place with such uniformity that the observer may well speculate

on their part in the process of resisting infection— in establishing

or contributing to the virulence of infecting agent in other words.

The experimenter learns that the native reaction of susceptible

animals to first infection with virulent acid-fast bacteria, tubercle

bacilli, is slow and that the infectious process evolves indolently

in the body, as the animal remains meanwhile in normal health.

It is uncommon to discover visible evidences of infection duriner
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the first ten days after the application of even large numbers of

tubercle bacilli. Noticeable illness will begin only after two or

three more weeks after disease is well established. Yet these are

non-immune animals. The event will show them succumbing to

their infection, which will have become extensive and widely

disseminated. The prominent more obvious results of first infection

with virulent bacilli are a sluggish tissue response, proceeding

lazily for a while without functional disturbance of the animal, yet

with a progressiveness which continues to the point of fatality.

When infected, immune animals behave in a totally different

manner. In their case infection means reinfection, inasmuch as

specific immunity is created only by earlier infection. The inocu-

lation of virulent tubercle bacilli will precipitate an immediate

tissue response on the part of the immune animal. Within a few

hours the points of bacillary focalization become inflamed to a

degree that varies with the allergy of the animal and the numbers

of bacilli concerned, to a degree also that can comprise every

gradation from transient congestion to rapid hemorrhagic necroses

with later loss of tissue. At the same time the animal becomes

rapidly and acutely ill. If it survives this illness, which usually

begins a few hours after infection, the inflammatory reactions

subside, and in those places where bacilli remain real tubercular

changes with a proliferative character come to light with much

greater rapidity of origin and evolution than is to be found in

animals which labor under a first infection.

Yet these immune animals will not die of tuberculosis. Tubercle

will develop rapidly and retrogress. Ulcerations may occur, but

they will heal. After the first dissemination of bacilli along the

avenues open to the point of inoculation there is but slight tendency

for them to spread further.

There is a wealth of information to be had from close attention

to details of the immune reaction. Some of it may contribute

to a better clinical understanding of the disease. Of great impor-

tance is the part played by the immune state in the symptomatology

of tuberculosis. In the animal of experiment it is always the

immune animal which, short of the cachectic and agonal stage,

exhibits the stormy or profoundly ill acute tuberculosis, never the
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animal infected for the first time, no matter how large or virulent

the dose or how inoculated. We can hold no other opinion than

that it is thus ill because of its immunity, of its increased resistance

to infection. And we must take the same view of the man acutely

ill with tuberculosis; the man struck down with pleurisy with

effusion or tuberculous pneumonia or generalized miliary disease

is "going bad" not because, as many clinicians have learned to

say, his resistance is low, but because he is an immune animal

that has suffered reinfection. In the laboratory, if we wish to

keep our immune animals for prolonged observation, we may not

give them large reinfecting doses, for they will then become so ill

that they are likely to die within a day or two. Yet the survivors

who do pull through their acute illness will, as a rule, resist their

reinfection well. The pathologist must interpret things by the

issue of events; he must therefore call such animals highly resistant.

The clinician has only too often been accustomed to regard resist-

ance from the point of view of severity of a patient's illness, and

has therefore thought of the more sick patient as the less resistant

person. If we are eager for precise concepts and accurate state-

ment of them there can be little doubt that the clinician has in

regard to tuberculosis been frequently in error.

The immune reaction throws out the hint that an increased

resistance to tuberculous infection which, after all, means largely

a lowered susceptibility to disseminated focalization of bacilli,

may be accomplished through the rapidity and vigor of tissue

reaction which are prominent attributes of the immune state and

which would presumably operate in a way that favored earlier and

more complete localization (limitation) and destruction of bacilli.

We may now examine several characteristics of body response

to nonpathogenic acid-fast bacilli. We have been describing a

reaction of acquired increased resistance to infection. That to

nonpathogenic acid-fasts is one of native or congenital (species)

immunity.

The inoculation of nonpathogenic acid-fast bacteria into normal

animals is followed by rapid response on the part of the tissues.

Effects such as local swelling and bubo of regional lymph nodes

are usually visible is from four to five days after inoculation, and

Am Phys 31
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may appear within two days. The lesion is more inflammatory

(exudative) than that which results from first infection with tubercle

bacilli. It quickly reaches its acme— as a rule within a week or

ten days, and by the end of two to three weeks it has disappeared

and the part has returned to normal.

What seems significant is that the native reaction of tissues to

nonpathogenic acid-fast bacilli resembles superficially and in

broad outline the response of immune animals to virulent acid-

fast bacilli. It is similar to the latter in that it is comparatively

rapid and that inflammatory features are likely to predominate over

proliferative ones. We call the microorganisms non-pathogenic,

yet the congenital response of the body to them is much more

marked and active than is that to so-called virulent bacteria, the

tubercle bacilli.

Is it possible that animals are natively immune to the non-

pathogenic acid-fasts because of their inherent vigor of reacting

capacity to them? Or are they natively susceptible to virulent

tubercle bacilli because their tissues are congenitally incapable

of meeting first infection with the promptness that is necessary to

localize the germs within narrow limits and prevent a decisive

multiplication of the latter? After infection with virulent bacilli

they become relatively resistant; but that is after their bodies have

taken on new powers, after their tissues have been trained, as

it were, to react with celerity to fresh bacillary invasions, and to

substitute, in a measure, the speed of exudative response for the

leisureliness of proliferation.

The point which is raised may seem paradoxical. Yet in outline

and with necessary disregard of quantitative relations which always

bulk large in determining the end-result of any infection, the case

exists as stated. And in recapitulation it is this: To microorgan-

isms which we call avirulent the tissues react initially with com-

parative vigor, and, although there is a transient pathological

result, no infection in a true sense eventuates. On the other hand

to those bacteria which we designate as virulent the tissues react

at first indolently and with few or no evidences of change; and

the germs maintain themselves in the tissues and "take hold"

and we have a true and lasting infection. After infection by
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virulent bacilli is established the tissues take on new powers of

reaction, which, broadly speaking, consist in a marked exaltation

and enhancement of their native qualities; and through these

they become relatively immune— or, to reverse the point of view,

virulent bacilli are now relatively nonpathogenic for them. The

real tuberculosis "case" begins only with the establishment of

the immune state, not with the fading of resistance. The immune
state is at bottom conservative, but through and because of it all

types of tissue changes, to the point of tissue destruction, may
occur. The immune state is notoriously lavish in its response to

stimulation—to new goads by antigen. On occasion, it may overdo

;

it may pour out much more effusion than is necessary to combat a

pleural reinfection or bacilli aspirated into midlung from an apical

focus or focalization at points in the meninges; it may thus endanger

or blot out the life of the body which its reaction is designed to

preserve from bacillary invasion.

At the same time there recurs the question which may be phrased

in this way: Tissue reaction in some degree is necessary to the

origin and development of acid-fast infection. With this postulate

granted, is it possible that the quality of virulence of germ is

proportionate inversely to the ability of tissues to react to it ?

DISCUSSION

Dr. S. Solis-Cohen, Philadelphia, Pa.: I have been much interested

recently in problems of immunity, especially in an attempt to define,

clarify and distinguish the terms resistance, susceptibility and virulence in

their various relations. My mind so works that mathematical formulas

help it— so far as I can follow them. In a paper recently published, but
written two years ago in collaboration with my ever-lamented pupil and
colleague, Dr. George D. Heist— a paper based chiefly upon Heist's studies

in a military camp, and distinguishing between susceptibility of the human
being to the meningococcus on the one hand and virulence of the menin-
gococcus for human beings on the other hand— I ventured to submit to

professional consideration certain illustrative formulas. The distinctions

made might seem obvious, yet they are not always regarded by writers.

When one speaks of resistance and susceptibility, he refers not to two
different matters but to the opposite sides of one shield— that is, to an
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identical factor, positively or negatively stated. Although a complex it

may be treated as a single simple quantity. The formula is then, R S
= 0; whence R = — S, and S = — R.

When we wish to analyze the positive quantity R (resistance) and to

determine how and when and why it becomes converted into the minus

quantity S (susceptibility), and vice versa, we have to take into account

its compenents A, P, X, Y, Z— that is to say, antibodies, phagocytes and

other known and unknown properties, forces, substances, qualities

—

whatever they may be. But in dealing with it as a whole such analysis

may be omitted.

When we come, however, to estimate the relative degrees of immunity,

original or acquired, that given species or individuals may possess in

regard to a given microorganism, or the relative degrees of virulence of

definite strains of the infective organism toward the species or the individual,

we deal not with a mere plus or minus position but with two different

factors. We have to consider a ratio, not only, but differing ratios between

two variables. Taking these variables at any given instant we have the

formula - = i; R being resistance of a given individual at the given time

and V being virulence of a given organism at the same time. As suggested

in the admirable paper to which we have just listened, i (that is, immunity)

is seen to vary inversely with V and directly with R, for if we multiply

V by n the value of i in our formula becomes -; while if we multiply R

by n, i becomes ni. Conversely, division of R by n proportionately

reduces immunity and division of V by n proportionately exalts immunity.

In the extreme instances, when R = °, then ~ = 0— there is no immunity;

if, however, V = 0, then R = cc— immunity is infinite. In other words,

the formula truly represents the facts and may be used for what it is worth.

Its special importance in the investigations made in collaboration with

Dr. Heist was in affording a means of expressing the relative degrees of

immunity of different animals and men to germs of varying virulence as

determined by our capillary tube test with the whole coagulable blood.

A constant R could be measured against a variable For a constant V
measured against a variable R. If we could fix a definite value for i, then

having either R or V we could readily determine the value of the other.

For example, in the studies of meningitis referred to we were able to show,

first, that in general the strains obtained from the throats of carriers were

much less virulent to most men— as measured by the destruction of bacteria

in the tube of whole blood— than strains obtained from the spinal fluid;

second, that, taking one of these highly virulent strains from the spinal

fluid as our constant on the one hand and a carrier strain as our constant

on the other hand, the whole coagulable blood of most men permitted the

rapid growth of spinal fluid strains (indicating lack of resistance with
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proportionately low immunity— to the attacks of meningococci that have

passed through the human nervous system): while the blood of but one

among many normal men permitted the growth of carrier strain-, thus

indicating for the human species in general a high degree of resistance and

a corresponding immunity relative to such strains— but also indicating

for the exceptional individual low resistance with absence of immunity.

These exceptional individuals become the culture media for the production

of virulent strains. There could be no better illustration of the difference

between the infection that depends upon susceptibility and that which

depends upon virulence.

The same method may, I think, be usefully applied in the study of

tuberculosis.

In connection with Dr. Krause's reference to the relation between

Koch's bacillus and its host, we may recall attention to an observation of

Edward Jenner's. published in the late eighteenth century. I cannot

recall the exact words, but the gist is this: Tuberculosis is caused by a

parasite, and the structural changes in the affected organ may be likened

to vegetable excrescences like the ''gall-nut'' and "oak-apple." which

serve the double purpose of guarding the insect larvae and protecting the

tree or bush from greater injury. One does not need to translate this

into modern scientific jargon to realize its profound truth and its bearing

upon natural and artificial immunity.

Many years ago I suggested that a useful purpose in the study of

prognosis and of treatment might be served by noting the tendencies

of the human organism to limit the tuberculous process in time and space.

There are four main divisions, each with many graduations and some
overlapping: (1) Precede- -lightly limited in space but sharply limited

in time, as shown, for example, in the recurrent acute exacerbations of chronic

cases, with their frequently surprising recoveries: (2) processes sharply

limited in space but slightly limited in time, as shown by most of the

chronic cases of pulmonary disease, but typically by Sir Andrew Clark's

"fibroid phthisis"; (3) processes sharply limited both in time and space,

as shown by the healed lesions discovered only at necropsy; and

(4) processes limited neither in time nor space, the miliary or acute dis-

seminated type. Such generalizations help me to envisage our medical

problems; they may perhaps help others of similar mental organization.

Dr. Allex K. Krause. Baltimore. Md.: I am greatly interested in

Dr. Solis-Cohen's remarks as to when we may consider either the infecting

agent or the host as the variable or the constant. The variegated patho-

logical background of tuberculosis is, of course, familiar to all of you.

For a number of years after the discovery of the tubercle bacillus it was
customary to explain the differences of anatomic change to differences of

virulence of the strains of tubercle bacilli concerned. But practically all
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careful study which has sought to demonstrate this necessity of varying

virulences of tubercle bacilli has been disappointing. Since, however,

we have become familiar with the phenomenon of tissue allergy in tuber-

culosis we have apparently made a great deal of progress in the direction

of a working hypothesis which would give a reasonable explanation of why
the effects of the tubercle bacillus are so variable from a pathological point

of view. We come to this, for instance, through well-controlled experi-

ments in which the infecting agent and all factors concerned with the

inoculation can be kept constant while the animals to be infected can be

considered as variables. This happens when we sensitize guinea-pigs by

preliminary infection, when the degree of allergy of the several members

of the animal series can be made to vary according to the time that has

elapsed since the initial infection, the size of the first infecting dose and the

extent and manner of the infection, etc. Under these circumstances we

find that the same dose of the same suspension of living tubercle bacilli,

inoculated in the same way, will bring about a variety of anatomic

response. This fact leads us to presuppose that, with certain reservations,

such as dosage and variability of host, it is a great deal more important than

differences of virulence of germ in determining the character and extent

of the infection.
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Four cases of lupus erythematosus disseminatus with definite

renal complications have recently come under our observation.

One of the cases was studied at the University Hospital in Minne-

apolis; the other three were observed in Rochester. The relation-

ship of the renal changes to lupus erythematosus, the nature of

the renal changes, and the evidence of exacerbation of the renal

lesion following operative treatment of foci of infection have inter-

ested us greatly. Since nephritis, complicating lupus erythema-

tosus, has received some attention in the literature, and since

serious consequences are apt to attend interference with foci of

infection in cases of this type, we believe that our observations,

including renal functional studies, warrant publication.

Xephritis, complicating both the discoid and diffuse types of

lupus erythematosus, has been described by several writers, among

them Brooke, Sequeira, and Balean; Galloway and MacLeod,

Gunsett, Koch, Little. MeDonagh, Short, Reitmann and Zumbusch,

and Spiethoff. This work has been well summarized by Fried-

lander. Xephritis has been described in several cases terminating

fatally and has been regarded by some as accidental and by others

as due to a severe toxemia. It is more common and severe in the

diffuse than in the discoid form; for instance, Sequeira and Balean

assert that nephritis was present in 2 of 17 cases of the discoid
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form, and in 5 of 7 cases of the diffuse form. In the cases herein

reported special interest attaches to the exacerbation following

disturbance of foci and to the results of renal functional studies.

Lupus erythematosus is associated with some form of infection;

but whether tuberculosis or focal infection plays the major part

has not been determined, as pointed out by Goeckermann. Marked

clinical improvement has been noted in many cases following eradi-

cation of foci. On the other hand, marked exacerbation with

dissemination of the process has resulted in three of the cases herein

described.

In Case I a marked constitutional reaction, associated with

extensive dissemination of the skin lesion and evidence of marked

renal change, followed the removal of four teeth (Fig. 1). The

patient died within a short time. The results of interference

with the foci of infection were both dramatic and tragic and

impressed on us the necessity of great care in the treatment of

foci in lupus erythematosus. Subsequent experience served to

strengthen this conclusion.

The patient in Case II was a young woman who was under obser-

vation in the Mayo Clinic intermittently over a period of five years.

On her first visit she had an itching papillary rash, diagnosed

scabies. Four years later her condition was diagnosed acne rosacea,

chronic nephritis, and septic tonsils and teeth. A tonsillectomy,

in 1920, was followed by a febrile attack lasting a week, during

which the rash became decidedly worse. The diagnosis of lupus

erythematosus disseminatus was made by our colleague, Dr.

Stokes. We then saw the patient for the first time; she presented

the clinical picture of a low-grade chronic nephrosis with only

moderate edema and a peculiar, rather insignificant appearing

chronic skin lesion. She was markedly asthenic and was irritable

at times. Tuberculosis was suspected, but all attempts to demon-

strate the organism failed. The patient was sent home on a regime

for tuberculosis, and three months later the skin lesion had sub-

sided but the nephritis was unchanged. Extraction of an infected

molar was followed by an exacerbation of the skin lesions. June,

1921, there was considerable improvement in every wray. Later

an abscessed molar developed; this was followed by an exacer-
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bation of the renal lesion with retinal exudates of the cottonwool

type. At this time the patient was seriously ill. It became

necessary to remove the offending tooth, which was the source of

great discomfort. Subsequently there was an exacerbation of

all the symptoms. Pneumonia developed and the patient died.

Necropsy revealed tuberculosis of the intestines, spleen, and mes-

enteric lymph nodes, bilateral lobar pneumonia, and bilateral

chronic diffuse glomerular nephritis.

The patient in Case III, a man, aged forty-eight years, came

to the Clinic with a skin eruption which was diagnosed lupus ery-

thematosus disseminatus. The urine contained varying amounts

of albumin, but the renal function was normal. An infected tooth

was extracted on two occasions without evidence of systemic

reaction. Local treatment of the skin included applications of

the roentgen ray.

The patient was seen two months later, at which time the skin

lesions had greatly improved. The urine still showed a trace of

albumin, but renal function was good.

The patient in Case IV as a woman, aged forty-two years,

who came to the Clinic with an eruption on the face and arms and

enlargement of the cervical glands. She also had marked dental

sepsis and mild albuminuria. The eruption was diagnosed lupus

erythematosus. The teeth were extracted, one or two at a time,

over a period of four months. Only slight exacerbations followed,

but a more severe reaction resulted from the removal of a cervical

lymph node for diagnostic purposes. At the end of three months

the patient was dismissed from observation with the skin eruption

greatly improved.

REPORT OF CASES

Case I.—A middle-aged woman (Case 17124) was admitted to the Univer-

sity Hospital, Minneapolis, August 15, 1918, complaining of pain in the left

side of the neck, diffuse eruption of the face, and swollen eyelids. She had

been married eight years; her husband was living and well; they had two

healthy children. She had had measles at the age of five, tonsillitis three

times, subacute rheumatism in 1913, and often, when a child, herpes around

the lips. She had had pyorrhea for a considerable period, and a great deal of

dental work. The present illness began in June, 191S, with a small reddened
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scaly spot about 0.5 cm. in diameter on the bridge of the nose. This

remained stationary for months, then began to increase in size and grow

deeper in color. June 14, 1919, the patient consulted one of the leading

dermatologists in Minneapolis, who gave her local treatment for the lupus

Fig. 1.— (Case I.) Extensive eruption on the face. August 30, 1919.

and referred her to a well-known dentist, who made roentgenograms of the

teeth and advised extraction. July 21, four teeth were extracted. The

eruption on the face is said to have spread only slightly before the extraction

of the teeth; the week following the entire face was covered. August 1,

the swelling of the face had increased to such an extent that the eyes were
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practically closed. A slight rash had been noticed on the right forearm and

this had been treated with the same local application.

Physical examination revealed that the patient was well developed and

well nourished. Her face was swollen and distorted and her eyes almost

shut. A papular, scaly, coalescent eruption on an edematous base covered

the entire face and the dorsal surface of the right wrist. There were a few

deep red papules on the fingers of both hands, some of which were circinate,

and a few scattered papules on the back of the neck. The hair was normal

and the scalp not involved (Figs. 1 and 2).

Fig. 2.— (Case I.) Eruption on dorsal surface of the arms and hands, August
30, 1919.

The tarsal conjunctiva? were somewhat injected. Extraocular movements
of the eyes were normal, the fundi were negative, and exophthalmos was

absent.

The gums showed severe pyorrhea; many teeth were missing, several

were filled, and many were carious. The tongue was clean and without

tremor: the tonsils were small and submerged and the pharynx was reddened.

A small thyroid was palpable. There was a brawny induration of the

submaxillary region. The left submaxillary gland and anterior cervical

were specially large, indurated, and tender; slight general adenopathy was
present.

Breath sounds were of somewhat increased intensity throughout and
somewhat roughened. A few moist rales were heard in the right inter-

scapular region.
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The point of maximal impulse was palpable in the fourth intercostal

space 7 cm. from the middle sternal line. The relative cardiac dulness in

the fourth intercostal space extended 8 cm. to the left and 4 cm. to the right.

The pulmonary second was greater than the aortic second. A short rough

systolic murmur was heard at the apex, which disappeared with the patient

sitting. The blood-pressure was 118 systolic and 90 diastolic. No masses

were felt in the abdomen, and the liver, spleen, and kidneys were not pal-

pable. Neurologic examination was essentially negative.

Fig. 3.— (Case I.) Less extensive eruption on the face at the time of general clinical

improvement (September 14, 1919).

Soon after admission of the patient hyaline and granular casts and traces

of albumin appeared in the urine; the specific gravity was 1.012 to 1.025.

Later blood cells and large amounts of albumin were noted. The sputum

was continuously negative for the bacilli of tuberculosis. The hemoglobin

decreased from 85 to 65 per cent and the erythrocytes from 5,240,000 to

2,500,000; leukocytes varied in number from 3000 to 5000, 60 to 80 per cent

of which were polymorphonuclears. The phenolsulphonephthalein excretion

was 69 per cent in two hours; two months later 30 per cent was excreted in
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one hour. The blood creatinin, October 21, was 2.7 mg. for each 100 cc.

and urea 37 mg.; the blood sugar was 0.129 per cent.

During her stay in the hospital the patient had a septic tj^pe of tempera-

ture, reaching 104°; cyanosis and dyspnea developed. Occasional rales

were present at the apices and the sputum occasionally was blood-tinged.

The eruption extended to the back of the neck and the right ear. Later,

improvement was noted and the temperature reached approximately

normal, followed after a few days by recrudescence (Fig. 3). October 18,

twitching movements of the fingers, muscles, and mouth were observed.

There was a convulsive seizure with loss of consciousness for ten minutes.

Blood-pressure then was 90 systolic and 60 diastolic. The patient became

irrational at times and gradually grew weaker until death.

Roentgenograms of the chest suggested diffuse pulmonary tuberculosis.

The pulse averaged 100, the respiration 24. Two days before death there

was an increase in pulse, temperature, and respiration; this changed from

24 to 60. The edge of the liver became palpable.

The clinical diagnosis was lupus erythematosus, dental caries, pj-orrhea

and gingivitis, and acute nephritis. Pathologic diagnosis was not available,

since necropsy was refused.

Case II (A177781)—Miss O. R., aged sixteen years, came to the Clinic,

November 13, 1916, with a diagnosis of scabies. An abscess in the neck

had been opened in 1914. Attacks of urticaria and itching and papular

eruption had been constant since the summer of 1916.

The physical examination was negative except for skin lesions.

The patient was again examined September 8, 1920. She then weighed

120 pounds. She had been short of breath on exertion since 1918. In

April, 1920, she had had typhoid fever, according to her local physician,

characterized by loss of appetite, abdominal tenderness, and fever. The
Widal reaction was negative. The patient was in bed for two weeks.

Erythema or acne of the face developed after this febrile attack, with

falling of the hair; the patient felt dull and drowsy. She had had tonsillitis

in July, 1920. There was no record of edema at any time.

The patient appeared chronically ill. Her hair was thin and falling

and her skin dry. Pupils reacted to light and accommodation; eye-grounds

were normal. The tonsils were septic and the apices of four teeth were
infected. The systolic blood-pressure was 120, the diastolic 90, the pulse

88, the temperature 99°. The heart and lungs were clear. The hemo-
globin was 60 per cent; the erythrocytes numbered 3,550,000 and the

leukocytes 7600. The Wassermann reaction was negative. The total

acids in the gastric test meal was 32; the free hydrochloric acid was 12.

There was no retention. Roentgenograms of the stomach were negative.

The specific gravity of the urine was 1.026; it contained albumin, Grade 4,

but no sugar. Occasionally hyaline casts and erythrocytes, and about
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thirt}'' leukocytes to the microscopic field were found. The phenol-

sulphonephthalein return was 45 per cent; the blood urea was 16 mg. A
diagnosis was made of acne rosacea, chronic nephritis, and septic tonsils and

teeth.

September 20, 1920, tonsillectomy was performed; for three days the

patient's recovery was uneventful, then the temperature rose to 101°.

The eruption on the face was much more marked and it began to scale.

On the fifth and sixth clays the patient was delirious; her face was edematous.

The temperature remained high for seven days.

The patient came under our observation at this time and remained at the

Stanley Hospital from October 8 to November 6. She was seen by Dr.

Stokes, who made a diagnosis of lupus erythematosus disseminatus. During

the next four weeks the patient was studied carefully in order to ascertain

if she had any chronic foci of infection. The systolic blood-pressure was 1 10

to 126, the diastolic 60 to 64. The hemoglobin was 48 to 50 per cent, the

.erythrocytes numbered 2,700,000 to 3,740,000 and the leukocytes 3800 to

5200. The differential count showed polymorphonuclears, 61 to 77 per

cent; small lymphocytes, 16 to 34 per cent; large mononuclears, 2 to 5 per

cent; eosinophils, 0.5 per cent, and basophils, 0.5 per cent. Examinations

of the urine, sputum, and stool were negative for tuberculosis bacilli.

October 23, the Widal test was negative. Cultures of the blood were nega-

tive. The basal metabolic rate was —6 per cent. Roentgenograms of the

kidneys, ureters, bladder, and lumbar spine were negative. A lesion

suspicious of tuberculosis of the upper left lobe was found. Five teeth

showed apical infection. The urine contained albumin 2 and occasional

hyaline casts. Ten leukocytes were counted to a microscopic field. The

daily amount of urine, on fluid intake of from 900 to 1700 cc, was 900 to

2000 cc. The specific gravity was 1.002 to 1.009; during water and

concentration tests it ranged from 1.001 to 1.024. The water output was

'760 cc. in four hours. The phenolsulphonephthalein excretion in two hours

(three tests) was 60, 70, and 80 per cent. Sediment on smear did not show

tuberculosis bacilli. The urine inoculated into a guinea-pig failed to

produce tuberculous lesions. The blood urea was 16 to 30 mg. for each

100 cc, creatinin 1.2 to 1.3, and uric acid 3.0 to 4.3. The patient was sent

liome on a tuberculosis regime.

January 18, 1921, the patient was examined the third time. She weighed

119.5 pounds, and since November, 1920, had felt quite well. At times she

had had slight edema of the face and legs. The skin lesion had almost

cleared up. January 18, a radical alveolar resection of the first molar on the

right side was performed. Her temperature was 98 to 99°; there was an

exacerbation of the skin lesion. The hemoglobin was 65 per cent. Ery-

throcytes numbered 3,560,000 and leukocytes 5200. The urine contained

albumin 2 to 3, hyaline and granular casts 2, and from twelve to twenty

leukocytes in the microscopic field. The phenolsulphonephthalein return
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was 77 per cent in two hours. The specific gravity was 1.001 to 1.030 with

water output in four hours of 645 cc. The blood urea was 34 mg. for each

100 cc, creatinin 1.3, and uric acid 3.2.

July 6, the patient was examined the fourth time. She had remained

well since her dismissal from the Olmstead Hospital. January 25 until May,.

when she had taken cold and the condition of the skin became worse and

edema of the feet developed. May 31. she consulted her home physician

because of nausea and vomiting. He found that the urine contained

albumin 2 to 3 and casts and pus 2 to 3, and that the eye-grounds were

negative. June 1, the urine was again examined, but no albumin was

I

mm

m
Fig. -4.— (Case 1777S6.) Proliferation of interstitial connective tissue, with

lymphocytes, degeneration of tubules., and atrophy of glomeruli ( X 50).

found. The nausea, edema, and skin conditions had cleared up; the

temperature was normal. June 3, an abscess of the third left molar devel-

oped. The temperature rose and the skin lesions became marked. The
urine contained albumin 3 and cast- and pus 3. The afternoon tempera-

ture continued to be 99 to 100, and the pulse was 100 to 120. The patient

had a slight dry cough and pain over the precordium. At the time of

examination, July 6, the patient weighed 103 pounds, her temperature was
101°. Her hair was very thin, her skin pale, and the rash more marked
than in January: it was now on the face, neck, and shins. She had slight
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Fig. 5.— (Case A177786.) Atrophy of tubules, with interstitial tissue changes,

increase of nuclei, and glomerular tuft ( X 200).

Fig. 6.— (Case A177786.) Section of a glomerulus, showing hyaline changes in

capillary walls, dilatation of capsular space, irregular distribution of nuclei, and
degenerative changes in tubules (X 200).
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stomatitis. Scattered moist rale? were heard over the bases of the lungs.

The heart was 2 by 11.5 em.; the pulse 118. The heart sounds were some-

what distant and without murmurs. The blood-pressure was 116 systolic

and 84 diastolic. There was a gallop rhythm at times. The lower left

pole of the kidney was palpable, and the whole abdomen felt soft and

doughy. There was no edema of the legs. The knee-jerks were reduced

(—2). Two areas of apparently recent cottonwool exudate were seen above

the disk in the right eye. The disks were free from edema and hemorrhages.

The retinal vessels appeared normal.

The patient was in the Olmsted Hospital from July 6 until she died,

August 11, during which time she was kept on a tuberculosis regimen.

July 11, an mpacted tooth was extracted; reaction was slight. Three

distinct areas of cottonwool exudate were seen in the right fundus and one

in the left. July 20, cottonwool exudates were increasing in number,

twelve in the right and six in the left.

Between July 6 and 20 the temperature ranged between 99 and 102:

after the development of bronchitis and pneumonia it was 99 to 105. The

pulse was 110 to 130 and during the pneumonia, 120 to 140. Blood-pressure

ranged between 98 and 116 systolic and 68 and 84 diastolic. Stomatitis

was very troublesome. After the onset of pneumonia the patient showed

toxic symptoms and finally passed into a delirious, semicomatose state, and

died.

Examination of the blood revealed hemoglobin 50 per cent, erythrocytes

2,150,000 and leukocytes 4600 to 11,600. The polymorphonuclear leuko-

cytes were 75 to 81 per cent; small lymphocytes 14 to 19 per cent; and large

mononuclears 4 per cent. Anisocytosis, poikilocvtosis, and polychro-

matophilia were slight. The sputum was negative for tuberculosis bacilli.

The urine, which was normal in amount, had a specific gravity of 1.008

to 1.020 and contained albumin 1 to 3, hyaline casts 1 to 2, granular casts

1 to 2, erythrocytes 1 to 2, and leukocytes 1 to 4. Culture of the urine

showed a few streptococci. Phenolsulphonephthalein excretion was 45

per cent in two hours. July 6, the blood urea was 56 mg. for each 100 cc,

creatinin 1.6, and uric acid 3.4; July 28, blood urea was 29, creatinin 1.4,

and uric acid 4.7; August 8, blood urea was 162, creatinin 2.3, and uric-

acid 9.8.

Necropsy by Dr. H. E. Robertson revealed: Macroscopically ulcerative

tuberculous enteritis of the distal ileum, caseating mesenteric lymph nodes,

bilateral lobar pneumonia, and miliary tuberculosis of the spleen with

bilateral chronic glomerular nephritis. The right and left kidneys weighed

respectively 200 and 220 gm. The surfaces were pale and, after the capsules

had been stripped, coarsely granular surfaces, yellowish white in color,

were revealed. Sections of the cortical portions contained mottled and
yellowish areas. The consistency was distinctly increased and cortical

markings were indistinct.

Am Phys 32
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Histologic examination of the kidney showed, in the cortical portions, a

definite increase in interstitial tissue, with few focal collections of lympho-

cytes. The lumina of the tubules were, for the most part, dilated and filled

with precipitated granular material; the lining cells were swollen and

granular. Henle's loops and the collecting tubules contained numerous

casts, some of which contained brownish pigment. A few of the epithelial

cells of Henle's loops contained yellowish-brown pigment granules. The
glomeruli showed beginning hyalinization of the capillary loops with marked

formation of lobules. There was swelling of the epithelial cells covering

the loops and atrophy of the endothelial cells. The loops, in general, were

atrophied and the capsular spaces dilated; only an occasional loop was

patent, and in some places the loop was practically obliterated. The

capsular epithelium contained evidences of swelling and proliferation. Xo
evidences of tuberculosis were found (Figs. 4, 5, and 6).

Case III (A364069).— Mr. M. H., aged forty-eight years, came to the

Clinic, July 18, 1921, because of a "breaking out on hands and face," which

had begun ten weeks before. The patient had had typhoid fever at the

age of twenty-one, rheumatic fever at the age of thirty-six, and influenza

in 1918. He had had an eruption of the skin in the summer of 1920 which

had disappeared in four weeks. He had lost 38 pounds in weight.

The patient was nervous, thin, and somewhat emaciated. He chilled

rather easily. His face and hands were red and swollen and covered with

a papular eruption. The mucous membrane of the mouth also showed

superficial lesions, and slight ulceration was seen along the margin of the

gums. The lungs were clear but there was slight emphysema. The heart

(2 by 10 cm.) had regular action and no murmurs. Peripheral sclerosis

was Grade 2. The blood-pressure was 90 sj
rstolic and 64 diastolic. The

lower pole of the right kidney was palpable and slightly tender. A few

glands in the groin were palpable, but not markedly enlarged. The deep

reflexes were positive. The eye-grounds were practically negative except

for slight vascular changes. The patient was referred to the dermatologic

section for treatment and, July 18, one tooth was extracted without reaction.

The patient was kept at the Olmsted Hospital for special renal functional

studies from August 17 to August 25.

The patient weighed 114 pounds. The blood-pressure varied from 82

to 90 sj'stolic and from 60 to 64 diastolic. The temperature was normal.

The hemoglobin was 70 per cent, the erythrocytes numbered 4,020,000

and leukocytes 7800. The urine had a specific gravity of from 1.008 to

1.016 and contained albumin to 2, and the sediment showed an occasional

hj^aline cast and pus cell. Phenolsulphonephthalein excretion was 65 per

cent. Blood urea was 24 mg. for each 100 cc, creatinin 1.5, and uric acid

very low. The blood-pressure rose to 120 systolic and 70 diastolic after

0.5 cc. adrenalin had been given subcutaneously.
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September 7, one tooth was extracted without reaction.

October 11 and November 11, roentgen-ray treatments of the skin lesions

were given with good results.

January 27, 1922, the patient returned to the Clinic; he had improved

markedly and weighed 142 pounds. His appetite was good and the gums
along the margin of the teeth were only slightly ulcerated. The condition

of the skin was much improved, with slight diffuse erythema and a few small

scales. The heart and lungs were unchanged. Roentgenograms of the

chest revealed old lesions in both upper lobes. The blood-pressure was 100

>y>tolic and 70 diastolic. The von Pirquet reaction was positive. The
hemoglobin was 64 per cent, erythrocytes numbered 3,480,000 and leuko-

cytes 3800. The specific gravity of the urine varied from 1.002 to 1.027.

The urine (1100 cc. daily) contained albumin 1 and an occasional leukocyte.

Phenolsulphonephthalein excretion was 55 per cent. The blood urea was

39 mg. for each 100 cc. and the uric acid 2.3. After the ingestion of 10 gm.

of sodium chloride daily for three days, chloride retention was slight, plasma

chloride rising from 610 to 648 mg. for each 100 cc.

Case IV (A356397).— Miss C. S., aged forty-two years, came to the

Clinic, April 27, 1921, complaining chiefly of an eruption on the face and

back of the arms and enlargement of the glands of the neck. The patient

had had scarlatina when a child, one attack of grippe, rheumatic fever in

1918, and a large gland in the neck with drainage during the last five years.

The lesions of the skin had begun eight to ten years before and were first

considered to be due to the heat. They had lasted throughout the summer
and disappeared in the fall. During the last summer they had persisted

around the nose and had been accompanied by itching and burning. Six

weeks before lesions had appeared over the entire face. The patient was

otherwise in good condition, although she had felt rather tired and worn
out ; her appetite had been poor and she had lost ten pounds. She had lost

strength slightly and was somewhat nervous.

The patient weighed 115 pounds. Many of her teeth were capped. A
chain of enlarged superficial cervical glands extended to the edge of the

clavicle; most of these were small and movable, but one was large and

adherent to the skin. Two small sinuses drained just below the ear. Reso-

nance was impaired over the left apex of the lung and dry, fine rales were

present; voice and breath sounds were increased. The fiver edge was

barely palpable. The blood-pressure was 120 systolic and 80 diastolic.

The pulse was 78 and temperature 100.2°. The hemoglobin was 60 per

cent; the leukocytes numbered 4200. The gums showed pyorrhea 2 and

the roentgenogram of the teeth revealed severe periapical involvement of

eight. The pupils were irregular, the reflexes normal; the arteries of the

fundus were somewhat narrowed and bright and the veins relatively

engorged; the disks were pale and somewhat blurred, suggestive of an old
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neuroretinitis; the left eye showed old iritis. Roentgenograms of the lungs

were negative except for shadows of calcified glands.

The patient was referred to the dermatologic section, where a diagnosis of

lupus erythematosus disseminatus was made. Biopsy of skin lesion showed

scattered lymphatic infiltration, but nothing»typical on which a diagnosis

could be made.

The patient was sent to the Worrell Hospital for treatment in the derma-

tologic section, where the skin lesions were treated locally. Quinin was

aclministered on the advice of Dr. Stokes. After consultation extraction

of the infected teeth was decided on. The teeth were removed, one or two

at a time: two May 9, two May 13, two May 26, two June 8, and the last

two July 1. Slight reaction insufficient to interfere with further extractions

followed the removal of the first tooth, and there was slight exacerbation of

the skin lesions toward the end of this period with extension of the lesion

to the auditory canal. June 14, a cervical lymph gland was removed and a

diagnosis of tuberculosis made. After this minor operation the patient's

temperature remained as high as 101 ° until June 25 ; and until her dismissal,

July 13, it rose occasionally to 99°.

Urinalysis was made weekly between April 27 and July 11. The urine

(500 to 2000 cc. daily) had a specific gravity of from 1.010 to 1.020; it con-

tained albumin 1 to 4, casts 1 to 4, pus cells 1 to 4, and from four to twenty

erythrocytes in a microscopic field. Culture of a catheterized specimen of

urine, July 11, showed a Gram-negative bacillus. The phenolsulphone-

phthalein excretion, June 20, was 55 per cent in two hours; the blood urea,

June 21, was 50 mg. for each 100 cc.

During the latter part of the patient's stay in the hospital the condition

of the skin improved markedly. July 9, the blood-pressure was 140 systolic

and 84 diastolic.

The patient was dismissed from observation, July 13, 1921.

Note.—We are indebted to the staff of the Section on Derma-

tology and Syphilology for the opportunity of studying Cases III

and IV.

Discussion. The clinical features and laboratory findings of

chief interest are presented in the accompanying table.

Albuminuria was present in the four cases; in large amounts in

three. Casts were present in all the cases, more numerous during

the periods of exacerbation. Erythrocytes were occasionally found

in small numbers, while leukocytes, though usually not markedly

increased, were found periodically in large numbers.
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Renal Functional Findings. The phenolsulphonephthalein out-

put was normal or practically normal in all tests. It should be

stated, however, that tests were not made during the period of

urea retention occurring in Case *II. Blood urea findings were

normal or at the upper limit of normal except in one or two deter-

minations. Urea and uric acid retention became marked in Case

II prior to death, but no significant change was encountered in

the level of blood creatinin. It would appear, therefore, that

renal function, as indicated by the phenolsulphonephthalein excre-

tion and by the level of these various nitrogenous bodies in

the blood, was normal except during the last month in Case II.

Unfortunately studies on chloride retention were not made. The

ability of the kidney to dilute and concentrate was not seriously

impaired, and at no time did the specific gravity remain markedly

fixed.

The blood-pressure was normal or slightly decreased hi all.

The eye-grounds appeared normal except in Case II shortly before

death. Three of the four patients had fever reaching 103°. All

had a definite secondary anemia, progressive in the fatal cases.

Tuberculous processes were demonstrated histologically in two

cases; in the other two, roentgenograms of the chest gave evidence

of lesions suggestive of tuberculosis. Focal infection was marked

in three cases; in another there were two abscessed teeth.

In Cases I, II, and IV exacerbations of the renal and skin lesions

followed interference with foci. The reaction was severe in Cases

I and II, which terminated fatally, and only slight in Case IV. In

Case III the patient improved following the extraction of infected

teeth.

Unfortunately, necropsy was obtained in only one of the two

cases terminating fatally. However, the findings in this case

are of unusual interest, since it revealed chronic tuberculosis and

chronic diffuse glomerular nephritis.

Conclusions. 1. Nephritis is a common complication of

disseminated lupus erythematosus.

2. Clinically the renal picture is one of chronic nephrosis, but

in our one case coming to necropsy the renal lesion was chronic

glomerular nephritis.
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3. Serious reactions characterized by exacerbations of both

skin and renal lesions are not uncommon following interference

with foci of infection in lupus erythematosus. Therefore, due

care is necessary before undertaking eradication of foci in lupus

erythematosus disseminatus.
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THE FATE OF ARSENIC AFTER INTRAVENOUS OR
INTRATHECAL INJECTION

By R. D. RUDOLF, M.D.

AND

F. M. R. BULMER, M.B.
TORONTO, CANADA.

The question of the fate of salvarsan, using the term salvarsan

as a group one for all such arsenical preparations, after its intra-

venous injection is a large one and the work that is here presented

only goes a very little way toward answering it. After its adminis-

tration arsenic certainly soon appears in the urine and in the feces,

and probably is chiefly got rid of by these routes; but it is equally

certain that while in the body it is not equally distributed, but that

certain tissues hold most of it and that others scarcely take it up at

all. We have so far only studied the question thoroughly as regards

the liver and the spinal cord, and find that while the drug lodges in

the former largely in proportion to the amount placed in the blood,

it is apparently not taken up by the nervous tissues in any recogniz-

able amount. A few preliminary experiments would suggest that

the drug also lodges largely in the long bones and in the lungs.

Several observers have found arsenic in the spinal fluid after intra-

venous administration, but Mcintosh and Fildes1 failed to detect

it in the brain. No work has been done yet, so far as the writers are

aware, in analyzing the spinal cord after intravenous injection of the

drug.

In reviewing the literature regarding experiments with arsenic,

it seems that the usual test employed has been the Marsh one, which

1 Jour. Am. Med. Assn., April 14, 1017.
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is now* obsolete for the quantitative estimation of small amounts of

the drug.

The method employed by the writers is a modification of the

Gutzeit test, as described in the Transactions of the International

Congress of Applied Chemistry, in 1912. The principle of the test

is the development of arsine from arsenic compounds in the presence

of nascent hydrogen. Iron as a ferric ammonium alum is added to

the material to be tested, which causes a steady and regular evolu-

tion of hydrogen, although it inhibits the production of arsine.

The inhibitory action of the iron is offset by the addition of stannous

chloride to the material. The advantage of this method is that for

each test a new set of standards is made under exact conditions as

to the materials being examined. The lowest amount of arsenic

that can be estimated in this way is 0.001 mg. as arsenic trioxide and

the highest is 0.02 mg. From this the percentage of arsenic in any

quantity of material can be easily calculated.

In the illustrations here given the first column is always a blank

of the reagents used in the actual test, and the next seven show the

stains produced by different amounts of arsenic in milligrams as

enumerated underneath. The remaining columns show the stains

produced by the arsenic in the tissues analyzed, one being always a

control of the reagents used in the extraction of arsenic from organic

material in a suitable form for analysis.

The method used for the separation of arsenic from the organic

material was as follows: The material to be tested was treated with

hydrochloric acid and potassium chlorate. This causes the arsenic

present in the material to be ionized into solution. The material

is filtered, and in the filtrate the arsenic is in solution. The filtrate

is then treated by the coprecipitation method. This is done by

neutralizing the filtrate with ammonia and the addition of ammonia

until this is 2.5 per cent in excess. Sodium phosphate and magnesia

mixture are next added, resulting in a precipitation, the arsenic

being thrown down in the precipitate. The precipitate is dissolved

by acid and the arsenic further reduced by the addition of potassium

iodide.

The following are sources of difficulty and possible error in the

determination of small amounts of arsenic.
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Reagents. One of the greatest troubles is the difficulty of

obtaining arsenic-free chemicals. Special acid must be procured,

as the ordinary so-called chemically-pure acids always contain

arsenic. Likewise a special arsenic-free zinc must be used. In all

tests where chemicals have a trace of arsenic a control of the reagents

must be run through with the test and the amount of arsenic in the

control is then subtracted from the reading of the result.

Glassware. Ordinary glassware usually contains arsenic, which

is given out when in contact with acids, different amounts at dif-

ferent times. Thus it is impossible to "blank" glassware. In all

our work pyrex glassware was used, each piece being tested before

being employed.

Filter Paper. All filter papers at our disposal contained

arsenic, some as high as 0.001 mg. per paper, others a mere trace.

Fortunately each paper of a brand held the same amount of arsenic,

and this, therefore, could be subtracted from the reading.

Speclvl Precautions. Needles, glassware, etc., must be care-

fully washed before being used. This is especially necessary when

needles have previously been used for the administration of arsenic.

On account of the rather poor results obtained by clinicians in

spinal syphilis after intravenous and intrathecal administration of

arsenic-containing drugs, much controversy has arisen as to whether

arsenic has any special effect on the virus of syphilis when in the

spinal cord. The authors have attacked the problem by giving

arsenic medication to animals and then analyzing the cord tissues

to see if the drug really reaches thain at all.

On giving a normal rabbit a dose of phenarsenamin proportional

to what is given to man no arsenic could be demonstrated in the cord

one hour after intravenous injection, although it was very evident

in the blood and the liver. This experiment was repeated several

times with the same result. Next the dose was increased in a series

of animals as much as eight and nine times. The rabbit getting the

smallest amount would have a relatively high therapeutic dose, while

the one receiving the largest amount had sufficient to produce pro-

found degenerative changes in the liver. All the rabbits were killed

one hour after the intravenous injection. Fig. 1 is a graph repre-

senting the results of these experiments. It will be seen that the
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amount of arsenic in the blood rises steadily with the dose, that in

the liver rises slowly at first and later very rapidly, but none is shown

in the tissues of the spinal cord. The dose in the lowest animal

corresponded to 0.8 gm. in a man and in the highest to 5.6 gm. in a

man.

10
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Fig. 1.—Graph.

It is not surprising that no arsenic appears in the spinal cord

when one considers the nature of its tissues. Mcintosh and Fildes2

found that the factor governing the passage of dyes into the brain

after intravenous injection was their solubility reaction. This,

they state, is a peculiar solubility and not a general lipoid one. It

corresponds to a solubility in chloroform and in water or perhaps

their partition coefficient in these liquids. In all probability the

same holds good for the spinal tissues owing to their composition.

Thus from a solubility point of view no arsenic would be expected

2 Loc. cit.
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to lodge in the spinal cord after intravenous injection, and this is

just what the above experiments show.

Failing to detect arsenic in the cord after intravenous injection

the writers next tried the intrathecal route. The first problem was,

would the arsenic if introduced into the lower part of the spinal

canal diffuse upward? The following experiment would suggest at

least that it does not do so to any extent : A glass tube was filled

with 100 cc of water, the vertical column of water measured 53 cm.

;

Fig. 2.'—Diffusion experiment, using phenarsenamine. Time twenty-four hours:

B, 10 cc from bottom of tube; T, 10 cc from top of tube; C, control of reagents.

10 cc were withdrawn and replaced at the lower end by 10 cc of water

containing 1 mg. of arsenious acid. The experiment was repeated,

using different time intervals, and at the end of the time 10 cc of

the fluid were withdrawn from the highest part of the tube and

10 cc from the lowest. Analysis showed that nearly all the arsenic

remained in the lowest part of the tube. The experiment was

repeated with phenarsenamin with the same result. Fig. 2 shows

the results after 6 mg. were injected at the bottom of the tube and

the fluid analyzed twenty-four hours later.

1 In the illustrations here given the first column is always a blank of the reagents

used in the actual test and the next seven show the stains produced by different

amounts of arsenic in milligrams as enumerated underneath. The remaining columns
show the stains produced by the arsenic in the tissues analyzed, one being always a

control of the reagents used in the extraction of arsenic from organic material in a

suitable form for analysis.
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Theoretically it does not seem likely that drugs injected into

the spinal theca should enter the cord tissues, as there is normally

no circulation in that direction. The writers found that in order

to get any arsenic into the cord in this way it was necessary to inject

a very large amount. After 1.25 mg. of phenarsenamin in 1 cc of

saline solution was injected into the spinal theca arsenic was found

in the spinal cord at the end of one hour, the lower part of the cord

showing a considerable amount and the upper a mere trace, and

this too while the spinal canal was more or less horizontal. The

results are seen in Fig. 3.

• m
ai (s) ftj m

Fig. 3.—Analysis of spinal cords after administration of phenarsenamine : 1,

Intravenous injection of 18 mg. ; 2, lower half of cord after 1.25 mg. intraspinally;

3, upper portion of same cord; 4, control cord; no arsenic given to animal.

It will be seen in Fig. 3 that no arsenic appeared in the cord after

injection of 18 mg. phenarsenamin intravenously. (The amount

of arsenic in the control must in all cases be subtracted from the

readings.)

In the above experiments it must be remembered that not only

was a very large amount of arsenic injected into the theca but that

this was done under considerable pressure.

Rabbits receiving sufficient arsenic intrathecally to show in the

cord at death, if permitted to live, all suffered from paralysis after

the injection. This paralysis seemed to improve somewhat, but up

to the time that they were killed, one hour later, nothing like com-
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plete recovery took place. In order to determine if the paralysis

were due to pressure or to the arsenic, two rabbits of the same litter

were treated as follows: One was given 0.75 cc saline solution

intrathecally and the other a similar amount of saline containing 1.25

mg. of phenarsenamin.

The animal that received the pure saline showed weakness in

the hind limbs, but within an hour this had disappeared. The

rabbit that received the phenarsenamin intrathecally showed a

profound paralysis in the hindquarters. In thirty minutes this

.
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had any influence in causing it to become deposited in the cord.

Many experiments were done with serum prepared in the manner

proposed by Swift and Ellis. Both cats and rabbits were used in

the work, with the same results. Fig. 4 shows the findings in a

series of cats.

The Swift-Ellis serum used was always prepared from the cat it

was afterward given to. In each case the cat was given 75 mg. of

phenarsenamin intravenously, an enormous dose when compared to

the therapeutic one. An hour later the animal was bled, the blood

centrifuged and the blood serum obtained placed in the ice-box over

night. Then it was diluted to 40 per cent with normal saline,

inactivated for one-half hour at 56° C, and used as described. As

will be seen in Fig. 4, there was no arsenic found in any of the cords

after the blank of the reagents had been subtracted. It will also

be noted that the Swift-Ellis serum showed only a trace of arsenic,

which of itself would account for the finding of no arsenic in the

cords after its intrathecal use. Each of the animals preparatory to

our making the serum received a far higher dose of arsenic intra-

venously than is ever given therapeutically.

When one considers the small amount of arsenic, if any, that

reaches the cord after intravenous administration, even when this

is supplemented by intrathecal injection the next day, it seems

unlikely that any possible good effects in the treatment of cerebro-

spinal syphilis by either the intravenous use of salvarsan or this

enhanced by intrathecal injection of arsenic-containing blood serum

can be due to the presence of any of the drug in the cord, but must

be explained in some other way.

The writers desire to record their gratitude to Prof. L. Joslyn

Rogers for much skilled advice in regard to the technic here used

and also to Prof. V. J. Harding for constant kind assistance.

Conclusions. 1. When arsenic is injected intravenously little

if any of it reaches the central nerve tissues.

2. When it is given in therapeutic doses intrathecally none of it

can be detected in the spinal cord.
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